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The best reproduced sound?
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As you read this, there are just afew days left
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29th, this is the first independently organized
consumer show devoted to high-quality
sound to be held in the US in the last 15 years!
Full details are given in the ads on pages 58,
59 and 82. A ticket for the whole weekend
costs $10—order now through the magazine
or get it from your friendly neighborhood
dealer.
Why are we putting on such a show?
Shouldn't the dealer's demonstration room
be the best place for audiophiles to hear
those products the reviewers rave about?
In an ideal world, probably yes. But one of
the problems with high-end audio is that for
an audiophile to experience the breadth as
well as the depth of what is available, he or
she would have to spend all his time touring
amultitude of dealers. Hence Stereopbile's
plan to bring under one roof as much as we
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lying basis of our industry—reproduced
music in the home—would reduce the show
to something akin to a technological flea
"consumer durables." The Stereophile show
has atheme, therefore: "The best reproduced
sound you've ever heard" and we sincerely
hope that all those exhibiting will try to live
up to that theme. To help towards that goal, we
will be giving aprize to the exhibitor putting
on what visitors adjudge to be the best, most
musically satisfying sound at the show.
And don't forget: as well as 1987's hot products performing at their best, there will be
show "fringes": seminars, listening tests, openpanel sessions, advice on systems, and even
live music—to give an absolute reference
point.
See you there! (And if it goes well, we'll do
it all over again for audiophiles in the East.)

Subscriptions
U.S. residents 800-435-0715
800-892-0753 (Illinois)
From outside U.S. call (505) 982-2366
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J. Gordon Holt
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veryone knows music is agood thing.
More than merely good, it appears to

meet some kind of human need, because every race in every land has amusical

to be Good, and it becomes Bad.'
Too much aspirin can give you hallucinations, whistling in the ears, and convulsions.
More than alittle arsenic can kill you. Too

tradition going back to before recorded or re-

much sex becomes boring, modesty becomes

counted history. Some of their music may not
seem like music to our unsophisticated ears,

self-effacement, and honesty becomes brutal

but as soon as someone discovered that two
sticks of different sizes produced different

candor. Too much diligence becomes compulsion, restraint becomes inhibition, loyalty
becomes toadying, and organized religion

pitches when struck on avenerated ancestor's

prays for God to bring back the good ol' days

skull, he advanced beyond mere rhythm to

of the Spanish Inquisition. And music be-

what must be considered music. (ltvo sticks

comes banal.

would, presumably, play binary music: the

Of all these Good Things, music remains

first precursor of digital sound.) In fact, were

the only one whose overdosage nobody
recognizes as Bad. Like money, most people

there no music at all today, humankind would
probably find it necesary to invent it on the

seem to feel there's no way you can get too

spot, along with amythology relating how it

much of it. So that's exactly what you get: too

was created on the eight day, after ingrown
toenails.

much of it, everywhere, all the time—in

Aspirin is agood thing, too.
So is arsenic. We know it as apoison, dear

stores, doctor's offices, elevators, parks, shopping malls, airplanes, department stores,

supermarkets, drug stores, restaurants, video

to the hearts of murder mystery writers, but,

buses, public toilets, massage parlors, TV

in small quantities, arsenic was the preferred

commercials, swimming pools (even under-

treatment for certain bacterial infections until

water), telephone Holds, formal receptions,

antibiotics came along.
Sex! Now that's certainly agood thing. So
are modesty, honesty, and diligence, maybe

barbecues, business meetings, sporting events,
children's movies, teenage movies, political
rallies, fund-raisings, cocktail parties, church

even restraint, loyalty, and our chosen brand

services, bowling alleys, factories, garages,

of religion. But overdo any of these things, or
just about any other thing which we all know

Stereophile

IOne of my favorite platitudes is "Anything in moderation
is all right, including moderation."
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The
Revolution
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bar mitzvas, amusement parks, and mortuaries. And it's all totally beyond your control.
OK, so you like music as much as anyone.
But suppose you don't happen to like the

music gets fast and bouncy, so you'll move
your fanny likewise. And in case you don't get
the point, they also do things to the music to
make you want to flee from it as speedily as

place? Or worse, suppose you just don't want

possible, like repeating the same four notes
over and over like ahung-up record for the

to listen to any music right then? Well fellah,

entire five-minute duration of anumber, or

tough titty. You are aminority of one.

by taking some hallowed piece like Bach's

kind of music being blared across apublic

In an expensive restaurant, you may ask

"Sheep May Safely Graze" or adreamy number

politely that the music be turned down abit
so you can hear yourself think, and if you're

that reminds you of your first and best love,

lucky, it will happen. (You can rely on the fact

and rendering it like something by The Grateful Dead.

that if it gets turned down at all it will prob-

There may even be times when you want

ably get turned 'way down, because non-

to hear music reverberating metallically from

audio people hear volume-change incre-

one end of the shopping mall to the other,

ments only in 6dB steps.) But don't waste
your time trying to get it turned off. Ask for
that, and you will be informed that "our
other patrons like it."

and if you're not too picky about what kind
of music it is, you may on occasion find yourself actively enjoying it wherever you are. But
whether you're receptive or not, the ubiquity

But glance around you at the other patrons.

of this stuff is taking its toll—slowly, inex-

Do they look as if they're enjoying that racket?

orably—on your ability to enjoy any music at

Are they tapping their feet or nodding their
heads or waving their kebab skewers in time

all. And you don't even know it's happening.

to that jivey beat? Hell, no. They're com-

Sure, it sounds pleasant, and what's the matter with that? But as with heroin, the more

pletely oblivious to it. Unlike you, poor,

you enjoy its pleasures, the more of it you

sensitive, music-loving soul that you are, they

need to get the same amount of pleasure. 2

have learned long ago to tune it out. You, the

The problem with audible wallpaper is not

only person in the restaurant who wants P&Q
with his meal, are the only one who hears the

so much that it debases music, but that it

lack of it.
That's why Irefer to all background music
as audible wallpaper. It's there, it often helps

mures the listener to it. The ability to derive
sheer joy from any kind of music becomes
eroded over time, until the only thing that
can even arouse the listener's interest is the

to set the scene, so to speak, but most people

loud, the frenzied, or the cacophonous. After

aren't even aware of it. Except in supermarkets.
Music in supermarkets is not intended to

a diet of that, the only thing of interest is

be background music, even though it may
sound like background music. What it is is a

the louder, the more frenzied, and the cacaphonouser.
Ah, but you've somehow managed to es-

grand conspiracy against you—a carefully

cape the consequences of audible wallpaper,

contrived instrument of persuasion to get
you to do what the store management wants
you to do. Of course, they always want to you

eh? Well, consider your own listening habits.
Do you ever listen attentively to anything you
could describe as quiet or peaceful music?

to buy things, but the music tells you bow to

Sure, you'll put it on as abackground while

buy things. If it's slow and languorous, it's

you're reading or working at aseduction or

saying "Take your time, you've got all day.

carving your scrimshaw walrus. But listen to

Look around, maybe you'll find afew more

it? (Think of one such record you own. How

things you think you can't live without."
That's its message during the morning hours,

you name? Oh yeah, you pay real good atten-

when there isn't much store traffic. But later
in the day, when the store is getting a bit
crowded, they don't want you to dawdle.
They want you to come in, buy them out,
and leave so you won't block other shoppers'
access to the merchandise. That's when the
Stereophile

many of the six-odd titles on each side can

2There is ahypothesis that there is only acertain number of
times to which you can listen to any piece of music—the
number being dependent on anumber of factors, not the
least of which is the skill of the composer—before it ceases
to have any emotional impact. My friend Ivor Humphreys of
Gramophone refers to this in connection with most rock
music as "Having asell•by date."
—JA
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The digital accuracy of acompact disc...
directly coupled to the world's finest integrated amplifiet
With laronan's new D-It19 Compact Disc
Player and I.V-109 Integrated Amplifier, the
digital signal is transferred direcdy from the
D-109's digital output to the digital-to-analog

converter in the LV-109. There is no analog
conversion prior to the transfer.
It's simply the best way to maintain the
sonic integrity of acompact disc.

LUXMAN
A Division of Alpine Heetninies of America, Inc. (213) 32643000
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tion!) Yet that is exactly the kind of music
our forefathers thought of when they heard
Shakespeare's line about music soothing the
savage breast. 3 They were able to find solace
and revitalization in that kind of music; we
have been rendered immune to it. The sound
of Christmas carolers no longer comes upon

us, can find no respite from music in our
wired Western world?
Let's put astop to this madness. Let us write
to the National Historic Trust, lobby our congressmen, and pressure the Sierra Club to get
music declared an endangered art form, with

amidnight clear; it comes to us nonstop from

the full protection of the law, and total banishment from all public places except those

9AM to closing time, through raucous horn

where people go specifically to listen to

loudspeakers from an amplifier running on

music. (Even putting batteries into aghetto

one lung, every shopping day from Thanks-

blaster in apublic place should draw aman-

giving to December 25th.
And what's so sad about this is that we're

datory death penalty. The punishment for

not even aware of what we've lost.
A whole genre of music has already been
stolen from us because of our constant exposure to it. And the few of us who care, perhaps because we remember the almost transcendental joy we found in such music before
we were deluged by its cheap and endless

turning it on should be harsher.)
Pushing through alaw like that won't be
easy, Ican tell you. Do-gooders believe anyone has the right to spray his personal choice
of music all over the landscape, and that
everyone else has the right to enjoy it; businesspeople see public music as away of promoting sales. (The only person more persis-

imitations, are powerless to stop or even to

tent than ado-gooder on the march is amer-

slow this erosion of our favorite muse.

chandiser on the make.) Appeals to reason

Constant repetition can diminish our ability

and commonsense, such as "People who like

to respond to even the most rousing music,
and CD, like every new recording technology

public music are less annoyed by its absence

in the past, has brought us averitable flood of

than people who don't are annoyed by its
presence," are fruitless. No one would listen,

adrenalin generators. After 15 listens, the

even if they could make sense of astatement

Berlioz Requiem is just another messe, the

as convoluted as that. Your appeals to reason

Pines of Rome seem wooden, Le Sacre du

will be turned off, like the other kind of audi-

Printemps no longer sounds rite, Pachelbel's
Canon is shot to hell, the "Ride of the Valky-

ble wallpaper.

ries" seems pedestrian, Carmina Burana is

But let's not give up so easily. Go to it,
music lovers—join the campaign for this

orfful, and Pictures at an Exhibition can go

worthy cause. And while you're at it, try get-

hang as far as we care any more. The record

ting God, money, avarice, and motherhood

companies are rapidly running out of sonic

outlawed. Your chances are just about as

blockbusters with which to jar our jaded
sensibilities. Bach and Beethoven and Mozart

good.

still have appeal, though it is more an intel-

Perhaps the reason Imourn for the loss of
one of the joys of my youth is simply the

lectual than an emotional appeal. They, too,

usual old-fart unwillingness to accept the in-

are losing their ability to move us.
Perhaps this wholesale debasement of

evitability of change in an ever-changing

music through mindless repetition accounts
for the generally threadbare performances on
most classical recordings today. There is no
passion, no commitment, in the performances

world. But Ifind it hard to believe that human
nature has been so transformed in asingle
generation that it no longer has need for the
other side of music—its quiet, introspective,
gentling side. And Iwonder: What kind of

of such as Herbert von Karajan, Pierre Boulez,

music will we lose the ability to enjoy next?

and Seiji Ozawa. Have they, too, become so

Could all of the so-called "classical" reper-

sated with music that the act of making it is

toire be next, simply because it isn't loud, or

nothing more than aspiritless task—a job,

abrasive, or violent enough to stimulate our

like the making of tires or tin cans or typewriters? Could this, too, be because they, like

atrophied sensibilities?

3It was not "beast ," as you thought you remembered from
High School English. Woody Allen had it right!

Stereophile

Will we miss it when it's gone? Will anyone
even care whether we do or not? Ihope so.
But don't ask me if Ithink so.
9
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..audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.

SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida

Tampa, FL 33612

(813)961-3319

In Canada, Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. LSTIK7. Phone (416) 676-1260
Department A

LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment puchases. Were we to do this, a significant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Half-full, not half-empty

Hats Off Once More ...

Editor:
The New Year provides opportunities for re-

Editor:
As areader of Hi -Fi News & Record Review,

flection and gratitude. The mighty industry
that caters to those who feel that music is part

of considerable interest. Stereopbile is enor-

of the home deserves our admiration and en-

mously improved, and Igive your reports

couragement. When men use their talents for

considerable weight.
Iwould like to offer asuggestion: when re-

developing and advancing acommon social
pleasure it is difficult to be overly pessimistic
for the future. Our glass is half- full.
Richard Stevens
Dover, NJ

Ifind your acquisition of John Atkinson to be

viewing an amplifier of high wattage, please
mention how much current it draws and if it
needs to be kept on continuously, since
home electricity rates are high and going up.
This was not mentioned in Mr. Holt's comments on the Rowland Research and Thresh-

Hats Off!
Editor:
Hats off and thank you very much for sending Stereophile to your loyal subscribers in
the protective plastic enclosures. Now Stereophile has everything that Playboy has!!
Well. ..OK ...
it never did and never will,
but it's a nice idea. Please continue—it's
appreciated.

old amplifiers.
Charles K. Gardner, MD
Nashville, TN
Good question: the Rowland Seven draws 3A
at idle, but as its front-end circuitry is on as
long as the amp is plugged in, the manufacturer recommends only 10-20 minutes of
warmup. The Threshold SA-1 draws 400

Mark Metzger

watts at idle (more than 34 and the manu-

Natick, MA

facturer recommends a one-hour warmup
before serious listening. }bu I/ bave to decide
whether to leave it on continuously.

Hats Back On!
Editor:

...And On Again

No way. I've been reading your magazine for
some time and Imust say that your staff is

Editor:

cracked: your bias toward high-end equip-

lizing references to the Apogee Caliper, so I

In previous issues, you had made some tanta-

ment is ridiculous; Iam not impressed! Not

was salivating at the prospect of reading Vol.

only can Inot afford what you review—I

9No.7.
Ihave just finished my third reading of the

probably wouldn't purchase it anyway—but
Iuse Carver equipment and—Heaven forbid—

issue have learned agreat deal, and am not in

Guess I'm aheretic.

love. But Iam infuriated at the jargon-laden
review of the Apogee Caliper by John Atkin-

So adios—as for your undying devotion to

son. Why, oh why, did he choose this review

analog, you are mad. LPs are dead as amedi-

to flaunt his verbose obfuscation, his garbled
syntax, his overdone reference to recordings
only he can care about, his penchant for re-

JBL speakers.

um. Wake up! It's 1986, not 1955. It's time
you moved forward instead of backward.
May Inever see another of your wretched

Stereophile

ferring to equipment without brandnames as
if they were license plates, his startling ability

magazines.
Anthony Hologounis Jr.

to make technical points completely unclear

Staten Island, NY

(eg, cables, biwiring p. 123, or better yet his
11

"sonic necromancy as Aural Excitation.. ."

Cordesmanisms are "Cable snorters," ibba-

on p.124), and take five pages to say turgidly

holies," and "AnalogLPaphiliacs."

what could have been stated readably in two
and half? Why this oral paroxysm on Caliper

Finally, there exists aburning question here

when he showed more restraint and clarity in

in the Boston audio community about AHC:
From time to time on network TV one sees a

areview of the Martin-Logan CLS?
Ihave never heard the Calipers. Fortunately,

tary Intelligence Officer," who speaks about

Mr. Atkinson's conclusion salvages something

dapper Yuppie type, said to be a"Former Mili-

from the review, and when Itake my stack of

such mundane topics as terrorism, etc., and
who goes by the name of Anthony Cordes-

classical CDs (gasp!) to the Apogee store for an

man. Are they, by chance, one and the same?

audition, Ihave some guiding ideas embedded

Harold B. Goldman MD
Boston, MA

in an aura of confusion.
Ido not want to finish here without scoring
the Editor for his failure to edit. Surely we do
not have aparoxysm adeux? There is some
possibility that Mr. Atkinson can be rehabilitated in the areas of language and syntax, learn

Quite possibly. AHC is an authority on Middle East affairs; or be may just be preparing
for the title role in Robert Ludlum's next potboiler, The Apogee Revelation.

—JA

how to write short and clear paragraphs,

The CLS Revisited

eliminate the practice of necromancy, stifle his
narcissistic self-indulgences, and take lessons

As asubscriber for almost one year, Ihave

Editor:

from Mr. Cordesman on the communication

found Stereopbile to be informative and help

of equipment-evaluation findings to readers.
Ifeel better, but still not well informed
about the Caliper. Could Mr. Cordesman or
Mr. Holt write areview relating the speaker to

ful. Whether or not Iagree with the viewpoints

various planars and dipoles, including the
Acoustat 1+ Is?
Mr. Atkinson on the Caliper notwithstanding, a remarkable and outstanding issue.
Maybe Iam in love ...
Stuart Wilson, PhD
Laguna Beach, CA

expressed, Ifeel that most of them have provided something to think about.
Iwould like to offer, therefore, another
view of the Martin-Logan CLS loudspeakers
reviewed by John Atkinson in Vol.9 No.7.
Having purchased apair of the speakers in May
of 1986, Ifeel Ihave agood deal of familiarity
with them. My experience has been that they
provide almost unequalled performance in

Hats Off Again!

the many areas in which they excel. Coupled
with carefully chosen equipment, the CLS

Editor:

provides aclarity, honesty, and ease of repro-

John Atkinson's loudspeaker reviews in Vol. 9

duction, coupled with the ability to resolve

No.7 (of the Apogee Caliper and Martin-Logan
CLS) were outstanding—the model of what

harmonic richness, that is rare at any price.
These strengths were almost lost in the review.

these things should be. I'd like to see more re-

The key to the speakers is the "carefully

views that included (as his did) mention of the

chosen equipment." Ihave listened to them

associated equipment used for review.

with three preamplifiers, seven amplifiers, and
a dozen interconnects and speaker cables,

Robert Casner
Venice CA

with the speakers set up in avariety of listening positions. There is no question that the

Editor:

associated equipment makes or breaks the re-

Iwould like to say how much Ivalue and en-

sulting sound—just as was emphasized with

joy Mr. Anthony Cordesman's equipment reviews. Ihave bought virtually my whole sys-

The combination of a good, high-current

tem (Vandersteen 2Cs, PS Audio electronics)
on the basis of his reviews, and Ifind his judg-

ble Illusions), interconnect (especially FMS

The Dapper AHC

ments to reflect the most reason and common
sense of any audio reviewer I've read.

the other speakers reviewed in the same issue.
amp (Krell), preamp (Audio Research or AudiBlue II), and short, double-length speaker
cable (Distech is very good), provides afull

Ialso particularly enjoy his neologistic ap-

midrange and smooth high-end with awide,

proach to language; some of my favorite

deep soundstage. This is in great contrast to

12
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The Boulder 500 minimizes THD while eliminating transient distortion

The Boulder 500

GOING WITH THE PROS... TO THEIR HOMES
During the early dark ages of solid
state, the professionals wanted reliability
more than clarity, while audiophiles at
home chose clarity over everything else.
Today, in the Boulder 500, clarity
comes first, but reliability is not forgotten.
The Boulder 500 is the amplifier both
pros and audiophiles are listening to and
talking about. And they agree that the
contest is over, because Boulder is the one
they use in the studio and at home.
The engineers who created the
Boulder products have each spent more
than 15 years working in, designing for,
and living audio. Their work has already
benefited music lovers by cleaning up the
recording end of the audio path. Now you

can have their improvements in your own
system.
The Boulder 500 features 7000 Watts
of transistors, balanced inputs and a
sophisticated protection circuit that stays
completely out of the audio path.
Also, at 150W stereo or 500W mono,
you can upgrade to higher power without
trading in your "stereo only" amplifier for
two monos.
Call or write today for a color
brochure detailing the incredible Boulder
500 power amplifier.
For the first time, you will want
to go with the pros, and take home
aBoulder.

Boulder Amplifiers
3101 THIRD STREET /BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 /303-449-8220
TELEX 6503085376 MCI UW

Enjoy the Music
as Well as
the Convenience
The SONOGRAPHE SDI
features analogue circuits by
conrad-johnson to bring musical
accuracy to the compact disc
format.

the conrad-johnson group
2800R Don' Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

the qualities Atkinson emphasized. 1have

Guzikowski's more serious point, there is

heard some of the characteristics criticized in

always apotential conflict of interest in re-

the review—always with equipment not suited
for the CLS —just as the Apogee Duetta re-

views: the very talents and knowledge that
make acritic useful as acritic can be turned

viewed two pages earlier has similar serious
deficiencies when used with incompatible

in the direction of product design. Indeed, I
hold very strongly that a writer who does not

components. Ifeel adifferent situation pre-

involve him or herself at some point, even to

sented to the CLS would have yielded adiffer-

a limited extent, in the creative process—

ent review.

record critic as musician or record producer;

Finally, in response to the recent reliability
and manufacturer-response concerns ex-

hi-fi journalist as designer or recording
engineer—will fail to develop a sufficient

pressed in Stereopbile, Iwould relate my experience: Atelephone call to Martin-Logan six

sent areview within a wide enough context.

understanding of the field to be able to pre-

weeks ago resulted in an updated electronics
unit delivered to my door within four days, at

As far as the ethical question is concerned,

no cbarge. The update was suggested by Bill

sibility of conflicts of interest very seriously,
and take pains either to avoid them or to ex-

Legge at M-L; Idid not have to ask for it. This

readers can be assured that we take the pos-

is quite good service, especially when compared with other manufacturers who, under-

pose them for all to see. In the case of Dick

standably, charge for their updates. The new

commercial gain, and is quite capable of

unit is available to all CLS owners on the same
basis. Both it and the speakers have performed

giving good reviews to designs which achieve
levels ofperformance superior to bis own, as
with the KEF R107 reviewed in the same

flawlessly since their purchase.
Hunter L. Martin III
Houston, TX

Olsber be does not design loudspeakers for

issue as the Fried.

—JA

On Being Mortal
Sour Grapes & Flawed Results
Editor:
Upon reading Larry Archibald's criticism of the
"sour grapes" attitude of amanufacturer reviewed in Vol.9 No.7, Iturned to the Manufacturers' Comments section to see who it might

Editor:
Re your question in Vol. 9No. 7, Iam not dead,
merely suffering from tube aging.
Bobby Ewing
Southfork Ranch, TX

be. The only candidate appears to be Bud

Recommended Components el

Fried, and all he does is maintain that your

Editor:

test results are "clearly flawed."
Does this make him a"victimized creature"?
Can we conclude from his letter that it is im-

Isn't it strange there are no Class Aspeakers in
Stereopbile's "Recommended Components"
in Vol.9 No.7 except for two overpriced proto-

possible, in his estimation, for his products to

types, one of which is on permanent loan to

be flawed?
If, indeed, the manufacturer referred to is

afanatic magazine which praises it and the
other, with only 12 systems in the world,

Bud Fried, 1suggest you either apologize to

hardly aproduction loudspeaker?

him in print or provide evidence substantiat-

And then, no Class A tape recorders!!! Have

ing your assertion that he is a victimized

you never seerra Studer or Ampex (now out of
business), a3M or Scully, etc.? There were

creature.
Not so incidentally, Ithink it is ablatant
conflict of interest for aspeaker designer to

thousands of these made, and any audiophile
who plunks down $10,000 or so can own a

review the work of other designers.
Max Guzikowski

Audio speakers!

new one. That's $55,000 less than the Wilson

Silver Spring, MD

Is your magazine to be a"Yuppie" version
of Consumer Reports on how to spend

Whether our measurements of the Fried G/3 's
LF response were flawed or not was discussed

money to get the least value?
Donald Bisbee

in full in Vol.10 No.! (p.16). Regarding Mr

Columbus, OH

Stereophile
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EE.T. Accompli
MOW MS all( 111111(11Y d

Astereo power
amplifier by
conrad-Johnson
design, Inc.
Conservatively
designed for durable
excellence, the
unique all-f.e.t.
circuitry achieves
remarkably natural
reproduction of
recorded music.
Finished in an
elegant brushedaluminum exterior.
Another
American Beauty
by motif.
For information, write:
c,onrad-johnson
design, inc.
280OR Dorr Ave.
Fairfax, VA
22031

Recommended Components #2

they had come to expect from your journal.
Oliver Costich

Editor:
Your most recent "Recommended Compo-

Arlington, VA

nents" in Vol.9 No.7 downgraded the Conrad-

Our "Recommended Components" listing is

Johnson PV5 from Class B to C without com-

a distillation of our review team's current

ment. Saying that the CJ was in the same
price range as the Lazarus preamp—the only
other preamp in the "C" class—was incorrect. Ithink you owe your readership an explanation. Since Iam very close to buying a
PV5 to go with my Eagle 2A, a la JGH, 1am
very interested in your opinion.
Ray White
Walnut Creek, CA
Rereading the definitions of the various
classes in Recommended Components will be
instructive here: "Class B: The next best thing
to the very best sound reproduction .. ."
"Class C: Somewhat lower-fi sound but far
more musically natural than average home
component sound reproduction." The C-J
PV5 fits the third category far better than the
second; so does the Lazarus. Iwould rank the
PV5 considerably ahead of (he Lazarus, and
it costs a lot more. They still can exist in the
same category; the alternative is adifferent
Class for every product, which is impractical.
—LA

Recommended Components #3
Editor:
Please explain to me the Orwellian rewriting
of history by which Audible Illusions has
disappeared without atrace. Their products

thinking on the components listed or not listed, regardless of whether or not the product
originally received a good review. In some
cases, the withdrawal of our recommendation has been due to factors other than the
sound quality of the product, such as longterm reliability, effectiveness of service arrangements as revealed by letters, or thefact
that subsequent auditioning revealed the
original review sample to be atypical. The
Audible Illusions was, at the time of the compilation, undergoing significant ongoing
changes in sound and price. Some models
sounded good, some not so good, and all
were different—which is why we dropped it.
An explanation should bave been made.
In the case of amplifiers, such bas been the
pace of development that nearly all models
slipped aclass in the year since the last publication of the listing to make room for a new
Class A. In the case of exceptions, such as the
Eagle 2A, the upholding of the original ranking was due to recent auditioning. The Krell
KMA- 100 is noticeably better than the
KSA -100, which is why they appear in deferent classes.
The absence ofprofessional recordersfrom
the listing is due to the fact that "Recommended Components" is almost exclusively
concerned with current products stocked in

are listed neither in your "Recommended
Components" in Vol.9 No.7, nor in the dele-

conventional bi-fi retail outlets.

tions. Perhaps their "disappearance" is what
allows AHC to conclude that the Adcom GFP-

Shows in the UK

555 and the PS Audio 4.5 are the best pre-

Editor:
With one transatlantic bound, John Atkinson

amplifiers available for less than $1000.

freed himself from the shackles of British hi-

There is alack of logic in "Recommended
Components." Examples:

fi politics. The New Mexico air in his lungs
felt good. There was just one thing left to do:

The Krell KSA-100 is in Class B because the

finally to rid himself of the political baggage

KMA-100s are in Class A. If both are Class A in

he thought that TWA had irretrievably lost.

performance, put them both in the Class A

He'd write about UK show policy.

category.

Great, Ithought, now we'll find out the

The Adcom GFA-555 slips to Class C while

truth behind the "Pentagate" allegations that

the Eagle is in Class B. Even JGH's follow-up

have plagued the UK for many years. Unfortunately, his comments in Vol.9 No.8 were
mixed up with some factual inaccuracies.

(Vol. 8No.7) on the Adcom indicated that it at
least equaled the Eagle in every respect.
Without consistency, your reviews are de-

There were several hi-fi shows in England last

preciated and your readers deprived of what

Fall, not all at the Heathrow Penta. By far the

Stereophile
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largest and most successful was held in Bolton

tisement, entitled 'An Analog Celebration," in

(north of Manchester), organized by Ray

which mention was made that this playback

Nugent's Cleartone shops. Iknow—I was

system "outperforms the best CD players." I

there. It was probably busier than Perna, and

take offense to this remark—not because of

alot more fun (I was at Penta, too). And the

the manufacturer, but because this is practically
alie since CD players are noiseless and the

"big boys" were there—Linn with their new
Axis turntable, KEF with the R107s, Celestion

quality of sound is superb! The quality of the

with the System 6000 subwoofer system.
(Celestion was also at the HFN/RR show.)
Back in the mists of 1985, my company did,
in fact, have the contract to publish the show-

CDs themselves, however, is another matter.
While LPs are better than cassette tapes (tone
quality and frequency response), an analog
system will not be better than CD because LPs

guide for the series of three "Sound & Vision"

are noisy, and in most cases lack tonal quality

shows, held in Bolton, London, and Brighton.

(luster) due to compression of low notes at

We got the contract after acompetitive pitch

high levels. Ifeel, therefore, that this advertise-

for the business. The shows were not flops,

ment is somewhat misleading. As areputable

and had alot more to offer the visitor than that
year's Penta Show. Dems organized by New

tisements for falsehoods or lies.

magazine, Stereopbile should screen adver-

Hi-Fi Sound and Hi-Fi Answers were healthily

Samuel Rablner

oversubscribed at each show.

Portsmouth, VA

No, we didn't carry ads for the Penta Show.
We were not going to exhibit there (our resources being stretched by three regional shows
in quick succession), so Link House's exhibitions department couldn't offer us the usual

CD & Errors
Editor:
While Ihave enjoyed Stereopbile's general
coverage of CD players, Ifeel that one area of

weren't willing to pay the going rate for the

CD-player performance has not been adequately addressed: the problem of error cor-

ads. Hence no ads in our magazines. The only

rection.

hint of politics Iwill sustain might lie in our
decision not to go to Penta in 1985 in the first

Sony CD-P55 and promptly went out and

"free stand for free ads" deal, and apparently

Iread with interest JGH's review of the

place—but then we weren't alone, were we?

bought one (at the discounted price of $279)

UK hi -fi -show policy is arcane, often anar-

to replace my first-generation Magnavox

chic, and frequently frustrating. It has little to

3030. Iwas, to say the least, most impressed

do with the pursuit of hi-fi excellence, though

with the sound. However, after living with the

shows themselves are necessary. Iwish Stereopbile luck with theirs!

machine about aweek and making my way

Finally, KK omitted Hi-Fi Answers from his

er that the Sony would not track all my discs

list of Christmas magazine presents in Vol. 9
No. 8—could his assistant editorship of HFN/

through my CD collection, Ibegan to discov(which the Maggie tracks perfectly).
Several discs elicited ticking, racing forward

RR have anything to do with it? And now that

or backward, and other mistracking ills.

Ken Kessler, Martin Colloms, Christopher
Breunig, Barry Fox, and Alvin Gold (all UK

tive discs (even though they play on every

residents)

other player Itried). Ifigured Ihad adefective

are

writing

for

Stereopbile,

Acall to Sony informed me that Ihad defec-

machine, so Itook it back and tried another

shouldn't you retitle it Anglophile?
Gareth Renowden

CD-P55. Well, what do you know—the exact

Haymarket Publishing, Middlesex, England

same tracking problems on the exact same

Mea culpa, Gareth, for not mentioning the
Bolton Show, but Istand by tbe rest of my
comments on the UK show scene as printed.
—

JA

discs.
Itook the second machine back and got my
money back. My only conclusion is that Sony
has to be shortcutting something to sell a

CD & Lies

machine at $279, and Ifear it is mechanical
and/or electronic integrity.

Editor:
On p. 19 of Stereopbile Vol.9 No.7 is an adver-

so-called "audiophile" reworkings of the

18

In the same vein, I'd like to comment on the

Stereophile

POWER
PLAY.
Introducing the New Monster "M•Series"
Sonic Reference Standard Audio Cables

Thrilling! Dynamic! Exciting!
Like anew component, our M1 Speaker
Cable and M1000 audio interconnect
cables lets you hear all of your favorite
recordings as anew sonic experience.
Time compensated cable windings with atotally new development. "MicroFiber ".
Ihe heart al the M•Series is our new
MicroFiber insulation combined with our
sophisticated new cable constructions.
We've found that second only to cable
windings, dielectric insulating material is
the most influential factor in how an
audio cable sounds. By precision wrapping MicroFiber around selected
conductors, we've enabled the audio
signal to travel faster, cleaner, with
less signal loss, and more uniformly
through the cable than with other
materials.

Micro Fiber dielectric precision
wrapped around each conductor group.

The M•Series gives you 5significant advances in cable
technology.
Soundstage. Ultra precise. Ultra wide.
Ouret Less "intentansient noise" so
quiet passages are even more quiet.
Fast. Transients are audibly quicker, razor
sharp and incredibly clear.
Deep Bass. Bass you can feel. Earth
shaking if your system goes down
low.
Dynamics. More powerful. More precise.
More like real music.
Available for immediate audition
at your Monster M•Series dealer:
The Monster MI Our most advanced
speaker cable design that will put you
back into your listening chair
The Interlink M1000. Featuring our
renowned "Bandwidth Balanced""
technology along with our latest cable
construction using MicroFiber for a
new level of audio interconnect cable
performance.
Although not inexpensive, each
M•Senes cable costs less than other
components that you might consider, but
provides sonic performance equal to
equipment costing many times more.
Together, they are the world's most
exciting cables to listen to and are
sure to make asonically rewarding
addition to your sound system.

M1000 uses Monster 5patented
"Bandwidth Balanced" dual conductor
construction.

MonsterCable

Monster Cable Products, Inc
101 Townsend. San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel 415 777-1355 Telex 410584 MCSYUI

ONE

FOR

THE

AGES

THE No 23 DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

The NQ 23 announces anew generation of technical refinement in dual
monaural amplifiers. The N9 23 amplifier has apower output of two hundred
watts per channel at eight ohms,
allowing you to realize the full potential
of your system at all times.
Experience alevel of craftsmanship
that sets the standard for technical
artistry and stands the test of time.

marild≥r.
gyinson
Mark Levoson •products are manufactured and chstributed work:1,91de By MADRIGAL. Ltd., PO Box 781. Mkidletown, CT 06457 in 11.2( 4942158

basic Philips machines. While Ithink it admi-

Symphony Orchestra colleague, Lewis Lip-

rable that companies like PS Audio, Conrad-

nick, and was attracted to the "Question of

Johnson, and Distech are attempting to extract
the utmost performance from the CD format,

Bass" article by aprofessional interest (I am
the bass trombonist of the NSO). After reading

Ialso think it should be pointed out that what

the article, Lew and Igot together to compare

you are paying for is basically a$200 mechanism which has to be less durable than, say, a
more robustly constructed machine from
some of the mainline manufacturers (such as
the ES Sonys and the Denon 1500). Any review of these machines should state that, yes,
it does sound accurate, but the purchaser is
paying up to $1800 for a tweaked $200

notes (pun intended), and although your
sources claim that the bass trombone is able to
best the contrabassoon in being "low down,"
it just ain't so!
To give you the benefit of the doubt, perhaps you were unaware that the contrabassoon sounds one octave below its written

Anthony Genovese

pitch. Or perhaps you were thinking of the
contrabass trombone, which sounds—like
the tuba—as written, and in any case still

Milford, MA

doesn't sound lower than the contrabassoon.

machine.

Your assessment of the bass trombone: "With

The Mystery Arm

the slide all the way out, can produce afart of

Editor:
Ihave written in the hope that you can identify

aG-flat4 around 23Hz" —as contrasted to the
contrabassoon: "The depths plunged by this
leviathan reach around 29Hz, a beautiful

atonearm Irecently purchased at my local
high-end repair shop (a "garage" sale of unclaimed and older items). While it is in perfect

sound" (???) can only lead one to believe that

condition, no literature, etc., was available.
It has alabel on it saying JH Audioquest (the
last word is somewhat garbled). It is agimbaled
design with a dynamic tracking system—

amplified accordion band. Come on, every-

much like arefined Dual system. It has asmalldiameter tube with a nonremovable head-

denal Dulcimer," "Orchestral Orifice," and

shell. Also, the anti-skate seems to consist of

your idea of chamber music would be an
body knows that the orchestral king of digestive tract noises is the contrabassoon. It is not
referred to as the "Burping Bedpost," "Duo"Symphonic Suppository" for unknown

Irealize you're busy and may not be able to

reasons!
Though Iwill admit that Lew and Iproduced
equally disagreeable sounds all the way down
to D-flat4, Imust concede that the needle on

answer, but Ihave struck out with other

the obscene-o-meter definitely leaned heavily

resources.

to the contrabassoon on the remaining three
and ahalf steps, where the bass trombone lost

an extra weight attached to the arm tube. Iwas
told the arm was imported by Polk Audio.

Mike Baker
Falls Church, VA
This mystery arm sounds superficially like
the Australian JH Reproducers tonearm, a
clone of which is still manufactured as the
Mayware Formula IV from England. That
arm, however, didn't use gimbal bearings,
being adamped unipivot design; can anyone

its bite. Incidentally, Iknow of no bass trombone that can produce aC-flat4 "with the
slide all the way out," regardless of its addition
of extending valves or the gimcrackery that
grows on the modern "bass bone."

out there help?

In any case, Lew and Iare good friends, and
Iam probably responsible for leading him
down the audio hobby road years ago. How's

Poor 'Paste & Bass

that for afriend? Ienjoy Stereopbile mainly
because you seem to have as much fun on the

Editor:

hardware end of the business as we obviously

Iam writing both to express my disappointment at arecent display of poor taste in your

do on the software end.

article "The Question of Bass," and to correct
some errors in your source material on the
range of various bass instruments (M)l.9 No.7).
Iwas reading the article by my National
Stereophile

Robert Kraft
Arlington, VA

Less Mud Please
Editor:
In Vol.9 No.7, DO reviewed the new KEF R107
21

THE INCREDIBLY PERFECT
SOUND STAGE
The Beveridge System 6represents the very
latest in electrostatic speaker design. By successfully combining asix foot electrostatic line source
with anewly designed polypropylene subwoofer,
the system overcomes the inherent limitations of
each technology. The result is unrivaled accuracy,
imaging and musical realism. It surpasses even its
predecessor, the legendary System 2SW2, once
called "The Prime Contender for the World's Best
Speaker".

THE INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL
SOUND STAGE
The sound of this system is rivaled only by its
appearance. Its unique design permits the use of
an unlimited number of architectural tambours,
in avariety of woods, metals, acrylics and
laminates.
In sum, the new Beveridge System 6is nothing
less than astunning technological and aesthetic
achievement. It is intended for those of you whose
standards are as uncompromising as our own.
For the name of aquality dealer in your area
please contact:
CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
8141 East Second Street, Suite 510
Downey, California 90241
(213) 861-3306
Parts and service now
available on System 2SW2Models 3and 4
as well as current
Models 5and 6.

Beveridge

))

stereophile

and stated that the type T33 tweeter (used in
the R104/2 as well as in the R107) radiates
more mud and less clarity.
Iown apair of 104/2s, and the reason that
Iam writing is to ask JA if there is asubstitute
tweeter which will give me more clarity and
less mud. This does not have to be a KEF
product.
Thomas F. Petschauer
Long Island, NY

Ihave been attempting for several months
to obtain warranty repair of my D-7. It turns
out that they say Iruined the rechargeable battery by recharging immediately after every
use, as the instruction book commands. They
now say that their lead/acid battery should be
treated exactly like aNiCad; that is, do not recharge until the battery has been substantially
discharged
J. Roy Guin, Jr.
Birmingham, AL

In effect, what Mr Petschauer requests is a

The customer may not always be right, but

complete redesign of a commercial loud-

in this case be is. Sony is wrong.
For example: the Heath HERO 2000 "robot"

speaker If Iknew how to do it, Icould retire
from writing set up acompany in opposition
to KEF, and steal all their customers. As I

uses a gelled-electrolyte lead-acid battery.
The manual states that the longest useful life

don't, however; all! can do is recommend

is obtained from shallow discharges and

that Mr Petscbauer audition the new K- UBE
equalizer for the 104/2 launched by KEF at

prompt recharging. They claim 250 recharges
from full discharge, versus 2000 recharges
from a 30% discharge. Heath recommends
leaving HERO on continuous trickle charge.

the Las Vegas CES. The improvement in
sound quality, even under the less than optimum conditions at the show, seemed well

They have just released an auto-docking

worth the $225 cost.

module that enables the robot to find the

—JA

charger and top-off its battery whenever the

Like-minded Audiophiles
Wanted

of tummy gets a little rumbly.
In Consumer Reports '
last test of car bat-

Editor:
Thanks for agreat publication!! was hooked

teries, they pointed out the danger of heavy
discharge—the battery may never recover its

after the first issue I read, and promptly

full capacity Car batteries normally go

ordered asubscription.

through a shallow charge/discharge cycle,

Ihave no idea what your reaction will be to
my following plea. Here's my case: I've lived
in this city for well over six years and have yet

with charging almost immediately following
discharge. They are not harmed by it!
Clearly, the Sony tecbnicians couldn't tell

to meet anyone interested in high-end stereo,
jazz, or classical music. Before Imoved to
Texas, Ilived in Norway where Ihad fellow-

the difference between afaulty battery and
faulty recharging (easy enough if you have a

ship with others in the same interest catego-

blame on the customer Sony charges an
outrageous $66/hour to service the D7, and

ries as often as Ipleased. Can you provide me
with names and phone numbers of some of
your subscribers in this area? Or can you print
this in your magazine so whoever sees it and
is interested can contact me?
Your help in this will forever be appreciated!
Hardy Pedersen
Longview, TX

Sony, CD, & Battery Charging
Editor:
Ihave been informed by one of Sony's technicians at their service center in Texas (214258-1167) that the advice contained in the
review of the Sony D-7 CD player in Stereopbile Vol.9 No.5 is in error. This means that
their instruction book is in error.
Stereophile

spare battery pack), and decided to put the

for that money you should get accurate diagnosis and prompt service. Unless Mr Kloos
did something like leaving the battery pack
on continuous charge in abot room, Idon't
see bow be could have damaged it.

—BS

The Grado & The Dual
Editor:
Like many bitten by the hi-fi bug, Iagonized
over purchasing aCD or record player. Admittedly influenced by Stereophile and TAS, I
opted for the analog route. Being, how do
they say, fiscally impoverished, Ipurchased a
Dual CS5000 mated with aGrado 8MR.
Iconcur with Sam Tellig's assessment that
23

the Grado lacked bass and high-frequency air.
Plus, the tricky-dick Dual headshell did not

extension, which it did. Soldering this in is a

mate well with the Grado decoupler plate that
mounts between the headshell and cartridge.

depot for help, or let them do it. (In the proc-

little tricky—consult your local Dual service

After talking to the Canadian distributor at

ess, make sure the nylon-wire harness inside
is connected to the plastic base. This allows

some length, Imade the following changes. I

free movement between the two structures.)

pass them on to those owning or contemplating purchase of aCS5000.

If you're aGrado fan, bug your local dealer
to get a headshell without the VTA adjust-

The first and easiest mod comes from the
English Dual distributors, acompany called

worth using with this combo.

ment. A few protos are available, and are

Hayden Laboratories, who suggest removing

As luck would have it, the 8MR aligns per-

the red damping device located in the feet.

fectly with the fixed headshell. Joe doesn't

Upon doing this Inoticed aremarkable im-

think much of the combination, but to these

provement in the bass extension. Ihad a

neophyte ears it sounds great! Hats off to
Dual!!

hunch that replacing the interconnect with a
lower-capacitance cable (Monster would probably work) would increase the high-frequency

Frank Hale
Pownal, PEI, Canada

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
•

401111..°

music. . above all.
In the US AudiaStream Corporation, Box 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2SB

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
...does Vegas
Sam Tellig

I

flew into town on Wednesday from New
York, the day before the show, expecting
the weather at Winter CES might be like

last year—sunny, bright, balmy. No such
luck. It had just stopped snowing when my
plane touched down.The snow turned into a
cold drenching rain. Mrs. Cheapskate's revenge, Ithought. She was back home, back
East—comfy and dry.
At dinner that night, the talk at my table
turned to R-DAT—recordable digital audio
tape. Iwas seated next to afriend from one of
the major Japanese companies, who filled me

way: two models each from Audioquest and
Melos and maybe something from Berning.
These are all modified Magnavoci. Problem
is, you're stuck with that flimsy Philips drawer.
Those looking for alow-cost, off-the-shelf
alternative might turn to NEC's CD-650E,
which lists for $449 and features 16-bit, 2x
oversampling. Isaw it in several rooms at the
Riviera and had achance to listen. Excellent
sound—no mods, straight out of the box!
NEC would have sent me areview sample,
but the machine will be discontinued shortly.
If you see aclose-out cheap, grab it!

in. Just as the Compact Disc replaces the LP

LP turntables were, far and away, the pre-

(oh yeah?), so R-DAT will replace the conventional analog cassette. We'll see. Even though

ferred medium for demonstration, at the

the PR flacks were doing their hardest to

Riviera anyway. And judging by the number
of Well-Tempered Tables, SOTA has serious

drum up interest, there was remarkably little

competition. Of course, SOTA was also well-

over at the main convention center, despite

represented. There was even aSOTA at the

the presence of finished-looking "proto-

special Sansui "audiophile" room at the main

types" from several companies, and none at
all at the Riviera Hotel, where the tweaks had

convention center—"the zoo." (Sansui has a

set up shop. (See the end of this report for a

with limited distribution.)
The Well-Tempered Bill Firebaugh visited

more detailed diatribe.)
A strange show. Stereophde staffers kept
passing one another in the halls at the Riviera.

new "Vintage" line of upmarket electronics,

the Gruv-Glide room to demonstrate his version of The Toolbox Murders for the Cheap-

"Hear anything exciting?"

skate. He came toting avariable-speed rever-

"No. Did you?"
Well, there was nothing to compare with

sible drill and an LP adaptor, fashioned from
two pieces of hard plastic, that looked like a

the excitement generated by products like the

rotostripping device for removing paint. He

Apogee Caliper speakers or the California

sandwiched an LP between the adaptor, then
took aflat paint pad, sprayed on Gruv-Glide,

Audio Laboratories CD player at last summer's CES. But, for aCheapskate, this was still

revved up the drill, and applied the pad to the

agood show, with bargain goodies from the
likes of Conrad-Johnson, Threshold, Audio

record. He reversed speed and applied again.
The sound of the treated record? Astonishingly

Research, SME, and Jadis!!! Could it be that
high-end audio is coming down to earth? Or
could it be that Cheapskates like me are feeling the urge to loosen up the wallet and go
upmarket? Maybe so.
Here are some impressions of the show:
CD players: Ididn't see asingle Meridian
MCD Pro—the favorite of last summer's
show. Everywhere, however, there was the
California Audio Labs Tempest CD player.
And there are more tubed CD players on the
Stereophile

New at the show: Adcom's neat GTP-500 tuner/preamp, with
the matching and highly-recommended GFA 535 power amp.
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In the trendy world of
high tech electronics-of-the-month,
L Peter Perreaux makes each unit
P-as if it were his last...
1111111
and yours.
Perreaux audiophile commit-11Na',
distributed exclusively in the U.S. I
14224
n

Signet, 470 IHudson Drive, Stow,

The stripped-down SME: "under

rumor

lifelike! It was a Mercury Living Presence

your favorite cartridge warmed up to at least

record by the Eastman Wind Ensemble. Triangles sparked with acrystalline presence.

68° in winter (a thermostat shuts off the

Before you buy anew cartridge, you have to

Rod, delivery commences April 1.

hear what Gruv-Glide can do! And if Bill
Firebaugh, creator of The Well-Tempered

At the Madrigal suite, over at the Golden
Nugget, there were the exquisite new 30Wpc

Table and Arm, likes the stuff ...
On the subject of analog disc, there's anew

Jadis class-A tube amps at amere $3600 a
pair—exactly half the price of the JA-80s.

SME Series IV tonearm from Sumilco. A scaled-

They are said not to blow up. The JA-30s
look and sound exquisite with ESL-63s—I'm

down version of the Series V, with the same
pressure-diecast magnesium arm-tube, mounting base, and pivoting, it lacks viscous damp-

heating element in summer). Called The Hot

picking up my pair tomorrow! The Cheapskate loves abargain, whatever the price tag.
Audio Research had good news for all

ing and VTA is not adjustable during play.
Retail price: "under $1110."
There was another intriguing arm, from Dr.

those who can't afford an SP-11 —their SP-9

Rodney Berman, of FOTA (Fate Of The Art),

sample. And Conrad-Johnson has a new

whose earlier arm was known simply as The

under-$1000 amplifier, the MF80, to go with

Rod. The new arm gets a leg up over the
competition. It's heated! A thermal element
built into the arm tube keeps the cantilever of

their PV-7 preamp. The MF80 (80Wpc) will
be solid-state, with aMOSFET output stage.

preamp for under $1000. Photos only, no

Mirabile dicta: Threshold also had something for the Cheapskate—a new 40Wpc
class-A amp called the Forte, designed by
Nelson Pass and distributed by Threshold but
built elsewhere (in Southern California).
Looks like ahoney. Nelson saw me drooling
over it and promised areview sample.
Taking an opposite tack, Superphon is
going up-market. The various Revelation
Basic preamp models are in their last production run. Their new preamp, the Revelation
II, will retail for $698, has more inputs, and
(Hallelujah!) an automatic output-mute relay
circuit. It goes with their revised 110Wpc

pip

1I

All that we saw of the ARC SP-9 preamp Nancy Johnson
shows us what it will look like

Stereophile

power amp, the $899 DM220. Looks like nice
work, fellas, but Iwish you could have kept
the Revelation Basic in production. The
world is not exactly awash in good-sounding
27

EVEN THE FINEST LOUDSPEAKERS
SIFT OUT SOME OF
THE MID-RANGE DETAIL. WHY?
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Many of today's more expensive loudspeakers have impressive
specifications that may look great on paper, but do not necessarily
sound great in your home. For instance, they boast frequency
ranges that extend well beyond the limits of human hearing. But
while these loudspeakers may be sensitive to the musical extremes
of the spectrum they are often insensitive to the subtle details in
between. Details that create the finer musical nuances within the
mid-range.
At Altec Lansing,® on the other hand, we've
designed our new line of loudspeakers to
recreate every subtlety of recorded music. To
give not only the highs and lows but everything in
between.
Polyirrude/Titanlum
The secret of Altec Lansing's extraordinary
Md -range

timbre, texture and detail? A polyimide mid-range

that produces an expansive stereo image
to give you pure uncolored sound. In fact,
Altec Lansing loudspeakers are so uncompromising, so revealing, they prompted
J. Gordon Holt of Stereophile magazine to
write, "I have been hearing more going on Carbon Fibers in Woofer Cone
in (the mid-range of) old, familiar recordings than Ihave ever heard
before.., instrumental sections are suddenly resolved into many
individual instruments rather than amass of instruments," and they
compelled him to add that Altec Lansing's speakers have "high end
sweetness and openness...with astounding inner detail."
What's more, our woofers provide unparalleled low frequency
definition that beautifully complements the flawless performance of
our mid and high frequency drivers. How? With woven carbon
fiber cones that are rigid yet lighter than paper or polypropylene to
virtually eliminate breakup, flexing and distortion.

ALTEC LANSING.

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR THE
WELL-TRAINED EAR.

Q

Listen to Altec Lansing loudspeakers for yourself and hear how
much detail you've been missing. Call I-800-ALTEC88 for information and the Altec dealer nearest you (in Pennsylvania 717-296-H1F1).
In Canada call 416-496-0587 or write 265 Hood Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R 4N3, Canada.
Aitec Lans.ng Consumer Products Milord, PA 18337

COPYRIGHT 4996 TUC CORPORATION OF AMERICA 7733 TELEGRAPH ROAO MONT Ofil0. CA 90640
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reac

For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape

I

in tie extreme.

recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac --our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video
equipment we can make.

TEAC

$399 preamps.
Denon, meanwhile, is introducing what
they describe as a "bare bones" integrated
amp and tuner. The PMA-250 amp is rated at
25Wpc and will retail for $200—competition
for the likes of Rotel. The matching TU -450
tuner is likewise priced at $200. No flashing
lights, no tacky displays.
I haven't taken much interested in FM
tuners, but the new Magnum Dynalab FT-II
analog tuner ($389) may change all that. FM is
the ultimate Cheapskate medium, of course—
you don't have to pay for software. It's also a
lazy person's medium—they turn over the
records! The FT-II is described as an "econ-

Abrace of C-J's "under-$1000" Motif power amplifiers.

omy version" of the Magnum FT-101, which
sounds very good indeed (I've auditioned it
at a dealer's). The FT-I1 lacks switchable

Digital Audio. WG was astonished to find
that Roy had no CD player. Roy and Iwent on

bandwidths and monitoring meters, but it

at length about the pleasures of analog, while

does have the FT-101's front end and digital

Wayne assumed we were acouple of zanies.

frequency display.

Isent Wayne over to Stan Curtis, at Sumiko,

Best sound of the show? Who knows? The
best sound Iheard was at the Conrad-Johnson room, where Motif electronics were

who are importing Stan's Cambridge Audio
CD players. Isuggested he ask Stan to demonstrate, with his machine's error-correction

($600 a pair) with matching LM1000 sub-

readout, the fact that CDs wear out alittle
with each play—Is and Os sliding off the disc

woofer ($1200). No, this was not state-of-the-

into thin air. Heh-heh. After about 20 minutes

art audiophile sound—the speakers don't

of Weavers music, Wayne left and thanked

powering apair of Synthesis LM20 speakers

grab you by the balls or bite you on the ears.

Roy for the "respite" (Wayne's very word).

Nor did the subwoofer shake the floors. The
subwoofer was superbly integrated with the

Another word for "respite" is "analog."
Meanwhile, Roy demonstrated how to use

two smaller satellite speakers, though. And

a Hunt EDA record brush. Interesting, be-

the sound was very, very musical. Icould
have listened all day. And would have, if I
wasn't worried about wearing out my wel-

cause Roy has finally figured out how to use
the brush after having distributed it for over
ayear. The way Roy used to apply it, the car-

come.
Ihad just the opposite reaction to the

bon fibers would gather up dust and leave it

Duntech Crown Prince. This is an awesome

tween the rows of fibers didn't take up the
dust. What you're supposed to do is slowly

speaker—but not for me, I'm afraid. The
sound was just too overpowering for my
tastes. Of course, these speakers weren't
meant to be played in abedroom. Ifled the
Duntech room in search of humbler hi-fi
...
and found it nearby, at Music Hall, where

on the LP, in aneat little line. The felt pad be-

guide the brush in aradius towards the label,
applying as little pressure to the brush as
possible. Works like acharm. "I should sell a
lot more of these now that Iknow how to use
it," Roy said.

Roy Hall was demonstrating the revised

Imet up with Naim Audio's Janice Donald-

Revolver turntable (new platter), new Bullet

son at Music Hall and she told me about

cartridge (clever name, heh?), and Creek

Naim's new electrostatic speaker, which
should make its US debut at Chicago. She also

electronics.
Roy's room was something of an oasis, into which other reviewers (and exhibitors)

told me about a Los Angeles record store,
Record Surplus, which had just opened up a

would come to take a respite. On Sunday

Las Vegas branch around the comer, on Sahara.

afternoon, in walked none other than Wayne

We want over and pigged out on vinyl—

Greene, publisher of that user-group journal

classical cut-outs for as little as 98c. Imagine

Stereophile
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Threshold

dual channel STASIS class A
amplification
parallel cascoded FET
preamplification
magnificent music

illustrated:
model SA 3 dual channel STASIS class A
power amplifier
model FET nine unified cartridge high level
FET preamplifier with external supply

w

Threshold Corporation
1945 industrial drive
auburn california 95603

to handle frequencies over 12kHz. The midrange driver covers the range from 3kHz to
12kHz, while the bass driver goes down to
40Hz. This is one of the best speakers Ihave
heard in quite some time.
Ditto for the Rauna Njords, strange-looking
speakers made from concrete that retail for
$1500 apair. The Njords look like they should
be right at home on aspace ship. AR, meanwhile, has added titanium-dome tweeters to
virtually their entire speaker line, including
the slow-to-get-started Connoisseur series.
Demonstration conditions were far from
ideal. Still, Iwas impressed. Value-conscious
consumers might well listen here—especially
now that UK speakers cost so much.
This is agood place to add aplug for the
AR ES-1 turntable ($300 without arm, $450
with). An upgrade of the AR turntable introduced three years ago, the ES-1 features a
sapphire bearing and an improved arm. I'll
give things away by saying that the ES-1 comes
much closer to the sound of the Linn LP12
Excellent sound without pretension —Spendor Spis doyen
by Audio Research in the Harmonia Mundi room.

than does the Linn Axis. If you want aclear
demonstration of the superiority of analog,

...
in Vegas, just off the Strip! That's one of

you need spend no more than the cost of an

the things Ilove about Vegas: you never

ES-1 and aShure V15 V MR. This is aknock-

know when you're going to find class amidst

'em-dead turntable, and Ihave yet to try the
Rega RB-300 arm or the new SME Series IV.

the crass.
No, Ihaven't given up on CDs. Harmonia
Mundi had asuperb selection of Chandos,

We may be talking about acombination that
beats aLinn/Ittok: the ES-1 is more neutral.

Orfeo, and Harmonia Mundi (France) record-

(Interestingly, Ididn't see asingle Linn at the

ings. H-M had some of the best sound at the

show.) Stay tuned.

show—Audio Research gear into a pair of
Spendor SP-ls. Of course, they were trying to
sell music rather than sound—that's the

And now, as promised, the diatribe ...
Like Isaid, Japan Inc.'s highly-paid PR
flacks are pushing R-DAT as the replacement

secret.
Over at the Golden Nugget, away from all

for the conventional audiocassette. Neat.

the riffraff, Martin-Logan was demonstrating

record manufacturers can rest easier.

the CLS speakers, along with their new elec-

But who needs R-DAT, except the Japanese
manufacturers, who are always looking for

trostatic subwoofer. Well, the CLSs need

That way, CD and R-DAT can coexist and the

something in the bass. Unfortunately, the
subwoofer rattled like a loose window as

ways to keep their factories running full-tilt?

soon as Gayle Sanders cranked up the sound.

ably be no cheaper than CDs. Choice of titles

Ido want to like the Martin-Logans; they are
superbly transparent through the midrange.

will be extremely limited—record companies

Prerecorded digital audio tapes will prob-

Idid like the new Fourier 8e "Extended

may be reluctant to jump on the bandwagon,
particularly companies which have invested

Range" speakers, designed by erstwhile Audio
Critic Peter Aczel. They seemed like areal

heavily in CD manufacturing facilities. R-DAT
allows a two-hour play, but prerecorded

bargain at $1095 apair, doing everything well,
nothing wrong (that Icould detect), and they

minutes possible with aCD. And how about

even played loud. In common with the Spendor SP-ls, the Fourier 8es use a"supertweeter"
Stereophile

tapes aren't likely to be longer than the 74
tape wear? 'Pape stretches. Who knows?
And what will people record on R-DAT?
33

LPs? Doesn't make much sense. A goodquality analog tape and player will do just as
well, particularly for the car. Ditto for dubbing your own CDs. Some of the new premium tape formulations are awfully good—
lots of headroom. Besides, recording companies are still trying to get Congress to require the installation of special chips in RDAT recorders to prevent the dubbing of CDs.
(Toshiba, apparently, will launch amachine
fitted with such achip in Japan in April.)
Assuming you will be able to dub CDs—
yours or someone else's (illegal, of course)—
what's the point? R-DAT tapes will be expensive. CD prices may decline, especially if the
new itIdec dinm CD-mastering process takes

The hand of fate? Sony's R-DAT being demonstrated with
direct-dubbed Telarc recordings.

stration tapes. Presumably, commercial pirates
wanting to make direct-to-digital copies, will

off. You'd lose quality, going from digital to

not be discouraged by having to take the

analog then back to digital and out to analog

cover off an R-DAT machine.)

again. You have to do this: replay of prere-

What to do about R-DAT? Why not do

corded tapes will be 44.1kHz, same as CD,

what most people did at the show? Ignore it,

but R-DAT record/replay will operate at
48kHz to discourage copying. (Although to
make the recorders record at 44.1kHz, you

for the time being. Why rush out and be the
first kid on the block, like those who pur-

just have to open up the machine and fiddle
around inside—which is what the exhibitors
had done in order to play all-digital demon-

chased the first Sony CDP-101 CD players?
Remember —"perfect sound forever?" I'd like
to see the Japanese manufacturers lose their
shirts on this one.

KEY BOARD
The Key 'Board is areplacement tonearm mounting board, designed individually for SOTA. and Linn Sonder
turntables. The Key-Board offers fundamental improvements in the sound ol both. Satisfied customers describe the
improvements:
"The Key •Board greatly improved transient response, midrange and bass detail, dynamics at both high
and low levels. imaging and even depth and agreater sense of openness and clarity"
Rob Chambron
Bicknell, IN, SOM. owner
"I've spent the last two years in high end audio. where tbecame aturntable
specralist... The Key-Board improves virtually every area of pertofrnance, including
imaging, soundslage, and separation Vocals now sound incredible.. The
improvement is piety dramatic"
Franklin Leibowitz
Philadelphia, PA, Linn Sondek. owner
Coming soon is the Contra •Bass, acylindrical
Typical Construction
low-frequency speaker system designed with full
attention to the subjective qualities of this important
Black Gloss Acrylic
tonal range.
Those in areas without aKey-Board
dealer may order directly
Multi-Ply Hardwood

COG1N °HALL

Phenolic Resin

NSTRUME
1609 YOUNG STREET •CINCINNATI. OHIO •45210 (513) 421-1055

Stereophile

SPEAKERS YOU CAN AFFORD
THAT SOUND LIKE YOU CAN'T
How often have you listened to apair of
loudspeakers and wished you could afford them?
Now you can make your wish come true.
The new line of Mirage loudspeakers gives
you the precise imaging, low colouration, wide
dynamic range and faithful sound reproduction
you'd expect from more expensive models. At a
price that's surprisingly modest.
From our Mirage 200 bookshelf speakers to
our mirror-imaged Mirage 750 three-way
speakers, the magic of Mirage is clearly evident.
You can actually see the music.
Visit your nearest Mirage dealer and see what
we mean. You'll find we have asound you can't
afford to do without.
Mirage Acoustics, 135 Torbay Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R 1G7 Canada (416) 475-0050

MIRAGE
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You didn:t have to ask the speaker what he
or she mraritty "the Zoo. - It's become the,
er, affectiofiiiié term for the Convention
Center, the.msivc display area favor0,by
the super-mega -mass -market manufa<4iers
as the place to he for attracting re,t4iittlis'
orders. Imust concur: you'd have i'pl.'tty
hard time displaying a couple of hundred
trick telephones .or digital watches in asensibly sized hotel mom, But here's the had
news: no show-goer can avoid this temple to
consumerism, no matter how audio-only he
or she may be. It's the closest that the elec.tmnies inditstry gets to

sadism,

the big boys

tormenting the r!e*.iertle..ot by hiding worthy
pniducts amidsithe aeréS'of dross;
Take OAT. Or dis, for dat matter. Ain't no
way avisitor to the 198,7. Las Vegas CES.could
Editor offfi-Fie
&Record Reufew. and UK
corrrNpoodent for TireAbscifrateçorand

IAssistant
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afford to miss the latest in what may, or may

lower-priced Melos machines, so CAL parried

not, be the Next Big Thing. Icounted four

with their all-new Aria. a16-bit player with

manufacturcrs—Sony, Sansui, Onkyo, and

4x oversampling based on Philips 560 guts. . .,

Matsushita (the last behind closed doors, by

Price with remote control? An appealing

invitation only)—with real DAT hardware on

$1495.
It breaks my heart to acknowledge that the

show, only two of which apparently had
clued-up commentators

to augment

Philips works remain the guts of choice for

the

display. Icouldn't wade through the five -

OEM Cl) players, solid-state or tube, and you

deep crowd listening to Sony's Mark Finer

can forgive anybody for finding the prolifera- .'

deftly fielding such questions as "When?"

non of new machines based on the S(,O confus-'

much?," hut did manage to hear

that the sound, as evidenced by r*i of Keith
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busc Vegas, which ustiallWai'yieiCond
fiddle to Chicago for hi-fi c( intent, was also a
tweak's dream.
Feel the warmth. see the glowing glass.
Think back eight months to the launch of the
world's first tube

CI)

player. then marvel at

how little time it took the California Audio
labs' Tempest to inspire MELOS. ANALOGIC,
and BERNING to follow suit Me1Wsh.
teog..0
two players. asingle -box modefat*fite
atwo-box player tor S1650, bringing the cost
of such beasties ch iwn to lower levels, while
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS themselves
denied the competition all of the glory by
uprating the original Tempest with new,
patented digital circuitry, courtesy of Mike
Moffat, and aprice of 12100. 2 That, of course,
wouldn't do doodly -squat in the face of the
2Ow!lets of
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The gentle art of argument: Audio Research's Bill Johnson (I) discusses the Stereo Review listening tests on amplifiers organized
by David Clark (r)

$25,000 buys you Philips' "Red Book" on all

tionally, the output of the DAC drives an ac-

you need to know about how to make aCD
player—and there were whispers that acon-

tive current-to-voltage section, followed by
active low-pass filtering to reconstruct the

sortium should be formed to provide abetter

audio signal. The CD-2 features apassive net-

transport for the specialists too small to make
their own. How it will go Idon't know, espe-

work after the DACs, designed by Paul and

cially as Ialso heard that one Japanese sup-

the amplifier to interface the player to the

plier will soon release an all-plastic OEM laser

outside world. This philosophy invokes a

assembly which will sell for something like

small noise penalty, but confers afreedom

40% less than the cheapest currently avail-

from slew-limiting and distortion in the post-

able. Those who thought there'd never be a

DAC analog stages.

$50 CD player may be in for ashock.
KINERGETICS showed apre-production

with their modification program for the

sample of their next player,

while the

Bascom King, the only active circuitry being

THE MOD SQUAD also got into the act,

aforementioned A&R showed afinished ver-

Magnavox 650: among other things, they rebuild the 650 and endow it with their own

sion of the unit I had seen at the 1986

analog filtering stage. The cost of the mods is

Frankfurt Show. Besides the raft of new
players from the Japanese (including asuper-

$650, or you can buy amodified unit for $1000.

slim new Discman from Sony), AMERICAN

Stan Curtis chose to hide it from the general

AUDIO LABORATORIES showed their P-9
and P-11 versions of the 16-bit Philips 460

visitors, is CAMBRIDGE's new CD2, e»
pected to sell for less than half the $2800

and 560 players, and PS AUDIO showed the

price of the CD1 and sporting—I swear to

long-awaited CD-2 (Philips 560). The latter,

Crom-16-bit, 16x oversampling. One other

One new player Ididn't see, because sly

which will sell for just under $1000 including

UK-made CD player seen in Vegas was the

remote

Paul

MERIDIAN 207 Pro, already familiar but

McGowan calls the "world's first all-passive

now on display with the complex remote
control unit in finished form.

control,

sports

what

PS's

noise shaping and filtering section." Conven38
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MOSEL

ncousTics,

INC.

Designers and Manufacturers of the World's
Only Full Range Ribbon Speaker Systems

58"x 26"x 2"

"DUETTA SERIES II"
AUDITION THIS ACCLAIMED LOUDSPEAKER
AT YOUR NEAREST HIGH END DEALER.
MCGEE

ncousTics,

INC.

35 York Industrial Park • Randolph, MA 02368
Telex: 928121 APOGEE RAND

"McIntosh ...no other transistor' amplifier
is capable of reproducing as well.'
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and uncommon clarity.
... A close analysis of diffeYent frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail ... The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid-range cantributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
transistor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Need we say. more?
--FILVUE DU SON. foremost. French %Lento magazine.

Fo
formation on the McIntosh MC 7270
Ampli
and other McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH
BORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96
T SIDE STATION, DEP
BINGHAMTON, N
3904-0096
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Another player Ididn't get to see, but wish
Ihad, was the TEAC combo consisting of a
CD player and acassette deck. This new concept should really win the company alot of
friends from the tape-levy crowd—who
thought that twin cassette decks were bad
enough.

beleaguered brain. The AUDIOMECA J1 is a
product of the clever Pierre Lurne, designer of
the Goldmund Studietto and T5 tonearm. This
gorgeous construct is made up of aU-shaped
chassis and an upside-down-U-shaped topplate which rests on three large springs, coded and marked so that the user can set up the
turntable in seconds, with the suspension correctly tuned to 3Hz. This two-speed, beltdrive turntable employs an unusual drive arrangement, in which the belt is driven by two
pulleys, one on either side of the bearing in a
straight line; the belt only makes contact with
the platter at two points 180° apart, rather
than wrap around the shaft. What the hell for

The revised Klyne SK5A features new line stage modules.

Idon't really know, but it'll look great in the
literature. The platter itself is asandwich of
metacrylic/lead/metacrylic, the same materials

Having just expended 1000 words on

being used in the chassis and top plate as well.

Things Digital, Ifind myself hard pressed to
match the wordage with tales of new analog

As with the Goldmund designs, the Audio-

devices.

Cartridges? A new high-output,

boron-cantilevered,

$495

Talisman

from

SUMIKO and the exciting new Alpha—the
low-output Genesis 1000, expected selling
price around $700—from MONSTER, designed by ex-Namiki engineer Hisayoshi Nakat-

meca is imposing and not inexpensive.
However, $2400 no longer seems so outrageous aprice for any piece of hardware. For the
other hot record player, see "Sights To
Behold."
The electronics situation was different,
amplifiers not being threatened by any new

suka, were on show. So was the now-familiar

technology to render them moribund. Starting

MADRIGAL Carnegie 1, but beyond that, car-

with the front, interesting new preamps from

tridges were hardly the hottest of topics.
Toneanns? You don't get more exciting than

SUPERPHON and BERNING held my atten-

the concept of astripped-down SME V, called

the Dual-Mono Revelation (a Cheapskate fave)

the IV and selling for around $1100. The savings come from the removal of the damping

delight, even in the UK where it suffers slightly

system and the adjustable-while-playing VTA

from the penalty of being an import. The

adjuster, while the spring-type dynamic
downforce on the V is replaced by a more

Revelation II ups the ante with all-new, independently regulated BIFET circuitry, im-

tion, especially the former. I'd just reviewed
for HFN/RR and found it a bargain and a

conventional type. The wiring and the bearings, too, are less highly specified, but it is
doubtful that sound quality has been compromised. Those who have lusted after the V
but can't afford the tariff will probably love the
idea of sacrificing mere facilities for such ahefty saving.
Isaw anumber of MC step-up devices, but
the only truly new phono stage Irecall is THE
MOD SQUAD's Phono Drive pre-pre- for use
with the Line Drive passive control unit. This
$500 device was seen in preproduction form,
and will probably have its cosmetics changed
to match the full-width Line Drive.
That leaves the turntables themselves, only
two of which had any real impact on my
Stereophile

British speaker manufacturer B&W is diversifying into highend electronics: this is their beautifully finished, Swissdesigned, power amplifier.

FIND THE PLATINUM SERIES REFERENCE AUDIO TUBE BY GOLD AERO AT AERO ELECTRONICS. 2129 VENICE BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA 90006.
TELEPHONE (213) 737-7070. (BOO) 556-6700 WITHIN CA. (B00) 421-4219 OUTSIDE CA. TELEX 673565, CABLE AERO LSA. FAX 2137372401.
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ANew Age in car audio: tube amplifiers from Milbert (I) and
VTL (r)

proved wiring, metal-film resistors, FET inputs
to all stages, etc, etc It even looks better. The

they'll only be available in Southern California
through 1987, to enable the manufacturer to

price? $699.
The Bernina TF -12 preamp is, as you'd ex-

keep tabs on all the early samples. Doug flip-

pect from this wonderful iconoclast, far from

hard-wiring. The Saxes eschew circuit boards,
opting for the tried and true method of yore;
though it makes the amp more costly to

ordinary. While the Superphon is aprime example of well-executed, no-nonsense design,
the Bernina is amarriage of tube technology

ped one over for me so Icould examine the

and computer wizardry, resulting in a unit

manufacture, it should also prove more
reliable. Doug also pointed out that the amp

which (are you ready?) dispenses with acon-

uses 8417 output tubes, the last ever listed in

ventional volume potentiometer, using instead

the RCA "bible"

aswitching matrix operating in 1dB steps and
controlled by arotary knob. It's quite alarming

And you thought tube CD players were taking things to extremes—VACUUM TUBE

to see digital readout of level on aproduct you

LOGIC showed its in-car tube amplifier,

know contains tubes. The $2500 tag includes

demonstrating its dual purpose flexibility and
suitability as an in-house amp. This brings the

aremote control for operating the optical encoder which drives the switching matrix.

number of in-car tube amps up to two, the

Speaking of remote-control preamps, the
MERIDIAN 201 preamp was on display with

other being the David Berning-designed

its matching tuner, as well as the remote control mentioned above in conjunction with the

by afew months. The VTL comes with power

CD player. COUNTERPOINT, too, showed a
preamplifier first seen at Chicago, but in
closer-to-production form. The SA-9/11 is the

$1395 MILBERT, which preceded the VTL
supplies for either application, all for $1200.
Heard with CD as the source, the mobile unit
sounded just dandy, so do investigate if you
adore things with such versatility. Probably

tube-heavy giant killer with which the California wizards intend to assault the state of the

more "real world" were the 200W VTL mono-

art. Other items now in final form were the

derpriced at $3800 per pair.
Probably the "coolest" designer I've met—

pre- and power amplifiers from LINEAGE, the
new company formed by Saul Marantz and
John Curl.
Imake no bones about my love for tube
equipment, and the announcement which
really lit my filaments was the release of the
new 200W monoblocks designed by Sher-

blocks, nicely constructed and absurdly un-

he looks more like an art gallery owner or a
haberdasher than a lunatic-fringe hi-fi
casualty—is RAM TUBE WORKS' Roger
Modjeski. Music lovers prepared to treat hi-fi
gear like truffles, willing to root out the best
morsels, have long cherished the musicality of

wood Sax, brother of the brilliant Doug Sax.

Roger's Music Reference products; you can

Doug has been using his brother's designs for
years—that's an endorsement if ever I've

imagine the joy of seeing his new power
amplifier, the RM-9. Looking good in arustic

heard one—and these commercially available
versions should make things interesting in the

way, this 100W/channel stereo beauty is tap

top end sector. Selling for $5000 per pair,

forever find favor with tube paranoids who

Stereophile

ped for 2, 4, or 8-ohm operation, and will
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fear that acrack in the earth will soon swallow

the Spectra 3looked and sounded just great.

the world's remaining supplies: asingle adjust-

Unusual in that it breaks with Acoustat's

ment using the LED bias monitor will enable

aesthetic tradition because of its curved lower

the substitution of 6550s or KT88s for the

third, the Spectra 3comes in mirror-imaged

standard EL34. The price of this delicious

pairs with the driver complement per enclosure consisting of three 9"x46" horizontal

goodie is $2150.
A few solid-state pieces made the "Sights lb

panels. The design features tilt adjustment and

Behold" sidebar, but weren't the only worthies. Iwas surprised to see a new power

anewly designed interface (transformer) unit,

amplifier from MLAS, never having thought

of the radiating area with frequency in order to

the company especially prolific; it doesn't
seem that long ago that the Mark Levinson

maintain adequate dispersion at high frequencies.
Despite its size, it was easy to overlook the

No.20 was released. That aside, the new No.23

INFINITY IRS-V statically displayed at CES.

Dual Monaural sells for far less than its bigger
sister: $4400 for 200W/channel into 8ohms,

The company wanted to highlight the new

or 700 into 2or 4ohms. Construction is to the

Nudell didn't mind pointing out that the IRS-

usual high standard.
As arule, the most fun to be had at aCES is

V is identical to its predecessor "except for all
the drivers, the crossovers, the servo-systems,

but more importantly, has electronic control

Kappas (see "Sights to Behold"), but Arnie

viewing the weird and wonderful loudspeakers

and the dedicated bass column amplifiers."

that proliferate For some reason, speakers
have always attracted the craziest of the
crazies, and you can count on five or six

The bass units have had their straight polypropylene cones replaced with agraphitereinforced, injection-molded alternative, the

stone-gone cartoons to liven up the procession of wooden boxes. This year, though, the

bass amplifier power is now 2000W per side,
and the EMIMs and EMITS have lighter
diaphragms and neodymium magnets. In

Germans stayed away leaving their atmospheredestroying, multi-driver contraptions to
amuse their fellow Europeans. Was Ilet down,
though? Na -a -ah ...
there was fun a'plenty.
This year's thing was "Disguise," making

other words, if you opt for an update of an
earlier IRS, all you'll use is the woodwork!
As well as confirming the fact that both Star

speakers look like something they're not or
something so color-coordinated that you
don't see them at all. One manufacturer had
wall panels which could be covered in any
material you like, even going so far as to fill a
whole wall with acustom-made mural, while
another would wrap its floor-standing cylinders in fabrics ranging from tartan to zebra.
Iwon't call them "flirkeys" because they
didn't sound bad at all.
While these are fun (as opposed to ludicrous) products, however, I'm sure you'd
rather learn about important new speakers for
music lovers. EMINENT TECHNOLOGY,
makers of the fine air-bearing tonearm, showed
their new dipole, which Bruce Thigpen
described as somewhere in between an electrostatic and aplanar-type. Calling the driver
aLinear Field ltansducer, Eminent has created
amodular single-diaphragm transducer able to
reproduce 35Hz-40kHz. The LTF-III (which
looks like aMartin-Logan CLS with the curve
removed) sells for $2700.
A new ACOUSTAT is always an event, and
44

Continuing his habit of only listening to loudspeakers larger than
himself, JGH is supported by the new Acoustat Spectra 3.
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with greater output
efficiency from patent&
Audio Research circuitry.
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INTRODUCING THE

Recently, Audio Research Corporation
developed and patented (pending) new
circuitry allowing hybrid utilization of Field Effect
Transistors (FETs) with vacuum tubes in ways
which can bring out the best in both devices
Most hybrid power amplifier designs use small
signal-input vacuum tubes, then rely on FETs for
the output stage. Audio Research has chosen
instead to eliminate these low-level input tubes
— tubes which can be prone to problems. The
new FET "front end" is combined with Audio
Research's patented cross-coupled circuit to
provide adesign offering stability, reliability (low
maintenance), and superior performance.
These advances have been coupled with yet
another Audio Research patent: an output stage
utilizing vacuum tubes, and partially
cathode-coupled, but with the screen grids
operating with asignal voltage precisely in phase
with the cathode voltage. True "pentode"
operation and efficiency is thereby achieved;
however, all the advantages of partial cathode
coupling are maintained.

HIGH DEFINITION ® MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

M100

HYBRID MONAURAL
POWER AMPLIFIER
Preliminary Specifications
POWER OUTPUT: 300 watts minimum
continuous with 8ohms for 16Hz to
25kHz with less than 05% total harmonic
distortion (typically below 005% at 1
watt)
HUM & NOISE: Less than 2mV RMS
90dB below rated output
(broad-bandwidth unwetghted, inputs
shorted)
POWER SUPPLY ENERGY STORAGE:
Approximately 350 joules
DIMENSIONS: 19" (48 cm) W (standard
rack panel) x 10 5" (27 cm) H x 16" (41
cm) D (front panel back)
WEIGHT: 110 lbs (50 kg) Net, 126 lbs
(57 kg) Shipping
TUBES REQUIRED: 8 -6550 Power
Output (Matched pairs will yield
marginally better performance )

amile research
acorperatiu
6801 Sholgle Creek Parkway
Mmneapes krhnnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

MUSIC
AESTHETICS
AND
TECHNOLOGY...
REPRESENTED BY:

MEITNER PA-6 PRE-AMPLIFIER

MEITNER STR-50 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

MEITNER MTR-100 MONO POWER AMPLIFIER

MUSEATEX INTER CONNECT AND
SPEAKER CABLES

MANUFACTURED BY:

MUSEATEX AUDIO INC.
3143 de MINIAC
VILLE ST. LAURENT
QUEBEC H4S 1S9
514-333-6661

••
Last years WCES saw the launch of the ARC SP-11: this ye ar, Conrad-Johnson introduced their 2-box Premier Seven.

and Sapphire turntables are now available in
Den form, with aluminum armboards, ribbed
platter construction, new springs, new motor

some of Sunday morning in the SOTA room

pulley, and the Reflex Clamp, SOTA showed

just being kind, heh-heh-heh, Imanaged
to demonstrate some sensitivity to the ab-

aprototype of their upcoming speaker. Seen

because Igot achance to play with phase inversion on an unfamiliar system. Unless he was

at CES as atwo-box-per-side assembly consisting of a truncated pyramid subwoofer

solute polarity issue. Maybe if Ipractice long

with aBrian Cheney-specified 12 "driver, and

statesman David Fletcher of Sumiko when he

atwo-way mid/treble enclosure based at present on the Ensemble PA-1 from Switzerland.

retires to Miami.)
DCM also showed aprototype, and hoped

The subwoofers ($1500 per pair) will be out
first, with the whole package ready for the

for completion by June's CES. The Time Window TF1000 should sell for just under $1000

summer CES, target price being $2500 complete. Allowing for the inadequacies of the

per pair when ready. Other new speakers included the US launch of the MISSION 770

room,

especially to ears which have been constantly

and 780 models seen in autumn 1986's European shows, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH's TSW

exposed to BBC-inspired products. Cuddly
Robert Becker, the Man Who Could Be Ivor If

series, some high-value-for-money models
from ANGSTROM,

His Accent Changed, wondered if maybe flat,
neutral, open-sounding speakers may seem

bon/cone hybrids, TRIAD's lovely satellite/
subwoofer combinations (seen with a very

too tame for the USA. ..
(I'm glad Ispent

neat equipment housing for TV and VCRs,

the

speakers

sounded

just

fine,

enough, Ican take the mantle from elder

Metal dome tweeters are proliferating: from left to right, Rogers' Studio la
features the aluminum dome from Celestion's SL6S, while Rogers' LS7t and AR's
TSW 210 use titanium domes. Both Rogers speakers feature two sets of terminals for optional biwiring.
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the CLEMENTS rib-

The purest sound ever
to come from amachine.
The ULTRA D6000 Compact Disc Player. Touch the remote
control and the music begins, with an authority and intensity
you've never heard outside a concert hall. Natural, rich bass.
Highs shimmer with sweet clarity. The sophisticated design eliminates every hint of graininess, harshness, ringing. You are swept
away by the music.

frele/reetecie_
SHURE

ULTRA

Ilie D6000 carries the industry 's first and only 5-year laser replacement warranty.
== Thy. finc prgnaltact dImr tbuted e aImaael Ihrough Shurr ULTRA Gmup dealers

qF

FOf

nallle

and locallon of %our ',are., dealcr. call (312) 866-2608.

Combining UK standards of midrange reproduction and imaging with the US need for dynamic range and realistic bass reproduction, the WATT/Entec combination sounded most impressive.

with opaque doors that won't block the

people with his wonderful WATTS. Although

signals from hand-held remote controllers),
nice pieces from ESB, and—believe it or

not brand new, the WATTS have taken awhile
to make their mark, simply because people

not—a conventional

Dick

have been more concerned with the price tag

SHAHIN1AN.
A word or six about Mr. Shahinian wouldn't

people talking about the WATTS were ex-

speaker

from

than with performance. This year, though,

lot don't realize what anational treasure he is.

pressing more worries about the weight than
the cost, which is anice turnabout. The WATTS,

Ican name about three or four UK equiva-

demonstrated with Entec subwoofers, were

lents, and wouldn't want them to disappear
from the audio community for any reason.

magnificent, and deserve to be heard by greater

When Iwandered into his room, he was
holding court with a spellbound audience.

Still, I'd love to know why Dave named it
after asuburb of Los Angeles ...

With no reference whatsoever to his girth intended, Dick is alarger-than-life personality,

With the CES ending on a high note (a
Monster Cable-sponsored concert by Aman-

and his account of why he finally released a

da McBroom and one of the best concerts of

"normal — -looking box-type speaker is too

any kind I've attended since, say, 1971), Ican

colorful and salty to recount here If I
remember correctly, he hadn't yet named the

overlook the lost sawbucks. The show will be

new budget model. "Dick's Toy" was the

sary—JGH being treated like the only royalty

go amiss here Ihave asneaky feeling that you

numbers than their rarity value will ever allow.

remembered for Stereopbile's 25th Anniver-

name bandied about at the time, but Ihope

in well-worn tennis shoes, and birthday cakes

certain retailers weren't within earshot. Dick's
verbal barrage dealt with the lack of imagina-

breeding like, uh, birthday cakes—and that's

tion endemic in retailers, and my heart swelled
to hear this guy rail against mediocrity. It's ex-

begs aquestion: since Chicago CES also occurs
in 1987, will there be another 25th Anniver-

periences like that which make the shows

sary party in June?

reason enough for having attended. But that

more than just aflood of product. Shahinian,
along with Noel Lee, David Fletcher, Messrs.

SIGHTS TO BEHOLD

Herman and Becker, Audio Research's Bill

As with every other CES, certain components

Johnson, oenophile Jim Winey of Magnepan,
and others who have hi-fi in their blood are

dominate conversations with word-of-mouth
success stories which do these new products

what drive this industry.
The same can also be said for Dave WILSON,
who has finally managed to break through to
Stereophile

no harm at all. Because Irefuse to judge components by what Ihear at shows, Itend to
remember these items for their conceptual
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SWIM

Hafler

Vandersteen

KEF

QUAD

Rega Planar

Tandberg

Revox

Nitty Gritty

Snell

Carnegie

Syrinx

Nakamichi

Grace

Sme V

DCM

Koetsu

Eagle

Carver

Monster Cable

Adcom

Rogers

Linn Sondek

Janis

NAD

Perreaux

B&W
401

Stax

Worcester
Road
Framingham
Massachusetts
01701

The
ultimate
. audio

Telephone
617
879
3556

Natural Sound.

and visual impact as much as for their sound.

mation, could only have come from Cali-

The following knocked out show visitors left
and right, and Isuccumbed to not afew of

fornians. The beauty of this gear is such that I'd
buy aset even if they didn't work.

them myself. In no particular order, these are
the products which caught the eye and the
imagination.
1) MARTIN-LOGAN'S

ELECTROSTATIC

SUBWOOFFIL Yes, gang, an electrostat boomboom. No, it's not the size of aBurma-Shave
billboard, and yes, it matches the CLS in all of
its modem beauty; a real heart-stopper of
which you'd want two if you believe (as Ido)
that there is stereo below 100Hz. The sample
on dem was an early version still to be fine-

Elegance and relative affordability Mondial's Aragon amplifier

tuned, so sonic worth is yet to be determined.
5) ARAGON. "You gotta see this amp, Ken.
Rumor has it that Dan D'Agostino designed
the insides and TAS's Robbii Wesson did the
case." (I'm glad it wasn't the other way around.)
One look tells you why the pundits said it has
abuilt-in notch filter. Whatever, Iloved it,
especially when Ifound out that the Cheapskate wouldn't be able to argue about the
tariff ($995 for the basic amp). Sexy stuff, and
the artist's impression of Aragon plus yet-tobe released Kemp was mouthwatering indeed.
Bill Firebaugh's surprisingly affordable
table.

ll-Tempered Turn-

2) THE WELL-TEMPERED TURNTABLE. In
the three years that I've known Infinity's Arnie
NudeII, I've been treated to early warnings of
components to watch. When Arnie told me of
his adoration of Bill Firebaugh's longanticipated turntable (complete with the WellTempered Arm for less money than you'd
think: $1250),1 figured that I'd better find one
quick. Arnie obliged, and had one at Infinity's
display. He was right: it's wonderful. Then I
went to Audio Research. Bill Johnson, another
dead-accurate barometer of the high end, had
two. 'Nuff said?
3) DUNTECH PCL-1000 CROWN PRINCE.
This 71" tall speaker, a"baby" version of the
$15,000 high-end hit, the Sovereign, attracted
big crowds wondering if Duntech could score
two in arow. You want dynamics? You got 'em.
4) MAN. These beauties were at Chicago last
year, but Imissed them. Simply the finest looking components I've ever seen, MAN's tube
amplifiers—chrome-plated triangular designs
straight out of the Bauhaus Handbook—and
their solid-state preamp—tubular in shape
only—which changes colors for visual confirStereophile

High-tech driver line-up from the $2400/pair Infinity Kappa 9:
twin woofers handle frequencies below 80Hz; "Polygraph
mid/bass coupler" handles from 80Hz to 800Hz; “PolYeorne"
looks after the all-important midrange, from 800Hz to 3kHz;
the EMIT stretches the range to 10Hz; while the new SEMIT
takes over from 10kHz to 50kHz!
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6) FORTE. When Nelson Pass designs a

Fairfax, VA 22031. (703) 698-8581.

40W/channel pure class-A stereo amp and

COUNTERPOINT: PO Box 12294, La Jolla,

the price tag is only asingle kilobuck, you

CA 92037. (619) 453-9090.

just have to be impressed. This beauty could

DCM: 670 Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI
48104. (313) 994-8481.

make class-A apopulist pastime.
7) INFINITY KAPPA SERIES. JA is abase,
er, bass player and hypercritical of cone bass,
especially the polypropylene variety. Some-

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY: 508 Cactus St.,
Tallahassee, FL 32304. (904) 575-5655.
FORTE: 1955 Industrial Drive, Auburn, CA

thing about "plasticky colorations." I, too,

95603.

have been spoiled, having lived with Apogee

INFINITY: 9409 Owensmouth, Chatsworth

Scintillas for the last two years. We both sat

CA 91311. (818) 709-9400.

and listened to Infinity's new Kappa speakers,

KINERGETICS: 6029 Reseda Blvd., Tarzana,

bearing, among other new things like a
SEMIT (super EMIT) supertweeter and novel

CA 91356. (818) 345-2851.
KLYNE: 828 E.7th Avenue, Olympia, WA

midrange driver, bass units made from injec-

98501. (206) 943-5420.

tion-molded polypropylene reinforced with

LINEAGE: 230 West 55th Street, New York,

graphite fiber. Our verdict? They just may be
the fastest, tightest cones on the planet. The

MAN: 6301 Riggs Place, Los Angeles, CA

NY 10019. (212) 977-4470.

rest is pretty amazing, and JA left saying that

90045. (213) 670-1748.

they're the best real-world Infinity speakers
he'd ever heard. These are so good that
maybe even the British will like them.

MARTIN-LOGAN: PO Box 741, 619 E. 8th
St., (First Floor), Lawrence, KS 66044. (913)
"49-0133.

A&R CAMBRIDGE, ROGERS: Naiad Pro-

NJ 08812. (201) 968-8771.
MILBERT: 18 Warrior Brook Ct., German-

MEWS: 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen,
ducts, PO Box 1250, Falls Station, Niagara
Falls, NY 14303. (413) 764-8958.
ACOUSTAT: 3101 SW 1st lèrrace, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315. (305) 462-6700
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH: 330 lbrnpike St.,

town, MD 20874. (301) 540-8827.
MISSION: 5985 Atlantic Dr., Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1S4. (416) 673-3777.

Canton, MA 02021. (617) 821-2300.
AMERICAN AUDIO LABORATORIES: PO

THE MOD SQUAD: 542 Coast Highway 101,
Leucadia, CA 92024. (619) 436-7666.
MONSTER: 101 Townsend Street, San Fran-

Box 588, Greer, SC 29652. (803) 271-4252.
ANALOGIC, DUNTECH: W & W Audio,

PS AUDIO: 4145 Santa Fe Road, San Luis

4821 McAlpine Farm Road, Charlotte, NC
28226. (704) 542-8601.
ANGSTROM: 210 8th Street, Lewiston, NY
14092. (800) 387-8191.
ARAGON, ESB: Mondial Designs Ltd., 2Elm
Street, Ardsley, NY 10502. (914)693-8008.

cisco, CA 94107. (415) 777-1355.
Obispo, CA 93401. (805) 543-6655.
RAM TUBE WORKS: 126 E. Haley, Suite
A-15, Santa Barbara, CA 93101. (805)963-4644.
SHAHINIAN: 33 A & B Cedarhurst Ave.,
Medford, LI, NY 11763. (516) 736-0033.

AUDIOMECA, MADRIGAL, MERIDIAN,

SOTA: PO Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707.
(415) 527-1649.

MLAS: Madrigal, PO Box 781, Middletown.

SUPERPHON: 1035 Conger 3, Eugene, OR

CT 06457. (203) 346-0896.

97402. (503)345-4226.

B&W: Anglo-American Audio, PO Box 653,
Buffalo, NY 14240. (416) 297-0595.

TEAC: 7733 lèlegraph Road, Montebello, CA
90640. (213) 726-0303.

BERNING: 11007 Candlelight Lane, Potomac,
MD 20854. (301) 299-8970.

TRIAD: PO Box 99, Fairview, OR 97024.
(503) 666-3666.

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS: 21962 Annette

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC: 219 Atwells Avenue,

Avenue, El Toro, CA 92630. (714) 532-3431.
CAMBRIDGE, SME, SUMIKO: Sumiko, PO
Box 5046, 13erkeley, CA 94705. (415)843-4500
CLEMENTS: 10176, Yonge Street, Richmond

Providence, RI 02903. (401)272 2172.
THE WELL-TEMPERED TURNTABLE:
Transparent Audio Marketing, Rt.202, Box

Hill, Ontario L4C 1T6. (416) 883-4554.

117, Hollis, ME 04042. (207) 929-4553.
WILSON AUDIO: 2Sinaloa Ct., Novato, CA

CONRAD-JOHNSON: 2800R Door Avenue,

94947. (415) 897-8440.
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The Legacy
continues...
FICOWTAT

Spectrâ 3
High end enthusiasts at CES couldn't stop talking about this distinctively
different full range electrostatic loudspeaker. Its low distortion, smooth
response and superb transients didn't surprise them. But the broad, smooth
dispersion, full dynamic range and incredible bass were new to electrostatics-that was news!!
Using a flat array with electrical sectoring to produce a "phantom curved"
array provides superb dispersion and
time alignment from the closest approach yet to the ideal-a line source
dipole. With more efficient matching
through our new 2000 Series Magne Kinetic interface, efficiency is up almost
2:1 with added headroom and bandwidth. The sensibly proportioned slim
panel does not overwhelm your room,
and the price won't overwhelm your
wallet, either. The unique tiltable panel
is poised on a tambour-trimmed base
which houses an optionally switched
sub-woofer for those bombastic occasions.
It was a high compliment to both the
ESL's performance alone, and to the
smooth integration of the woofer, that
virtually no one could tell when the
woofer was in play. You'd have to go a
lot louder and deeper than we did at
the Show (and we weren't subdued!) to
really appreciate it. But that's why it is
there-to remove the last restraints on
choosing the acknowledged excellence of the best ESLs. You add the
sub-woofer when you choose. And it is
easy to bi-wire or bi-amp, too, if you wish.
Have we re-written the book on electrostatics?
Would more information convince you? Write, call or see your dealer.

Symmetric Pak Electrically Curved TRAnsducer

A COUbTAT

3101 Southwest First Terrace •
Fort Lauderdale
Florida 33315 .

Phone(305) 462-6700
FAX (305) 763-7577
.Telex #156119 Hafler Pesn

A Division of the David Hafler Company

amatter of

part two
Stereophile's review team
outline their taste in equipment,
listening rooms, and music.

I

mplicit in every Stereophile equipment
review is the assumption that the reader
is aware of the reviewer's likes and dis-

likes in both hardware and music. The forgotten factor in audio—the state of the reviewer's

however, is very often missing from reviews,
so we are presenting thumbnail sketches of
our reviewers' musical tastes, the evolution of
their systems, and how they manage to ex-

listening room—will also have asignificant

tract basically good sound from the rooms
they use for serious listening. In Vol. 10 No. 1,

effect on his value judgments. Writers can

JGH, DO, ST, KK, CB and JA told it like it was;

only hope that the reader can adjust areview's

in this issue, with an acknowledgement to

conclusions to allow for his own room and
tastes. The information to make this possible,

such afeature), we start with ...

Stercophile

The Absolute Sound (who first published
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SCALE

Anthony H. Cordesman
For those of you who have not already gathered the fact, this flood of articles on our
listening tastes and room(s) is being written at
the compulsion of John Atkinson—a man
only slightly less physically intimidating than

`

music played live to regress enjoyably to
music written in the Middle Ages. Unfortunately, even live music can't bring me any further into the 20th century than early Mahler.
In fact, Mahler's Eighth seems to mark the
point in history where classical composers

J. Gordon Holt. Ihave no idea why we have

started turning their life's work into an annoy-

been asked to bare our souls in this manner,
but Isuspect that John aspires to the mantle

ing practical joke.

of Harry Pearson and wants to create the
perfect viewing—er, listening—room. In any
case, we poor browbeaten reviewers have
been asked to respond to afixed set of questions, and—in lieu of asense of style and the

Circa 1905, Iadopt my father's taste and
shift from classical music to jazz. Even there,
however, I've failed to evolve. Inever quite
got over one of the MJQ's thousands of breakups, and Iremain on garde against the avant.
Far too many recent jazz performances are so

ability to write clearly—I will address each of
these questions in turn.

inner-directed and aimed at pleasing the
musician to the exclusion of the audience

Tastes in Music and Their Evolution: My
tastes in music haven't evolved worth adamn.

that Iouter-direct myself to other pleasures.
To the extent Ilike contemporary music at all,

My father had grown up with jazz, but early
exposure to the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
and FM turned me into aclassical music fan.
Ipreferred Bach and Mozart when Iwas a

Ienjoy the few decent ballads and ballad
singers that can communicate alyric emotionally without making it unintelligible.
Ihave also grown to like afair amount of

kid and Istill do. If there is any evolution to

modern rock, largely because my daughter is

my taste, it lies in my exposure to live music
in many different environments. Ilived in

these records back from Europe for her, and

Europe off and on for more than adecade,
and came to love both small Opera groups
and live chamber music performed in something approaching its historical setting.
Ialso have heard enough early Western
56

into 12 "British-pressed rock singles. Idrag
some of them have turned out to be quite
good. At the same time, Ican't stand classic
rock. While my high-school days date back to
the early Presley era, Ionly tolerated the early
days of rock as acompulsory background to

Stereophile

high-school foreplay. My tolerance and vision

prefer the newer classical recordings. Igrew

in the rock field is also indicated by the fact
that when Iwas in graduate school in Britain,

up in an apartment one floor above Fritz

some of my students dragged me off to hear
anew group called the Beatles. Iimmediately

Reiner's deputy conductor and Ilove the old
Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the hall it
played in, but listening to vintage RCA records

pronounced them ahopeless imitation of US

does not bring back those memories. Like the

musicians.
As for current listening, agreat deal of my

Mercuries and similar oldies, it simply reminds me how much Ireally hate tape hiss.

work is still overseas, much of it in Europe.

Iprefer LPs, but increasingly like CDs. By

My languages aren't up to the theater in most

and large, I feel the mainstream classical

countries but are definitely up to the music.

recording of the last two years has been as

Ialso get to hear afair amount of opera overseas. My experience with US opera is that it

good or better on CD than on the matching
LP, although the best recordings (and often

tends to be stilted, pretentious, and over-

the most mediocre) performances are on LP.
A lot of the music Ilisten to simply isn't

priced.
Ihave season tickets to the National Symphony Orchestra, and enjoy listening to its

popular enough to over-record. One nice

musicians—even the bass(b)oons—but God
preserve mankind from the decor of the Ken-

neer is less likely to play tricks.
Iuse audiophile recordings for reviewing,

nedy Center. It is one of the ugliest pieces of
kitsch in the musical world—a blend of

but there are a few Ican stand musically.

whorehouse and a Marriott lobby. Other

doing adamn thing for me, and athird-rate

musicians don't necessarily sound better, but

performance is always worse than athird-

they sure as hell play in nicer surroundings,
and the bars serve infinitely better champagne.,

rate recording.
Details of the Listening Room and the

When Ilisten to "hi-fi," Ilike the size of my
recorded music to fit the size of the listening
room. Ido listen to orchestral music and
opera at home, but it never really seems
natural. Organ music, which Ihear live in
Europe, quite often sounds almost hopeless
in home surroundings. Iprefer smaller works
that seem to fit ahome-sized listening room.
Iparticularly like solo instruments and voice,

thing about chamber music is that the engi-

The bang, boom, and whistle school isn't

Problems Overcome: My listening room is
my living room, which is 15 by 18 feet. Ihave
made anumber of tradeoffs to listen to music
in it in the way Iprefer. The first is that Ikeep
all of my electronics out of sight in aside
room or "hi-fi porch." This side room is
separated from the living room by astructural
wall, and is on aseparate concrete floor. This
placement of my components means long

quartets and trios, and solo voice. Idon't
listen to background music or music while I
work. Music is like good wine or brandy.

speaker cables, but Ivastly prefer this sacrifice to what happens to my system when it is

When Ihear music Iwant to be able to concentrate on it, or enjoy it socially. Live dinner

music.
Icompensate for the size of my room with

music is now virtually unknown in the US,

very careful speaker placement and adjust-

but not in Europe, and it is fascinating to hear
chamber music enjoyed, rather than wor-

ment. After a lot of room measurement, I

in the same area as, and being vibrated by, the

shipped.

decided to put my speakers on awall with an
arch going into the dining room. Ialso put a

My record collection is largely modern. It
was once far older and far larger, but none of

large Persian carpet and atapestry on the wall
behind them. This allows me to get much

my past record and tape collection (or many

more depth and transparency than asolid

of my other personal effects) made it back

wall, but centerfill is tricky and this means

from service in the US Embassy in Iran. 2

more fiddling with speaker placement.
Ihave played around with room treatments.

Unlike most of my fellow audiophiles, Ialso
1The champagne is insufferably sweet, and Iswear that during an opera, much of the concert hall distorts or hides a
tenor voice.
2Ease up. This was back in 1974, and Iwas simply burgled,
not ataken as ahostage.
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The listening-room floor has very heavy
carpeting with special 1"padding, and there
is agreat deal of very soft furniture. Ido not,
however, have fully-treated sound walls
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The First Consumer Hi -Fi Show
in over 15 years!
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Bayview Plaza Holiday Inn
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
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March 27, 28, 29
for the best reproduced sound you've ever heard.

finally happening: aHi -Fi show for consumers!
This show, co-sponsored by Stereophile magazine and
Nelson &Associates, will feature the highest of the high-end
manufacturers. Hear this esoteric equipment as set up by
the designers themselves. Meet the designers. Have
Stereophile solve your sound system problems. Calibrate
your ears with live music. Learn how to listen. This is the
first Hi -Fi show for consumers in over 15 years, and certain
to be ahistoric event. Don't miss it!
Manufacturers at the high-end Hi -FI Show
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International
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Mirage
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Monster Cable
NAD
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Perreaux

RogerSound Labs
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SOTA
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Sumiko
Sumo
Tandberg
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen

For all three days of the best reproduced sound you've ever heard, tickets are
just $10. They'll soon be available at your favorite dealer (who sells Stereophile),
or send in the coupon below (please allow four to six weeks for delivery).
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behind the speakers. Isimply cannot stand

aPioneer LaserVision/CD player, aJVC VHS

the sight of them. Ihave had some success in

deck, and aSony Super Beta deck. Idon't
take this room seriously because the only

using the Monster Cable sound panels as a
substitute, and a great deal more with the

true high-end video equipment I've seen

Watkins Echo-Muffs and alimited block of

aside from the laserdisc player has been in

Discrete Technology wall panels behind the

shows or labs. Ikeep waiting for a decent

speakers. The Watkins Echo-Muffs are the

large-screen player, adecent videotape image,

best compromise I've found between cancel-

and adecent four-channel sound system. So
far, Ihaven't found them.

ling room effects and decor, but as they are
not ideal with the Apogee Duettas Iuse them
mostly for reviewing.
As aresult, Itry to substitute measurement
and speaker placement for room treatment. I
use aspectrum analyzer and athird-octave
warble generator/meter. Iplay around with
speaker placement until Iminimize the measurable room effects. After that Ithen get ad-

In fact, my efforts to do a"high-end" television article for Stereopbile foundered on
the fact Ireally could never believe I'd found
a"high end." Far too much of the latest consumer television equipment really sucks. To
give you two recent case studies, two samples
of the latest Sony XBRs failed to match my
old Profeel in color and each produced adif-

vice on speaker placement from roving friends

ferent color balance. Three samples of the

and manufacturers. By and large, Ifeel Ican
get 90% of the room-treatment effect by

Sony SL-900 VCR had poor tuner sections,

careful speaker placement, and this is good

and all had quite different color balances. I've
seen what true high-resolution television and

enough for me. Isimply don't want to look at

decent theater sound can do. Today's home

sound panels, although someday I'd like to

"state of the art" in video is horse-and-buggy

try four (not 62, Gordon, not 62!) ASC

by comparison.

Traps.
Ialso solve my listening-room problems by
having asecond major listening room in the
top floor of the house. Aconverted 29x17-feet

Finally, there is also acomer in another
part of the basement where Iand my son
share asmall lab. He builds model rockets. I

attic, it has avaulted ceiling and pretty neutral

have a dual-trace scope, signal generator,
basic distortion meters, and amultimeter, as

acoustics for all but the largest speakers. The

well as the spectrum analyzer and third-

room is sufficiently large so that acarpet and
a little sense about speaker placement are

octave warble generator. Ialso have an expen-

about all that is required. Istill, however, use

sive device to turn my Mac Plus into awaveform analyzer. Ican't really justify any of this

an RTA and warble-tone measuring unit in

lab equipment—and my son's rockets are far

this room to make sure that speakers are well-

more fun—but Ican confirm when some-

placed and relatively neutral before Ido

thing is really wrong with areview sample.

serious listening.
Ihave athird "listening room" in the form

By and large, Itrust my ears. 3
Full details of the Equipment Which

of Stax Lambda Pro earphones. The Lambda

Spends Most Time in Use in Your System:

Pros do not image as well as the best speakers,

The more Ireview, the more Icome to the

or have the same depth and bass power, but

conclusion that you can only judge gear fairly

they are damn good in every sonic respect.

if you try each item with alot of different

They also provide both a24-hour listening
capability and immunity to room effects. Fur-

components, and do not rely on astandard
reference system. Far too much top-quality

thermore, they are portable. The Lambda

audio gear is simply not fully compatible

Pros and aCD player can be moved anywhere

with other top-quality gear. You have to blend

in the house, and they can easily be moved

asystem together to get great sound. A com-

for use in listening tests at my workbench.

ponent should be auditioned with enough

The more Ilisten to the Stax Lambda Pros the
more Irespect their ability to reveal detail
without robbing the music of its pleasure.
Fourth, there is afamily audio/video room
in the basement with aSony Profeel Monitor,
60

3There is aloathsome He who dies with the most toys
wins!" character about this litany. Please note that reviewers
don't earn much money, but do get a tax break and the
courtesy of extended manufacturer loans. Before Igot sucked
into this business. Iwas perfectly happy with one really
good stereo and a 19-inch mono TV.
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From ear to there
and everything in between.
The true audio connoisseur is
possessed of extraordinary sensibilities
regarding his or her music reproduction
system. From speaker to cartridge,
anything that delivers less than absolute accuracy is disappointing. Naturally, these sensibilities extend to the
purchase source as well.
For 30 years, Lawrence Stereo has
catered to the discriminating southeastern audiophile. Extensive product
knowledge and experience allow us to
stock only premier component lines
and to offer custom system design and
installation services. Extending to our
maintenance division, we affiliate only
with technicians who are dedicated
perfectionists.
©Lawrence Stereo 1987

At Lawrence we speak the language of the true audiophile, and that's
music to your ears.
Offeritg: Acoustic Research Connoisseur Series/conradjohnson group:
conradjohnson, Sonographe, synthesis/Denon/ForteAudb/Kimber
Kable/Koetsu/Kyocera/Ortofon/RAM
71tbeworks/SOMISound Connections/
Souther/Sumiko: Grace, Premiet;
Talisman/Supelphon/Threshold/
Limdersteen Audlb and more.

In LAWRENCE
SERE°
1927 1lth Ave. S./Birmingham, AL 35205
(205) 933-0330

other components to find out its best and

ample of just how good a pure transistor

worst performance capabilities. As aresult, I
rely heavily on extended manufacturer loans

preamp can be at areasonable price level, and
its ability to bypass the line stages makes it

to keep alarge stable of different items around.
The items in this stable change fairly often,

excellent for reviewing.
• Amplifiers: Krell KMA-100 monos are as

but Ido have some current favorites:

close to the best of tube and transistor as any
halfway affordable amplifier I've heard. The

• Cartridges: Koetsu Rosewood Signature,
Talisman Virtuoso DTi, van den Hut MC-10,
and Grado Signature MCX. These cartridges
have awide range of outputs and sound char-

PS Audio 200C provides agood picture of
how good an affordable amplifier can be. I
also keep different mixes of Adcom compo-

acters, but all create the illusion of live music

nents around as abenchmark of the best that

while preserving its pleasure and romance.

anyone seriously interested in stepping up
into the high end for the first time at reason-

• Tonearm: Iuse the Dynavector 507 for the
best arm yet with changeable headshells, and
the SME V and Eminent Technologies for the
best tonearms, period. The ET has an amaz-

able prices can expect to get.
• Interconnects: Iconstantly mix and match
interconnects, but the Straightwire ISIs have

ing soundstage, the SME V the most convinc-

consistently emerged as the most neutral and

ing coherence of every sonic feature.

musical. Oddly enough, this is the one area

• lbrntables: VPI HW-19 and SOTA Star Sapphire II. The VPI has a superb balance of
overall sound quality. The Star Sapphire is a

where my entire family not only heard the
differences, but agreed on their preference in
ablind listening test.

little better in every respect.

• Speakers: Duetta Its and Thiel 3.5s. I've

• Record-Cleaning Machine: VP! HW-17.
Essential for record fanatics and to get the

loved the Quad ESL-63 and Infinity RS-1B in

best possible sound. The Nitty Grittys are

their time, but these two very differentsounding speakers come as close to making

also good, but the latest HW-17, with forward

the music come alive as any I've heard.

and reverse, outcleans anything Iknow of.
• lliner: McIntosh MR-71: This all-tube

• Earphones: Stax lambda Pro. As I've noted
earlier, this is my third "listening room."

tuner has amild conversion by C-J, and is far

• Speaker Cables: Straightwire Music Ribbon
and the new Kimber LPC series ribbon cables.

more pleasant to listen to than any transistor
tuner I've yet heard. Idon't DX, Ijust want a
really musical sound in listening to the two
good classical stations in my area. The McIn-

Ineed very long runs of speaker cable to keep
my components out of my listening room,
and the Straightwire and Kimber products are

tosh delivers what no transistor unit has yet
delivered: as much pleasure as modem broad-

the two most musically natural speaker cables

casting stations allow.
• Tape decks: Ioccasionally use aTandberg
20A—the best surviving consumer-priced

ster Cable changes from forgiving to slightly

with the most products that I've heard. Monlacking in detail in long runs and the MIT

open-reel tape deck I've heard—but only

cables suit some products but not others.
There may be better speaker cables out there,

when afriend has aspecial tape. Cassettes are

but I've never found them even at incredibly

fine for cars and the ears of joggers.

higher prices.
Future Plans: Continue my search for the

• CD Players: The new Tandberg 16-bit
machine, the Sonographe, and the PS Audio.

perfect cartridge and CD player; keep aclose

CD is an area of constant flux; so far these
three players are the best I've heard.
• Preamps: Audio Research SP-11 and PS

ear out for DAT; try to get aKRS-2 preamp out
of Krell and apair of M-300 power amplifiers

Audio 4.5. The SP-11 is the anchor of agreat

try to get an advance pair of the new super
Apogee speakers now under development;

deal of my reviewing, and one of the best
audio components ever made. It would be
perfect except for avery slight leanness in the

out of Audio Research as soon as possible;

try to get the larger Vandersteen speaker and
force Jim Thiel into rushing his superspeaker;
keep searching for the perfect speaker cable;

midrange and the fact it does not quite have
the phono gain for the lower-output MC car-

and pray for better decor in the Kennedy Cen-

tridges. The PS Audio 4.5 is an excellent ex-

ter and amuch better quality of champagne!
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Bill Sommerwerck

rent modern. Ilike almost any kind of imagi-

Fit the First: my taste in music: As achild,

native or intellectually complex music. If
recordings were free, Iwould have more

Idespised rock'n'roll. Yuck! Unmelodic. And
depressing. (Must have been all those minor
keys, not to mention the lugubrious sound of
the nasty little RCA changers the 45 singles
were played on.) Iremember parties (the few
Iwas invited to) where, armed with apile of
refreshments, Icrawled into a corner and
wished they'd shut off that wretched crap.
At 12, Iacquired a taste for Gilbert and
Sullivan, the fault of my sixth-grade teacher,
who brought in HMS Pinafore, an instant hit
with our class. (William Livingstone, Ye Ed. of
Stereo Review, says my enjoyment of G&S
indicates asevere psychological disturbance.
Hah! Ibet be owns more than zero copies of

pop, jazz, and folk, my taste in such things
running from Ella Fitzgerald and very old
Sinatra, to Billy Joel, Steeleye Span, and Weird
Al Yankovic.
Ibuy mostly LPs and CDs (and, when they
were available, open-reel tapes). Some recent
Vanguard and MHS cassettes suggest that I
ought to pay more attention to that medium.
Ihave almost 200 Ambisonic and quadraphonic recordings, including some spectacular
open-reel tapes. Sound quality, however, only
amounts for about 25% of apurchase decision; Ibuy mostly on repertoire and performance. JGH once said Iwas not an audiophile,

Tosca. So much for taste.) On my 13th birth-

because I"played the selections all the way

day, my dad gave me the open-reel tape of the
D'Oyly-Carte Mikado. It was handed over
with the comment "I never thought I'd have

through." No argument; despite my engineer-

ason who'd like Gilbert and Sullivan."
Around the same time, my mom took me

ing degree, I'm amusic lover first and last.
Igo right past Dickinson College on the
way home. When Iasked the music department Head if Icould record, Iwas welcomed

to Fantasia. Wow! My favorite part was Le

with opened arms. Irecord about twice a

Sacre du Printemps, not just because Ihad
every kid's fascination with dinosaurs, but

month. Idon't get paid, but video tape costs

because it was neat music! Iremember buy-

next to nothing, and the experience is invaluable. It's mostly chamber orchestra and

ing the sound track record (which had the "T

small groups, but I've also recorded choruses

& Fig" and the Nutcracker Suite on the other

and ajazz band.

side, due to Leo's deft slicing of Stravinsky),

If I'm asnob about anything, it's live re-

and playing it over and over.

cording. Regular exposure to live music is im-

My collection is overwhelmingly classical,
ranging from Gothic and Renaissance to cur-

portant. But ...
it isn't enough. What comes
out of the mikes does not match what's in
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front of them. A reviewer who understands
this difference is more likely to accurately
assess absolute sound quality.
The best recent example of this was acompetitor's cruel dismissal of Sheffield LAB 24
(Stravinsky/Debussy). Any amateur recordist
would immediately recognize it for what it

Lowe d

is—a single-point stereo recording in adry
hall. You may not like the sound, but it is a
purist recording. An avowed advocate of simple miking and analog recording should
show alittle more respect—and would, if he
ever bothered to get his hands dirty reeling

WW1
•
,C1,

& TTIUS o/qe,tOr

St ICUs SelphOrly

his
martin logan monoliths

out some mike cable.
The best-known audiophile recording
engineers—Jim 13oyk, Doug Sax, Dave Wilson—are friendly, gentlemanly people. Of
the reviewers noted for arrogance and rudeness, how many make their own recordings?
None.
Fit the Second: how Idefeated my listening room: When Imoved back to anormal
part of the country (I'd lived in Connecticut
for nine months), Isearched for an affordable
condo with 8-foot ceilings. No luck. You're
lucky to find 7ft.8in. ceilings—and 7ft.10in.
Acoustats won't fit.
Then Isaw an ad for ahigh school remod-
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eled into apartments. Neat! Would you believe—a 15-foot ceiling? And in what used to
be the science room! Half the apartment is the
living room, the other half is split horizontally. The lower level is the kitchen and dining
room, the upper the bedroom and den. Lots
of space to spread out and let the junk proliferate. And Ican look down and view the
wretched excess of four Acoustat Sixes set up
for full surround sound.
Like most large rooms, mine had too much
"slappy" reverb, especially at high frequencies. Ididn't expect great sound, and Ididn't
get it. The Acoustats' first position was bassshy, and the room was too plainly audible. So
Imoved them abit further into the room, and
angled them almost directly at the sofa. That
did it. The superiority of dipoles in a"nasty"
environment was once again vindicated.
As furniture was added, and various boxes
and other sbmatte crept in, the room sounded
better. It's not commonly recognized that
you don't need sound-absorbing material to
tame abright room. Sometimes just apile of
junk that partially absorbs and partially difStereophile

MARTIC1

Locnn. LTD

po. box 741
619e. 8th street-first floor
lawrence, kansas 66044
1-913-749-0133
telex 262817 mlesl

fuses the sound will do the trick. Experienced

massive coronary. I'm atrue purist; Ibelieve

listeners are surprised at how the reverberation alters hand claps, but not a speaker's

that reproduction should be accurate, not

sound.

twisted to mean someone with afanatic desire

"musical." Unfortunately, "purist" has been

Still, the room is more lively than I'd like.

to keep the signal chain as short as possible.

(I've had ambience synthesis for over adecade,

A desirable goal, but if the recording has

so what you may consider "dead," Iconsider

faults, why not use signal processing to get

reverberant.) I'd planned to make my own
sound-absorbing panels from 2x8-ft. Owens-

more musically pleasing sound? The beauty

Corning type 705 Fiberglas. Unfortunately, 0C refuses to manufacture this size in anything

out if they do more harm than good.

less than 5000 foot 2 lots. Are there any build-

and a Pioneer CLD-900 LV player feed an

ing contractors out there who'll help me get
the stuff? Gordon wants some, too.

supplies Dolby MP decoding (though Ihave

The room's bass end is disappointing. It's
flat. I've had apartments where everything
rises below 100Hz. Not accurate, but fun.
This room is not fun.
Fit the Third: love me, love my hardware:
Unlike the "big" reviewers, Iown almost all
my components. At the moment, the only
equipment on loan is my MOSCODE 600

of add-ons is the way they can be switched
As for video, an RCA SJT-400 CED player
NAD MR20 TV monitor. A Shure HTS-5000
both Ambisonic and SQ decoders for those
systems.)
Ican't say exactly what anything in my
system sounds like, as I've never run bypass
tests on the electronics. However, the sound
is generally warmer and less clinically detailed
than live sound, regardless of program source
Unless Iplay really bad-sounding recordings,

power amps, courtesy of NYAL. Ownership
can cause serious financial problems, espe-

Ican listen for several hours at atime without

cially when you're a surround-sound en-

tremendous detail and expressively forward

thusiast, and have to own two of everything.
Expensive everythings.

midrange of the MOSCODEs. The Acoustats
continue to please for their top-to-bottom

Starting at the phono front end, there's a
Karat 17Ds in aWell-lbmpered Arm, on aVP!
HW-19/II. Two Acoustat TNPs drive the MOS-

fatigue. Iam especially impressed with the

coherence and freedom from obvious colorations.

Fit the Fourth: my future plans: Iwish I
CODEs. liner is the Lux 5T50 (a Denon TU - could find more time to just sit and listen to
600 is on the way). CD player is the Yamaha
music. Unfortunately, the older Iget the more
CD-2, which I'm in the process of modifying.
Iwant to work, rather than enjoy myself. The
Cassette deck is the Nalcamichi 680, and my
obvious solution would be to pick one piece
open-reel is (what else?) a4-channel Otani.
Headphones are Stax Lambda Pros.
My ambience system used to be an Audio/
Pulse 1000 feeding aMaranta integrated amp

of music each day, and listen attentively,
without doing anything else. Ihaven't worked
that out yet.
My hardware goal is to find speakers that I

and two Stax ESTA -4U Extras. The A/P has

can keep at least five years without having

been relegated to the bedroom system (which

them obsoleted by something noticeably better. Idoubt we will ever have audibly perfect

I'll describe some other time), displaced by
the Yamaha DSP-1.

electronics, but I hope something pretty

For live recording, aNalcamichi DMP-100

close will show up soon, so Ican get out of

feeds a Sony SL-2000 Betapak. Mikes are
either Crown PZM-31 or Milab (Pearl) TC4v.

that rat-race. Musically, my taste is broader

Iuse Sony MDR-CD5 phones for monitoring

hear every beautiful piece of music ever written before Idie!
These are my all-time-favorite, couldn't-

and "personal" listening. There's also aSony
SLHF-900 SuperBeta Hi Fi VCR, which is
used mostly for recording video simulcasts.
I have a rack-full of signal processors,

than the list below would suggest. I'd like to

survive-on-a-desert-island-without-them
recordings. All are recommended for per-

which are never touched unless really needed.
I'm sure the mere sight of them would cause

about sound if the music doesn't move you?

William Zane Johnson to keel over from a

These recordings never wear out their wel-
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formance, and performance alone Who cares
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come, regardless of how often they're played:

slightly narrower than the main room, but

Bach/Malloch, The Art of Fuguing, Foss,

longer with aparticularly flattering acoustic

Town Hall (Sheffield) S-21; Beethoven, Symphony 5, CSO/Reiner; Beethoven, "Pastoral"

It often sheds quite adifferent light on performance, especially of loudspeakers, and is

Symphony, LAPO /Walter; Beethoven, "Em-

particularly useful when listening to loudspeakers designed for use in execution mode

peror" Concerto, Serkin/NYPO/Bernstein;
Brahms, Symphony 4, RPO/Reiner; Brahms/
Schoenberg, Piano Quartet in g, Comissiona/

(backs against the wall), where the window-

Baltimore Symphony; Dvorak, Symphony 8/
Scherzo Capriccioso, LSO/Kertesz; Herrman,

anomalous.
The picture tells some of the story, but of

bay arrangement in the other room can sound

The Fantasy Film World of Bernard Herrman

course not all. The house is an old one, dating

(quad open-reel); Mendelssohn "Scottish"
and "Italian" Symphonies/Hebrides Over-

from the second decade of the century, and

ture, Maag; Rachmaninov Piano Concerti/
"Paganini" Rhapsody/Isle of the Dead, Wild/

built, with airy rooms, tall ceilings (9.5ft.),

RPO/Horenstein; Schubert, "Trout" Quintet,
Haydn Trio/Arad/Streicher; Strauss, Salome,

like many of this period it was generously
suspended floors, and solid (non-cavity)
walls. As aresult, and quite independently of
room lengths and widths (which are not great

VPO/Solti; Swingle Singers, Love Songs for
Madrigals and Madriguys, CBS M33013;

even by British standards), music reproduc-

Wagner, Die Walkure, VPO/Solti.

siveness denied similar systems in more

tion tends to have an air of grace and expanmodern surroundings.
The arrangement of loudspeakers and seat-

Alvin Gold
Ihave two listening rooms. The main one is
as pictured; the other, which has aslightly

ing was changed ayear or so back; the seating

greater floor area, doubles as my office and is

site. The new arrangement allows slightly

only intermittently available for listening. It is

greater distances from listener to loudspeaker,

used to be in the bay and the speakers oppo-

START SMALL OR DO AWALL

CWD's superb component cabinetry blends the finest
handcrafted furniture with extraordinary performance.
Simply start with abasic audio video grouping, then add
on and rearrange units to achieve astunning wall
system. You'll find unique solutions to every component
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800 323-2159
for the dealer nearest you
(1111nots. call 312 563.17451

Stereophile

requirement (including projection screen TV), plus
abundant storage room, and display space for collectibles. Available in handsome Natural Oak, Dark Oak.
Natural American Walnut. Black Oak and High Gloss
Black. Start small or let your imagination soar.

CWD

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

Bedford Park, IL 60638

()"

ONE STEP UNTIE Melee OF AICEF
'Many so-called -8ohm"
speakers present your amplifier with
an impedance that vanes from 3to 30
ohms, depending on frequency Such
speakers can seriously degrade your
amplifier's performance
'That's why KEF developed the
conjugate load matching crossover
It presents your amplifier with an ideal
4ohm resistive load at all frequencies Because it's easier to drive,

sensitivity and maximum amplifier
output are effectively doubled A
conjugate load matching network is
difficult to design because it simultaneously tailors frequency, phase
and impedance But the computer
helps quite abit
'It is this scientific apprcach, so
different from hi-fi pseudo-science,
that convinced me to leave the
University of Sydney and loin KEE'

1111
The Speaker
Engineers

'Kt wanted to make oui-speakers easier
to drive. We ended up making your amplifier
twice as powerful.'
artISnraIf 4aporeriESEMCH

«Ft CM

KEF Element:slid. Fond. MaKbtone. Kent ME 15 COP
KU Deanna of Amencn inc. 141204 Serluidd Oleic Cheney. VA 22021 70ZKEEn EOM)
Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd 596 R. du PIVC Indust nod. Logue. aunt« Canada 5141179-5A9A)
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and works especially well with panel speakers.
Disposition of hardware has been partly dictated by the presence of small kids with de-

But Imay change my mind on this yet, and
in the meantime I'm managing more than
happily with apair of Magnepan MG1Cs using

structive urges, so the record storage cabinets

the new Cliff Stone Foundation spiked stands

also act as supports for most of the electronics,

that may or may not have found their way

isolated from vibration by Mission Isoplats.

across the water. In the UK, these are now
classified as arecommended accessory.

Power amplifiers go on the floor between the
loudspeakers. The turntable sits on awall-

The Maggies, Krell, and Koetsu will be well

mounted shelf constructed from two light

known to many Stereopbile readers, and I've

supports and asheet of lbrlyte simply laid on

talked about the DNM, Rega, and Roksan in

top. Torlyte is avery stiff, light, honeycomb

the past (the Rega was covered in "Pure Gold"

material, fabricated from wood by RATA.
The hardware story is very much an ongo-

in Vol. 10 No.1). The quintessential qualities I
want from my system, however, can be de-

ing one. To my long-time base of the Linn

fined as 1) the maximum information possi-

Sondek LP12 turntable and Naim 32/250

ble extracted from the source, and 2) the best

pre/power combination, Ihave for some time

possible organization of that information. I'm

now added aDNM Primus preamplifier and
Krell KSA-50 power amplifier. lltrntable now
is aRoksan Xerxes, with Rega RB300 arm and
Koetsu Rosewood Signature cartridge. Ialso

looking for asound that doesn't muddle or
lose pitch integrity; that has the rhythmic
drive of the real thing; that reproduces awide
range of tonal colors; and that allows small

have various other odds and sods for review/

detail to be heard in the presence of large

listening purposes, including Stax and Senn-

events (perhaps the violas during afortissimo

heiser headphones, abasic Nakamichi cas-

orchestral passage). The Roksan was chosen

sette deck, aRega Planar 3turntable (old arm

largely because it makes the Rega viable, and
the Rega in certain crucial areas (notably the

at present), some low-cost loudspeakers, and
so on. Ido not own aCD player or loud-

midband) has the clearest and best organized

speakers for the main system, the former

sound I've heard. Indeed, this is acharacter-

because I'm still waiting for one that Iwant to

istic of the system as awhole, and on agood

own, and the latter because the Apogee Duet-

day, the apparently ill-sorted combination
gels as though it came from asingle designer.

tas Iwould like are impractical for day to day
reviewing where aloudspeaker may be in and
out of aroom half adozen times during the

(It has bad days too. ..
)

course of asingle working day.

of the system is the use of thin, solid-core
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t
amplitude correct
rigiinal acoustic environ,preamp, or amplifier

COT

min creating mu

-

—Bruce Brisson, Designer
usic Interface Technologies

Portland Symphony Orchestra, Bruce Hangen Conducting, Portland, Maine

Hear the Music as It Was Created with
Bruce Brisson's Patented Technologies
Vari-Lay
Construction
The Critically Acclaimed Original MIT Technology
MIT's most complex and costly technology that insures phase and amplitude
correctness in the most critical high performance speaker cable and interconnect
applications.

MIT MH-750 SHOTGUN • MIT MH-750
MH-650 • MIT MI-330
Un iFi e Ide Construction
The New Moderately Priced MIT Technology
An MIT technology created for Transparent Audio Marketing that employs equal
amounts of polypropylene and copper constructed according to Bruce Brisson's
computer model to reduce "eddy effects" and therefore eliminate delay and
amplitude distortion.

TAM/MIT PC-SQUARED
Interconnect
TAM/MIT PC-18 Speaker Wire
For More Information and aLocal Dealer:
Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

Transparent Audio Marketing' •
'A division of /WS Enterprises. Inc,

An Analog Celebration

WELL TEMPERED TABLE •WELL TEMPERED
ARM •VAN DEN HUL' MC-10
Celebrate because there is now no need to spend $3000 to $15000 on an analog
playback system that clearly outperforms the best CD players. Celebrate analog
with aWell Tempered Table, Well Tempered Arm, and Van Den Hule MC-10 for
less than $2200.
For alocal dealer call or write:
Transparent Audio Marketing* • Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
Also distributors for: MIT, Rowland Research and Respons Speakers.
'A division of KJS Enterprises. Inc

The best of both worlds ...
The Accuphase DP-80 CD transport combines with the
DC-81 digital processor to constitute the first CD player
designed without any compromises in the effort to reproduce music. While other audiophile companies sell modified machines manufactured by others, Accuphase has
spent several years developing their own machine, combining the best available components and technologies
from around the world. Weighing over sixty pounds and
utilizing discrete components for the most precise digital
to analog conversion yet achieved, the DP-80/DC-81 will
stand as amusical reference.
Some of the most sophisticated expressions of CD playback technology have been designed for recording studio
or radio station use. The complex control facilities
required only for professional audio applications have
been omitted in the DP-80/DC-81 playback system
because they would be abarrier between amusic lover and
his goal of enjoying reproduced music. Unlike any
machine in this price range, the Accuphase CD player has
been designed with the single goal of sonic excellence.

t±› u:7

Price: $7000

It is no surprise that Accuphase is the company that built
this superb component. As acompany that combines the
purist vision of small American and European companies
with the technical facilities for research and development,
parts selection, and quality control of much larger corporations, Accuphase is uniquely capable of taking the newest technology to the very limits of its capabilities.

X ccupliase
Exclusive U.S. Distributor

MADRIGAL LTD.

Post Office Box 781. Middletown. CT 06457

ITT TLX 4942158

cables, which I'm preparing to write about
shortly. I'm using DNM solid-core, which is

ANNOUNCING
THE VMPS
SPECIAL
EDITION

thin, light, and simple, as interconnects and
for wiring the loudspeakers. The cable may
well not be at its best carrying heavy LF
speaker currents, but it is inherently clearer
and less smeared than thick cables at all other
times. The lack of screening on the interconnects must also help, but places demands on
the system if hum pickup and frequencyresponse modifications are to be avoided.
As you can see the system is biased heavily

The VMPS Super Tower lia/ R, acclaimed for its
low distortion, wide bandwidth and dynamic
sound, is now available in aSpecial Edition featuring four of our most requested luxury options at
only asmall premium in price.
Standard on the Special Edition are the new
Superdome 200W softdome ferrofluid tweeters, for total treble power handling of 1000W;
crossovers of 100 0/o IAR Wondercaps; internal
wiring with Powerline II speaker cable; and the
single amp conversion kit which permits switchable biamp or single amp operation at any time.
New ferrofluid-cooled polycone midranges, like
our woofers designed and manufactured in USA
by VMPS, are now available on all models. The
theater black STIla/R Special Edition is
$1838ea; oak or walnut finishes $1938ea. Kit
versions, with fully assembled cabinets, cost
$1399ea in black and $1499ea in oak or walnut.
Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below, or write
for brochures, reviews and test reports. Other
models include the MiniTower II ($329ea kit,
$439ea asserni; Tower II ($439ea kit, $599ea
assem); Super Tower/ FI ($699ea kit, $969ea
assem); our three Subwoofers (Smaller,
$229ea kit, $299ea assem; Original, $299ea
kit, $375ea assem; Larger. $439ea kit.$549ea
assem), the TPC-1 Electronic Crossover
($449) and the OSO Series of bookshelf loudspeakers. All prices include free shipping in USA
and kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets.

in favor of vinyl. Nevertheless, Ido agreat
deal of listening to CD with moderate levels
of success. To support this, Ihave something
in the region of 200 CDs, which you might
argue is more titles than are worth listening
to. Well, Ishan't argue; tdon't like fights.
Ihope my tastes are pretty eclectic. With
parental guidance Iwas always classically
oriented in my youth, and attended concerts
by the BSO (the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra, probably Britain's best provincial

orchestra) at least once and often twice a
week.
But, like all youth throughout eternity, I
rebelled, about the time of the Rolling Stones
"It's All Over Now." Ibecame a voracious
vinyl collector (using what meager funds I
could command as Iworked my way through
college), and slowly explored the works of
the Stones (but never the Beatles!), Bob Dylan/
Baez/Collins, and later Joni Mitchell, Soft
Machine, King Crimson, the various Eric
Clapton incarnations, and bands like CSNY,
the Doobies, and Steely Dan, which Iplayed
endlessly. Ialso grew to love the blues, and
even learned to play guitar. Badly.
Iam still very much involved in rock music
Iregret only the sterility of much modern
music, the widespread abuse of boring synths

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

and drum machines, and the rather tawdry
commercialism that often seems to have
squeezed all life and spontaneity from popu-

Itone Audio
3412 Eric Ct Ei Sobrante CA 94803 I41Si

7E

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston: Dynamic Sound.
Washington DC. Par-Troy Sound, Parsippany NJ, The Long
Ear, Coeur d'Alene Id. Sound Stage. Syracuse Ut. Shadow
Creek Ltd. Minneapolis Mn; Mountaineer Telephone. Beckley
WV; Arthur Morgan, Altamonte Springs
Efficient Stereo.
Torrance Ca: Reference Sound. Eagle Rock Ca. Custom
Sound. Novato Ca. Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca. Eclectic
Audio. Livermore Ca: 'tone Audio. El Sobrante Ca

lar music. True, rock was always exploited by
purely commercial interests, but now it is run
by them, and the feeling of exploration and
discovery that was part of rock has been
ruthlessly stamped upon. For awhile Punk
looked set to give the grey money-men arun
for their money, but they've regained control.
But Istill find aregular if narrow stream of
rock to add to my collection.
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Ifound my way back to classical music, of

luster performance, though the opposite con-

course, and Iguess about two-thirds of my

sistently evokes the right kind of response

record collection (about 3-4000 albums) and

from my system and from myself.

even more of my time is spent listening to

So if you don't mind, I'd rather leave spe-

it. But Ialso have asneaking regard for jazz

cific records out of this. Reviewing is, after all,

and various types of ethnic music. My only

the task of generalizing from the particular,

real hate is musical wallpaper or MOR, which

not the other way around. I'll use anything,

incidentally is reflected in my tastes in sound

30 years old or brand new, on tape, disc, or

reproduction. Iwill always tend to favor

record, that fits the bill and the mood. Idon't

the vital and the informative, even if there
is a tradeoff in the areas of neutrality and

believe in the overriding suitability of any one

smoothness.

the exclusion of all others) as atool for judging

Given my writing schedules, contact with

kind of music (or even of classical music to
hi-fi, even though acoustic music is essential

live music is limited but improving. Living in

for the specific task of judging timbre. Rock

London, Ihave access to the London orches-

music tells as much to the practiced ear.

tras and concert halls, but have always had a

The upshot of all this is that Idon't have

guilty conscience about leaving my better

records used just for reviewing (well, OK—

half to watch over the three screaming brats
while Ihave peace and agood time. But good

Ihave one or two). Poorly recorded and

excuses arise when amanufacturer sponsors

tainly, but I'don't believe in putting the cart
before the horse. The job of aworking hi-fi

aconcert, or Iattend a recording session.
Now, though, the larger of the kids—aged 5

mastered records are acause for regret, cer-

system is to do its best with whatever soft-

and nearly 7—are old enough to start accom-

ware you have, no matter how grimy and

panying me. (It's all part of their education, of
course, and Iwouldn't like to get lost on the

horrible. Imeasure the success of compo-

way home.) Of course, this means that Imust

nents and systems partly on the success with
which they cope with unlikely, difficult re-

choose material that they will be able to en-

cordings.

dure, but this does include some of the more
mercurial composers that I like, notably
Mahler, Stravinsky, Debussy, etc.
At home Ican indulge in amuch wider
range, which at one time centered on Beethoven, but has since grown through Mozart
toward what is generally known as early
music in one direction, and Schoenberg,

POWER
BRIDGE
PERFORMANCE ENHANCE) FOR LEVINSON, KRELL,
ROLAND PESE/.?CH, MERIDIAN. ACOUSTA1, QUAD, STN(.
MARTIN LOGAN. CELLO. CONVERGENCE AUDIO
TECHNOlOGY. ETC.

Berg, Penderecki, and others at the opposite
extreme. But Ialso have aparticular liking for
European (especially North European) and
American music, from Vaughan Williams,
Britten, and Bax through Nielsen, Sibelius,
Barber, Ives, Bartok, Janacek, and others—
though Iwill often come back to the sublime
Bach cello sonatas or the Art of Fugue for unwinding after along day.
By and large, Idon't buy records on the
basis of their sonics, but on the promise of
their musical quality. By American standards

LOOK FOR OUR NEW PLATINUM
INTERCONNECT CARIES AND SPEAKER CABLES

Ihave remarkably few "audiophile" record-

DISCRETE TECNNOLOCIIT LABORATORIES, INC.

ings, not because Idon't think they sound
any good (though often they don't), but be-

NIANUiACURF PS 0, fl.E •LIDIO CA& E
ELEC ,POI,CS AND SOUND SO9BZP PANELS
DEALER INOUIPIES INVITED

cause, on the whole, they do not contain the
most memorable performances. Ifind it difficult to use even agood recording of alack74
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A pre-eminent arm needs aformidable combination of strengths.
It must combine almost zero friction with near-absolute rigidity.
In following the groove, it must keep side forces to aminimum—in
fact drastically improving on all pivoted arms in this regard. Its
design should ensure that resonances are reduced to insignificant
levels. It must be easily adjustable in every way that affects
performance, including VTA, azimuth, and dynamic balance.
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2achieves all this. More
important, it extracts the music from the groove, unchanged. But
don't just take our word:
...A product that transcends subjective preferences to
(potentially) become an objective standard."
—Thomas O. Miiller, The Absolute Sound, Issue 39
"It did not take very long to discover that here was one of
the world's finest-sounding tonearms."
—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July 1986
"It may have no sonic equal at any price."
—Anthony H. Cordesman. Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 7
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2. Priced at $850, it is an
air-bearing, straight-line tracking arm in aclass by itself. The
pre-eminent tonearm. Call or write for more information.
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
508 Cactus Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304

TEL 904

575-5655

UPDATE NEWS: Our new van den Hul
monocrystal silver lead wire offers imp-oved signal transfer and flexibility:
standard on new arms, available as an
update for $50. Also, remember that
you can trade in your ET Tonearm 1for
our Tonearm 2for just $250. Contact
your dealer or Eminent Technology.

THE SILENT
TREATMENT.
WHY BOB CARVER'S MINIATURE
RADIO STATION LEFT THE AUDIO
PRESS SPEECTILESS AND HOW ET LED
TO THE MOST COMPLETE STEREO
TUNER EVER OFFERED.
The new Carver TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner
es atechnical tour-de-force which further distances Bob Carver's unique products frorn traditional electronic components —ond which
can vostly enhance your musical eneoyment.

TWO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
The performance of the legendary TX-11
Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo
Detector Tuner is increased by the addition of
Ultra High Frequency Wide Band AM Stereo circuitry With the new TX-11a, AM stereo sounds
as good as FM.
Yes, contrary to popular belief, most AM
stereo stations have frequency response
(20Hz-15kHz), separation (35dB) and signalto-noise ratios (70dEi) audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal strength as
Just that only Carver offers the technology
to appreciate this hidden performance
As for FM stereo. the TX-1 la virtually eliminates multipath and distant station noise while
providing fully-separated stereo reception with
space, cepth and ambience!
Bob Carver's Asymmetncol Charge Coupled
FM Stereo Detector removes (without affecting stereo imaging frequency response or
dynamic range) the hiss, clicks, pops, "picket
fencing" and the myliod other unpredictable
noises which all too often disturb FM listening.
(Still interested nthe story of the miniature
radio station and how it impressed hard-toimpress audio critics? Read on VVe11 get to It

after we expkiin why the quartz-synthesized
TX-1 la Stereo AM-FM Tuner will impress you in
your own listening enveonmentl
ACLEANER, WIDER FM WINDOW ON
THE WORLD.

Because of trie TX-1 tas Charge-Coupling
and Leading Edge Detection technology, ownership may very well change your listening habits. Right now, you probably confine your FM
listening to those stations which are strong
and relotmly interference-free, abiding weak
stations and those filled with distortion Your
options ore therefore limited. The TX-11a can
significantly expand your choices by recovering stations previously buried in hi.e or prone
to sudden tantrums of noise
Ovation Magazine observed that the circuit,
"...may well mean trie difference between
marginal reception of the station signals
you've been yearning to hear and truly noisefree reception of those same signals, perrnitting you to enjoy the music and forget about
noise and distortion."
In Audio Magazine, Len Feldman said
The significance of its design can only be fully
appreciated by setting up the unit, tuning to
the weakest, most unacceptable stereo signals you can find, then pushing those two
magic buttons."

-Separation was still there, only the background noise had been diminished, and with
it much of the sibilance and hiss),edginess
ee lee reeete of multi-port —Yee

WHY THE ASYMMETRICAL CHARGECOUPLED FM STEREO DETECTOR GIVES
NOISE THE SILENT TREATMENT.
Thirty years ago, the FCC turned clear more.
FM into asubstandard stereo medium (with
fifteen times poorer signal-to-nose ratio) by
approving abroadcast system that is extroordinanty prone to multipath and
distant-station-noise.
This system separates stereo into two different bonds. Unfortunately, the bands aren't pure
Lett and Right Instead, one band is comprised
of those parts of astereo signal that are cornmon to both channels, (L+R, or mono) The
other signal, for more fragile and prone to interference, is the difference between the left and
right signal (L-R). It bounces off buildings, hills
and other oblects, and wreaks haioc when

1,4111.

Cow Corporahon
PO Box 1237 Lynnwood WA 98046

recombined with the strong mono signal.
Bob Carvers Charge-Coupling circuit takes
advantage of the fact that almost all noise and
distortion is exactly 180 degrees out of phase
with the signal it sport of
TX-11a Stereo
AM-FM Tuner cancels these 'dirty mirror"
images before they can reach your ears That
eliminates up to 85% of the potential noise
found in distant or noisy stations.
But Bob wasn't satisfied and knew you
wouldn't be either. So another circuit, the Leading Edge Detector, goes astep further by taking advantage of olittle-appreciated FM
phenomenon: Just 5% of the L-R signal actually contributes to the stereo expenence The
rest simply gets in the way of skyscrapers and
mountains
The Carver leading Edge Detector operates
only on this critical 5% of the L-R signal, filtering out noise and restonng lust that part of the
signal needed by our ears and brain to construct stereo imaging
Blended back into the mono (1.+R) signal
matnx, anet reduction of 93% —or better than
20dB of noise reduction —is achieved All
ambiant and localizing information is recovered Ont,
,
,fuss and distortion are left i
tbehind
Or as High Feely Magazine put I i
d, "...clean, noise-free sound out .'[•
.•
of weak or multi-path- ridden sigi
nals that would have you lunging
t
.
for the mono switch on any other
.',
tuner"

THE UMEST AM RADIO STATION.
Before we de.srnbe the remarkable
attributes of the TX-11a we owe you the story
that proves rust how far performance con
be extended when acomponent comes
from Carver
At arecent press conference, Bob Carver
unveiled asmall antenna connected to avery
low powered AM stereo broadcast transmitter
(C-011AM format) Dubbed -Station CRVR," it
sot next to aCarver Compact Disc Player and
the same TX-11a that's on your dealer's shetves
nght now
Bob Carver routed the Compact Disc's signal to the antenna for reception by the TX-11a,
and also directly to apreampliber
In front of America's top stereo writers Bob
switched back and forth between the transmitted signal (as received by the TX-11a) and
the direct CD signal All listeners had difficulty
distinguishing between the outputs of the CD
player and the TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner!
Most could tell no difference at all'

HOWAM STEREO GE7S
THE SILENT
TREATMENT WITH THE
7X-11a.
* I'nique de-emphasis curve
* ti Iris* Stop cancelling circuit
* Pilot Signal cancelling (*twit
* Irltra-low noise balanced station
detector
*I
Cry aide band minimum oboe
inknnediate firquency amplifiers.

Think of it Compact Disc frequency
response and freedom from noise with AM
stereo and the TX-110 Only Carver could pull
it off But then only Carver could do the some
for FM too

HUMAN-ENGINEERED FEATURES AND
CONVENIENCE.
Many tuners with far less exclusive circuitry
than the TX-11a have far more complicated
exteriors Bob Carver wanted to make tuning
stations easy, not impress you with flashing
kghts or complex programming
So thirteen presets, wide narrow band
selectors, automatic/manual scanning and
the buttons which activate the remarkable
Charge-Coupled circuits (Multipath and
Noise Reduction) are oil tastefully inset
into the burnished anthracite metal face
Full instrumentation including digital station
frequency readout, 6-step 10dB-interval signal
strength LED sand other monitor functions is
recessed behind apanel, visible but not garish
The result is performance without theatricality Access without complication
Atuner High Fidelity Magazine called,
By far the best tuner we have tested..."

CLEAR THE AIR BY VISITING YOUR
NEAREST CARVER DEALER.
Ask to hear the mosi expensive tuner they
sell (It won tbe the Carver TX-11a) Now tune
amulti path-ravaged, hiss-filled FM station
Tune the same station on the TX llo Stereo
AM-FM Tuner and press the Multipath and
Noise Reduction buttons You'll see why no
Other FM tuner can approach it And why no
other AM stereo tuner this good exists
anywhere'

ACCURATE
Distributed er Comm oy Eukution Technology

SIEFERT RESEARCH

HYBRI-DOME...A

NEW ERA IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
Featuring the revolutionary new HYBRIDOME High-Frequency Driver C), Siefert
Research's new Magnum III 3-way Loudspeaker System ushers in anew era in loudspeaker performance.
Key to Magnum Ills natural sound is its
exclusive HYBRI-DOME high-frequency
driver with its hybrid mating of metal and
polyamide. This two-piece construction uses
an optimally-stiff aluminum dome supported
by ahighly-compliant polyamide plastic sus-

pension. Aluminum's stiffness extends
response to over 24 kHz whereas the compliant polyamide suspension permits operation down to 1500 Hz. Also, this provides
transverse-wave absorption and edge termination that can't be achieved by one-piece
metal assemblies. (Frequently-used onepiece soft plastic or fabric domes experience
mid-spectrum breakup difficulties highlighted in widely-published laser interferometry photos.)
Thus, the HYBRI-DOME provides unmatched sound
smoothness, transparency and an effortless, uncolored reproduction of complex tonalities.
At the heart of the Magnum Ill is anew, unique Six-Octave Midrange Driver C). The
exceptionally-smooth response (100 Hz to 8kHz, ±2dB) of this four-inch, polypropylenecone driver extends with minimum group delay one octave on either side of the 250/3000Hz crossover frequencies.
Magnum Ill uses an expensive Third-Order 250-Hz Crossover Network C) that is just
below middle C (262 Hz). This locates any crossover phase changes well below the extrasensitive 400- to 1500-Hz sound region.
The final element providing arobust low end to below 36 Hz (-3 dB), is the Integrated
Tuned Port C) that shares the enclosure's 3
4 -inch wood material. Others use alower-cost
/
cardboard tube that causes audible air turbulence.
The synergism afforded by Magnum Ill's features gives it extraordinarily-low-group delay,
exceptional imaging and 38-Hz to 24-kHz response within ±2dB.
The compact enclosure (only 22H x13.5Wx14D) is available in walnut, oak, or blacklacquered natural hardwood.
We invite you to audition the Magnum Ill at home for 30 days. If it does not meet your
requirements, the purchase price will be refunded with no hassle.
For the complete story on the Magnum III, or its highly-regarded predecessor, the Maxim
Ill (2-way system), call or write. VISA and MASTERCARD are accepted. PRICE: $699/pair,
plus $36 UPS.

SIEFERT RESERREH
31212S Ballard Rd •Malibu, CA 90265 •(213) 457-4239

1986 Siefert Research

PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold

I

took aweek off at the turn of the year,
and went with my family to the rolling
Cotswold Hills. (This picture-postcard

territory is situated, as it turns out, in atriangle created by two nuclear bomber bases
and the largest hi-fi importer in the UK—
Bang & Olufsen.) Ihad aquiet week of walk-

long-promised

"audiophile"

model,

the

CD960.
The Apogees were the first to arrive, so I'll
start with them. You already know the basics:
the Mk.II Duettas, reviewed in Stereophile
(Vol.9 No.7, Vol.10 No.1), are relatively affordable models ($2780) in arange distinguished

ing in the hills, and apart from some fine

by being the only full-range ribbon loud-

opera and orchestral music on television (of

speakers in the entire inhabited Galaxy.
The changes are small but nevertheless

all places), was bereft of music.
The holiday was a mistake, however. A
couple of weeks after my return, Iwas inundated. Yes, lumbered, deluged, overwhelmed.
What's been happening? Well, this is England, so Ihad better tell you about the weather.

significant. The top part of the mid/HF ribbon has been canted back about 5°, improving vertical dispersion, while the crossover is
now a compound circuit, with first-order

temperatures, followed by 4' of snow. (Re-

slopes at crossover, increasing to third-order
once well clear of the crossover region. Ingenious. I'm of two minds whether the Mk.11s

member that figure.) The country ground to

represent an improvement; to be frank, both

We have just had four days of below-freezing

acomplete standstill. The only proper snow-

minds say "perhaps not." In away this doesn't

plow owned by British Rail was stuck at the

matter, since Iam still very much in agree-

wrong end of the country; when they did

ment with AHC that these Apogees set stand-

finally manage to extract it, the bloody thing

ards that the rest of the market is going to take

got buried in the snowdrift it was supposed
to be clearing and wasn't seen for aweek.

along time to come to grips with. Nevertheless, Idetect aslight softening around the

The comic opera continued with panic
buying in the shops, while Parliament and the

edges of the sound, aslight lack of incisive-

media were besotted with the weather. There

In one respect, however the Duetta Nouveau
is definitely better. The old model was not

was anews report one day saying that "the

ness Idon't remember from the old Duetta.

Government has decided that they will not

the kind of loudspeaker you would use to

declare aState of Emergency as aresult of the

play background music while chatting to

cold weather." Ikid you not; there hadn't
been even ahint that they might do so the
previous day. The last time Ihad heard so

friends. However low the volume (and you

much hype was when CD was launched.'

could and still can use surprisingly low volumes without losing intelligibility), the heads
of all present would slowly swivel and con-

While the UK froze, Ibasked in front of a
pair of Apogee Duettas. In Vol.9 No.3, Iwrote

happen more, but when it happens now, it's

about living with Mk.l Duettas for the short
period allowed by the UK importer, who,
strange to relate, found an even better use for

versation would slowly atrophy. I've seen it
because the music—not the loudspeaker—
demands it.
I'm less sure about the rest. Iknow (because

them once Ihad finished my writing. The

Leo Spiegel told me) that one of the purposes

Duettas having emerged from the end of a

of the revisions was to make the Duettas alit-

development program as bonafide Mk.IIs, I

tle more sonically compatible with compact

had aready-made excuse to borrow another
pair. Not only that, I've just relinquished

disc. The effect of the changes is to give the
Duettas a little more "upholstery," making

possession of an important and intriguing
new CD player from Philips. This was their
1Parts of New Mexico also declared astate of Emergency at
the same time in January. But, then, they had over 4o^ of
snow in one nigbt.
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them alittle softer and easier on the ear. I've
used CD extensively with both versions of
the Duetta; Isuggest that making aspeaker
sound softer or gentler does nothing positive
for the sound of CD. The suggestion that it
79

The best high-end hybrid
actually costs less than an
audiophile might expect

SA-20

Stereo Hybrid Amplifier—
pure Tube/MOSFET performance

AT
This stunning blend of
Hybrid World Leader
two technologies results in
$1 995
Since 1978, engineers at
an amplifier possessing the
IT 'S
Counterpoint have develA BA RGAIN
superb sweetness and dioped and perfected hybrid
mensionality of tubes...as well as
technology. For example, your
the clarity, power, and authorSA-20 is easily upgradeable to
ity of the very best solid-state
an SA-20/20 dual system...
designs. SA-20 gives you the best
delivering an incredible 600
of both worlds.
watts per channel R.M.S.
SPECIFICATIONS

• 200 W/Channe1/8
1000 W (Peak)
• Bridgeable to Nearly Three Times
the Power
• Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
• Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
• Vacuum Tube Rectification
• Hand Selected Tubes and
MOSFETS

Learn more
about Hybrids
Call 800-247-6468 (or (619)
453-9090 if you live in California) and we'll send you our
in-depth report on the new generation of hybrid MOSFET technology—FREE.

()COUNTERPOINT
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472. Dept. S. La Jolla. CA 92037
Telex 284902 CPT UR

might goes back to what preamplifier manu-

site of the Apogee. The product is perfect in

facturers were doing when CD first appeared:
they used response shaping to compensate
for the perceived brightness. These days,

nearly every way. (Would Philips deliver any

many feel that the ideal CD input should be

ard in sound purity." Purity is what you still

totally passive, with just avolume control and
the necessary routing and switching. Why

have to strive after once perfection has been
achieved, Isuppose. Anyway, the 960 is a

the change? The problem was scarcely, if
ever, brightness. CD players sounded bright
because they just couldn't handle high fre-

serious product. There can be no doubt that

quencies properly.
There's one other problem with the Duettas:

less for their flagship audiophile CD player?)
Igather that the promise is to be "a new stand-

the company has tried very hard, and that no
corners have been cut or expenses spared.
The CD-960 is built in "Philips' Japanese
factory" (that means by Marantz 2), and struc-

their physical construction isn't as good as

turally appears to be across between aNalca-

the design warrants. Iwould love to see aver-

michi and one of those Panasonic VCRs with
the diecast chassis. (That's meant as acompli-

sion of the Duettas with the base replaced by
something with less give and with the option

ment. Don't tell me you don't have them in

of spikes, or at least an adaptation for Tigfoes.

the USA.) The thing weighs a fortune and

Idid pick up one useful trick from Apogee,
which is to invert the rear feet so that the thin

costs just over aton at about $1100.
The new transport, of diecast construction

end of the screws do the propping. There are
clear audible gains to be had from this modest

and equipped with its own motor and new
logic, is areal flyer. Iassume they used aSony

change when the speakers are used on acar-

as the model; if so, Philips has learned the

peted floor. How about taking the lessons to

lesson well. 'Buck access is as rapid as, hitherto,

heart and raising the mechanical aspects to
the same rarefied performance-height as the

only Sony seemed to know how to make, but

rest of the system?
But whatever the limitations of the Apogees,

holding—wasn't up to the standards of the
older Philips models.

they come closer to making real music than
anything 1know. Idon't wish to sing their

What else? Well, Icould go through the
whole shopping list, but I'll just skim the

praises too effusively; you'll always be able to

highlights to demonstrate how serious Philips

find aloudspeaker somewhere that outper-

has been with this player: the 16-bit, 4x con-

that old Philips exclusive—limpet-like road-

forms the Duetta in specific areas. For example,

version; enormous power supplies, four in

the .
Hold on aminute. Isn't this beginning to

all; improved error-correction algorithms; a

sound alittle familiar? Isn't this the kind of
stuff the motoring hacks chum out about the
classic European cars? There's always something that handles better than aBMW, gives

larger number of digital filter coefficients;
painstaking steps taken to reduce microphony;
high-grade components; an optical interface
for future applications; etc.
One of those future applications will be

better acceleration figures than aPorsche, is
more reliable than aJaguar. ..
It's just that in

an external DAC in abox, so Iwould like to

the end, these marques have something that
is partly engineering, partly kudos, and partly

sounds until that time. For now, however, I

just the spark of inspiration to make them

musical ones. The Philips has bags of control, and, by CD standards, reproduces alot

suspend final judgment on how the Philips
observe more hi-fi virtues in the CD960 than

truly special, almost regardless of shortcomings. In the end Ihave to resort to the same

of information. But there is little "give" or

kind of justification in support of the Duetta.

graciousness about the sound. The decorous-

It's the totality of what it does that matters.

ness and generosity of spirit of real music is
lost in aglittering, but false, musical land-

The Duetta may have limitations, but it really
can weave magic spells; it has that inspiration
factor.
The Philips CD-960, on the other hand,
leaves me about as cold as did the weather—
and Idon't know why. This story is the oppoStereophile

scape; an almost selfconsciously hi- fi-ish
tone. When on Earth are CD's progenitors
going to get compact disc right?
2Outside the USA, Marantz is awholly-owned subsidiary of
Philips.
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PRESENTS

The first
Consumer
Hi -R Show in
over15 years!

happenin
rconsumers! This
show, co-sponsored by Ste
Ile magazine and
Nelson & Associates, will feature the highest of the high end manufacturers. Hear this esoteric equipment as set
up by the designers themselves. Meet the designers.
Have Stereophile solve your sound system problems.
Calibrate your ears with live music. Learn how to listen.
This is the first Hi -Fi show for consumers in over 15 years,
and certain to be ahistoric event. Don't miss it!

Manufacturers at the high-end 141-F1 Show
Adcom
Apogee
Audio Products
International
Audioquest
Carver
Celestion
conrad -johnson
Kinergetics
Mirage
Mod Squad

Mondial
Monster Cable
NAD
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Ortofon
Perreaux
Roger Sound Labs
Signet

SOTA
Sfax
Sumiko
Sumo
Tandberg
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen

for the best reproduced
sound you'vesound
For all three days of the best reproduped
ever
yo 'e
heard!
e er heard.
u v

v

tickets are just $10. They'll soon be available at your favorite dealer
(who sells Stereophile), or send in the couor^ b,-0 ,,..allow four to six weeks for delivery).

Bayview Plaza
Holiday Inn

Send me

tucket(s) to the StereophIle high-end HI-Ft Show.

SANTA MONICA,
CALIFORNIA
Friday, Saturday,
Sunday
March 27, 28,29
STEREOPHILE, P.O. BOX 5529, SAN 1A FE, NM 87502

Phon

Cartridges

Price

AO
AO
AO
AO

M-1, Induced Magnet Cartridge.
MC-4, High Output (2.5mV) Moving Coil.
MC-5, High Output (2.5mV) Moving Coil.
404B, Boron Cantilever, 2 piece brass support system.
Choice of: AO 404B-MH (1.6mV), AO 404B-L (.5mV)
AO B-100, Hollow Boron Cantilever, machined body.
Choice of: AU B-100MH (1.6mV), AO B-100L (.5mV)

Replacement

95.00
195.00
250.00
295.00

40.00 stylus only
125.00 with trade
160.00 with trade
195.00 with trade

595.00

395.00 with trade

You may trade-up by using the credit earned by your old cartridge toward any higher model.
Compact Disc Players
695.00
795.00
1895.00

AO CD-1, 16 bit 4x oversampling, includes 4 AO Sorbothane feet.
AO CD-1R, 16 bit 4e, remote, fully programmable, 4 Sorbo feet.
AO TCD-100, tubed, 2 chassis, remote, fully programable, 4 Sorbo feet.

45.00
60.00

AO CD Disc Stabilizers, set of 35 rotation stabilizers with Locator.
AO CD Disc Stabilizers, refill set of 60 self adhesive stabilizers.
tomesearm
F
ee

Speaker

Cable

.50/ft
LiveWire BC-2, twisted pair, OFHC.
.75/ft
LiveWire BC-3, twisted 4 conductor.
.95/ft
LiveWire BC-4, spiraled 4 conductor, FMS geometry, OFHC.
1.50/ft
+$20/pr. prep
LiveWire Type 6, spiraled 4, FMS geometry, polypropylene insulation.
LiveWire Type 8, spiraled 8, FMS geometry, polypropylene insulation. 3.00/ft + $30/pr. prep
10.00/ft + $30/pr. prep
FMS Grey 3, tubular teflon core construction.
Interconnecting

Cable

LiveWire Reference, foam polypropylene dielectric, 100% shield.
FMS Gold, 4 conductor FMS magnetic field balancing geometry.
:•77t
77
4.7e:.3

FMS Blue 3, spiraled 4, tubular teflon core construction.
Tonearm sets with teflon plug, 4 feet : Reference 58.00

45.00
96.00
65.00
201.00

per
per
per
per

3ft. pair.
20 ft. pair
3ft. pair
20h. pair

135.00 per 3 ft. pair
543.00 per 20 ft. pair
FMS Gold 88.00

FMS Blue 169.00

McLaren Audio Electronics
McLaren 602
McLaren 402
McLaren 702

Straight line preamp, 60 or 80 dB gain.
Full feature preamp, 6 inputs, tone controls, phase switch.
Stereo power amp., 100/100 watts, stable into any load.

McLaren 902 Mono power amp., 250 watts, dedicated mono block design.
McLaren 1002 Analog FM stereo tuner with digital readout, 10 presets.

1195.00
1495.00
1195.00
2390.00/pr
995.00

Sorbothane Accessories
AO Sorbothane Record Mat, 1/8" thick, damps record and platter
AO
AO
AO
AO

Sorbothane Record Damper, damps record and spindle
Sorbothane Isolation Feet, for CDs, turntables, tube electronics, etc. (set of 4)
Sorbothane Vacuum Tube Dampers, reduced hysteresis distortion. (set of 4)
Sorbothane Self-Stick Sheet, sell adhesive backing lets you damp anything.

35.00
12.00
40.00
12.00
15.00

Accessories
AO Superclamp, solid Delrin, holds down grooved area of record, not just label.
AO Superclamp Plus, solid Delrin reflex clamp/damper
AO Record Brush, over 1000000 carbon fibers clean and control static.
AO Electro Stylus Cleaner, vibrating stylus cleaner
TRT's Wonder Solder, this solder really does sound better (15 tt)
AU-10 Headshell, 10 gram anti-resonance headshell. LiveWire headshell leads.
AC)-16 Headshell, 16 grams, adjustable azimuth, LiveWire headshell leads.
. .

45.00
75 00
15.00
35 00
15 00
45.00
45.00

Profile Pro-Lift, puts end-of-record-lift-off on any turntable
45 00
LiveWire Headshell Leads, pure copper litz, no other insulation
7 95
Audio0uiet Sound Paneling, very effective and attractive. custom made in any size up
to 5x1Oft in your choice of 45 colors.
. . 80.00 per panel plus 8.00 per square foot

"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman

AMOK CFA-555.
Mal POWER, HIGH CURRENT.

AlIC0111

IMP
••••••

ADCOM

11 Elbuns Road. E Brunsneck. NJ 08816 USA
Telephone 201-390-1130 Telex: 844430
In Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC
Clalre Quebec 4954%5

MAGNEPLANAR
TRANSPARENT
SOUND
An actual photo
taken through the
voice/grid diaphragm
of aMagneplanar
loudspeaker

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
KRELL KMA-100 MK.II POWER AMPLIFIER
Anthony H. Cordesman

Krell KMA-100 MK II Power Amplifier
Mono class-A power amplifier. Power: 100W into 8ohms, 200W into 4ohms, 400W into 2ohms,
800W into 1ohm, 2000W into 0.1 ohms. Rated THD: 0.05%. Rated IMO: 0.05%. Slew rate:
500V/us. Signal/noise ratio: 100dB. Damping factor: greater than 250 from 20Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity: 1V. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Thermal and digital protection. Polarity: non-inverting.
Size: 9" by 17" by 18.5". Weight: 70 lbs. Power consumption: 500W. Price: $5500 per pair.
Manufacturer: Krell Industries, 20 Higgins Drive, Milford, CT 06460. Tel: (203) 874-3139.
While some might argue, there is probably

aural power amplifier is agood case in point.

fairly broad agreement in the high end that

It is not the ultimate in the Krell line by any

Dan D'Agostino is one of the two or three

means—the KMA-200s cost $8000 apair, and

leaders at the cutting edge of transistor design.

the new Reference amps go up to $15,000—

His focus is on building the best at any price,

but it clearly represents another major step

and he apparently can't stop trying to improve his ne plus ultra products. In the process, he has virtually redefined the state of

forward in defining the sonic limits of the
transistor amplifier. In most real-world installations, they are likely to be as good as

class-A design.

anyone can get.

The latest version of his KMA-100 mon86

All Krell products are superbly built and

Stereophile

styled, and the KMA-100s follow in this tradition. If you look inside, you will find that the
circuit boards are the audio equivalent of fine
jewelry.
The KMA-100 Mk.II also follows in the
Krell tradition in being atrue class-A design.
Not only do the voltage amplification and

be real.
The redesign of the Krel1KMA-100 corrects
these faults. At the same time, its overall sonic
balance eliminates virtually every trace of
upper-midrange hardness and glare. This
amplifier can sound soft, almost muted, until

driver stages run in class-A, the output tran-

you really listen to percussion, solo string,
and brass. It then shows you can have the

sistors operate in class-A up to the amplifier's

natural timbre of the very best tube ampli-

rated power level into all loads je, the user
gets 100 class-A watts from the KMA-100 into
any load (this is not true for many class-A

fiers, but still with superbly natural resolution
of detail.
In fact, the new KMA-100 is the kind of

units). Without trying to reopen the class-A

product that makes you realize why so many

vs. class-AB debate, Isuspect that most de-

other amplifiers always troubled you—particularly when you came home from alive

signers would agree that the use of class-A
operation eliminates switching distortion, ensures stable operation, and provides excellent

performance to listen to recordings. The

transient response.

more you listen to the best of your reference
recordings, the more you discover that the

The ICMA-100 Mk.II adds aset of Innovations that are still the subject of apatent ap-

and dynamics make them seem musically

plication, but include atotally DC-coupled

right. The combination of the Krell KMA-100

circuit without the use of servos. At the same
time, its use of afully regulated supply for the
driver stages and amassive separate power
supply for the output stages allow it to deliver
incredible amounts of power even into the
lowest impedances. It uses a1200VA toroidal

Krell's combination of transparency, timbre,

Mk.II and the Duetta Ils is one that every
audiophile should hear.
Iam reluctant, however, to try to describe
too many of the sonic details of this unit. The
more Iplayed with associated components,
the more Ifelt Iwas listening to the sound of

emphasizes delivery of the purest possible

the cartridge, speaker, preamp, etc., and not
the Krell. This makes it difficult to review the
soundstage, the bass, the treble, etc. The

signal into any conceivable speaker load—

Apogees sound like the Apogees at their best.

including loads as low as 0.1 ohms. If the

The same is true of the Infinity RS -lbs and

speaker asks for current, it gets it!

Thiel CS3.5s.
The only really striking sound features that

power transformer, and a digital circuit to
protect the loudspeaker. The whole design

The KMA is also one of the few amplifiers

necting." This is aminor convenience, but is

could be clearly traced to the Krell were the
lack of artificial upper-midrange and highfrequency detail that characterizes almost all

asymbol of the attention to detail.

competing designs, and its soundstage. This

The Pleasure of Extended
Listening

soundstage is very natural, but its depth
seems to expand in comparison with most
other amplifiers. With the right material, the

What really counts, however, is the sonic

Krell gives a natural midhall perspective

coherence and realism that the redesign of

without any artificial expansion of width or

set up with dual speaker connectors for biwiring, and dual input jacks for "bi-intercon-

the Krell KMA-100 now provides. Past Krells

detailing of sound stage placement or imag-

have been excellent, but anitpicking critic

ing. With most material, the Krell will reveal

would have said that they were abit too soft
in transient dynamics, and almost recessed in

that most records are miked in ways which
try to combine the front of the hall sound of

terms of soundstage and character. The highs

selected instruments with rear of the hall

have also never quite had the purity of the
midrange. They have been slightly soft, yet

reverberation, or otherwise fail to immortalize the best musicians can offer.

just slightly "tizzy" or lacking in transparency.

Be aware, however, that this is an amplifier

The deep bass has also been abit more power-

for people who know and love live music,

ful than the upper bass would indicate to

and not for the kind of sonic voyeur who
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wants to hear aFrench horn by sticking his

transistor designs still have too much "tran-

head down the throat of the instrument. If

sistor," and the latter tube design—when not

you wantJazz at the Pawnshop to sound like

in the process of aritual meltdown—has far

jazz, you'll love it. If you want atable under

too much "tube" In their very different ways,
they are "hi-fi" to Krell's "music."

the microphone, this is not the amplifier
for you.
Also be aware that you will never really

Such comparisons are more difficult with
the best Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson,

understand this amplifier unless you spend a
great deal of time listening to it. Many other
amplifiers do initially appear to have more

Counterpoint, and New York Audio Labora-

detail or "life." Many other very good ampli-

perform the Krell in every area but the bass.
There are also anumber of lower-priced tran-

fiers come very close or can outperform the
Krell with agiven recording and mix of other
components. No amplifier is everything to all

tory designs. All can be amazingly lifelike in
the right system, and in that system can out-

sistor units (like the Meitners) which can sound

and amplifier is so complex that no amplifier

as good or better with aspecific speaker, set
of interconnects, etc. The Krell, however, is
the kind of anchor you can build asystem

will be auniversal best. The more recordings

around with only limited tuning.

audiophiles, and the synergy between speaker

and components you listen to, however, the

In short, the Krell KMA-100 Mk.II is asuperb

more the KMA-100 Mark II will make you
forget "hi-fi" and remember live music.

amplifier. Other amplifiers in this price range
may well work better in given systems, or

Summary Assessment

outperform it in individual areas, but no tube
or transistor amplifier Ihave listened to at

At the risk of creating aminor war, Ican't

length does so many things so well into so

help feel that the designers of some other top
amplifiers—the current Mark Levinson and
Threshold lines, for example—should listen

many different speaker loads with all forms of
music. It will be fascinating to see how the

to this amplifier. Iwould say the same about
the designers of the big Jadis. The former

Audio Research M-300 rises to the challenge,
and how well the next generation of all-out
tube designs can compete.

McINTOSH MC-7270 POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt
Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Rated power: 270W (both channels driven) into 1-8 ohms;
540W mono (bridged) into from 2-16 ohms. Power bandwidth: 20Hz-20kHz. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, +0,-0.25dB; 10Hz-100kHz, +0,-2dB. Dimensions: 16.125" W by 7.125" H by 145"
D. Power consumption: 13 amps (1450M max. Weight: 82 lbs. Price: $2295. Manufacturer: McIntosh Laboratory, Inc., 2Chambers St., Binghamton, NY 13903. Tel: (607) 723-3512.
One of the oldest names fn audio, McIntosh
Laboratory, Inc., has been around, contin-

by small, lean, hungry companies like Marantz
and Dynaco. And as McIntosh grew in market-

uously, since 1949. McIntosh has never ac-

place prominence, it was increasingly scorned

tively courted audiophiles with its products,

by perfectionists, who considered it too successful (read "complacent") to be innovative.
It is largely for that reason that McIntosh

but found its market in upscale professionals
to whom an established and respected brandname, areputation for outstanding product

years ago gave up submitting unsolicited

reliability, and customer support in time of

samples of their products to the "under-

trouble are more important than state-of-the-

ground" magazines far testing. The chances

art sound reproduction.
Indeed, as far back as the late 1950s, Mcln-

of their getting an unbiased review seemed
slim.

tosh's products were judged by many perfec-

But the very fact that McIntosh has survived

tionists to be sonically inferior to some made

this long, while still maintaining its reputation
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McIntosh MC-7270 Power Amplifier

with the general public as the Cadillac of

has two switchable modes: one for contin-

audio electronics, is evidence that it must be

uous monitoring of all program levels, and a

doing something right—particularly when
we compare its contemporary status with

so-called hold mode, where the needle stays
at the maximum reading it has attained for

that of brands it used to compete with during

the past few moments, returning gradually to

the '50s and '60s: Fisher, Marantz, and Scott.

alower reading (at arate of about 6dB/tninute)
during lower-volume passages.
Normally, electro- mechanical meters like

Many readers have written to us in recent
years asking why we never review any McIntosh products, so we finally decided the time

these 'round off' signal peaks, because the

had come to contact McIntosh and request a
sample of what they felt to be one of their

inertia of their indicator needle and actuating
coil prevents them from responding rapidly

best products. The MC-7270 is what came.

enough to short-duration impulses. To allow

The MC-7270 is quite striking in appearance. The chassis and front panel are flat

these meters to read signal peaks, McIntosh
uses a dedicated high-current amplifier to

black, with aclear glass panel across the up-

charge astorage capacitor to the peak voltage;

per half of the front, behind which are two

this capacitor holds the charge long enough

large, illuminated output-level meters with
dark-blue scale cards. The meters are cali-

for the meter movement to swing to the peak
value of the signal. What happens after that

brated both in watts (with alogarithmic scale,
to more accurately reflect perceived volume

depends on the meter switch setting. In the
normal mode, aresistor is connected across

levels) and in dB relative to 270 watts. The
meter scales actually continue up to 540

the capacitor, to deplete its stored charge fairly

watts, and McIntosh claims the amps can

after the peak signal has passed. In the Hold

deliver that much for very brief periods.

mode, the bleed resistor is disconnected so

(Assuming the meters are reasonably accurate, I've seen them kick up to very close to
that level on occasion.) Above the meters,

that the capacitor discharges only through its
own internal leakage, which takes quite abit
longer. (All capacitors leak, in case that state-

back-lit in dark green, is the McIntosh logo.

ment raised your eyebrows.)

rapidly, allowing the meter reading to drop

There are four front-panel control knobs:

The 7270 is one very hefty stereo amplifier,

Left-channel gain, Right-channel and mono

weighing in at 82 lbs. (If Ihad read that part
of its specs first, Iwould never have even

gain; AC power; and meter mode. The meter
Stereophile
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tried to lift it up onto the test stand. Now that

0.3%. Thus, the Mac goes one better than the

Iknow, I'm not going to try lifting it off again,

usual "soft clipping" feature designed into

unassisted!) The amplifier has unusual power

some other amps; it is virtually impossible to

output specifications: It is rated at 270 watts

clip this one at all. Anyone who has fried his

continuous power rating into 1ohm (both

tweeters from overload clipping will appre-

channels driven), 4ohms, or 8ohms; delivered
power does not increase at reduced load im-

ciate the value of this. Another safety feature
is provided by the autotransformers, which,

pedances, as does that of other solid-state

in the event of an output transistor failure,

power amps. The reason for this is that the

will shunt the resulting DC to ground (thus
popping the power supply fuse) rather than

7270 has provision for maintaining optimum
output termination over awide range of loads.
The MC-7270 is unusual—maybe even

allow it to go through the woofer voicecoils.

unique for asolid-state amplifier—in that it

Ihave to admit that, even before Igot

has output taps, like atubed power amplifier.

around to listening to the MC-7270, Iwas

Impedance conversion is done by means of

prepared to be unimpressed. Okay, Iconfess:
Isometimes negatively prejudge high-priced

what is called an autotransformer —a single
winding with several taps along its length. It
is this that allows the 7270 to deliver its rated
power into such awide range of impedances,
because matching the amplifier output impedance to that of a very low-value load
places no more demand on the output devices
than matching an 8-ohm load. But doesn't
using an autotransformer cause the same
problems as using an output transformer in a

equipment when it seems not to have been
designed with the perfectionist user in mind.
An example of what I'm talking about is the
preamp or CD player which comes with its
output cables hard-wired to the interior circuitry, thus frustrating the cable-conscious
audiophile's insistence on using the interconnects he knows sound best. Okay, so it saves
acouple of bucks on gold-plated RCA recep-

tubed amp? No, because the autotransformer

tacles, but to me, this kind of design indicates

has very little impedance ratio, relatively few

acertain unresponsiveness to the needs of

turns of heavy wire (because of the low im-

the kind of person who reads Stereophile.
In the case of the 7270 amplifier, the thing

pedances), and awhale of abig iron core.
(Probably 70% of the amplifier's total weight
is in its transformers, and the output ones
probably account for aquarter of that, or 15
lbs apiece.)

that turned me off was its output connectors.
Even though the accompanying blurb sheet
recommends using 10-gauge wire under cer-

Incidentally, both sides of each speaker

tain circumstances, the speaker connections
on the Mac are on asmall-sized barrier strip,

output "float" above chassis ground potential. There is no voltage difference between
the outputs and the chassis, but connecting

lug connector. This would seem to preclude
the use of most of the heavy premium-grade

either Cold (Ground) output to the system
ground will completely mess up the opera-

which accommodates only a1
4 "-wide spade/

"perfectionist" cables, which come with
% "-wide spade lugs attached to them. These

tion of the amplifier (it bypasses the pull of

will simply not fit the 7270's output terminal

the push-pull output and scrambles the out-

strip, and an adaptor has to be made up, with

put impedance values), while connecting the
channel grounds together will kill the stereo
separation. This is why Iwas unable to run

the potential for sonic degradation that extra
connections introduce.
As is now my custom when testing any

Hafler's SWDT null test on the 7270. Bear this

electronic product, Iplugged the 7270 into

in mind when considering the addition of a
headphone controller box (most of which

hours before starting my tests on it. (And I

use a common ground), or a loudspeaker
switcher to the amplifier.

the AC, turned it on, and let it cook for 24

The 7270 incorporates aform of overload

trust that all my colleagues who review for
this magazine do likewise.) Out of perverse
curiosity, though, Itook abrief listen to it

protection which monitors the output signal
for distortion content, and limits the input

grainy, dry, and harsh—about as inviting as

signal level whenever it detects more than

yesterday's fried eggs. Iwondered, then, how
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right after Ihad turned it on. Ecch! It was
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many audiophiles have taken anew amplifier,
preamplifier, or CD player home on approval,
listened to it right out of the box, and decided
it was unacceptable when in fact all it needed
was adecent warmup.

ecstatic about some other aspects of the
Rowland's sound.) Even my Threshold SA-ls
require that Ioperate the Sound Labs A-3s
with their HF rolloff control cut back alittle
bit (two-thirds of the way up). With the Mac,

We've made this point many times before
in these pages, but it cannot be reiterated too
often: A new product must be left turned on
for at least 24 hours before you make any at-

wide open on those controls gives exactly the

tempt to evaluate its sound. And if it hasn't

amp for electrostatic speakers (which don't

right amount of extreme top with the best
program material.
But while this is clearly an ideal driving

been used within the last 24 hours, it should

need any spurious edginess from the signal to

be given at least an hour of warmup before it

help them sound detailed), Iwould not rec-

can sound its best. (My current reference
amplifiers, the Threshold SA-ls, took 3months
of use before their sound ceased to improve!)

ommend it for most dynamic speaker sys-

In fact, most high-end dealers do themselves
and their products adisservice by leaving all

closed-in at the top to downright dull.
The low-end performance of this amplifier

their demo equipment turned off until acus-

is excellent: very deep and gutsy, with out-

tomer wants to hear something. While, admittedly, aKrell dealer with his eye on the
electric bill might think twice about doing

standing detail, impact, and control. The bass
is in some ways even more satisfying and im-

this, most other power amps consume little

doesn't have quite their tautness and control.

current when not reproducing asignal.
My first impression of the McIntosh MC7270 was that its sound is just completely,

tems, which do require that little HF assist.
On most, it would sound anywhere from

pressive than that of my Threshold SA-ls, but
The 7270 also has the slight forwardness
and aliveness of a topnotch tube amp, but
without the upper-midrange glare common

totally effortless, and very right-sounding.

to many of them. Well-made recordings give

Then Ibegan to notice other nice things.

avery convincing feeling of you-are-there

Overall, its sound is alittle on the warm
side—a quality which Ifind much more in-

realism.
The "power guard" overload protection

gratiating than the coldness Ihear from some

works like acharm. Not only does it seem to

amps. In fact, if Ihad to compare this with

have no audible effect at all at levels below

anything generic, it would be atopnotch tube

overload, it isn't even audible when it kicks

amplifier, although the 7270 has only the

in! (Overload is indicated by aflashing yellow

positive attributes of tube sound: the rich-

light on the front panel.) If Ilistened very

ness, aliveness, and exquisite delicacy at the
extreme high end. It has the typical high-

hard, Ithought Icould hear some curtailment
of sharp attacks when the sound was cranked

powered

'way up (with the meters frequently exceeding the 270-watt mark), but Iam not at all

solid-state

amplifier's

low-end

range, control, and impact. Its major deficiencies, in comparison with the price-no- object
competition, are in soundstaging. Imaging is
precise and stable, depth and perspectives are

confident that Iwasn't deceiving myself, or
even that the speakers weren't starting to run
out of juice. After all, those Sound Labs are

very well presented, but the amp has atendency to compress somewhat the spacious-

very insensitive, and no speakers will deliver

ness of the sound.'
The high end on this amplifier must be
heard to be believed! Only one other solid-

compressing dynamic range or going up in

state amp Ihave heard—the $3500 Rowland

about the 7270 is atendency for the meter

much more than their rated SPL without
flames.
The only other thing Ifound to question

7—had acomparable degree of sweetness,

lights to dim momentarily on loud peaks,

openness, and delicacy. (And Iwas less than

which would seem to suggest that maybe the
power supply isn't all that hefty after all,

1I, too, noticed this effect with the Mac driving Apogee
Calipers. The left •to-right spread of the sound was reduced
compared with that produced by aKm11 ICSA -50, almost as
If excessive crosstalk were present. Odd Indeed.
—JA

despite the large power transformer. (I checked
for power-line depletion, and was reading no
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more than 500mV fluctuation on loud pas91

sages.) Imust add, though, that apart from

ing to replace my SA-ls with the Mac. But I

the slight warmth, Ifound no audible evi-

now know of another high-powered ampli-

dence of any power supply shortfall.

fier that Ican recommend with few reserva-

In terms of price, the $2895 BEL 2002 is

tions to anyone who doesn't care to spring

the closest competition for the Mac of any
amp I've heard recently, but they are quite

more than seven G-notes for apair of the
SA-1s.

different in sound. The BEL has adistinctly

Interestingly, the Mac boasts afull hundred-

cooler "flavor," with atighter, leaner low end

plus watts more of power than the SA-ls; the

and aslightly less forward midrange (it's ac-

difference was rarely perceptible! (The Thresholds overload very politely, too.) 2

tually pretty neutral there), and it provides a
rather deeper, broader soundstage, without
imaging quite as well. Highs are similar in
quality, although the Mac's are sweeter and a

The Mac 7270 is no worldbeater —what is,
for $2295? But Ifound it one of the most
ingratiating-sounding amplifiers I've heard

little more delicate. One thing is certain: A

for some time. Istill can't get over its extreme

speaker that would sound great on one of
these would not sound so hot on the other.

highs and low end. Double bass from this
amp is an experience! (As Iwrite this, Iam
listening to the plucked bass on "The Colo-

Whether the 7270 sounds magnificent or
merely very good in your system is going to

rado Trail," from Dave Grusin's Discovered

depend largely on how it interfaces with the

Again Sheffield album. It's gorgeous! So is

rest of your components—the speakers in

band eight of the James Newton Howard.)
In short, Ilike the sound of this amplifier.
But Isuspect that, in view of JA's feelings
about the importance of soundstaging, he

particular. (It goes very well with the Sound
Lab A-3s, by the way.)
So, the 7270 isn't perfect. It isn't even as
nearly perfect as the Threshold SA-ls, which

might not share my enthusiasm. Review your

still produce a bit more detail across the

own stand on the matter before you consider

board and amore spacious soundstage, and

the McIntosh MC-7270 for purchase. But take
alisten to this amp anyway—after suitable

have slightly more low-end impact (as well as
a somewhat leaner sound, which may or
may not be more "correct" than the relative
warmth of the Mac.) And the SA-1s are, by
comparison, perceptibly more suave in quality.
The Mac sounds imperturbable, but the SA-ls
sound just alittle bit more so. So I'm not go-

wannup. It does an awful lot of things awfully
well.
Now, Iwonder what Mac's C-34 preamp
sounds like .
2Driving Calipers, the 7270 produced very little more level
before audible unpleasantness set in than did aKrell KSA-50.
—JA

NAD 2600 POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt
Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Rated power: 150W/channel into 8ohms (continuous, both
channels driven). Weight: 20 lbs. Dimensions: 17" W by 5" H by 15.25" D, overall. Price: $698.
Manufacturer: NAD, 675 Canton St., Norwood, MA 02062. Tel: (617) 769-7050.
This amplifier is so new that it isn't even listed
in the two 1987 Equipment Directories Ihave
to hand. My sample came without instructions or aspec sheet, and had (printed) paper
labels on the back to identify inputs, outputs,

Internally, asingle centrally placed transformer/modest-sized filter-cap bank/power-supply
board feeds separate amplifier pcbs on either
side of it. There certainly appears to be alack

and switches. Ihad to phone NAD to get

of physical evidence for heroic circuit design.
The only unusual-looking thing about the

enough information about the amp to write a
reasonably informed report about it.

2600 is the shape of its internal heatsinks,
which rather resemble the gills of afish—a

The 2600 appears to be alightweight —
physically, at least—weighing amere 20 lbs.

row of curved, thin surfaces spanning the en-
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tire distance from the front to the back of
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NAD 2600 Power Amplifier
either side of the chassis.
Unusual the 2600 is, however, as it echoes
its predecessor, the 2200, in having apower
supply that changes its nature according to
the demands of the music. Called by NAD

er and tighter, highs were sweeter, and acouple of thin veils were lifted. (Would Ikid you
about this?) Iused the Lib inputs for my auditioning.
There are also two front-panel input-level

"Power Envelope" circuitry, the output tran-

controls, which are supposed to give the am-

sistors are fed by two voltage rails, one relatively low and on all the time, the other of
high voltage and switched in as the signal-

plifier "normal" sensitivity when set to their
12 o'clock position. All the way up, the additional gain amounts to about 3dB, which is

voltage demands exceed the capability of the

not quite enough to allow the amplifier to

lower supply. (This idea was first seen around

mate with European preamplifiers, most of
which deliver around 500mV rather than the

ten years ago as Soundcraftsmen's class-G and
Hitachi's "Dynaharmony" circuitry; the
Carver 400 cube also made use of asimilar
idea.) Sharp transient peaks that would drive
aconventional amplifier into clipping cause
the NAD power supply to switch in the higher

IV de facto standard for US power amplifiers.
The rotational range of each control is marked
with white dots against a dark gray background on the front panel, which is fine; the
knobs themselves are indexed with aasmall

voltage supply, thus mimicking amuch higherpower amplifier. There is atradeoff, however:

red line, which is not, it taking astrong light
and good eyes to spot the red against its dark

all things, including selling price, being equal,
the high voltage rail can only have alimited

gray background.
There are three small slide switches on the
back panel: for 4or 8-ohm load; for "Soft" or

power supply. NAD has, to alarge extent, gotten around this by arranging things so that the

normal clipping (a NAD feature since the

musical transients that exceed quite ahigh
threshold (around 6dB below maximum volt-

launch of the 3020); and for Stereo or BridgedMono operation. Also on the back are the four
loudspeaker terminals, of atype Ihaven't en-

age output) and are over before the power
supply is depleted. If the signal persists for

countered before These look like 5-way binding posts, but aren't; they're more like 3-ways.

longer than 200ms or so, the high-voltage

There is no small hole drilled diametrically
through the bottom of the post to take a
straight bared wire or one tine of aspade lug,

high-voltage rail only switches in for spikey

supply closes down and the amplifier behaves
conventionally.
The unit has two pairs of inputs: one pair
marked Normal, the other marked Lab. The
only difference between them is that the Nor-

and it won't accommodate aspade lug larger
than 14 inch. It will accept banana plugs—
even the dual variety if you wish to use them.

mal ones have DC-blocking capacitors in

But why use such awkward socketry when

series with them. Of course, Itried them both.
The capacitors are obviously excellent—there

the plain, old-fashioned 5-way post was fine,

was surprisingly little difference between the
inputs, but the sound was unquestionably
better through the Lab inputs. Bass was deepStereophile

dandy, and perfectly A-OK?
Associated equipment used for my tests on
the NAD 2600 were: Ortofon MC-2000 MC
cartridge with Ortofon's T-2000 step-up
93

transformer, the Well-Tempered Arm, aSOTA

creased volume levels, but none of them did

Sapphire turntable, Sony CD-P650ESD-H/

to the same extent as the NAD. Ithen discov-

DAS- 703ES CD player system, an Audio Re-

ered that setting the Clip switch to the Soft

search SP-11 preamplifier, Threshold SA-1

position ameliorated some of the roughness at

mono power amps, and the Sound Lab A-3

high levels, suggesting that the amp was going

full-range electrostatic and Alec 301 dynamic
speaker systems.

ing the amplifier's front-panel clipping indica-

Ifirst auditioned the 2600 after several
hours of listening to the Thresholds, and was
surprised at how similar they were in spectral
balance Both seemed equally neutral through
the midrange and similar in listening perspec-

into premature overload, but without triggertor. Clearly, there was something amiss.
Icontacted Peter llibeman at NAD, explained
what Ihad found, and requested asecond
sample, which reached me the day before I
was to take off for the end-of-year holiday

tive, and both had anice feeling of richness to

break. Iplugged it in and let it cook until Igot

their sound. Extended listening revealed that

back, 6days later—time enough, Ifigured, for

the NAD, by comparison with the Thresholds,
was slightly rough at the high end, and did not
have nearly as much LF impact and control.
After two more days of sporadic listening, I
began to notice something else of interest: the
two amps were sounding less and less similar.
The NAD's high end became gradually sweeter and less textured at low to moderate listening levels, while at the same time it became
gradually more laid-back through the midrange and lower highs.

it to repeat the first sample's behavior if it was
going to. It didn't.
It is apparent that either that first sample
was defective, or NAD has more of asampleto-sample variability problem than they
should. Since there is no evidence to support
the latter possibility, Iwill assume that the second sample is representative of production,
and will predicate the balance of this report
on that unit.
The output-impedance switch appeared to

Imentioned in my McIntosh MC-7270 re-

have no effect whatsoever on the perform-

view in this issue that audio electronics fresh

ance of the Sound Lab speakers, perhaps because they have no crossover network and be-

out of the packing carton must be warmed up
for at least 24 hours before serious auditioning. Ishould have emphasized the "at least."
After 150 hours of continuous powering, the
NAD 2600 was still very slowly changing in

cause (like all full-range electrostatics) their
low-end control depends relatively little on
the amplifier's damping factor. (My reference
dynamic system, the Infinity RS- lb, is current-

sound. But not all of that change was for the
better.

301s, the impedance switch produced avol-

The slightly gritty quality at the high end,
which Ihad observed after "only" a48-hour

dry up the low end abit much in the 4-ohm

warmup, had diminished markedly—almost
to the point of non-existence. In fact, the

position, so the 8-ohm setting was used for all
my listening tests.

ly at the factory being updated.) On the Altec
ume change of perhaps ldB, and tended to

amplifier's entire midrange had changed in

The soft-clipping switch was not exactly

character, becoming super-sweet, rather laid-

dramatic in its action either—not because it is

back, a little warmish, and almost blandsounding. But something else alittle less thrilling had also happened to the sound of the
2600: the more it warmed up, the more its
sound tended to become increasingly bright
and rough at volume levels above moderate.
Now, the human ear behaves in somewhat
the same way in response to increasing volume (hence the Fletcher-Munson curves), so
Iwas not altogether confident of what Iwas

ineffectual, but because, even in the "Normal"
position, the amplifier does not clip all that
ungraciously. With the fairly high-efficiency
Altec 301s, Igot more volume than Icould tolerate before the clip light even started to flicker. With the much less efficient A-3s, volume
levels of above about 95dB produced frequent
triggering of the clip light, and the clipping
was audible as agrundgy edge on the sound.

hearing until Iwent back and repeated the

But the clipping was relatively unobtrusive,
even with the Soft-Clip switch Off, and cer-

same tests with several other amplifiers Ihad

tainly did not sound harsh enough to pose a

on hand. All of them sounded brighter at in-

threat to most tweeters. With the switch On,
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the overload gnmdge was still there; it was

in January of '86. Appreciably more than 10

just much more subdued.

times the cost of the 2600 will buy you much

The sound of the NAD 2600 is almost prototypical of solid-state amplifiers in this price

deeper and more-detailed low end, notice-

class, but not quite It has the usual, subtly laidback, upper midrange, and amoderately full

overall, rather more delicacy at the extreme

but not awesomely beefy low end. Where it
truly excels is at the high end, where the sound

ably more transparent and detailed sound
top, and about as wide and deep asoundstage
your money can buy. (The SA- 1is, in fact, probably one of the best amplifiers in the world.)

is gorgeously smooth and untextured, with
virtually none of the irritating granular quality

The 2600 simply could not compete with the

that seems almost to be atrademark of midpriced solid-state amps. And, unlike my first

ability to separate the individual voices of

sample 2600, this one maintained its spectral
balance at all levels, up to and including overload. Soundstaging was very good to excellent, depending on how you looked at it. The
depth dimension was very slightly flattened,
but spaciousness very well reproduced, with
no perceptible squashing. The amp was capable of imaging well beyond the loudspeakers

SA- ls in the areas of detail and focus—the
massed instruments or singers.
In comparison with the SA- Is, the NAD is
very slightly veiled across the entire audio
band, and the somewhat laid-back midrange
takes some of the bite from musical sound and
never quite allows anything to "come to life"
The 2600 makes the mids and highs of the
Sound Lab A-3s (which are intrinsically abit
warm but by no means bland) sound surpris-

on recordings having the kind of phase anom-

ingly like those of Infinity's RS- lBs. There is

alies which cause this. (That is, having more

an oddly overdamped quality to the sound,
more than alittle bit like amoving-coil phono

than 45 °of phase difference between the
stereo signals!)
And, speaking of overload, this proved to
be one of the gutsiest power amps in its price

cartridge with too low aresistive load across it.
An unfair comparison? Of course it is; the

class that I've used. Despite its modest 150-

Thresholds cost $7500 apair, and mine have
had almost ayear of constant use to break in.

watt rating, it was capable of producing levels

The 2600 would probably improve with time,

that sounded more like 500 watts without

too, but Idoubt it will improve all that much.

either atrace of audible strain or any visible

So how does the 2600 measure up to its
real competition: the $600-$700 solid-state

flicking on the overload indicators. Amazingly,
it seemed to have more headroom than the
Thresholds, which are no slouches in that

amplifiers? There are scads of them—more, in
fact, than in any other price area. But since

department! Even with the soft-clip switch in

I've not heard all of them, I'll limit this discus-

the Off position, Iwas not able to hear any

sion to those Ibave heard recently: the Haller
XL-280 and two incarnations of the Carver 1.0.

evidence of overload at levels of up to around
95dB from the Sound Labs! Presumably, this is
NAD's Power Envelope circuitry in action.
Only on sustained high-powered material,
like organ pedal tones, did Ihear an increase
in LF muddiness that would suggest powersupply depletion, and only then at uncomfortably high listening levels. (The Thresholds
took several seconds longer to run out of gas
on such LF material.)

The 2600's low end is abit leaner than that
of the Hafler XL-280, but the NAD has slightly
more LF control, and it walks all over the
Hafler at the high end, where acertain roughness seems to be the XL-280's major liability.
Inner detailing and soundstaging were remarkably similar, though.
The original Carver 1.0—the starting point
for our Great Amplifier Challenge (reported in

As for comparisons, let's take the absurd first:

detail in Vol.8 No 6)—was inferior to the 2600

the $7500/pair Threshold SA- ls (reviewed in
Vol. 9No. 1), which have been my reference

on every count. It had leaner bass with less
impact, less depth and spaciousness, aless
neutral midrange (somewhat more with-

power amps ever since Ifirst auditioned them

drawn), and adrier sound overall, with the
typical midpriced transistor amp's slightly
1Many English EMIs spread the hall ambience out to beyond
the limits of the loudspeakers, for the simple reason that they
are SQ-encoded.
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gritty high end. Carver's new $560 1.0t,
which is designed to sound like a"state-of- the95

art" tube amplifiet? sounded (predictably) en-

the top in its price class. It does nothing less

tirely different from the NAD, and, in fact,

than very well, its imperfections are sins of

from any other solid-state amplifier. The 1.0t

omission rather than commission (and thus

was much richer overall, fatter through the

much easier to tolerate), and its high end is

midbass, leaner through the low bass, rather

almost beyond reproach. Its closest competition in terms of attractive sound is the Carver

more forward and "alive" through the upper
middle range, and equally soft, although
slightly drier at the extreme top. Just like a

1.0t, but the two are so different in sound that

How, then, would Irate the NAD 2600? On

they cannot be considered competitors. A
speaker system that would sound musical
with the 2600 would almost certainly sound

the basis of reports about some of its compet-

quite disagreeable with the 1.0t, and vice

itors, both in these pages and in others, plus

versa. But if you're not looking for tube sound

my comparisons with three possibly typical
midpriced units, Iwould rank the 2600 near

cellent choice.

good tube amplifier.

from an amplifier, the 2600 would be an exIn short, this NAD is an excellent amplifier

2Our report on the Carver 1.01, promised for this issue, will
now appear in Vol. 10 No.3.

for the price, and highly recommended to
those who can't or don't want to pay more.

JADIS JA -30 POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Jadis JA-30 Power Amplifier
Mono, class-A, tube power amplifier. Nominal power: 25W/channel. Input sensitivity: 1V. VVeight:
48 lbs each. Price: $3600/pr. Manufacturer: Jadis, Villedubert, France. US Distributor: Madrigal
Ltd., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896.

Jadis is aFrench perfectionist company that
has embraced vacuum-tube technology as a

experience from adomestic system. No cost
is spared in part selection; perhaps more im-

means to the end of recreating the musical

portantly, components in the signal path are
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evaluated sonically before final selection. A

couple of minutes, the mode switch can be

full range of power amplifiers is available, and

toggled to "Operate." This procedure pre-

apreamp has recently been introduced. At 25

vents thermal shock to cold tubes and prolongs the life of what are expensive output

watts output, the JA-30 is the smallest amp in
the Jadis line. It seems suitable for such
specialized applications as driving voltagelimited electrostatics; the original Quad ESLs,
for example.
The look and feel of the jadis are first-class.
The chassis is finished in shiny chrome;
there's even agolden (OK, gold-plated) logo
plate on top of the power transformer casing.

tubes. Jadis is also correct in pointing out that
it takes about an hour for an amplifier switched
on from cold really to shine.
The Jadis amps were auditioned principally
with my modified Quad ESLs, for which they
appear ideally suited, electrically as well as
sonically. The voltage swing on the Jadis is
below 33 volts, which represents the thresh-

A brief look under the chassis revealed sub-

old of physical pain for the Quads. The Audio-

stantial use of point-to-point wiring, which

static ES-240 ESLs were also used, but more

Jadis believes to be superior even to thick PC

about them later.
I've done well till now to contain my over-

board traces. The weight of each amplifier
(48 lbs) is testimony to the massive transform-

whelming enthusiasm for these amplifiers—

ers used. The JA-30 is by far the most rugged
and beefy 25W amp I've ever seen.

but no longer!
The most outstanding characteristic of a
pair ofJA-30s is transparency from top to bot-

Detailed specifications and acircuit schematic are not readily available. Ido know,

tom of the range. One can hear far into the

however, that the driver-stage tube comple-

soundstage, due to the lack of the usual opacity and veiling, characteristic of lesser ampli-

ment consists of one 12AX7 and one 12AT7,
with apair of EL34s used in aclassic pushpull configuration for the output stage. Al-

fiers. The imaging capabilities of a pair of
JA-30s are superb, but before Igo into any

though the original design specified EL34s, at

details, it would be agood idea to discuss psy-

some stage the larger KT88 output tubes

choacoustic considerations that affect imaging

were used. Iunderstand, however, that cur-

perceptions.

rent production has reverted to the use of
EL34s, the EL34 version being much better

A spatial digression

sounding, according to the distributors. Madrigal provides two matched pairs of Gold-

A clear distinction should be made between

Aero EL34s, while the driver-stage tubes are
original factory stock. Bias adjustment is supposedly automatic (good news for the neurotic

exist and the perceived acoustic or auditory

audiophile), and the output transformer taps

ear/brain system possesses spatial resolution
limits. The ear resolves best in the horizontal

are set at the factory for operation into 4to
8-ohm loads. The transformer connections
may be changed to accommodate speaker
loads outside this range, but this does require
some soldering.
The Owner's Manual features hilarious
English in places: "Be careful to respect the

the physical space in which the sound sources
space. For one thing, auditory space is less differentiated than physical space because the

plane near the forward direction, but the absolute lower limit for localization for asingle
sound source is about 1°. This localization
smear, or blur, means that even apoint source
of sound will produce an auditory event
slightly spread out in space. (The eye, inciden-

connecting position of the lamp into the

tally, does much better in this regard, being

socket. NEVER FORCE, it could cause unreversible damages." There are acouple of

capable of distinguishing changes in angle of

points spelled out in the manual that are im-

orders of magnitude better than the ear.)
The ear does better with broadband signals

portant to observe. Allow apair of JA-30s

less than one minute of an arc—about two

plenty of natural ventilation, but do not use

than with pure sinusoids or other narrow-

any form of forced cooling. Be sure to place
the amps in the "Standby" mode before pow-

band signals. For some narrowband signals, it

ering them up: only the cathode heaters on
the output tubes will be switched on. After a
Stereophile

is possible for the ear/brain to perceive alocation other than that of the source. For example, Von Hornbostel reported in 1926 that the
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song of abird constantly changed position,
though the bird did not. John Bradford (of

degree of verisimilitude. To see why that
should be, let's examine the nature of hall re-

Reference Monitor International) related this

verberation. The outstanding concert halls

story to me acouple of years ago: aclick on
one of his records was spatially localized on

(usually "shoe-box" in shape, with the orchestra positioned across the short wall) have

the sidewall of his listening room and slowly
moved to the front of the room. The source of
such "confusion" is that the auditory system
localizes events on the basis of the spectra of

areverb time in the neighborhood of 2s, and
strong lateral reflections over the entire hall.
Reverberation is made up of numerous reflections, each spectrally different from the

the ear-input signals—with narrowband signals, this information is absent.

direct sound, that arrive at our ears after the

In the standard stereophonic setup, with
the two loudspeakers equidistant from the lis-

auditory system with directional information,

tener and driven with identical signals, the
perceived impression is of asingle auditory
event centered between the speakers. The
ear/brain interprets the identical ear input signals as asingle "phantom" source centered in
the median plane, an effect called "summing
localization." If there are time differences in
the output of the speakers, the phantom
source begins to migrate toward the earlier

direct sound. The direct sound provides the
while the reflections provide the ear/brain
with the necessary clues to gain aspatial impression of the hall, including depth and instrument size. The direct/reflected sound
ratio determines the tone quality as well as the
spaciousness of the sound. The original size
and focus of the soundstage will be determined
by the hall reverb and the distance of the
mikes from the stage Arecording is said to have
presence or ayou-are- there sort of feeling if

speaker (the precedence effect). The localiza-

it is able to transmit agood impression of the

tion blur is worse in this case than with asingle source. For example, with a0.3ms time de-

original hall size and depth perspective. (I've
focused on what, rather than how, the auditory
system hears; see JA's ''As We See It," Vol. 9No.
8, for adiscussion of how the ear/brain local-

lay between channels, the blur increases to
3-6° of the occluded angle between the
speakers. When the interchannel time delay
exceeds about 0.7ms, the auditory event is

izes sounds.)

completely localized in the earlier speaker.
However, one can compensate for time-

only two speakers is impossible because, in
real life the reverb surrounds the head. With

Reproducing the reverb info properly with

arrival differences with level or intensity. If,

stereo, the reverb is radiated from the front

for example, the level of the speaker that is
0.7m5 early is reduced by 5dB, the phantom

only. Fortunately, aglimmer of the original recording space is still possible in stereo, one of
the artistic challenges of recording being to

image will move back midway between the
speakers. At delay times exceeding about
65ms, adistinct echo is finally heard from the
much earlier as abroadening of the image size.

capture the proper amount of reverb. The important point to realize is that the reverb info
must be slightly different in phase between
the right and left channels, even with "inten-

Haas, in 1949, was the first to report that at
delay times less than 50ms, echoes are no

sity only" coincident-miking techniques.
Otherwise we're back at asituation described

later speaker. However, the delay is noticeable

longer perceived as annoying, even if the reflection is stronger than the primary sound.
Up till now, perfect phase coherence between the two speakers was assumed. As
phase coherence decreases between the left
and right channels, the image size becomes

earlier: When the two channels are completely
phase-coherent, summing localization will
cause the left and right channel reverb info to
fold spatially between the speakers (eg, midway if the intensities are equal): amost unnatural location for reflected energy.

more diffuse and the soundstage becomes

The crux of capturing arealistic soundstage,

more spacious. Eventually, the image splits into two separate images that are localized at the
speakers, with aresultant hole in the middle.

therefore, revolves around how much phase
incoherence to introduce into the recording.

Some phase incoherence, however, is nec-

a true coincident stereophonic technique,
such as Blumlein, or aquasi-coincident tech-

essary to reproduce hall ambience with some
98

Ibelieve that alittle bit goes along way; either
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nique such as ORTF, are necessary to linearly

Throughout my listening sessions, Iwas

lateralize instrument locations across the
soundstage while preserving realistic instrumental focus. Noncoincident techniques,
such as widely spaced omni mikes, introduce

unable to detect any pervasive sonic signature
or coloration. At times Iwas aware of aslight

unnaturally large phase delays between chan-

lack of spaciousness, or aclosed-in quality, in
the extreme treble, compared with the Krell
KSA-100. Ialso felt, on occasion, that the jadis

nels: these confuse the auditory system, lead-

was atad on the romantic side, but this obser-

ing to unrealistic instrument sizes, overblown
stage width, and unstable imaging. With this

vation may simply reflect shortcomings else-

technique, it is possible to extend the soundstage width well beyond the occluded angle
of the speakers, but image size and sharpness
suffer. Multi-miking techniques also have problems. While they allow precise pan-potting of
instruments across the soundstage, they result

where. The Jadis appeared to have almost no
personality of its own, and very closely mirrored the character of the ancillary equipment
with which it was used. That oft-cited complaint of tube gear, bloated or mushy midbass,
was absent. In fact, whatever bass the Quads
possess was never tighter, but Imust admit
that with these speakers Iwasn't really able to

in loss of cohesion in the perceived acoustic
space—in the same way that surface-noise

find out what the Jadis is capable of below

ticks and pops stand apart from the original

about 50Hz.

recorded space.

Back to the Jadis
Ihave taken time out from this review to discuss imaging because: the JA-30 is capable of
reproducing soundstage dimensions in convincing fashion, and its portrayal of instru-

The mids were free of the glazed, romantic
halo that afflicted early Audio Research gear.
Neither were they overly liquid, reproduced
musical textures having just the right mix of
softness and hardness. There was awonderful
sense of purity to the jadis mids that imbued
textures with aconviction transcending any

ment sizes is realistic, with the tightest focus
I've ever heard from old Quads. With the jadis

solid-state equipment I've used with the

in the chain, imaging problems inherent in un-

without any tubey softness or brightness.
All in all, the Jadis is atonally correct tube

natural recordings are most clearly exposed.
And you will find yourself—just like Idid—

Quads. 'ffeble transients were well-delineated,

amplifier, possessing the dimensionality of

focusing in on the recording and not the

the classic tubes, but without any of the tradi-

equipment. At their best, with topnotch input, the Jadis is able to produce awonderfully
defined soundstage, replete with nearly palpa-

tional tube weaknesses—gauged, at least, by

ble focus; averitable imaging tour de force!

ample, piano and violin harmonic structures
were preserved better with the Jadis than with

The Jadis imaging magic is dependent, of
course, on the associated electronics and the

its performance on the Quads.
Timbrai accuracy was outstanding. For ex-

any other amp with which I'm familiar. My lis-

specific program material. With adreadful
front end, the Jadis will sound just as dreadful.

tening to the Strauss sonata on Sheffield Lab

The average solid-state preamp flattens the re-

and piano sonatas by Beethoven and Enescu
to hear what Imean.

produced depth perspective, while the really

18 and the Wilson Audio recording of violin

good tube stuff is able to elicit from the Jadis
the illusion of believable acoustic space for
each instrument. Closely miked vocals are re-

Jadis meetsJaws!

produced with sharp localization, and the
singer's chest is clearly delineated. Individual

speakers, with a"Jaws" -like appetite for voltage. With the inside panels disconnected in

voices in a chorus are clearly resolved in

order to improve imaging, the task of driving

The Audiostatic ES-240 ESLs are insensitive

space. On Laudate! (Proprius 7800), it was

the ES-240s to acredible dynamic range is

even possible to point afinger at individual

best left to 100W-and-over tube amps. I

singers. This ability, together with the amplifier's outstanding resolution of low-level de-

mated the Jadis with the Audiostatics for the

tail and dynamic shadings, make for atruly in-

purpose of investigating the clipping behavior
of the JA-30s. Indeed, the Jadis did run out of

volving musical experience.

steam on high-powered program peaks. How-
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ever, it did so gracefully, without audible ugly

the three. The Jadis proved to be much more

harmonic distortion, and recovered quickly

transparent and less grainy through the mids

from overload, without ringing or other

and treble. Violin tone was more satisfying

phase anomalies. This is some performance
for what is, ostensibly, a25W amp. With the

monic cohesiveness. The Jadis was also clear-

Quads, it was never wimpy. In fact, the Jadis
was able to extract the Quads' full dynamic
ebb and flow, from soft to loud.
In my pantheon of classic tube amps, three
loom above the rest: the Michaelson & Austin
TVA-10, the Luxman 3045 monoblocks, and
the Marantz 8B. Ihave lived with modified
versions (better caps, etc.) of all three, and
know them well. The Jadis, in my opinion,

through the Jadis, with greater sheen and harly the more dynamic and effortless-sounding
of the two.
The Jadis is very expensive, but it is also
the best small tube amp Iknow of. Costeffectiveness considerations do not really
enter the equation. In the framework of driving small voltage-limited electrostatics, its
performance level is clearly Class A. Let me

blows them all away. Idid adetailed compari-

put it this way: There isn't an amplifier out
there, solid-state or tube, that my Quads and

son with the TVA-10, my current favorite of

Iwould rather live with.

MEITNER MTR 100 POWER AMPLIFIER
Anthony H. Cordesman

Meitner MTR 100 Power Amplifier
Twin mono power amplifiers (each channel has its own AC power supply). Power: 100W/channel
into 8ohms, 200W/channel into 4ohms. Frequency range: 0.1Hz-100kHz. Harmonic distortion
at full bandwidth: less than 0.2%. IM distortion by SMPTE standard: less than 0.1%. Damping
factor: 400 (no frequency specified). Price: $3000 per pair. IMPORTER: Assemblage, PO Box
815, Branford, CT 06405. Tel: (203) 488-8099.
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Canadian engineer Ed Meitner has rapidly
emerged as atop-ranking high-end electronics
designer. 1first heard his equipment in pro-

that could damage either amplifier or speaker.
It also works beautifully. Imanaged to short

totype form several years ago at the Chicago

one channel during my auditioning, and the
worst that happened was the light on the

CES, and Ihave since heard both his PA-6

front-panel switch blinked briefly.

preamplifier and MTR 100 power amplifier.

As for ergonomics, you get an off-on pres-

Both feature excellent overall sound quality,
although areview of the preamp is on hold

sure switch built in into the cabinet front; its
power-on light blinks if something goes

pending the replacement of an early sample.

wrong. On the rear is ahigh-quality RCA jack

Technical Features

and apair of speaker connectors, and that is
that. If you can push and twist, you have all

The MTR-100 would be striking if its only
achievement was to pack atrue high-current

up and operate the MTR-100.

the technical qualifications necessary to hook

100-watt amplifier into such asmall cabinet,
or if only for its excellent styling—complete

The Sound

with awell-crafted wood cabinet. The MTR-

The MIR -100 is intended to be alistener's

100, however, also features anumber of sig-

amplifier and it sounds it. In fact, it is one of

nificant technical innovations. These involve
patent applications, afair amount of technical

two or three recent transistor designs with the

secrecy, and alack of comprehensive speci-

strengths of tube amplifiers while retaining all

fications. Nevertheless, some of these features
can be described, and it is clear that the

the strengths of solid-state amplifiers. It holds
up even under the most searching examina-

rare ability to provide virtually all of the

Meitner MTR-100 uses unique power-supply

tion of every sound feature:

and output circuits.
The new power supply is called a"Floating

power, control, and bass extension. Only a

Charge Current Power Supply:" This takes

few amplifiers with the same power—notably

the form of apair of large inductors in circuit
and the amplification stages. According to

the Krells—do slightly better. The Meitner outperformed any of the Thresholds I've heard,
and certainly equalled any of the Levinsons. A

Meitner, this power supply produces the
following advantages:

with those few speakers that can take it, but

between the power-supply storage capacitors

• A much-reduced interaction between the
power supply and amplification stages, with a
major reduction in noise and power-supply

• Bass: The Meitner MTR-100 has excellent

200 or 300W/channel amplifier will do better
any Infinity RS- lb owner will be very happy
with this amp, as will any owner of aDuetta II.
Low frequencies are very clear, without any

related problems.

blurring of bass notes. Speaker control is very

• Significantly greater efficiency in energy

good, and both dynamics and "speed" of the

storage and anearly five-fold increase in effec-

bass are excellent. The transition from upper

tive power-supply size.

bass to lower midrange is made without any

• Increased ability to handle dynamics.

apparent loss of power or energy, and there is
no apparent suck-out in this difficult area.

The MTR-100's output circuit uses eight
MOSFETs, each transistor connected directly

• Midrange: The MTR-100 is free of the hard-

to the speaker terminal. Importantly, no series
output-choke coil is used, resulting in avery

ness and grain still common in the upper midrange and treble of even some of the highest-

tight coupling of the output stage to the load.

priced amplifiers. It is afurther demonstration

Ed has also paid attention to the MTR-100's
passive components. The signal wiring uses a

that the hardness and glare heard from most
transistor designs is, in reality, distortion. Like

special high-purity copper conductor and a

the latest Krells, the Meitner MTR-100 shows

very low Dielectric Absorption insulator
developed by Meitner. He has also used a

when the music justifies it, but still retain the

you can have the sweetness of tube amps

high-purity solder. The protection system

natural bite uf strings and the hardness of

senses both overheating and aDC condition

some brass and woodwind sounds.

IPatent applied for.

of voice If you have any interest in solo classi-

The MTR-100 is also alovely unit in terms
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cal voice or song cycles, you will almost certainly like this unit.

just alittle laid-back in this area relative to the
bass and treble.

• Treble: Unlike some transistor designs, the

• Transparency: Designs with amore forward

Meitner MTR-100 does not sacrifice any
aspect of treble air or detail for its smoothness

soundstage will give more apparent detail, as

and sweetness. In fact, the Meitner is particu-

amplifier, nevertheless, is an exceptionally

larly impressive for the amount of low-level
treble it lets pass through in the quiet passages

transparent unit.
• Load Tolerance and Loudspeaker Compati-

of music Few amplifiers—tube or transistor—

bility: Ididn't try the Meitner MTR-100 into a

can rival this transparency in the upper octaves
when it comes to listening to the softest

with the Infinity RS- lb midrange/treble

will designs with aleaner lower midrange This

1-ohm Apogee, but it did do an excellent job

sounds of music, yet the treble of the Meitner

panels, the Duetta [Is, and the Quad ESL-63s.

MTR- 100 is as dynamic as virtually any other
100W amplifier around. 'Air" is an overworked

In all cases, the Meitner MTR-100 seemed to
work quite well, although it seemed to be

term in subjective reviewing, but the MTR-100

slightly less transparent and dynamic with the

shows you can have air without excessive tre-

RS- lbs than Ihad expected.

ble energy, even in the loudest passages: tre-

The Meitner works well with both tube and

ble gain without pain.

transistor preamplifiers, but has enough sound

• Soundstage: The Meitner MTR-100 pro-

character of its own that careful blending will

duces awide and open soundstage, but still

be necessary to get the best sound—some-

with good control and centerfill. It gives a

thing true of every other power amplifier I've
heard to date. Again like all competition, the

very good illusion of depth, but not to the extent provided by the best tube amplifiers. The
overall feeling is one of solidity, and of listening from 40-60% of the way down the hall
from the stage.
This happens to be the kind of soundstage
Ilike, simply because Idon't want either a
wider soundstage than existed in the original

Meitner MTR-100 will require careful auditioning. Further, while Ihave tried to average
comments on the basis of extensive listening
with anumber of preamps, speaker cables,
and speakers, Ishould stress that all power
amplifiers produce enough variation in their
basic sound, according to their associated

recording, or depth Idon't hear when Ilisten

components, that you may well not hear all

to live music. Others, however, will disagree,
and this is an area where you should listen

these differences in your own system.
Ido suspect, however, that anyone who

carefully to see if the Meitner MTR -100s

likes music in amore or less natural form will

match your own taste.

really like this amplifier. It should also satisfy

• Imaging: The imaging is very natural. There
is stable placement without artificiality or

the audiophile searching for the performance

shifting of the image to the sides or center.

usually missing either from tube amplifiers or
from transistor designs. It has power at the fre-

The overall arc of instruments is very well pre-

quency extremes without sacrificing mid-

served, with just aslight loss of depth com-

range performance, and has air without sacri-

pared with some of the best competition.
• Dynamics: This is not a"live" amplifier in

hall regardless of what is on the disc.

ficing detail or dragging you to the front of the

the sense of afront-of-the-hall or forward

As Isaid at the start of this review, Ed Meitner

sound, with acorresponding loss of sharp

may not yet be ahousehold name in high-end
homes, but he has rapidly emerged as atop-

dynamic contrasts. Some other top-ranking
amplifiers have more overall dynamic energy,

quality designer. The Meitner MTR-100 is

but the Meitner does set an excellent standard
if what you want are the kind of dynamics you

competitive with the best 100W amplifiers in
every major area of sound performance, and

get in aconcert hall, rather than those suitable

produces the kind of overall sound quality

for an over-amplified rock concert. Iwould
like alittle more dynamic energy and contrast

you would expect from the best high-end
power amplifiers available.

in the midrange, however, the Meitner being
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DISTECH LS II POWER AMPLIFIER

1

Anthony H. Cordesman

Distech LS II Power Amplifier

Stereo class-AB solid-state power amplifier. Rated power: 100W into 8ohms, 200W into 4ohms.
Rated bandwidth: 3Hz-100kHz. Rated THD: 0.05%. Rated IMD: 0.09%. Slew rate: 40V/us.
Dynamic headroom: 3.2dB. Polarity: non-inverting. Weight: 25 lbs. Price: $950. Manufacturer:
Discrete Technology, 2911 Oceanside Road, Oceanside, NY 11572. Tel: (516) 764-1121.
The Distech LS-II power amplifier is another

Listening

piece of evidence that transistor amplifiers
of tubes without sacrificing any of the advan-

That said, perhaps the most important specification in the manufacturer's brochure is that
this amplifier was developed and "tuned" on

tages of transistors. The Distech LS-II does

the basis of very extensive listening. This is a

can now provide virtually all the advantages

have some limitations, but it delivers detail

claim Ican fully verify. Someone clearly did

and transparency without any trace of transistor edge, and has the solid midrange warmth

listen, and listened well.

you could once get only by buying atube

the midrange balance. Where most transistor
amplifiers err on the side of leanness and too

amplifier.

The Sordid Technical Details
The design of the Distech LS-II is an exercise
in simplification. If you open the unit up, you
will be amazed at how few components are
inside (although the size of the transformer

The most striking aspect of the sound was

much detail, the Distech LS-II was just slightly
warm, providing detail without the sound being artificially etched or exaggerated. Its
overall balance in this area was very much
like agood modern tube amplifier, although
it will not be warm enough for the older

will immediately signal that those components are part of ahigh end piece of equip-

tubaholics among you. 2

ment). The manufacturer says that this ampli-

full extension into the top and bottom oc-

fier uses 50% fewer parts than the average

taves. It had very good upper treble resolu-

design, aclaim I'm disposed to accept.
For those of you who care, the circuit uses

tion—although not to the standard of more
expensive reference amplifiers. It also had

1% metal-film resistors, matched front-end
transistor pairs for optimum DC stability, and

cone woofers. This means its bass won't

a Darlington pair driven from a constant-

sound as warm and woolly as that of most

current source for increased linearity. Linearity

tube amplifiers, but it will sound agreat deal
more natural.

is also helped by the use of acascode voltage

At the same time, however, the Distech had

very good bass, and good ability to control

amplifier section. Thermal runaway protection is provided, and the outputs are fused. A
Distech power cord is provided to reduce any
problems with power-line RFI. ,
Stereophile

II know all of this is correct—I sin quoting straight from the
spec sheet.
2Which, given their generally high educational levels, has
led to their being called intellectual vacuums.
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The soundstage was also very good, being

timbre and frequency balance. The PS Audio

well-focused and providing agood arc of in-

is slightly leaner, with more upper-midrange

struments. It also had good to very good
depth. Once again, the best reference ampli-

energy at the expense of the lower midrange.
The Adcom has avery solid balance, typical

fiers do better, and the Distech's soundstage

of the newer and better transistor amplifiers.

did not have the coherence of a Krell or
Meitner—but then, this amp costs one hell of

The Distech LS-II is clearly slightly warmer,

alot less.

with more lower midrange.
In most cases, the Distech LS-II's warmer

Where the performance of the Distech LSII becomes a little more problematic is in

midrange makes recordings seem more musically natural. Most CDs benefit, and so do

dynamics and sheer power-delivery capability

most recent 1
..13s. Ifound this added warmth

into difficult loads. The Distech makes alovely
match for the Quad ESL-63 or the Thiel CS

only presented problems with the better
direct-to-disc, audiophile, and classic record-

3.5, but it is not the amp for the top panels of

ings, and in those few cases where the pro-

the Infinity RS-lb or the Duetta Ils. It is always

ducer chose anatural overall frequency balance over detail. Once again, tube fans may

risky to generalize, but although the LS-II
seems to do very well with most electrostatic

love the sound. The same may be true of

and cone speaker systems, it can sound abit
constricted and narrow, and lacking in dynamic

those cases where jazz and rock recordings

energy, with the wrong load. This makes it

aka the Atlantic syndrome. Iwould like a
slightly leaner midrange balance. 4
Iwould also suggest on the basis of com-

essential to try the amp out with a given
speaker system before you judge its sound. 3

are already too bass-heavy and overwarm —

parative listening, that you might want to try

A Few Comparisons

the Clearaudio, Talisman, van den Hul, and
Ortofon cartridges with the Distech and

It is interesting to compare the Distech LS-II
with the Adcom 555 and the PS Audio 200C.

avoid the Koetsu, KisFki, and Monster. The

All are very good amplifiers with most speaker
loads, although the latter two amps clearly

Distech LS-II sounds best with ahighly detailed cartridge with aflat or slightly rising

have more power and more solid ability to

upper-octave balance.

deliver and control deep bass. All three have
very good soundstage, with the PS Audio hav-

Summary Assessment

ing avery wide and less focused soundstage
than the Distech, and the Adcom providing a

A very nice job at the price. The Distech LS-

more tightly focused soundstage.
The most striking difference is in overall
3A recommendation Iwould make for any power amplifier.
It is still painfully clear that no one fully understands how
to assess amplifier/speaker compatibility or design auniversal power amplifier

II power amplifier can deliver excellent high
end sound into acompatible speaker. It is further evidence that really good high end sound
risks becoming affordable.
4Although if my local rock and jazz musicians are typical,
they want such warmth, and most either boost their bass or
leave their loudness control on all the time

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC 30/30
POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
Stereo tube power amplifier. Nominal power output: 30W/channel. Sensitivity: 1V. Price: $1040.
Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube Logic, 8-14 Norwood Road, Southall, Middlesex UB2 4DL, England.
US Distribution: Vacuum Tube Logic Of America, Inc., 223 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Rhode
Island 02903. Tel: (401) 272-2172.
VTL is asmall English company that special-

designer David Manley put it to me, he feels

izes in vacuum-tube technology. Why? As

tubes come closest to reproducing music
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Vacuum Tube Logic 30/30 Power Amplifier
faithfully with zero listener fatigue. A total of

money can buy. My modified Quad ESLs and

11 products are available from VTL, including

analog program material were used primarily

no less than nine power amplifiers, the 30/30

during the listening sessions, though the Mof-

being positioned one step above the bottom

fat CD player/line stage and the Dutch Audiostatic ES-240 ESLs were also pushed into serv-

rung in the VTL ladder, the low-powered
16/16 which isn't available in the US.
Each channel of the VTL 30/30 consists of
atriode driver stage, followed by acathodefollower phase splitter —both functions being
handled by asingle ECC81 (12AT7)—which

ice briefly. VTL claims that the 30/30 should
be suitable in small rooms and with efficient
speakers. That may be so, but Ifelt that atube
amp would do better with the Quads—an

then drives two pairs of EL84s (6BQ5) in a

ideal combination in terms of the former's
voltage-limited output and the latter's minimal

push-pull manner, the EL84 output tube being

current demands.

aminiature version of the bigger EL34. The

The 30/30 had arather bright, grainy sound

output stage is biased to run in class-AB, and

when ice-cold. My first sonic impression of it

amoderate amount of feedback (15dB) is used

involved the guitar tone on Pedro Atedo: Can-

around the entire winding of the output trans-

tos Antiguos yCantos Nuevos (Pierre Verany

former. VTL is proud of the output transform-

12793), which sounded abit too bright and irritating for my taste. Fortunately, matters im-

ers used in these amps, and visually they're
impressive indeed. The output impedance is
set at the factory for anominal 8-ohm load,
and the VTL should be comfortable driving
loads from 4 to 16 ohms. Output-tube bias
may be adjusted internally, but VTL claims
that because of the circuit design the output

proved greatly after an hour or so. Almost all
of the brightness disappeared and the amp
sounded much smoother through the mida.
The overall impression then was of effortlessness in reproduction of complex musical textures and low-level detail, but of aslightly

stage is not sensitive to bias voltage. VTL rec-

laid-back, opaque midrange when compared

ommends that the bias voltages only be
checked when anew complement of tubes is

with the Jadis JA-30s.

installed.

and excitement characteristic of the "romantic" tube sound. Vintage tube amps, such as

The 30/30 arrived about the same time as

The mida appeared to lack the vividness

the Jadis JA-30s, which in away is unfortunate

the Maranta 8B or (to cite an even more recent

for the VTL amplifier. Irealize that to compare

example) the Esoteric Audio Research 509,
share alush, opulent phrasing of midrange

the two is unfair, considering the large price
discrepancy, but Idid want to assess the 30/30
in the context of the best small tube amp
Stereophile

textures and athree-dimensionality that the
VTL lacks. It could be argued that the VTL is
105

more neutral and less colored in these re-

ample, with brass on The KingJames Version

spects than the aforementioned amps, but

(Sheffield Lab 3).

lovers of the classic tube sound take note: this

The good news is that at $1040, the VTL 30/

amp will not romanticize your system. What it

30 is one of the least expensive ways of acquir-

will do, however, compared with an equally

ing all-tube power amp technology; only the

priced solid-state amp, is improve the spaciousness of the soundstage, the cohesiveness

ment Guide at $895, is competitive in price.

30W Berning EA-230, listed in Audio's Equip-

of the middle octaves, and the believability of

The bad news is that the VTL 30/30 loses out

musical textures.

sonically to its tube competition: in abig way

The VTL is certainly not as analytic and revealing as the solid-state competition, but

to the much more expensive gear, and enough
so to equipment not that much more expen-

neither is it electronic, harsh, or lacking in
soundstaging presence For example, the whole

sive that Idon't see it as good value. Com-

range covered by the human voice is repro-

JA-30s, the VTL is much more opaque, with

duced with aconviction often lacking from

thicker, fuzzier midrange textures, with neither

solid-state gear. There was awonderful sense

the French amplifier's sharp instrumental
focus nor its bass control. Compared with the

of hall presence and excellent resolution of individual voices in the chorus on Laudate!
(Proprius 7800). It was easy to resolve the

pared with the much more expensive Jadis

more expensive (by about $350) Quicksilver
monoblocics, the VTL is eclipsed in the area of

soprano voices as they soared above the

midrange purity and imaging. Even the very

crowd. The soloist on the Christoph Bernard
piece, "Wahrlich, wahrlich, ich sage euch,"
was portrayed with admirable focus.

well-regarded Conrad-Johnson MV-50, at
$1485, is not that much more costly than the
VTL. Were the 30/30 priced, say, around

Yet, even when fully warmed up, there remained several things about this amp Ididn't

mendation, but at its current asking price of

like. The upper mids had aslightly grainy and
cloudy quality about them. Violin overtones
lost aslight amount of sheen (evidenced by

$850, it would have received ahearty recomabout alcilobuck, Idon't see it as competitive
in the US audiophile marketplace.

Arnold Steinhard's violin tone on Sheffield

Ishould point out that both 30W and 50W
monoblock amps are available from VTL, and

Lab 18), the phrasing of both violin and piano
being much more lucid on the Jadis JA-30s. A

ers at the $1500 price point.

that these may turn out to be worthy challeng-

slight brightness persisted, noticeable, for ex-

THE BEST OF BRITISH BASS
Martin Colloms reviews the KEF R107
&Celestion System 6000 fullrange loudspeakers
In the audio field, the British have traditionally

lenge: the KEF R107 and Celestion System

thought "small," scoring hits both with their

6000. Roughly comparable in price in the USA,

compact loudspeakers and with medium-

$3900 and $4930 (including SL600 "satellites")
respectively, both are flagship designs intended to make aserious bid for the upper-middle

priced amplifiers. The continued growth of
the audiophile speaker market in the US,
however, which favors larger loudspeakers,
has at the same time stimulated the research

sector of the audiophile market.

and design of more powerful, excellent quality

using moving-coil drive-units. The similari-

Both are decently sized three-way systems

amplifiers. In their turn, these have placed in-

ties are extraordinary, though their appear-

creased demands on the speakers they drive.

ance and operating principles could hardly
be more divergent.

Until 1986, nearly all UK speaker companies shied away from competing head-on with

To cover the common ground first, both

the bigger US loudspeakers, but two models

are floor-standing models employing tandem

launched last year appear to take up the chal-

bass units with pulp-cone diaphragms oper-
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ating over an electronically extended low-frequency range, crossing over at relatively low
frequencies, 200 and 100Hz respectively, to
the upper-frequency sub-enclosure. Acoustically speaking, the low-frequency cabinet
structures are singularly rigid and nonres-

very loud with large ones, then the R107 will
acquit itself handsomely. The 6000 will also
play satisfactorily loud in spaces up to middlesized domestic, but needs considerable amplifier power to achieve this—some 200W peak
program per section. In astandoff contest on

onant.

loudness, the KEF will win hands down, but

Both have mid and treble drivers fitted in
compact, demountable sub-enclosures: 8-12

the worth of this inherent advantage will de-

litre boxes with the tweeter positioned verti-

pend on whether or not agiven user will ever
want or need that maximum-level capability.

cally above the mid driver. The latter measure

By the time the Celestion has been fully

5and 6.5 inches, with flared plastic-cone dia-

equipped with afull complement of appropriate power amplifiers, the system is likely to

phragms. High-loss synthetic surround terminations are fitted; intrinsically, these units
have an extended frequency range of better

cost in the region of $7000. The KEF R107

than 80Hz to 5kHz, which represents aspan

works quite well with fairly modest amplification in the $400 to $1000 range, giving atotal

of some five octaves. The upper crossover of

of, say, $4500, placing the system in asome-

both designs is set in the 2-3kHz range, while

what different price category. This state of af-

the tweeters are small dome units, measuring

fairs has been met before: for example, in the

27cm and 32cm in nominal diameter.
The mid/treble sub-enclosures are con-

case of the Apogee Scintilla and Magneplanar
Tympani IV speakers. Similarly priced in them-

structed in very different ways, yet with equal

selves, achieving the required system perform-

success in producing cabinets with very low

ance in practice from these speakers will gen-

intrinsic coloration. These smaller head en-

erally require ahigher outlay for the Apogee

closures endow both speakers with the

due to its special power requirements.

equivalent cabinet width of astand-mounted
miniature, with the same high standard of

Sticking with the 6000 for the time being,

stereo focus. Both speakers may be keyed into

this speaker has clearly grown out of Celestion's highly respected but costly miniature, the

the floor by means of carpet-piercing floor

SL600. Indeed, the mid and treble sections of

spikes (not suitable for antique carpets or par-

the 6000 are identical to those of the 600, and
SL600 owners may buy aseparate pair of sub-

quet flooring!) which give an absolute rigid
stance, one highly conducive to sharp stereo
focus, as well as aclean, dynamic bass.

woofers with crossover for $3300. (Given this

Here, the discussion of their common as-

fundamental system compatibility, the 6000
sensitivity is predetermined at the low level

pects comes to an end; abrief look at their

originally defined by the need for the minia-

differences will help fill in the final picture for

ture SL600 to have wide-bandwidth opera-

each model.

tion.)

For the user, the most obvious difference is
the bi-amped nature of the Celestion 6000; in

The correct operating height for the SL600

100W to 200W stereo power amplifier must

is when aseated listener can just see over the
top of the enclosure. The System 6000 replicates that height, in addition to providing a

be used to drive the bass. In contrast, the KEF

massive nonresonant support for the 600,

addition to the speaker itself, acompetent

R107 operates from asingle amplifier, with

while at the same time giving anew measure

the proviso that it be happy driving the 4-ohm
resistive load presented by this speaker.

of bass performance.
Conceptually, the SL600 was designed to

A second major difference concerns the

have a fast time signature, especially with

maximum sound level. Assuming solid-state

regard to its remarkable enclosure, which was

amplification (ie, atrue voltage amplifier capable of the same output level into 4 and 8

engineered for low energy storage. The introduction of this enclosure was amajor step

ohms), the R107's sensitivity is a full 8dB
higher than that of the Celestion: 90dB/W (8

straining the performance of so many other

ohms), as opposed to 82dB/W. If you wish to

systems. In continuation of this concept,

play music loud with modest amplifiers or

System 6000 lacks any cabinet or enclosure

Stereophile

forward in reducing the box coloration re-
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for the bass. By omitting the enclosure, the

the ceiling and sidewall reflections, thus re-

bass section has been engineered to astand-

ducing such room excitation. In low-mass

ard compatible with the SL600 in terms of

electrostatic-diaphragm panel dipoles, the

energy storage or, as in this case, the lack of it.
Within the strangely shaped bass section
are two 12 "bass units, mounted "front- to-

impedance or reflected air load on the panel,
destructively nulling the output over arange

front" and spaced by an open air gap. There is
no box or baffle as such, just the reinforced

of bass frequencies. The Celestion woofers
are high mass, however, and are thus indiffer-

panels on which the drivers are actually

ent to the back-wave returning from the rear
wall; this eventually arrives delayed and par-

mounted. The woofers are long-throw, lowresonance units with high stiffness, flared,
pulp-composition diaphragms.
With the cones moving in the same acoustic

back-wave reflection dominates the acoustic

tially diffused at the listening position. The intrinsic response of the enclosureless subwoofer is agentle 6dB/octave rolloff below its

phase, the 6000 bass section constitutes abi-

turnover point. With simple first-order equal-

directional push-pull radiating element, or

ization and variable bass-unit angling with

dipole, little different from an open panel
loudspeaker. (The pair act as avirtual drive-

of balance and extension can thus be realized.

respect to the room, the optimum combination

unit located at apoint midway between them.)

With the electronic crossover—which con-

A dipole has an output concentrated in the

nects either in the preamplifier tape loop or
between pre- and power amplifiers—set to

fore and aft directions, while the output at the
sides falls to zero. This directional property is
exploited in aerials to improve the signal recovery, and adding asecond element makes
the array performance still more directional,
increasing the sensitivity or power gain in the
desired axial directions. The second bass-

100Hz, the bass section can be adjusted for
absolute level and the best extension in the
nominal 20-70Hz range, with aconstant Q of
approximately 0.4. The 24dB/octave, 4thorder Butterworth crossover slopes are complementary, being obtained by substitution; le,

driver, placed close behind the first in the

the low-pass output is obtained by subtracting

6000, constitutes just such asecond element,
resulting in asimple array equivalent to atwo-

the high-pass output from the input, and the

element FM aerial. In addition, the excursion
required for agiven low-frequency sound
level will be reduced, with the workload shared
between two drivers.
Celestion's designer Graham Bank has therefore produced asubwoofer which operates as

crossover is DC-coupled throughout, this
(unusually) including the high-pass section,
which has no series capacitors. The crossover/
controller is well constructed, self-powered,
and employs selected integrated circuits of
well-defined audio performance.

with abass output beamed in its operating fre-

The woofer section provides amassive inert
platform on which to place the SL600 speaker.
For those unfamiliar with the '600, this estab-

quency range (25-100Hz). Fundamental ques-

lished high-tech design uses aone-piece, pure

tions must be raised, however, concerning the

piston, copper-dome tweeter, and awell-terminated, 6.5 ", synthetic flared-cone woofer.

aboxless, minimum-baffle area, double dipole

relationship of adipole to room loading. Extensive computer-modeled tests on rooms
and positions indicate that directional bass

Built on cast metal frames, these drivers are
mounted in acompact, low-mass enclosure

will be an advantage since the bass beam or

of exceptional stiffness. This costly construc-

lobe may be directed toward the listener,
thereby giving amuch higher proportion of

tion is fabricated of Aerolam, alow-mass aircraft structural material. No grille is supplied,

direct sound. Conventional box bass is omnidirectional, attaches itself to those local boun-

as it impairs the stereo performance.

down the room, exciting ahigh proportion of

DO first reviewed the R107 in Stereopbile in
Vol.9 No.7, and readers should read that review
for acomplete description. Briefly, bass is

daries local to the speaker, and is then driven
the low-frequency standing wave modes.

handled by two 10" pulp cone woofers

This leads to extensive unevenness in the
response.

within the R107's main box. The chassis of

Adirectional bass-dispersion pattern avoids

these drivers are coupled by abracing bar to
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mounted in small infinite-baffle enclosures
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reduce the mutual vibration contribution to
the enclosure. Their acoustic outputs are
summed in acentral chamber with the filtered
"bandpass" energy emerging from the large

engineering, and finish, and helpful operating
manuals are supplied.

KEF: Sound Quality

port/grille on the enclosure top surface, just

It so happened that Ifirst tried this speaker

under the head assembly. The air mass in the

with afine, budget-priced, integrated ampli-

port is, in effect, the actual bass driver.
The head assembly itself is amolded and

fier, the Audiolab 8000A, and achieved remarkable results for the total cost of the sys-

sculpted casing with alow diffraction shape.
It is double-walled, and heavily loaded with

tem. The R107 immediately provided the re-

damping mastic;

soundstage offering good depth and perspective. Resolution of fine detail was most prom-

it

is thus highly nonresonant,

and, with appropriate drive-units, allows for
a very smooth frequency response. These
units comprise a5"polypropylene unit based

warding experience of abig, focused stereo

ising, the tonal balance was essentially neutral,
and the bass extension and power placed it in

on the classic B110, and the T33 doped-fabric

ararefied league commensurate with some of

dome tweeter, the latter a recessed design
with ashort horn/phase plate. The R107 is

the largest and most costly models in the business. Outweighing the importance of these

essentially driver time-delay compensated,
allowing the 24dB/octave crossover to operate
with an in-phase electrical connection. The

serve and ease pervading the subjective dynamics. Even with this modest amplifier (typi-

primary qualities, however, was asense of re-

system is well styled and finished, requires only

cally 70W/channel), the volume control was

asmall floor "footprint," and the main listen-

set well down, and the maximum level attain-

ing axis is at agood height.

able seemed unbounded.

The sophisticated crossover is fully compensated in terms of impedance amplitude

Old warhorse demonstration records were
brought out and belted for all they were

and phase, the entire system presenting acon-

worth, to see just how well the '107 could rat-

stant 4-ohm resistive load to the amplifier.
Electrical connection is via knurled, gold-

tle the windows! Ihad no doubts, even at this

plated 4mm binding posts on the rear of the

early stage in the auditioning, that here was a
formidable product. Other amps—a pair of

bass enclosure. These are deliberately spaced
too far apart for double-plugs to be used.

Krell KMA-100s on temporary loan, as well as
my Audio Research M100s driven by an

The K-UBE electronics box connects either
in the preamplifier tape loop or between pre-

SP-11—were pressed into service. These pro-

and power amplifiers, and includes aremote-

vided more performance in quality terms, but
the improvement was not as great as anticipat-

cord power supply. The circuitry is based on
TLO series IC op-amps, with rather alarge
number required to implement all the equali-

ed. The small integrated amplifier—admittedly

zation functions. Some measure of mono bassblending is applied electrically at very low fre-

larger amplifiers only showed the 3-4dB max-

quencies to reduce the audibility of out-of-

with their higher voltage drive.

agood one—had, in fact, taken the R107 close
to the limit of its performance, and in the main,
imum-level improvement that was possible

phase rumble noise on recordings, such as

The various K-UBE settings were the sub-

background traffic, air conditioning, pressing
rumble, and the like. These often become all

ject of much experiment, though ultimately

too obvious when an 18Hz limit woofer with
ahealthy output is in operation. At present,
the K-UBE comes with permanently connected audio cables, terminated in gold-plated
phono plugs, but production from early 1987

the manufacturer's suggested adjustments of
20Hz bandwidth, Q of 0.4-0.5, were preferred, in this instance with atouch (+1dB) of
contour lift.
Various room positions were also tried:
while the sound was clearly optimal in afree-

ing the user to optimize cable choice for his or

space position, 0.9m from the rear and 1.1m
from the side walls and floor-spiked, this

her system.
Both speakers and their system components

speaker could also survive aposition close to
the back wall surprisingly well. Some bass

feature avery high standard of construction,

rolloff (30Hz), a reduced Q (0.3-0.4), and

onward will be fitted with RCA sockets, allow-
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KEF R107

Celestion System 6000

some contour cut (-1.5dB) helped it to bal-

was ahint of an "enclosed" quality in the high

ance pretty well against the wall, though there
was anoted impairment in the stereo focus

treble, like adulling of "air." The midrange

and depth, with some increased wall-reflection coloration also apparent.
As listening proceeded, it became clear that
this big KEF was fundamentally "correct" in a
manner more reminiscent of the R105 II than
the more exuberant R10 4 /
2 .Checking my
notes on the R105, Ifound the R107 to be

could sound atouch lean at times, this characteristic also noted with church choir, where
upper-range voices could mix and harden together. Care was taken to ensure that asimilar
effect in the ear itself, resulting from excessive
level, was not occurring.
The bass had aquick, fluid quality and ap-

much more sensitive and capable of maxi-

peared to pump effortlessly from the large
port. The upper bass was clean and articulate,

mum sound levels some 5dB higher, as well as
producing still better stereo imaging and a

setting high standards, but ultimately the low
bass was alittle overblown, as if the 20-30Hz

faster, yet more extended, bass.
Taken to the limit, it did prove possible to

duced asort of low rumble, an exaggeration of

fault the '107 in relatively minor areas. There
110

band was "heavy." On some material, it proprogram faults sufficient to require resetting
Stereophile

the bandwidth control to 40Hz. The bass bal-

6000 sounded extraordinarily like anaked

ance was fine down to 40Hz, but the extra
plumpness below this range could not be
ameliorated without drying up the next im-

dynamic range and bass extension, the lowfrequency sections of this speaker were re-

mediate curve.

markably unobtrusive. Since Ireckon the

A final and still moderate criticism concerns
two other areas—the treble and general trans-

SL600 to be most accurate, within its limits,

parency. In general terms, the R107 sounded
clear and open but did not fully resolve detail
far in back in the depth plane, despite adecent
retrieval of the recorded acoustic. This was a
broad-band effect which was alittle poorer in
the treble. Good forward treble detail was
available, but there was also muted "grain,"

'600. Leaving aside for the moment matters of

below lkHz, it was significant to find that the
'600 sound was not particularly modified by
the addition of the subwoofers. So many subwoofers immediately draw attention to themselves, almost in amanner designed to prove
to the listener that they are, in fact, working!
As acomplete three-way system, the 6000
sounded completely coherent, with all three

with a loss of real transparency; just how

driver outputs skillfully integrated, forming a

much this matters will depend on the quality

uniform,

of the program source and, of course, on the

whole. The inherently "rich," but in the main

transparency of the matching electronics.
chain. Yes, we were aware that the treble

desirable, balance of the '600 was unaffected.
Well, what does the System 6000 do that
the SL600 cannot? Put on some wide-range

would then be 2dB brighter, the output peak-

material at decent levels and the answers will

ing alittle at the upper crossover point, and

be immediately apparent. The 6000 then

Next, we removed the K-UBE from the

wide-range,

and well-balanced

the bass not optimally aligned. Nevertheless,

sounds like alouder, clearer, more articulate

the "naked" speaker sounded quite well bal-

and more extended SL600. On powerful

anced, while the change in bass performance

material, the reduction in midrange intermodulation and the resulting gain in the reso-

was less than might have been expected.
Although this was admittedly an academic ex-

lution of complex instrumental scoring is very

ercise, the sound quality was briefly evaluated
under these conditions: subjective dynamics

worthwhile. The dry, extended bass provided
asolid foundation for asense of scale and

(a sense of "liveness") and transparency were

place, underpinning the entire performance.

both significantly improved, and rather more
than any superficial change in response might

SL600 bass is one of the least colored in the
business, and the 6000 bass proved to be still

have suggested. The K-UBE electronics are
appropriate and well matched to the basic

less so. As with other extended-bass systems,
the extension removes some subjective

R107, but appear to bound its performance,

"heaviness" from the midbass, while the mid-

preempting its potential challenge to the next
rank of quality. This might otherwise have

range sounds more natural.

been achieved via significant expenditure on
the matching power amplifier.

As asystem, the 6000 played to respectably
high music sound levels, but not to disco intensity in large rooms. Amplifiers capable of
delivering 100-200W/channel into 8 ohms

Celestion Sound Quality
I
must put on record at the outset that Iam an

are required to exploit it to the full.

SL600 fan. Ihave found it to be, virtually since

system consisting of the English Audiolab
separates—two 8000 stereo power amplifiers

its inception, aconsistently useful reviewing

Fine results were obtained with abaseline

and musical tool. Iknow it is rather expensive
in the US for its small size and limited low-fre-

partnered by the 8000C preamplifier. In the

quency extension, but its fundamental perform-

totals around £3200 ($4750).

ance is sufficiently high to make it acreditable,
if modest, audiophile speaker.
To some degree, it was the demand for a

UK, this complete system including the 6000
System 6000 continued to show improvements in tonality, resolution and speed when
partnered with more costly electronics.
Although Idon't offer this as aspecific recom-

subwoofer for the SL600 which resulted in
the System 6000. When set up and properly

mendation, System 6000 benefited from atrial

adjusted, my first observation was that the

with aKrell KSA100 driving the bass, part•

Stereophile

Ill

nered by an ARC M100 for the upper range,

treble. It was possible, when using the most

both amps driven by an SP-11 preamplifier
with a Cambridge Audio CD1 player and a

costly supporting electronics, to fault the con-

Linn/SME Vis-an den Hul One vinyl disc source

parency, as well as demonstrating asmall im-

troller very slightly on treble purity and trans-

Comparisons were possible with anumber

pairment in stereo depth. The latter loss was

of mid-price audiophile speakers. Iwas fortu-

more than restored by the System 6000, due

nate to have temporary loan pairs of Duetta II,
CLS, and MGIIIa speakers to hand (see Vol. 10

to the reduced SL600 workload, this resulting

No. 1); when properly driven, the System
6000 landed squarely in their performance

quired to the subwoofer.
Interestingly, the Quad ESL-63 would be a

category. All the aforementioned speakers have

potential alternative to the SL600 for use with

from diverting the large bass excursions re-

good fundamental performances coupled with

the 6000 woofer. ,A pair of '63s were tested,

specific areas of greatness. The System 6000

and the Celestion's dipole bass matched that

is not outstanding in any one respect, save the
consistent balance of its performance. One

clean low end, improved mid clarity, and

of the Quad very well, providing apowerfully

could argue over the merits of the speed and

allowing the Quad to play several dB louder

transparency of the CLS in the mid, or the airy,

on wide-band program. Moreover, the Quad

extended treble of the MGIIIA, or the low col-

'63 sounded good at the increased height con-

oration and free-space "slam" of the Duetta II.

ferred by the 6000 platform, resulting in a

The Celestion, however, fights back, without
fuss or drama, to deliver aclassically balanced
performance: dry, controlled, and coherent.

generously "tall" speaker effect.
KEF Test Results

On absolutes, the 6000 consistently satis-

As part of the preliminary test work, the K-UBE

fied over longer time periods, drawing less at-

was subjected to some basic lab tests for cross-

tention to itself and more to the program.
Stereo images were alittle restricted in height,
but threw aconsiderable depth downstage.

were all passed with no trouble at all; we then

talk, headroom, distortion, and noise. These

This was allied to exceptional positional focus,

ran off some response curves at the various
settings. For example, fig. 1(one horizontal

coupled with remarkable perspective layering.

division equals 5dB) shows the effect of the

On appropriate material, the stereo width
comfortably extended beyond the breadth of

Contour set at Zero. Given that the speaker

the speaker enclosures.
Subjectively, the frequency response stretched

has afalling low-frequency response, increasing its extension requires various degrees of

from 25Hz to 15kHz, lacking some upper treble

bass boost. On line 1, with the minimum ex-

bass-extension control for aconstant Q of 0.5,

sparkle; compared with most big speakers, it

tension of 50Hz, the boost is negligible at

was alittle too dry in the final bass octave (just

20Hz, while for the most extended 18Hz,

as the KEF seemed alittle too rich in the same

-3dB response, the 20Hz point is lifted by

region).
Coloration levels were low, with no perceptible box effects, and just amild, cone-type,

1ldB and the 10Hz point by 17dB, relative to
the midband. (Note that two constant equalization features are present on the graph,

"nasal" thickening in the upper mid. A hint of

namely the dip at 50Hz to account for the

"sibilance" was also present in the treble. Tak-

underdamped intrinsic bass resonance can-

en overall, however, the treble was very fine,

celled by the K-UBE, and the small dip near

with high resolution, transparency, and neutrality, free from grain or "zizz." Only if the
subwoofer level were set too high—to make

the upper crossover point at 2kHz, together
with an associated 2.5dB of treble shelf cut.)
Fig.2 shows the effect of the Contour con-

an excessively weighty low end, for example—

trol at Q 0.5, Extension 18Hz (Setting 4).

would some lower-mid muddling occur, this

Operating below 300Hz, the contour applied

due to excessive driver overlap in the 100Hz

agentle, broad lift to the bass/low midrange,

region. With levels correctly set, the bass possessed anatural, fast, and open "slam," with
good tune-playing ability. The bass controller
was deleted to check its effect on the mid and
112

1Quad's Peter Walker always used to decry efforts to marry
his loudspeakers to moving-coil subwoofers on the grounds
that the overlap between an omnidirectional subwoofer and
adipole loudspeaker was inherently unsatisfactory. —JA
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allowing control of the tonal balance to account for taste and variation in room acoustics.
Typically, arange of ±3dB is available relative
to the mean setting. In practice, no more than
±1.5dB should be required for such adjustment, so the range KEF offers is satisfactorily
generous.
Fig.3 explores the effect of the synthesized
system resonance Q over the allowed range of
0.3 to 0.7, with Extension set to 18Hz and
Contour set at the mid or zero position. At the
maximum Q of 0.7, the 50Hz box "excess" is
barely nulled, while the rate of boost is at its
most extreme, with +18dB at 10Hz. For aQ of
0.5, close to the optimum, the rate of boost is
more gentle, with increased control at 50Hz.
For Q of 0.3, the slope is shallower still, approximately 7dB/octave at the transition,
while the 50Hz lift is fully cancelled by 3-4dB

ohm) power capacity on program, the R107
will provide high maximum sound levels of
up to 110dBA in typical rooms. Amplifiers as
small as 25W will still offer quite high levels.
Aplot of the forward frequency characteristics (semi-anechoic third-octave) was taken at
1meter (fig.5). This showed the speaker to
have asuperbly uniform axial response, typically holding within ±2dB limits over the
40Hz-20kHz test range. Given its physical
height, the 15 °off-axis result in the vertical
plane above this speaker is an unlikely one,
and shows some irregularity around the crossover point. Over the 30° and 40° lateral offaxis responses, the main frequency range is
extremely well controlled. Some minor offaxis unevenness exists in the upper treble.
Fig. 6shows the predominant axial frequency response at arather close 0.5m measuring

of equalization dip.
Given the wide combination of equalization

distance. This fine result also indicates the excellent integration of the driver outputs in this

options, fig.4 was prepared to show the maximum and minimum limits. With aminimum

system.
Fig. 7 gives the averaged room response,

50Hz extension, an overdamped Q of 0.3, and

with the K-UBE omitted—a little bright, with

Contour at 3, the 50Hz point is subject to a
substantial cut of 12dB. Conversely, with
everything at "full wick" the 10Hz boost rises
to 22dB, requiring considerable extra headroom in the matching amplifier. Suppose a
disc with relatively heavy bass requires an spl

alumpy low bass, but with sufficient extension to 25Hz, in my room at least.
Fig. 8shows the computed room response
with the standard settings of Q 0.5, Extension
20Hz, and with the Contour at zero. The low
bass is seen to be atouch excessive, from 25Hz

at 30Hz 3dB below the peak program level. In

to 50Hz, while the upper bass is muted at 80Hz.

the fully equalized position, the bass requires
10dB of lift, less 3dB, for the equivalent bass

Fig. 9shows the result of one of my attempts
to tame the bass, using aQ of 0.4 and an extension of approximately 40Hz. Subjectively, this

level. Thus a 100W amplifier clipped in the
bass at this 30Hz level could only drive the
mid to alevel 7dB lower, or approximately
20W. This is where the well-above-average
sensitivity of the R107 performs aservice, still
managing to generate asubstantial 98dB-plus
for astereo pair in atypical room from this
"20W" midband input.
In practice, the bass power and equalization
demands are generally lower than this, at typically +6dB at 30Hz, this providing little restriction on maximum level. The R107 load
impedance checked out as an essentially pure
4ohms resistance, within 5% from 20Hz to
20kHz —a relatively straightforward amplifier
load. This resistive loading is compatible with
many tubed amplifiers connected on their 4
ohm taps; cg, the ARC D115 or aQuicksilver
mono. With averified 90dB/W (8 ohm, 2.83V)
sensitivity (within ±0.5dB), and a200W (8
Stereophile

was considered respectably "dry" in the low
bass, but somewhat lightweight in terms of
midrange balance.
Fig. 10 shows the result of agood compromise in terms of bass balance and midrange tonality, though with some inevitable
excess in the low bass. This result employed a
reduced Q of 0.3, full 20Hz extension, and
some +1of contour lift to "warm" the tonal
balance. The 50Hz point is several dB high,
but not unacceptably so, while the overall frequency balance is pretty good.
Specific distortion tests were not conducted; however, no perceptible distortion was
noted during the tests, except in the case of
gross bass overdrive.

Celestion Test Results
A lab check on the controller (fig. 11) provided
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proof of the somewhat different view that

rapidity beneficially

muting the big cones in

Celestion's designers have taken of system

the midrange, where

equalization. 'Biking the upper range or high-

add coloration.

pass filter first, this shows a perfectly flat response with a crossover point at 100Hz, -6dB,
falling almost precisely at a 24dB/octave rate,
a 4th-order Butterworth. With no additional
programmed extension, the lowest "70Hz"
bass response setting is plotted lower in level
than the high-frequency section, due to the

they might otherwise

Note that no bass lift

has been applied at all

for the 70Hz limit. Indeed, given the -6dB
level requirement to match the bass to the
SL600, the subwoofer is, in fact, well underdriven, giving it a tremendous headroom on
this and other similar settings down to 40Hz.
At extension settings below 70Hz, the bass

high intrinsic sensitivity of the bass driver sec-

boost begins to build. In the context of the

tion, typically 88dB/W. This level offset gives

82dB/W SL600 sensitivity, this boost reaches

a less than ideal graphical picture of the 100Hz
crossover overlap. At -6dB, 100Hz, and in accordance with theory, the bass system also
shows a rolloff approaching 24dB/octave, its

Stereophile

+ 3dB at 20Hz for a 30Hz extension, and
+ 4.5dB at 20Hz for a "20Hz" extension.
These are comparatively modest boost levels, allowing the use of a realistically sized bass
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amplifier. With lowering bass-cutoff frequen-

tional woofer was tried in the straight-ahead

cy, the equalization slope approaches amaximum of 6dB/octave, while in theory the turnover point at nominally 100Hz should step

position (fig. 15), with full extension and alittle

back alittle with each increment in extension.
Fig. 12 shows the range offered by both the
bass-level and extension controls. For example, (a) corresponds to afull bass-level at 20Hz
extension. The matching curve (b) for 70Hz
indicates that the system will accommodate
an upper-range unit with up to 10dB more
sensitivity, or cope with similar sensitivity
variations between the power amplifiers.
Though the level control will go to zero, the
"5" position was chosen to generate the second set of graphs. In fact, the level control
range is, in my view, excessive, leading to
cramped adjustment above "7." Iwould like to
see amore open range—say from -12dB relative to the SL600 setting up to +6dB; thus
catering for even the most unlikely amplifier/
speaker combinations.
Distortion results for the controller lay in

bass cut, (je, "level" set ldB too low). The
curve demonstrates good extension, but was
muted, especially around 100Hz. Lifting the
bass-level, however, was found to impair the
upper-bass definition.
Celestion recommends aposition with the
600 angled in by 30° and the woofer axes
angled in by 15°. Asetting of 7.1 was determined
for the controller level. This resulted in the
curve shown in fig. 16, atrace with an extraordinarily even low-frequency response, and a
subjective sound to match. At times Ipreferred
atouch more bass "weight," achieved finally
in fig. 17 by increasing the bass level to 7.25.
As these curves show, the 6000 integrates
very well with my room acoustic. The directional bass response does seem to produce a
uniform, clean, transient quality, in my listening area at least. In terms of room matching,
this speaker was one of the best Ihave tested
at my location. Ilook forward with interest to

the -90dB region (0.003%), and at an 8V peak-

the results from other reviewers in different

peak output, HF intermodulation measured

rooms.
Concerning the other test parameters, the

-99dB, almost 0.001%! The controller provides avoltage gain of 6dB with a100k-ohm
input impedance, and alow 10-ohm output impedance. A CD player with avolume control
could be fed directly into the 6000 controller,
without the need for apreamp at all. Electrical
noise levels were very low; for example,

System 6000 does have alow system sensitivity
of 82.5dB/W, but this represents quite auniform and fairly kind 8-ohm load impedance,
both for the woofer and head sections. The
only warning concerns the SL600 load impedance at near ultrasonic frequencies, where

-111dBA referenced to a IHF 0.5V output.
Hum levels were better than 85dB down.

it becomes predominantly capacitative at
around 4.5 ohms. One or two amplifiers with

The Celestion forward responses at 1meter

apoor stability margin might be uncomfort-

(fig. 13) relate to the axial responses shown in
fig. 14. As with the KEF, which has essentially

able with it.
With a200W peak program as an accept-

similar dimensions and head geometry, the

able maximum input and 75W as asensible

forward group of on- and off-axis responses is
excellent. The well-behaved group of curves
is, in large measure, responsible for the excel-

minimum, the 6000 will deliver maximum
sound levels of 101dBA in typical rooms measuring 80m 3—comfortable (3.5dB louder than

lent stereo and neutral balance shown by both

the Duetta II), but neither deafening nor earth-

systems.
Fig. 14 shows the third-octave axial response, noting the tapered room-matched

shaking.

Conclusions

bass rolloff, with good extension to 25Hz; the

These two remarkable speakers represent a

"rich," mildly downtilted response, and the
slight lift in the treble around 5kHz (the "sibilance region"), are also apparent. Even under
acoustically difficult semi-anechoic room
conditions, afine ±2.5dB was achieved in
third-octave averaged mode from 40Hz to 16kHz.
Computer-averaged in-room, the direc-

Ste reophile

challenge to the increasing performance standards being set by large panel speakers, matching the best of them in terms of both bass
power and extension, while at the same time
conceding little in terms of coloration levels.
In fact, both the KEF and the Celestion beat a
number of the panel models in such funda119
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mental areas as tonal balance and response
uniformity.
The 6000 system and the R107 are refined
systems, with no obvious flaws or rough
edges. In no way do they represent "first prototypes" —their designers are not going to
have second thoughts during the next six or
twelve months!

STOP:

40 000 Hz

the ability to produce respectably high maximum sound levels appropriate to larger rooms.
Its K-LIBE provides control of the bass and
tonal balance to suit awide range of locations
and specific acoustics; the extended bass is
allied to a high standard of sound quality
throughout, and has not been obtained at the
expense of the mid or treble quality.

When amplifier requirements are taken into

The R107 is clearly amost effective flagship

consideration, these two speakers are too dissimilar in terms of final system cost to be

for KEF, and shows off their engineering
strengths to the full.

directly comparable. The R107 is clearly abighearted speaker offering good engineering
value and a high overall performance. The

With its distinctive—if not downright
odd—appearance, the System 6000 offers a
more costly solution to the same problem,

bass extension is remarkable, with agenuine

one with additional refinements in terms of

18Hz possible at respectable levels, as well as

room bass alignment, transparency, and treble
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subtlety, but with asubstantial reduction in
maximum sound level attainable. If genuinely
high sound levels are required, then it must
be said that the 6000 will not suit rooms of
greater than 120m 3 volume. In my room,

beyond its previously known limits to generate
asatisfyingly dynamic and balanced sound.
Competitive though the R107 is, the Celestion
6000 also scores ahit, but on adifferent target,
this one significantly nearer the heart of the

moderate 80m 3 dimensions, the 6000 fit like

high-end market.
Given the 6000's performance, it seems ap-

aglove, delivering the best big-speaker bass
yet, and with a clear enhancement of the

parent that Celestion has also produced one of
the finest, least colored subwoofers around.

SL600 performance.
The System 6000 has suffered from greater

Tests with the Quad ESL-63 were most encouraging; it is also anatural partner for other
high-quality dipole systems of limited bass

however, with its near ideal proportions and

compromises in engineering than the KEF, this
partly due to the incorporation of the lowsensitivity SL600. Conversely, this is also one
of its major strengths: when powered up in this

power. It will also work well with smaller and
cheaper systems, but its $3300 cost does not
really justify such partnerships.

three-way system, the '600 easily stretches

SNELL TYPE C/1
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way acoustic-suspension design with 10" woofer, 4" midrange, 3/4"low-mass front and
rear dome tweeters. Frequency response: 24Hz-20kHz +3dB; 35Hz-20kHz +1.25dB. Crossover frequencies: 350Hz (bass-mid), 2.7kHz (mid-tweeter), above 15kHz (rear tweeter). Dimensions: 44" x 14 3
/ "x 12 3
4
/ ". Weight: 80 lbs. each. Price: $1890/pair. Manufacturer: Snell
4
Acoustics, Inc., Essex Street. Haverhill, MA 01830. Tel: (617) 373-6114.

When areviewer undertakes the evaluation of
aproduct from acompany that's been around

III and the affordability of the smaller, twoway, audiophile-in-the-street models. When

for afew years, he or she invariably has to
deal with afew preconceptions. My experi-

Kevin Voecks assumed his duties as the new
designer at Snell, his first project was the

ence with Snell loudspeakers goes back to

redesign of the Type C. That project is now

1977, when Ireviewed the original Type A
(and later the lype A II) for the late, (lamented?)
StereOpus. The A Its, which Isubsequently
purchased, remained my primary loudspeakers
for over five years, alifetime to aperennially
picky audiophile. The current Type A III is
now, at $4000 apair, nearly three times as expensive as the original A, aprice increase due
both to inflation and to the fact that, except
for asuperficial cosmetic resemblance, the
later model is avery different and more refined loudspeaker.
While Snell Acoustics never produced a
real commercial bomb (the long-discontinued Type One, with its peculiar floormounted woofer and tweeter does, however,
spring to mind), the Type C has been something of an odd-man-out in the Snell line—
stuck in limbo between the glamor of the A
Stereophile

complete.
The new model—the C/i (for improved)—
is externally identical to the original: amoderately tall, well-proportioned, superbly
finished cabinet (in oak or walnut veneer),
the front face of which slopes back, on its
upper third, at about a 20° angle. An outwardly conventional three-way system, its
only unusual feature is arear-firing auxiliary
tweeter, operating above 151d-lz. The tweeters
differ from those in the original C; the other
drivers appear to be unchanged. The midrange and main tweeter are located on the
sloped portion of the front baffle in arather
unconventional, side-by-side configuration,
the tweeters mounted outboard (the left and
right speakers are mirror-imaged). One would
normally expect to see the midrange and
tweeter mounted one above the other, an ar121

pinpoint as Ihave heard on rare occasions in
the past (usually with state-of-the-art minimonitors), not take-your-breath-away holographic, but natural and unforced. Rendition
of depth matched this performance precisely;
Ihad the strong feeling that the C/is were
presenting as accurate apicture of the soundstage imaging and depth as was possible given
the associated equipment and recordings.
The Type A Il (again, Ican't speak for the
Ill) never, in my experience, produced this
type of soundstage. Ialways found the ll's imaging to be alittle fuzzy in the middle and its
re-creation of depth somewhat shallow. But
the 'Type A in its various permutations has
always had one very appealing characteristic
which the C/i shares—a sense of openness
and spaciousness that minimizes the sensation of listening to two wooden boxes plunked
down in front of you. Combined with its
superb soundstage (and, Imight add, with an
"Amen" to Alvin Gold's comments on the
speaker in Vol.9 No.6, its seamless driver integration and coherence), this openness
comes very close to creating the sensation of
the speakers "disappearing."
But they don't entirely disappear. The
designers of the C/i have managed to skillfully assemble asystem that achieves superb

rangement that minimizes lateral interference

coherence despite individual drivers that do
not, in themselves, appear to be either exceptionally unusual or sophisticated. I have
never been abig fan of exotic speaker designs,

between the drivers in the crossover region

including most dipoles, but Irecognize im-

Snell Type C/i

(interference that can cause audible horizon-

mediately the appeal of the best of them. The

tal lobing or "venetian blinding"). Though

C/i does not quite achieve alevel of inner

the imaging of the C/is was at its best in the

detail and definition that results in that reach-

primary listening position (as is true for every

out-and-touch-someone realism. But it comes

primarily front-radiating loudspeaker Iknow

respectably close, in apackage that is easier to
accommodate domestically and significantly

of), Inoted no adverse effects from this unorthodox driver layout.
Ifirst set up the C/is in what has been in
the past an optimum location with other,
similar loudspeakers—about two feet out
from the long wall and toed-in toward the
main listening seat. The results were disappointing. The sound just didn't seem to jell.
Then Imade aslight readjustment: Iturned
the speakers to place their backs parallel with
the rear wall. ,The sound was transformed. A
superbly integrated soundstage spread across
the wall between, and at times beyond, the
loudspeakers. 2 Imaging was excellent. Not as
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lower in cost than systems that do appreciably better.
The primary sonic shortfalls of the Type
ISnell provides an excellent set-up booklet with these
speakers, in sharp contrast to many manufacturers who provide little or nothing. Needless to say. Ifollowed the audiophile's inviolable first commandment: never read the in.
structions first.
2Consistent reproduction of images beyond the outside of
the loudspeakers is, in my opinion, asign of room and/or
phase anomalies (barring the use of loudspeakers or electronic devices designed to produce such effects). Ihave yet
to hear asatisfactory theory as to what might cause such effects in an ordinary loudspeaker, what characteristics in a
loudspeaker might contribute to their reproduction, and
whether or not these effects are accurate or merely pleasing
distortions of the recorded soundstage.
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C/i are mid-upper bass nonlinearity and the
aforementioned lack of inner detailing—
primarily evident in the midrange. The midand upper bass are largely neutral—neither
overly warm nor thin—but with atrace of
lumpiness in what appeared to be certain narrow, limited frequency bands on recordings
that tend to generate sufficient energy in
those regions. The problem tended to be
greater with analog LP than with CD, perhaps

can recommend these loudspeakers wholeheartedly to organ-music lovers who don't
want to get involved with subwoofers or
overly large full-range loudspeakers. While
the best subwoofers are still superior in sheer
shake-the-walls capability, Isuspect that very
few owners of the Type C/i will feel the need
for more deep bass. The astute will, at this
point, ask "yes, but organ music lacks bass
transients," to which Ican only add that per-

because CD, in general, generates less upper-

cussive bass was also superb. Dafos and Kodo,

bass warmth. 3
This is an area of loudspeaker performance
that tends to be highly room- and positiondependent. Iexperimented with placement

both rapidly advancing toward audiophile
warhorse status, were hair-raising through

and found that with both the loudspeakers
and the listener well away from the walls, the
problem was significantly reduced. But so
was the deep bass. The out-in-the-room
location resulted, of necessity, in facing the
speakers along the longer room dimension,
preventing the use of the long-wall location
recommended by Snell. The overall sound in
the new location was both drier and thinner.
Iultimately preferred the original, long-wall
position; though it places the listener closer
to the rear wall than the theoretical optimum,
Ifelt that, despite occasional midbass irregularities, this positioning provided the best
overall sound.
The C/i used to have arear-mounted switch
for control of midbass level. In my early

the C/is.
The dynamic range of the C/i is excellent. It
isn't designed to play at ear-shattering levels,
and cannot match the volume or dynamicrange capabilities of the ProAc Studio 3(which
is the best conventional dynamic loudspeaker
of reasonable size that Ihave heard with
respect to those characteristics). But it will
play comfortably at "you-need-to-shout-tobe-heard," antisocial levels. More important,
it doesn't have to be played at such levels to
come alive, and its overall dynamic range is
both natural and believable.
Throughout the vital midrange Ifound the
Type C/i to be respectably transparent, but, as
previously stated, Ifelt that it fell short of the
best with respect to inner detail. The unassuming 5", untreated paper cone, midrange

samples, it didn't help—if anything, it made

driver of the C/i doesn't achieve miracles, but
its overall balance, linearity, and rendition of

matters worse. My measurements indicated
an actual increase of about 2dB from 200 to

fault. Though it leans abit toward the "audio-

400Hz with the switch in the decrease position; Iknow the switch positions weren't
reversed because Ihad on hand an earlier pair
of review samples (without the switch), which
Iused as abenchmark against which Icompared the newer units. Current production
omits this switch.
As for the deep-bass response of the C/is,
Ifound it to be exceptional. Ihave no doubt
that my preferred setup and listening location
helped the low bass significantly; it has done
so with other loudspeakers. But Ialso have
no doubt that the Type C/i must share agreat
deal of the credit. Ifound myself listening to
more organ recordings than Inormally do; I
3Ifound the Type Cil, in general, to be compatible with the
sound of good CDs. You ma) ignore this remark if you consider it acontradiction in terms
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instrumental and vocal timbres are hard to
phile speaker" perspective—that is, slightly
recessed—and while nothing ever seems to
jump out at you and demand to be heard, the
sound can be appropriately gutsy when called
for. Properly recorded brass, in particular, has
appropriate heft, though less than Ihear from
the ProAc Studio 3s; reproduction of voice
doesn't have an up-front, in-the-room quality,
but it's neutral, open, and free of identifiable
colorations.
Iconsider the high-frequency response of
the Type C/i to be one of its finest attributes.
There's nothing unusual about the highfrequency drivers used in the C/i. They are, in
fact, conventional, rather inexpensive dome
units used extensively by other manufacturers. There are other dome drivers around
that offer more detail, snap, and obvious
123

transparency—in short, more of those things
that are supposed to be Good to have. Imust

reduced depth. Snell recommends at least 80
watts per channel for the C/i; when Itried it
with the 60 watt Sumo 9, the results were

confess that Isometimes missed them myself
in listening to the C/is. Then Irealized Iwas

strange. The Sumo performed well enough

missing acouple of other things: irritation

on Dafos (though with anoticeable reduc-

and listening fatigue. The high end of the C/i
is by no means dull or lacking in detail, but it

up on one channel on Wilson Audio's Ragtime

rarely calls attention to itself. The rear tweeter
subtly enhances the spacious character of the
sound.

tion in low-end tautness and sock), but broke
Razzmatazz. Irecommend using at least 100
watts per channel, more if you can swing
it. But don't write the C/i off if you have a

This is an appropriate place to discuss the

modestly-rated amplifier—try it first. Your

various configurations that may be used to
drive the C/i. The rear inputs permit either

combination of listening room and listening
levels may not require as much power as
mine did.

the conventional single-amp hookup, biwiring (running two sets of wires from the

The Snell Ch is, according to the factory,

amplifier to each speaker, driving both the

balanced for the flattest response with the

woofer and midrange/tweeter with its own

grilles in place, and that's where Ileft them

line direct to the amplifier), biamping in the
conventional way using two amplifiers with
an electronic crossover, and biamping with-

speakers to be so well balanced that Ifelt no

out an electronic crossover. The latter is possible because the passive crossover com-

during all of my listening tests. Ifound the
urge to audition them au naturelle. Ialso had
another reason: the drivers of the C/i, especially the midrange and tweeter, are visually very

ponents for each driver are always in the cir-

unimpressive. Ican't help wondering if star-

cuit. My evaluation of biamping will come in
alater update (the new Snell electronic crossover arrived too late for aproper evaluation in

ing at that unassuming paper cone midrange

this report), but Ican definitely recommend
bi- wiring. The outstanding high-frequency
response of the C/i was only fully evident in
this mode. When driven in the standard,
single-wire configuration, 4 the high end had

driver might lead even the best-intentioned
listeners to hear colorations that Inever observed. On the other hand, experience tells
me that the general shape of the cabinet
around the midrange/tweeter, combined
with the grille frame, must result in some diffraction. It's aghost that Iintend to chase

a somewhat grainy character—subtle but

down when Iexperiment with biamping this

nonetheless distracting. Bi -wiring nearly

system; I'll report on the results at alater date.

eliminated this problem. It also seemed to

It should be obvious by now that Iwas
very impressed with the Type C/i. It's abet-

tighten up the already outstanding deep bass.
Neither change was in any way dramatic,
but the overall improvement was significant
in realizing the full capabilities of the C/i.
Since the relative improvement possible with
bi-wiring may be both amplifier- and cable-

ter speaker than the 'Iype A II, and costs little
more than that model did when it first hit the
market. If the Type A, with its intervening
refinement into the III, has asound character
that appeals to you 5 but aprice that doesn't,
the Type C/i may help you get agrip on reality

dependent, and with the price of good speaker
cable today, Irecommend cautious experi-

It may not have the panache and glamor of

mentation before investing in the additional
wire. Iused the same wire for the top end in
the bi-wire mode as in the single-wire (Eso-

tion, but the C/i will be hard to beat for real
musical enjoyment.

the A III, or of other more exotic competi-

teric), but used Kimber Cable for the biwired bass.
In most of my listening to the C/is, Iused
the Yamaha B2X power amplifier with excellent results. The Adcom GFA-555 also performed well, but with some dryness and
4 Single-wire is, of course, two wires, bi-wire is four.
Confused?
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5Ihave not had the A III in my home, but my auditioning of
the C/I, combined with JGH's comments on the high end of
the A III, leads me to the (I admit) unsubstantiated conjecture that the C/i may have the better high end
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DENON DCD-1500 CD PLAYER
J Gordon Holt

Denon DCD-1500 CD Player
Compact Disc player with infra-red remote-control. Dimensions: 17" W by 4.75" H by 11.5" D.
Price: $580. Manufacturer Denon America, 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, NJ 07006. Tel: (201) 575-7810.

The unleashing of Compact Disc on the world
at large has given new meaning to the word
"hype," and most of us have grown almost accustomed to every other CD player manufacturer claiming to have invented digital audio.
In Denon's case, it isn't entirely hype.
Denon's claim, that they introduced the
first "commercially available" digital recording system in 1972, is actually true, as is their
contention that they were first to release
digitally mastered LPs in the same year. (itlarc's

Philips decks, produced by the kind of small
companies which everyone was predicting,
two years ago, would be unable to "break into" the CD marketplace.
It has become a tradition in audio that
small, dedicated companies blaze the trail
that industrial giants follow, but the history of
CD hasn't quite followed that familiar scenario.
Yes, atiny firm called California Audio pioneered the use of tubes in aCD player's audio
circuits—Sniffl Primitive technology!—and

first digital recording, of the Cleveland Symphonic Winds with Frederick Fennell, didn't

another, Meridian, woke everyone up to the
problems due to vibrating CDs, but many of

happen until seven years later.) Thus, when

the most important design innovations have

CD came along, Denon had more digital masters "in the can" and ready for release than

been the work of major firms.

any other classical label.
But like most other early Japanese manufacturers of digital recording systems, Denon's
pioneering efforts in that area did nothing to
earn state-of-the-art status for any of their
early consumer CD players. , (Several such
manufacturers are, right now, frenziedly redesigning their $30,000 + professional PCM
processors in order to make their playback
sections, at least, as good as the ones in their
latest-generation CD players.) Until 1986, the
only players worthy of SOTA status 2 were
variously kludged "customized" versions of
titis interesting that neither of what were widely regarded
as the best-sounding early PCIIA processors, the Decca and
the Soundstream, were Japanese.
2Ido not necessarily mean that they produced SOTA sound,
merely that their sound represents the SOTA for CD players.
A different thing altogether.
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There are acouple of reasons why the biggies seem to be showing unusual inventiveness in CD design. First, they are exceedingly
anxious to see that CD "makes it" in the
marketplace—a concern which, considering
public response to the new medium, is clearly
now unwarranted. Second, and for the first
time in the history of audio, the major manufacturers have been paying close attention to
CD player reviews in the audio publications.
Many of the solutions to perceived problems
could only have been addressed by big companies, because they required technology
beyond the means of small basement-based
"specialty" (read "perfectionist") manufacturers. (A small firm can purchase true 16-bit
DACs or digital filter ICs once they become
available, but it cannot develop or manufacture them.)
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Denon's DCD-1500 is one of the least expensive "flagship" models offered by any
manufacturer today. It is afull-featured unit
incorporating many (most, actually) of the
design refinements now generally acknowl-

nothing unusual, except for the presence of
abutton marked Open/Close—surely one of
the more superfluous controls that one could
put on aremote. (You have to be standing in

such as: two-times oversampling and digital

front of the player to insert and remove discs
anyway.) All controls on the remote duplicate
those on the player, with the exception of the

filtration; four separate power supplies (for
the digital processors, servo control, analog

means this is one player that you can con-

edged to effect improvements in CD sound,

sections, and display circuits); a damped
spring-suspended chassis for the linear-drive
turntable/laser assembly; and something that
Denon calls a"super linear converter" (claimed
to be full 16-bit), two of which are used and
which compensate for the inter-channel timing difference.
The Super-Linear Converter uses aconversion-measuring circuit in parallel with each
channel's DAC, to check for conversion errors
in the Most Significant Bit and make appropriate corrections if needed. (I still didn't
understand how this works, even after Denon's
service manager, who didn't seem too sure
himself, explained it to me.)
Also featured in Denon's literature are the
usual dollops of, er, hype. For example, the
DCD-1500 is claimed to provide "Holistic"
imaging. In theory, Holistic means whole or
total, which is fine—"Total" imaging—but
the term is used exclusively to refer to the
human condition, both psychological as well
as physical. Why not just "total imaging?"
Then we read that "The Computer Analyzed
Linear Phase Filter features aconstant input
impedance against all frequencies in the filtering range. Thus, phase shift is avoided ..."
Ah, come on, Denon! Phase shift has nothing
whatsoever to do with constancy of impedance. It's related to constancy (or absence)
of reactance.
Someone at Denon US must have been
thinking about something else when he packed

headphone/output volume control, which
tinue to use even if you mislay or step on its
remote control.
The player itself is surprisingly light in
weight (13 lbs) considering its size, which
suggests arather skimpy power supply, notwithstanding Denon's claim to four of them.
All the usual CD functions are supported except shuffle play, up to 20 selections can be
programmed, and the Skip (fast scan) control
has asingle, quite fast speed and allows audible cueing, but at full volume.
The DCD-1500 has two sets of gold-plated
output receptacles: one delivers afixed 2V
output, while the other is controllable from
the front-panel volume control up to amaximum of 2V out, enough to drive any power
amplifier to overload without the need for an
intervening high-level voltage amplification
stage. The player is also equipped with a
standard subcode output receptacle, for connection to acomputer when and if graphics
and alphanumeric data are added to CDs for
on-screen displays. (The December 1986
issue of Electronics & Wireless World has an
article on how this can be done by computer
buffs.)
Response times for the 1500's player mechanism are not the fastest I've seen, but are fast
enough not to irritate. The drawer takes about
two seconds to extend fully after you press
Open, and the laser pickup takes no more

our sample DCD-1500 for shipment. Not only

than eight seconds to access any track on a
disc from any other track. The DCD-1500 has
unusually high resistance to vertical shocks,

did it arrive without its instructions or remote

as might be caused by ajouncy floor, and

control unit, it didn't even have its transit
hold-down screw in place. Even more daunting was asmall handwritten label attached to
the outside of the carton which said "Defective—Won't Track." After shipment without
its hold-down screw, Iwouldn't have been a
bit surprised if it hadn't. It did, though.
Studying the small photo of the remote on
Denon's blurb sheet (with amagnifier) revealed
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about average resistance to lateral shocks,
which is to say, you don't have to knock it
very hard on the front, back, or sides to get it
to mute.
Since Sony's $3400 CD-P650ESD-II/DAS703ES combo, reviewed in Vol.9 No.8, produces the best CD sound of any player I've
heard to date, this was used for initial comparisons with the Denon. The latter fared
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amazingly well! It did not have quite as beefy

not hear in the Meridian, the California Audio,

or as gutsy alow end as the Sony pair, and

or the Denon.
Because the three other units mentioned

was not quite as relaxed during loud, bright
passages, or as detailed through the midrange, but otherwise, the two were so similar

above each have a somewhat distinctive
sound, it is no trick to hear the differences

it was sometimes almost impossible to tell
them apart. The Denon did superbly on am-

between them and the Denon. What Ifind

bience preservation and soundstaging but,

there is between the Denon and my very expensive reference standard Sony combo—
differences so small that Iwould probably be

then, so did the Sony combo.
A fairer comparison, between Sony's $400
CD-P55 and the Denon, revealed that the
Denon had an edge on the Sony in all areas
except low end, where the Sony units still
seem to outdo anything else. (How do they
do it?) The Denon was sweeter at the top,

truly amazing, though, is how little difference

hard put to hear them at all on an unfamiliar
system. 3 Yes, Iknow: in high end, any difference is audible and all differences are
"dramatic," but Iwould be deceiving you if I
told you that these differences are dramatic.

more detailed, and reproduced depth and
breadth alittle more convincingly than the

Considering the price span, one would really

CD-P55.
As for other top CD players encountered

fy the Sonys' extra cost.
Imust confess that the DCD-1500 sounded

recently, some have areas of possible super-

better than expected—not because Ilack

have to covet those small differences to justi-

iority to the Denon, but Idon't feel that any

respect for Denon's design competence (several

of them are superior in even most respects.

of their other products have gotten raves
here, too, in past issues), but because the 1500

The Meridian MCD Pro, for example, sounds
rather warmer and richer than the Denon,

appears to lack some of those features Ihave

but does not have as tight alow end nor as

come to think of as mandatory for the best
possible audible quality, such as aDC-coupled

neutral a midrange. The California Audio
"Tempest," for all its gorgeously liquid midrange and wispy-sweet highs, has heavier and

(capacitorless) audio section, asingle trigger-

less controlled midbass, less low bass, and a

Iwas wrong. With near state-of-the-art sound,

less neutral midrange (more forward) than the
Denon. And both of these other units cost

full remote-control capabilities, and its justover-half-a-grand price tag, this has to be the

well over $1000!

best bargain in aCD player available as of now.

The $690 PS Audio CD-1's low end is comparable to that of the Denon (albeit alittle less
punchy), but its midrange is even more politely

3Familiarity

withdrawn than that of the Meridian Pro, and
it has aslight upper-range dryness which Ido

ing clock, and afiber-optic digital signal path.

This is one hell of aCD player! A winner. $
with the system as awhole is afactor which
has never been figured into formal "listening tests" intended
to prove or disprove the audibility of small system changes.
Yet it is an essential part of any critical in-home listening
test.

MISSION PCM7000 CD PLAYER
George Graves
16-bit, 4x oversarnpling, CD player, with full programmability, full remote-control, remote volume
control. Price: $999. Manufacturer: Mission Electronics Group, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED, England.
Distributor: Mission Electronics of Canada Inc., 5985 Atlantic Drive, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L4W 1S4. Tel: (800) 828-7153.
Quick! Review this player while it's still hot!
Audio reviewers are having atough go of it

Mountain" will undoubtedly be tomorrow's

with CD players at the moment, the reason

er reviews around as quickly as possible.

being that the state of the CD player art is
changing so quickly. Today's "King of the

tender for the throne to come my way, and I
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average player, leading to us to turn CD-playThe Mission PCM7000 is the latest con-
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Mission PCM7000 CD Player
must say that its performance is impressive.
The British seemed to be the first to start the

player efforts.

trend toward "audiophile quality" CD players
with the Meridian MCD in 1984. Since then,

player; within the confines of the Philips

we have seen the Meridian Pro-MCD, the Mission DAD7000, and the Cambridge CD1 from
England, all modifications of standard Philips
(Magnavox) players. Mission's PCM7000, however, like the new Meridian 207, is a little

The PCM7000 is avery well-thought-out
player's capabilities, it offers awide range of
features. Chief among these is the comprehensive remote control, which even sports a
volume control. This luscious addition allows
one to connect the player directly to one's
power amplifier, thus bypassing the high-

more sophisticated than its predecessors.

level stage of the preamp altogether. The re-

The previous Mission player, the DAD7000,
was basically an inexpensive Philips unit (the

mote control will take most American users a

Magnavox 1040) with anew fascia, some up-

while to get used to because, instead of labels

graded components, and some additional

for each function, Mission has decided to use
international symbols. Some, such as the two

low-pass filtering after what would have been
the conventional output. It was agood unit,

play, are pretty obvious, but others defy

but was somewhat overshadowed by the
Meridian Pro-MCD as far as the American

instruction manual to find out what he has

audio press was concerned, the exception
being J. Peter Moncrieff. Idoubt whether this
will be the case with the PCM7000.
First of all, Mission has eschewed the nor-

vertical slashes for pause, and the arrow for
description, causing the user to scurry for the
just done. The manual, Ishould mention, is
very well written, with plenty of clear, concise diagrams to aid the owner.

mal practice of using the entire Philips player

One small criticism of the new PCM7000 is
the front panel of the unit itself. The displays

with only minor cosmetic changes (usually
consisting of aglued-on nameplate over the

escent numerals to denote track number. All

Philips/Magnavox logo, or at best acoat of
paint and some silkscreening). Rather, al-

actuating buttons are black, and the front

are multicolored, with big 2'-high blue fluorvery attractive, except for one thing: all of the

though Philips build the unit for Mission in

panel is also black, as are the international

one of their Belgian facilities, Mission has

symbols on those buttons. Unless you are

opted for atotally new fascia, using only ma-

operating the unit in very bright light, it is
hard to see what you are doing. This minor

jor assemblies from Philips (such as the chassis "tub," the CD drive, loading mechanism,
etc.)—all else is new. The result is avery finished-looking product inside and out, with
none of the "home-brew" modified appearances of some earlier American high-end CD128

criticism aside, the PCM7000 is nicely laid
out, with the controls logically placed. Most
controls elicit aresponse from the multicolored display which can be easily seen from
across the room.
Stereophile

Philips has been taking alot of flak this year
about their 16-bit chip set. Most reviewers
have found various Philips and Maranta 16-bit
machines to fall far short of the implied sonic
promise —"If the 14 -bit, 4x oversampling is
this good, imagine how much better 16-bit,
4x oversampling will be!" Most of the early
machines using the new electronics (which
include an improved digital filter and more
error-correction power) sounded more strident than their 14-bit ancestors, which meant
that most of the specialty manufacturers basing their products on Philips players stuck to
the 14 -bit circuitry during 1986. (The Las
Vegas CES, however, saw the launch of any
number of Philips 16-bit, 4x oversamplingbased machines.)
Mission was one of the first companies to

Thomas Tallis CD (NIM 5019, English String
Orchestra/William Boughton) was really convincing, possessing asheen consonant with
the real thing. For the first time from aCD, I
could hear both the resinous "bite" of the
bow and the silky extension of the high overtones which seem to float over the left side of
the stage in areal performance, without the
ringing accompanying high frequencies on
most CD players.
There is one thing about CD that Ifind the
most annoying but have never seen anyone
specifically mention: brass instruments can
sound too "buzzy." This buzziness is atype of
distortion which reminds me of the sound
made by a"sawtooth" oscillator. Used quite
a bit in synthesizer music, it is one of the

go with the 16-bit chip set, and were able to

things that has always made synthesizers, at
least to me, unconvincing. When Ihear this

get a player on the market during '86 by
screening the 16-bit Philips chips to their own

same sound coming from aCD, it makes me
cringe. Idiscussed this with afriend of mine

standards. In other words, the PCM7000 features handpicked ICs; perhaps as aresult, it

who has noticed the same effect, and we
hypothesized that it might have something to

exhibits none of the usual 16-bit Philips

do with the fact that the soundwaves produced

sound. Other Mission design elements are:

by trombones, trumpets, tubas, and the like

four separate, regulated power supplies; Mission-designed analog circuitry; and Missiondesigned control circuitry. In other words,

are asymmetrical, and that the AID process
might not be able to discriminate this, due to

this is not a modified Philips unit like the
DAD7000, but aMission design which uses a

does not exhibit this sound at all, Inow believe
that it is the analog section of most players

the anti-aliasing filtering. As the PCM7000

number of Philips "bits" because of their

which impart this very nasty sound on brass

known quality.

instruments. The combination of poor op-

Was the Mission Accomplished?
In the light of the introduction of potential

capacitors obviously takes its toll on the
sound of all musical instruments, not confin-

world-class designs in January at the WCES, I

ing atrocities to making strings sound dirty!

amps, steep analog filtering, and electrolytic

will not undertake to "rank" the Mission
PCM7000 relative to the field. However, it is

Bass on the new Mission player was excel-

the best-sounding CD player that Ihave audi-

lent, having good extension, and was tightly
controlled. That Telarc bass drum has never

tioned. In fact, it is the first such machine I

sounded so good! This is due, no doubt, to

have been able to enjoy as amusic source rath-

the care taken in the design of the power supply, all electronic audio components ultimate-

er than as just anew gadget.
CDs which, on otherwise well-regarded
machines (including my own Sony CD-P520ES), were unlistenably harsh and strident,

ly owing their bass performance to the quality
of their power supplies. If, in the past, many
CD players have fallen short of their promise

seemed to be somewhat tamed by the Mis-

with regard to bass, it was due to inadequate

sion. That is not to say that these poorly pro-

power-supply design.
On naturally recorded CDs, such as those

duced recordings were made to sound good,
it just means that with the PCM7000, they

from Nimbus, the soundstage was very wide,

didn't cause one's ears to bleed quite so badly.

extending beyond the edge of the speakers

On good material, the Mission could be just

and some good distance behind them. As far
as soundstage height was concerned, the Mis-

delicious! The string sound on the Nimbus
Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on a theme by
Stereophile
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countered; it was still bested by my reference
phonograph equipment, however.

For me, this is arevelation. Ihave never been
able to do this from CD before.

Imaging was quite good for aCD player but,
for some reason, Ihave never heard aCD player with good image specificity. It generally

To Preamp or not to Preamp

seems hard to place individual instruments

in this review: the remote-volume control.

within an ensemble, but with many wellrecorded analog records, it is quite easy to

sion remote control tempts the user to try

point to some space between the speakers and
say: "There's a flute, right there!" This is

connecting the player directly to the power
amp, bypassing the preamp. This works very

strange because, compared with even an excellent phonograph cartridge, CD channel

each time you turn the unit on, it defaults to

separation is very much better. (This may be
just the thing that will keep audiophiles going
back to their LP collections for years to come.)
At any rate, whether it is the player or the CDs
themselves, the PCM7000 is not as good as

This brings me to the feature mentioned earlier
The inclusion of avolume control on the Mis-

well with the PCM7000 if you remember that
its nominal fixed output level. If you have a
very sensitive power amp, you could find
yourself being blasted out of the house by not
remembering to turn the volume control
down before starting the disc. That one caveat

analog regarding such "visual" imagery

aside, Ihave to report that, while using the

One of the places where most CD players
really fall apart is in the retrieval of very low-

player directly doesn't solve any of its few

level information, such as ambience, many believing this to be an inherent weakness of the
digital recording standard. The Mission tells

sonic flaws, it does remove an entire layer of
audio grundge from the proceedings.
No matter how good your preamp is, you
have no idea what amusical joy life could be
without it. Its input-output jacks, coupling

me otherwise. Ihear no discernible truncation of low-level ambience with this player. If

capacitors, function switch, volume and bal-

it occurs at all, it is so far below my threshold

ance potentiometers, and even the internal

of hearing as to not be detectable. (I might add
that Ibave heard this truncation from other
players.)'

stage, all add their sonic imperfections to the
signal. Everything sounds so much cleaner

wiring, not to mention the high-level gain

One of the promises of CD was its dynamic
range potential, a 16-bit digital system sup-

without the preamp that Iurge anyone con-

posedly assuring us of adynamic range of bet-

to consider buying a switch which would
allow them to connect the CD player to the

templating the purchase of the PCM7000 also

ter than 90dB. Ithink that we have all heard
enough CD players in the last four years to
know that it jest ain't so. Most players, even

such aswitch, available in the USA through

some of the latest, get real thick and congested-sounding when things start getting com-

A call to (514)651-5707 will get you the name

plicated. (If you have any Columbia LPs made
during the "dark '60s," you know the kind of
sound I'm talking about: try the Philadelphia
Orchestra recording of Sibelius's Finlandia.

power amp after the preamp. QED makes
May Audio Marketing Ltd. of Quebec, Canada.
of your nearest QED dealer. Of course, you
could make your own.

Conclusion

Yes, it is probably the definitive performance

Inow find myself in roughly the same place

of the work, but it sounds awful!). Most CD

with CD as Iam with black records—the Mis-

players sound like this—the PCM7000 does

sion PCM7000 is so good that Ican, at last,

not. Ibelieve that the Mission does have

start listening to the music rather than to the
CD player. When the player is finally better

90dB + of dynamic range! Complicated or
loud passages just get louder, it still being pos-

than the CDs it plays, you will most likely be-

sible to follow individual instrumental lines.

come much more picky about silver software—

IHaving heard both this Mission and the Denon reviewed in
this issue by )GH, Ithink the Mission has aslight edge in this
area. Iwas also aware of it rendering more tolerable CDs with
an overbright recorded balance, such as the live Springsteen
set.
—JA

sounding CDs. Now, if someone will just do
something about the CD system's imaging,

the Mission makes me want to buy more great-
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we'll really have something!
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THE GREAT STEREOPHILE CARTRIDGE
SURVEY PART II
Ken Kessler'
It's me again, recovering from another bout of
cartridge reviewing. Atkinson left Hi-Fi News
almost ayear ago, but still he plagues me with

its van den Hul 2stylus—the G1020 is the less
bargain-worthy of the two cartridges. The
Epic (US or UK spec) is ahard act to follow:

this ultra pain- in- the-tush chore, surpassed

when all that's offered for the extra $40 , is

only by tonearm testing in its fussiness. And

greater three-dimensionality and increased

when Isee that the pile still contains another
installment's worth ...

racking security, the consumer has to be a
soundstage fanatic to opt for the dearer model.

Whatever, my latest "lucky dip" has resulted in amixed bag containing: 1) aGoldring

tridge, one which won't stretch mid-priced

cartridge that isn't an Epic variant; 2) aMission moving-magnet which the British can't

Like the Epic, the G1020 is aforgiving carcomponents to their limits. It isn't completely
embarrassed in a high-end system, but it

buy on its own any more; 3)a tweaked budget

won't provide the levels of coherence such

Nagaoka which some regard as the hottest
cheapie on the market; 4) an affordable Ortofon MC that ranks among my all-time favorite
"affordables;" 5) RATA's RP20, the third—and

systems can handle. The overall character of

Iswear the last—Goldring Epic variant in this

expensive sibling. There's adistinct "family

the G1020, like the Epic, is uncolored and relatively smooth, but it differs in just enough
areas to make it distinguishable from its less

survey; and 6) one of two Shures in the survey

resemblance," but that's mainly aresult of the

which are below $100. Again, the models are

soft top end and the non-fatiguing behavior.

listed alphabetically, and I'm not yet ready to

The biggest difference is the portrayal of

announce the winners or losers.
System and software used were the same as

the soundstage, as if the Epic's had been rotat-

in Part I(Vol. 10 No. 1), to keep everything as

ed through 90°. Whereas the Epic's was wide
but shallow, the G1020's has plenty of depth

consistent as possible; due care and attention

but only so-so lateral spread. One aspect of

were paid to cartridge run-in, installation

the G1020 which is audibly superior to the

(especially VTA), and loading. As incorrect

Epic is image placement and specificity, some-

capacitance will wreak havoc with the fre-

thing easily betrayed by the ruthless Celestion

quency response of moving-magnet car-

SL600s. The G1020 placed every performer
precisely in space, and this re-creation of the

tridges, or—to put it another way—give you
ahundred different response curves within

music's topology is the major justification for

the given span of capacitance values recom-

the G1020 over the Epic.

mended by the manufacturer, Imeasured
each cartridge afew times at different values
and settled for the flattest reading and the best

As should be expected from "the next
model up," the G1020 does offer more refinement, and will appeal to those who like the

sound within that range. Idon't know how

Epic but want something more. Aside from

many retailers or hi-fi users bother with this
aspect of installation, but do investigate load-

the price differential, all the customer has to
sacrifice in the move from Epic to G1020 is the

ing if an MM cartridge is abnormally dull or
bright. (My use of either term in the following

ease. The Darth-Vader-y G1020, with its

reviews is not to suggest something which

sculpted Pocan body (Pocan being one of the

screams like asiren or farts like afoghorn;

new wonder composites usually hyped as

they're relative terms.)

Goldring G1020: $99

Epic's far more sensible shape and mounting

"space-age technology"), is apig to install, as
the body spreads below the mounting holes,

Although up on the Goldring Epic in price

IAssistant Editor of IIPPURR, UK Correspondent for The
Absolute Sound.

and "sophistication" —especially by virtue of

2The Epic, reviewed in Vol.10 No.1, now costs 160
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making access to the nuts abit difficult. And

Nagaoka MP11 Boron: $100

if you're the type who prefers to put the bolts

Nagaoka has, in the UK, the distinction of being

up through the cartridge with the nuts on the
top of the headshell, forget it. Hands up, all

one of the kings of the budget sector. Along
with the Linn Basik, the Goldring Epic, one or

those who prefer cubist cartridge bodies ...

two Ortofons and Audio-Technicas, and a

Mission Solitaire: $99

slew of minor UK-sourced cartridges, the
Nagaoka MP11 and its siblings have enjoyed a

Originally launched to match Mission's 774LC

long run of recommendations from all quar-

tonearm, the Solitaire—getting on for three

ters, winning awards along the way. Part of the
appeal for impoverished audiophiles was the

years old—still works beautifully as a"universal" cartridge. The Solitaire is not at all arm-

in-built credibility of owning acartridge with

fussy (and, to be honest, neither were any of

superb structural integrity and all the right

the other cartridges I've tried), it apes the

physical attributes (such as atop surface per-

RATAS and the Goldrings in its refusal ever to

fect for secure mating to aheadshell). Not sur-

sound nasty, and compensates for the down-

prisingly, the Nagaolcas became virtual role

sloping top end with alot of punch.

models for budget cartridges, not least the Epic

Ihad areal sense of deja vu with this one,

After the original MPIO and MP11 had

for it sounded just like aLinn K9 with atrace

grabbed afair chunk of the market, Nagaoka

less sparkle In the test set-up with the reticent

renewed interest by upgrading the 11 with a

Celestions, the K9 was preferred, the Mission

new stylus assembly consisting of atapered

being just too polite for the SL600s; conversely, the Mission worked better than the K9
when Iinserted my beloved LS3 /5As into the

boron (hence the new name) cantilever, adiamond profile changed from 0.3x0.7um to
0.4x0.7um, and lower compliance to create a

chain. At no time, though, did the Mission ex-

better match with modern tonearms. The re-

hibit any overbearing weakness or flaw,

sult was an injection of pi77a7z, endowing the

which reinforces my feeling that it is the kind

budget stalwart with extra detail, improved
stereo imaging, more secure tracking ability,

of neutral performer just right for the hi-fl
user so overwhelmed by the vast number of
cartridges out there that he or she just wants

and the kind of transient snap most budgetsector warriors avoid for fear of outclassing

to get back to music

the rest of alike-priced installation.

The Solitaire, despite its laid-back sound,

The MP11 Boron emerges as aJanus-faced

paints aclear and open picture with very low

giant killer; its clear, precise midrange and tre-

coloration, adequate detail, and asense of
weight that reminded me of certain pricey

ble are audibly superior to the slightly muddy
lower registers. Bass is there in abundance,

moving-coils which began with either of my

with adequate extension, but complex bass

initials. No, this isn't a$99 taste of the Sugano

passages aren't resolved with the authority

magic, but those bottom octaves are tight,

displayed through the rest of the spectrum. It

punchy, and powerful.

isn't unusual in the budget sector to find com-

Ican see only one real problem with this
cartridge, one which it shares with the Goldrings, the RATAS, and such established models

ponents that really excel in some areas, but
only do so-so elsewhere. It's the nature of
compromise, part and parcel of the need in

as the Audio-Technica AT30E. As most of us

this part of the marketplace to keep prices

are now influenced, whether we like it or not,

competitive What distinguishes asuccessful

by the enhanced clarity of CD (natural or un-

budget product from an unsuccessful one is

natural, depending on your politics), these

where the compromises occur. M afailing in
the lower registers seems far less aggravating

cartridges seem dull because of their most appealing attribute: euphony. They are all gentle,

than one in the upper registers (which usually

musical, even romantic in their handling of

leads to listener fatigue), the Boron's compro-

the signals, classic examples of analog at its

mise seems well-managed. The odds are that

sweetest, if not its most accurate. I'm just

it will be used in alike-priced system, and one

wondering if CD isn't forcing many to favor
cartridges of amore clinical stripe because of

thing that budget systems usually give up is
bass performance As aresult, the bass problem

their quasi-digital sound.

will only manifest itself in wide-bandwidth
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systems unlikely to be fed by a$100 cartridge.
Overall, the Nagaoka MP-11 Boron is areal
honey.

Ortofon MC10 Super: $150
Probably the first of Ortofon's low-output
moving-coil cartridges to deliver enough signal to drive most "normal" step-ups, the
MC10 Super has been one of my budget favorites for the past 18 months. At around 0.3mV,
its output is enough to work even into some
47k-ohm phono stages (my preferred method
for using MCs), and I'm pleased to say that it
paved the way for other Ortofons eschewing

ordon
MC 10
super

eird

Ortofon MC10 Super

the niggardly output of the Danes' earlier

possible in absolute terms. But what it puts in

designs.
In price and concept, the MC10 Super com-

that soundfield is, for its natural balance, pos-

petes with some terrific MCs from Denon and
Audio-lbchnica, 3 to say nothing of the myriad

price level.

premium MM designs in this price sector.
While the competition may better the MCIO
Super in specific areas (nothing can beat a
Denon at this price for stage width, for example), Ihave yet to find abetter-balanced cartridge. Instead of shining in one or two areas,
performing adequately elsewhere, and exhibiting the odd flaw or two, the MCIO Super attains an enviable standard across the board.
This does not mean that it's uniformly average,
either. It is refreshingly uncolored, detailed,
and composed, regardless of the complexity
of the music. It is ruffled only by torture tracks
the likes of which nobody listens to for musical content—with the possible exception of
some choral works—and favors neither classical nor rock.
So how does it do all this without a) sounding bland, or b) knocking all of the $500-plus
high-enders out of the ring? The former occurs
when acartridge is kind by smothering the
music, shaving off the nasties and, with them,
the detail. The Ortofon succeeds by simply
coping with whatever you throw at it. It subtracts very little; it adds nothing. The music
comes through clean and clear, crisp and
secure. What keeps it from accomplishing b)
are minor limitations, mainly in the physical
areas. Its soundstage portrayal is not as wide,
deep, or tall as that of some other cartridges.
Rather, it is only adequate in the three dimensions, presenting asmaller soundfield than is
3 We regret that we goofed in Vol. 10 No. 1:the Audio-léchnica AT-F3, given such an enthusiastic review by KK, will
now only be available in the UK.
—JA
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sibly unmatched by any other cartridge at its

RATA RP20: $50
This cartridge from Russ Andrews lbrntable
Accessories was, Ithink, the first OEM variant
of the Goldring Epic; Ireviewed its more expensive sibling, the RP40, in Vol. 10 No. 1. The
'20 differs from the '40 by virtue of slightly
lower compliance, marginally inferior channel balance, infinitesimally better separation,
and higher output. The last is odd, as the manufacturer's spec sheets suggested the other way
around, but what's 0.5mV among friends? Oh,
Ialmost forgot: the less-expensive cartridge is
ever so slightly better on tracking, though it
took the Ortofon computer to reveal this;
neither cartridge mistracked audibly during
their tenure chez Kessler.
So what's the difference between these two,
wherein the '40 sells for twice the price of the
'20? As with the Goldring Epic and the G1020,
there's areal sense of diminishing returns. The
'20, despite bettering the '40 with certain
measurements, sounds like a'40 that hasn't
yet been to finishing school. It cannot resolve
low-level detail with the incisiveness of the
'40 (though it's on apar with the US-spec Epic
also reviewed in the last issue), nor can it match
the '40's stage width as well as it matches the
depth. What it does that the '40 cannot do is
sparkle in away that reminded me—as did the
Mission Solitaire—more of the Linn K9 than
Iexpected of an Epic variant. What's so delightfully curious about this is that the '20
"sparkles" without sacrificing the forgiving
nature I've noted in every Epic variant I've
heard so far (six at last count).
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Cartridge Survey
Measured performance
Goldring G1020
Moving-magnet
4.4/4.2rnV
0.4dB
24.2/30DdB
80/80um
0.0/0.0dB
-0.9/ -0.7dB
+0. 1/4 0.8dB
—0. 4 /4 0.0dB
—2.1/ —0.9dB
-4.3/ -3.2dB
-5.8/ -3.5dB

0.0/0.0dB
-1.3/ -0.8dB
—0.2/40.9dB
—0.8/ —0.7dB
—2.4/ —1.4dB
-5.9/ -4.4dB
-8.0/ -6.8dB

0.0/0dB
-1.61- 1.5dB
-1.7/ -1.2dB
-2.0/ -1.5dB
-1.3/ +0.1dB
-1.0/ -0.4dB
-3.1/ -2.2dB

Cartridge mass:
Stylus type:
Tip radius:
Tip mass:
Dynamic compliance:
Test tracking force:
Polarity:
Price:

69m
vdH Type 2
18um x7um
0.45mg
24cu
1.75gm
Non-inverting
$99

5.7g m
Elliptical
'Vs
rils
30cu
1.8gm
Non-inverting
$99

6.8
Elliptical
0.0007 x0.0004"

Here's where it gets tricky, and where Ian-

Mission Solitaire
Moving-magnet
2.9/2.8mV
0.9dB
20.2/28dB
80/Thum

Nagaoka MP 11 Boron
Moving-magnet
3.7/3.9rnV
0.3dB
30/30dB
80/80um

Model
Type:
Output L/R 5cm/s:
Channel balance:
Separation LIA:
Tracking ability LIA:
Frequency response L/14:
lkHz
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15kHz
18kHz
20kHz

20cu
2gm
Non-inverting
$100

noy RATA, Goldring, and Stereopbile's UK

member the days when Shure ruled the roost.
For all Iknow, they may still be the world's

readers: of all the Epic offshoots, the one
which Ithink is the best-balanced and the

Number One—there are alot of customers for
Shure styli out there—but the latest noises

most "musical" is the US-spec Epic, even with

I've been hearing from the venerable firm

its slightly shrunken soundstage. To me, it's the

have more to do with video surround sound

epitome of what acheap'n'cheerful budget car-

and CD than with cartridges. Whatever, they

tridge should be, as Ifind its failings subtractive

still have ahuge model lineup, and Iselected
the two most expensive cartridges below

rather than additive, asituation Iprefer if compromises must be made. The RATA variants

$100 to see what they're offering the hard-up

are most assuredly more refined and detailed,

music lover. (The M105E will appear in the

and would probably do abetter job than the

next installment.)

(US) Epic in systems just above the budget sec-

The M104E is aclassic example of what hap-

tor, but the tradeoff is the characteristic Epic

pens when the industry gets around to stand-

veiling, which seems more noticeable with
the RATAs and the UK-spec Epic.

ogy nips cooperation in the bud. I'm referring,

ardizing things only to find that new technol-

In keeping with my conviction that every-

of course, to the whole P-mount/T4P busi-

thing in hi-fi is "horses for courses," and that

ness, in which Technics whipped up some

judicious matching with other components

clever linear-tracking turntables, inspiring the

means that you can find ahome for just about

bulk of the Japanese to follow its unique cartridge-mounting system which used fixed

99% of the products on the market, Iimagine
that both the RATA RP20 and the '40 will work
wonders in taming a"shouty" system. Sticking this $50 cartridge into asystem cursed
with certain West Coast loudspeakers of a
notoriously clinical bent is afar less costly
way of taming brightness than changing
speakers.

positioning and performance parameters. The
aftermarket cartridge manufacturers all joined
in, only to get smacked in the face by CD three
years later.
Nobody talks about P-Mount any more, but
it's still out there, gracing the tonearms of innumerable faceless, one-brand, rack-system

Shure M104E: $70

turntables. Wisely, the cartridge manufacturers
realized that the kind of people who buy such

You don't have to be ready for Medicare to re-

junk are unlikely to buy specialist cartridges,
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Cartridge Survey
Measured performance
Model
Type:
Output LIA 5cm/s:
Channel balance:
Separation LIA:
Tracking ability L/R:
Frequency response L/R:
1kHz
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15kHz
18kHz
20kHz

Ortofon MC-10
Moving-coil
0.29/0.30mV
03dB
29.7/30dB
80/80um

RATA RP20
Moving-magnet
4.1/4.3mV
0.4dB
30/30dB
80/80um

Shure M104E
MovIng-magnet
5.9/5.8mV
0.2dB
26.8/30dB
80/Thum

0.0/0.0dB
—1.1/ —0.5dB
—0.3/ +1.2dB
+0.2/ +1.6dB
+1.4/ +3.1dB
—0.5/ +2.0dB
—0.8/ +1.7dB

0.0/0.0dB
—2.2/ —2.0dB
—1.6/ —1.2dB
—1.7/ —0.8dB
—0.2/ —1.2dB
—3.0/ —0.6dB
—3.4/ —0.5dB

0.0/0.0dB
—2.9/ —2.2dB
—3.0/ —2.1dB
—2.7/ —1.7dB
—2.5/ —0.2dB
—3.1/ —0.5dB
—3.4/ —1.4dB

Cartridge mass:
Stylus type:
Tip radius:
Tip mass:
Dynamic compliance:
Test tracking force:
Polarity:
Price:

79m
Nude elliptical
nis
0.5mg
14cu
159m
Non-inverting
$150

7.1gm
Elliptical
18 x7um
0.7mg
18cu
1.5gm
Non-inverting
850

7.4
Elliptical
0.0002 x0.0007"
nis
Ws
1.25gm
Non-Inverting
889.95

so they made their P-mounts adaptable for
standard half-inch fixing through the use of
clever brackets. While this enhanced marketability, it did an awful lot of damage to the cartridges' structural integrity when used with
the flimsy adaptors.
You'd think, therefore, that the P-mountable M104E would suffer all of the ills that the
torque-wrench brigade attribute to nonStallone cartridge bodies. Think again. This
cartridge tracks well, measures well, sounds
very good, and lacks only an exotic name to

Shure M104E

give it more credibility. People like to kick
Shure, for avariety of good and bad reasons,

which rendered the Shure slightly muddled,

but their cartridges deserve more than reluc-

Ipacked it in with damping compound (called

tant approval.

Wondering if it was the feeble construction

"Blutack" in the UK, similar to Mortite) and

The M104E is not aclassic, nor is it abudget

tightened the screws as much as possible

wunderkind which shines so strongly in one

without inflicting damage. The differences

area that it creates acult following (eg, the way
Grados deal with percussion, the Linn Basik's

provements of only 0.1dB at the uppermost

"excitement," etc.). Rather, it is simply good

frequencies—that it mocks through its ac-

were so slight—measurements showed im-

enough across the board to avoid offending

tions the claims of those who insist on car-

either through its sonic behavior or through

tridge bodies built like industrial machine
tools. It reminded me of one colleague who

gross physical and electronic mismatching. Its
only debilitating characteristic vis a vis the

has long railed against the torque-wrench

competition is its lack of front-to-back sound-

mentality, arguing that abit of flexure helps to

stage depth and height portrayal, but it makes

disperse some unwanted resonances. (Note

up for this with decent stage width and very

that I'm not talking about the difference be-

good image placement. Surprisingly, it isn't
the super-tracker I'd expected all Shures to be,

tween acartridge mounted securely and one
with loose bolts; I'm talking about the rigidity

but it's good enough for budget systems.

of the cartridge itself.) Idon't want to suggest
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that the quest for rock-solid cartridge bodies

stead of aJaguar, just to please Uncle Sam?

is wrong, but Iwould point out that some

My nails are split from clipping the tags to

flimsy cartridges work better than philosophy

the pins. My ears are ringing from the chatter

would suggest, while some cartridges straight
from the "carved from solid" school of con-

sick of the "test" material. And Istill have

struction positively suck.
There aren't that many US-made cartridges

of the Ortofon computer. I'm getting heartily
some Grados, an Apature, some Nagaolcas,
another Shure, and a Denon to examine.

still available, so patriots can buy the Shure
with some comfort. But it does beg the ques-

Atkinson: why me? ,

tion: would you really rather drive aBuick in-

2Because, Cr, because

—JA

GOOD CONNECTIONS
Dick Olsher listens to the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
As some of the cable samples under review

phase distortion, the German psychoacousti-

have been on hand for more months than I've

clan Jens Blauert —a recognized authority in

got fingers on my hands, let me apologize at

the field—reported that the performance of

the outset of this examination of the state of
the interconnect art for the delay to some

his panel improved significantly after abrief
training period. As audiophiles, we've had

very patient manufacturers. It turns out, how-

lots of practice in listening critically to sonic
differences.

ever, that Iprocrastinated just long enough to
receive anumber of cables that Ithink will
revolutionize the interconnect scene I'll even

Audio should be apersonal experience; I
strenuously object to any big brother (eg,

go so far as to say that these cables make the
competition obsolete—they're that good! In

Stereo Review) telling me what Ishould or

retrospect, I'm glad Iwaited, since any earlier

such dramatic differences between the cables

sonic judgments would have been premature
My objective during the listening tests was

under test that I'm convinced you, too, will
hear them, given asystem with good resolu-

to determine which interconnect sounded

tion and familiar program material.

should not be hearing. Moreover, there are

best to my ears, where "best" refers to the
most perfect component interface in terms of

Methodology

least additive colorations and subtractive ef-

Each of the interconnects under test was sub-

fects. The basic point is that Iwas out to satisfy myself, rather than answer more global

stituted into the signal path between the CD
player and the preamp on digital sources, and

psychoacoustic questions, such as: Will apar-

between the preamp and power amp on analog sources. When there were enough sam-

ticular population of listeners perceive adifference between cables A (junk) and B(good)

ples on hand, Iwould try two pairs of the

at a certain statistical confidence level?

same cables in the signal chain. All of my

Although of some importance such questions
do not get to the heart of my audio enjoy-

samples were 1-2 meters in length. Other
components—speakers, amplifier, preamp,

ment. Suppose that seven or ten out of ten

CD player, phono system—remained constant throughout the testing (see Postscript).

subjects could not reliably detect a difference Does this prove that you or Ican't? I

These consisted of the Quad ESL (original)

don't think so. There is significant variability

and KEF R107 loudspeakers, Brisson MIT

in human response to external stimuli. The

MH-750 speaker hose (though, for experimental purposes, in one case Straight Wire's

range may be as great as afactor of five from
the "norm," so the sample size must be quite
large to accurately characterize the population. Additionally, training is important. For

Boulder 500 and Krell KSA-100 amps, Mike
Moffat's heavily modified Theta preamp, Sao

example, in a1972 study of the audibility of

Win's turntable and MC cartridge, the Well-
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Music Ribbon speaker cable was substituted),
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Tempered Arm, Nestorovic MC network set
to maximum, and the Moffat CD player with
its tube line-stage.
Idid not attempt bypass tests where the
cable under test is compared with a ver
short section of "reference" cable. While
such atest appears logical and scientific, there
is the practical problem of defining "short"
and "reference." If Iknew what the "reference" standard really was, I'd be glad to use it,
and at realistic lengths. And it's not really true
that short length is aprerequisite for good
sound. For example, Idiscovered that 28 feet
of very good cable are far superior to three
feet of mediocre cable.
But before the reviews, some basic background:
While the conduction-band electrons in a
conductor meander slowly downstream
under the influence of an applied voltage, the
electromagnetic signal propagates down the
cable at the speed of light. The signal is awave
of energy that consists of magnetic and electric fields vibrating transversely at right angles
to each other and to the direction of motion.
Both of these fields interact with the cable:
the electric field with the cable capacitance
and dielectric, and the magnetic field with the
cable inductance Of course, the signal amplitude is reduced by the cable resistance. It
seems reasonable then to briefly examine
cable properties and design parameters.

llable 1: METAL CONDUCTIVITY
Conductor
Conductivity
(compared with silver)
Silver
100%
Copper
94.5%
Gold
59.3%
Aluminum
57.6%
llingsten
29.7%
Nickel
21.0%
Iron
16.6%
Platinum
16.5%
Lead
7.47%
Mercury
1.70%
Resistance is also dürctly related to conductor length. and
imenely related to cross-sectional area, it can he expressed
as the product of resistivity and length divided by outssectional area. It is possible to make acable from lead, the
resistance of which will be equal to that of silver cable—
provided that (he cross-sectional area of the lead cable O
13.4 times larger.

for example, is indicated.
Recently, linear crystal (LC) copper (heavily
promoted by Hitachi), and linear crystal silver
(see the Siltech cable below) have been used
in audio applications. LC conductor manufacturing involves slowly drawing the metal from
amolten reservoir to encourage the formation
of ahomogeneous crystalline structure with
apredominance of large crystals. This reduces
structural voids and lowers the number of
boundaries between crystals in the signal
path, the benefits of which are reductions in
"noise," fuzz, and transient smear. On the
minus side, the LC structure is susceptible to
breakage during the cable manufacturing proc-

Resistance

ess, which may involve stranding and twisting

Apart from within the arcane architectures of
the transistor and tube, metals are universally

possibility (even probability) of damage by

used as conductors because of their physical

of the conductor material. There is also the

characteristics and good conductivity. How-

the consumer from bending of the cable.
Needless to say, a damaged LC cable can

ever, metals vary in their conductivity—the

sound very ordinary indeed. My experience

ability to allow free-electron drift. Different

has been that, although conductor material,

materials have smaller or greater quantities of
free electrons, and the degree of freedom of

purity, and crystalline structure are important
considerations in cable design, they are over-

those electrons also varies. Conductivity and

shadowed by the more primary factors of

its reciprocal, resistivity, are inherent proper-

cable geometry and inductance.

ties of amaterial (and are intimately tied to the
ability to conduct heat). At ordinary tempera-

Inductance

tures silver is the best conductor available.
Table One compares the conductivity of

An inspection of fig. 1shows that an interconnect cable forms ago-and-return circuit be-

several conductors with that of silver, assum-

tween the source and load terminations. Even

ing the use of pure materials. Any impurities

a single straight conductor possesses self-

such as oxides will degrade the conductivity,

inductance, resulting from the fact that any

so that the use of oxygen-free copper (OFC),

current flow in aconductor will generate a
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and L2 are the self-inductances of each of the
legs and M is the mutual inductance between
the two legs. Because the two legs are in a
LoAP

series-opposing configuration (current direc-

tu

Re-ri4RN LE&

tions are reversed), the mutual inductance acts
to reduce the total inductance. The mutual in-

1
FIG. 1

Interconnect
Circuit
(one channel)

50 Luce e

ductance increases as the distance between
the legs is reduced, so that one strategy to
achieve low cable inductance is to position
the two legs as intimately as possible. Ithink,
however, that this approach is best avoided
because the return leg signal can modulate the
input by inducing acontaminant voltage in
the go-leg. In order to avoid such "crosstalk,"
it is best to separate the two legs. This suggests
awidely spaced twin-axial geometry as the
optimum as opposed to the traditional coaxial.
Everything that has been said so far is based
on the assumption that the current is uni-

magnetic field; the movement of that magnetic field, as the current ebbs and flows, will induce a voltage in any nearby conductor—

formly distributed over the cross-section of
the wire. This is indeed the case at DC and at
very low frequencies. At higher frequencies,
however, the current density ceases to be

including the cable itself. This inductance,
although small (in the microHenry, uH, range

uniform because the current forsakes the interior of the wire and crowds into the surface

for atypical interconnect), gives rise to anon-

region. This is the so-called "skin effect." It

linear impedance characteristic with increasing frequency, and contributes to phase dis-

may be explained by the fact that the inductance of the central region of awire is greater

tortion.

than that of the surface. Consequently, the

Increasing the radius of the conductor

core resistance at high frequencies is much

decreases inductance, not linearly but as the
natural logarithm of the quantity 2L/R, where

greater. Electromagnetic energy enters the

Lis the length of the conductor and R is its

tenuated and retarded in phase as the center
is approached. At very high frequencies, the

radius. Stranding the conductor can significantly reduce self-inductance for the same
cross-sectional area—as long as the conduc-

surface of the wire and is more and more at-

attenuation is so great that the current amplitude becomes negligible after the wave has

tors are moved away from the center of the

penetrated into the wire only asmall fraction

cross section (for example, around the cir-

of amillimeter. This is also known by the sug-

cumference of the circular cross section). The
easiest way to reduce inductance is, of course,

gestive name of "penetration problem." The
skin effect is primarily an RF -domain prob-

to cut the length of the cable, since self-

lem, and is minuscule at audio frequencies.

inductance is alinear function of cable length.

Nevertheless, some designs deem it important,

A real no-no is to use amagnetic wire material such as iron, as this increases the induc-

and use multiple insulated strands in parallel

tance as afunction of the permeability of the

so as to increase available surface areal to
minimize high-frequency impedance.

material. (Nevertheless, you often find steel
used in capacitor and resistor leads and the

for each conductor leg—Litz construction—

like: aquick test to is to bend the lead; if it's

Microphony

malleable, you're OK, it's copper; dies springy,

Magnetic forces between strands in aconduc-

throw the thing away.)
Next, let's examine the overall inductance
of the go-and-return circuit. This is given by
the expression L = Li + L2 -2M, where Li
138

1Keeping the cross-sectional area the same, multiple strands
increase the available surface area by afactor equal to the
square root of the number of strands. For example, going
from asingle wire to 16 wires with the same total area will
increase the surface area of that leg by afactor of four.
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tor give rise to what some call "microphony."

RL

Unless the strands are tightly wound, they
may be set into vibration by the magnetic attraction (or repulsion) of adjacent strands.
And according to Faraday's law, aconductor
cutting through amagnetic flux will acquire
an induced current. This current, although
small in magnitude, serves to smear and defocus low-level detail. Stranding is important
in reducing self-inductance and in controlling
skin effects, but in order to reap its full potential, the manufacturing process must ensure a
tight non-microphonic weave.

Capacitance

L.

Cables possess distributed capacitance, and
may be thought of as long capacitors, the conductors serving as plates and the insulation
being the dielectric. Interconnects typically
measure in the range 100 to 400pF/m. As the
legs of the cable are brought closer together,

FIG. 2 Parallel-Resonant Circuit:
13, = Load Impedance
R = Cable Resistance
L = Cable Inductance
C = Cable Capacitance

the capacitance increases. Widely spaced
twin-ax designs exhibit the lowest capacitance. The cable capacitance acts in parallel

mon design shortcoming, the symptoms of

with the conductor's series inductance and

which are most commonly abright, gnindgy
upper midrange and lower treble. Apart from

resistance to produce aparallel-resonant cirto amaximum at the resonant frequency and

avacuum, air is the most nearly perfect dielectric, with aminimal sonic signature—even

cuit as shown in fig.2. Cable impedance rises
the adjoining frequency bands undergo severe

better than Teflon. Ican't resist making the

phase shifts, with concomitant ringing in the
time domain. Fortunately, for typical inter-

analogy to loudspeaker cabinet resonances.
Although panel resonances generally operate

connect electrical parameters, the resonant

at lower frequencies than cable dielectrics,

frequency is in the MHz region, and is consequently not afactor at audio frequencies. The

their modus operandi is similar. They soak

dielectric used for insulating the individual
strands and the legs of the cable, however, is

then release it as a time-delayed and frequency-smeared version of the input signal.

asignificant factor.
Almost everyone would agree that there are
good and bad caps out there, and that choice

This can be adouble-edged sword. Properly

of dielectric is amajor factor in determining
the sonic worth of acapacitor. Ihave personally spent asmall fortune in the last couple of
years replacing cheap mylars and polyesters
with expensive polypropylenes and polysty-

up energy from the backwave of the woofer,

RF Shielding
used, it can effectively filter out the ubiquitous RF energy in our environment from modulating the audio signal. Used improperly, RF
shielding can constrict and smear, or brighten,
treble transients. Basically, the use of some-

renes. Since there are several feet of dielectric

thing like abraided shield is benign—provid-

in acable, it should come as no surprise that
this is indeed acrucial design parameter. The
electric field of the signal interacts with the

ing that it is sufficiently distant from the legs
of the cable. That's why coax construction is
more susceptible to deleterious effects. When

dielectric. The absorbed energy is released

the shield is in fairly intimate contact with a
conductor, it will reflect electromagnetic

slowly (at least on the time scale of signal

energy into the nearest strand as well as

propagation), smearing transients and veiling

change the self-inductance of that strand. All
this changes the sound of the cable.

dielectric, with afraction of it soaked up by the

the soundstage. Ithink that this is afairly comStereophile
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Head Monster Noel Lee and Amanda convince Stereophile's LA of the virtues of Monster Cable.

Cable in the Mastering Studio

linked the cutter board with the cutter ampli-

Good cable has been slow to make inroads

fier inputs. Bernie switched from his usual

into the professional recording and mastering

Belden 8451 to the Monster Cable while cut-

scene, but Ithink that hearing is believing; as

ting the new lacquer. The question of what is

the sonic benefits of the good stuff are heard

responsible for the sonic improvement is

in the recording and mastering chain, the

somewhat clouded by the fact that adifferent

message will undoubtedly spread. A case in

pressing plant was used the second time
around, and choice of pressing plants can also
make abig sonic difference. In any event, Ber-

point is the recent recording Dreaming featuring Amanda McBroom and her songs.
Originally released by Gecko Records (Amanda's label: the logo is alizard with arose in its
mouth), it was remastered by Monster Cable

nie feels that asignificant portion of the improvement is due to the better cable, and
plans to stick with the Monster Cable. He also

for their own distribution. Noel Lee of Monster

noticed atonal-balance difference between

Cable was kind enough to provide me with
both the original release and the remastered

the Belden and Monster Cable (the Belden
was brighter), and Idetected aslight reluc-

LP, which utilized Interlink Reference in the

tance on his part to give that up.

signal path. Noel claims that the new press-

Incidentally, the recording is a must for

ings are sonically superior to the older ver-

Amanda fans. I'm especially fond of "From

sion, presumably because of the use of the

Time To Time" and "Ship In A Bottle." But

Interlink Reference cable during remastering.

two old-time favorites of mine from Sheffield

And to quote Amanda herself: "I was amazed

Lab days, "The Rose" and "The Portrait," suf-

at the difference that the use of Monster

fer from the new arrangements.

Cable made. It was truly an 'ear opening' experience."
Indeed, there is adramatic sonic difference
between the two LPs. The remastered version
is cleaner and more incisive; instruments and
vocals are better focused. The original LP sim-

On To The Sonic Judgments—
It's Lonely at the Top
van den Hul MC-Silver,
$1000/1m-pr
AJ van den Hut is adelightful conversationalist with a knack for drawing humorous

ply sounds blah and uninvolving. Bernie
Grundman, the mastering engineer for both

analogies, as should be evident from his inter-

the original and reissue, filled me in on the

view with JA in Vol.9 No.8. Iimmensely en-

cable arrangement used. Three to four feet of

joyed our luncheon conversation at the re-

cable were used between the tape deck and

cent winter CES, and came away with what

the cutter board input, and another ten feet

I've dubbed the "shower analogy" In recent
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years, oxygen-free copper (OFC) has been

magically preserves the purity and harmonic

one of the most ballyhooed pieces of cable
terminology, with manufacturers touting the

integrity of high-frequency overtone struc-

fact that the conducting material is made of
pure copper containing negligible amounts
of contaminant copper oxide. What they
don't tell you, however, is that, no matter

tures. Vocal sibilants, brushed cymbals, and
brass HF are cleanly defined without brightness, smear, or grain.
The second is the focus of instruments
within the soundstage. Delineation of the in-

how pure the copper, it will slowly oxidize in

dividual acoustic spaces within the width and

an oxygen atmosphere. To use van den Hut's

depth of the soundstage must be heard to be
believed. Listening to asolo instrument re-

analogy, are you fresh this afternoon because
you took ashower this morning? And if so,
will you continue to remain fresh next week,
or next month?
Mr. van den Hul's solution is to provide a
thick silver coat for each of his cable's 19
center-lead strands of long-grain (monocrystal) OFC. This is done under an inert
nitrogen atmosphere to prevent oxidation. It
would appear that such fanatic attention to
materials and construction quality, rather

corded in areverberant hall through the vdH
Silver is arevelation. The direct and reflected
sounds are segregated in time with great
realism; it's actually disappointing to switch
cables. The Silver was consistently adept in
unraveling soundstage depth on both digital
and analog program material. The feeling was
one of being able to judge distances to each
instrument more accurately. Pinpointing instrument location and distance was abreeze

interconnect, for the construction geometry

with this cable The overall effect was one of
enhanced realism, as each instrument popped
out holographically, with awonderful sense

is unbalanced le, coaxial! Layers of Teflon
tape are used as insulation between the inner

of distance.
Finally, there's atransparency that exceeds

lead and the RF shielding, which is made of

even that of the Siltech 4-24, and that's no

than use of an exotic geometry is responsible
for the incredibly good sound quality of this

helicoidal copper-silver ribbon. The braiding

easy task. At times, Igot the impression of

or return leg itself consists of 168 strands of

gains in resolution of low-level detail, but this

monocrystal OFC, again with athick silver

may simply be due to its impeccable per-

coating.
Typical capacitance is claimed to be 78pF/m;

formance in other areas.
In hindsight, this cable appears to make an

my samples measured right on at 77 and

important statement about interconnect
design priorities: materials, construction
quality, and extended bandwidth would ap-

78pF. Because of the low capacitance, the
high-frequency response of the Silver is very
extended; it is actually claimed to be flat to

pear to outweigh such factors as geometry.

mistic, Ithink, for realistic source impedances.

Mr. van den Hut would be the first to admit,
though, that abalanced or twin-ax type of

For example, with asource impedance of 200
ohms, the Silver should be flat to 10MHz. You

type—providing everything else is the same—

14GHz (-3dB at 21GHz)— rather too opti-

construction is superior to the unbalanced
and, in fact, did so in Vol.9 No.8. Why, then,

should know that my samples (SN 6 & 72)
were "final pre-production," the only an-

didn't he use twin-ax construction? Mr. van

ticipated change being the color of the outer
jacket (from clear to royal blue, with silver

den Hut told me he would have liked to, but
the additional cost of providing areturn leg

print).
There's no point beating around the bush:

identical to the inner lead would have skyrocketed the retail cost. Mmmm ...
to think

the Silver is simply the best there is, where

that a$1000 per of interconnects is still com-

"best" refers to the least perceptible sonic
signature or signal degradation. The Silver
bests the competition in four important areas.
First, reproduction of treble transients is

promised!
What about the cost? How can you justify
such an expense? The answer lies in simple
arithmetic. Ithink the Silver is subjectively at

cleaner and better detailed. The Silver almost

least three times better than the Siltech 4-24;

2 1m kidding, but at the asking price, why not serialize
them?
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multiplying the cost of the 4-24 by three, we
discover that, at its current retail price, vdH
141

Silver is actually abargain. Yes, Iknow, the
Silver is just too extravagant for nearly all
audiophile pocketbooks—certainly in any
quantity—but consider this possibility for a

tures emerge from avelvety, silent background
with less grain than competing models.
The M1000 is twin-ax in construction, with
each conductor leg jacketed in polyethylene

moment. Idiscovered that the doser the really

The conductor Is made up of 13 separate and

good interconnect was placed to the program

multiple-gauged strands, each insulated with

source, the greater the benefit. So the Silver

anew proprietary dielectric called "Micro-

might be considered for applications between
tonearm and preamp or between CD player

Fiber" that, according to Monster Cable, is
40% air. Each bundle of strands is wound

(at least avery good one, of which there are
precious few) and preamp, with the rest of

inductance. The multiple gauging of the

helically, apparently in order to minimize self-

the links being, say, Siltech, Monster Cable

strands embodies the "Bandwidth Balanced"

M1000, or Magnan Type 11. 3 In this fashion
one can accrue most of vdH Silver's sonic

principle first promulgated by Monster Cable
and is supposed to provide separate pathways

benefits without having to sell the Mercedes,
or worse.

for the bass, midrange, and treble frequencies. The Papa Bear strands are for the bass,
the Mama Bear strands are for the mids, and

In summary, the Silver easily outdistances
any other interconnect known to me in the
arcas of transparency, soundstage palpability,
and harmonic integrity. It is as close to the
mythical straight wire without gain that one
can buy. Ihereby nominate Mr. van den Hut
for an audio Oscar* in the category of stateof-the-art interconnect!

the tiny Baby Bear strands are for the treble.
Ithink this hypothesis is somewhat of afairy
tale. Idon't see why the current would not
simply divide on the basis of the crossecclonal area of the strands—but who am Ito
argue with success?
In terms of tonal balance, the M1000 is
quite neutral, with pristine bass lines, smooth

The Outstanding
As aclass, these cables are head and shoulders

mids, and spacious highs. Transients are
beautifully elucidated. The soundstage has a

above the competition, representing the bestsounding cables ordinarily well-heeled

parency is the only area in which this cable

audiophiles can buy. They range in price

gives up something to the competition, being

from the almost reasonable (S150/lm-pair) to
the practically outrageous ($34011m-pair), yet
in view of the dramatic gains these "very
good" products bring about in terms of overall clarity, focus, and resolution, they must
still be counted as cost-effective.

captivating cohesiveness about it. Trans-

a tad more veiled or cloudy. Overall, the
M1000 is awinner, and easily the best interconnect ever produced by Monster Cable.

Siltech 2-20 Cable:
$26511m-pair
From Holland, with love, comes this truly

Monster Cable M1000
Laboratory Reference:
$15011m-pair

esoteric cable: IC-OFS (Linear crystal—Oxygen
Free Silver)! The lm set Ilistened to is JA's

The M1000 has two outstanding character-

personal property and, as the more expensive
Siltechs and the vdH Silver were still to be

istics. First, it has some of the character of the
vdH Silver in that it is simply holographic in

sent at that time, Ifreely admit to being abit

its ability to localize instruments within the

As mentioned earlier, the LC structure can
easily be damaged during manufacturing by

soundstage. It has atube-like dimensionality
and palpability about it; there's never any
confusion about localizing low-level detail.
Musical chords that previously floated about

nervous when JA first handed it to me.

drawing and twisting the conductor material.
Siltech has discovered that with silver, asimple post-production annealing process can

in space are locked in at the proper spatial

heal and restore the linear crystal structure.

coordinates. Second, it is quieter. Musical tex-

The finished Siltech cable is heated to 200°C
for four minutes, then slowly cooled to restore
full performance.

3These latter three representing atrilling expense, Isuppose, DO. Harrumph!
—LA
4 We're thinking of calling it a.
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Gordon!

—LA

The Siltechs come equipped with the exStereophile

cellent West German WBT phono plugs,

spaciousness makes the 4-24 one of the two

which lock the ground connection with a
collet to guarantee asecure mechanical con-

best-imaging interconnects I've come across.

nection. These work extremely well, and I
can only hope that other cable manufacturers

other cable. On multi-miked recordings, this

will emulate Siltech in this regard.
It is important to "run in" these cables for
several hours in order to get them to sound
their best. Sonically, their most outstanding
characteristic is apure, liquid, slightly lush,
and amazingly transparent midrange. In fact,

It preserves the depth perspective like no
cable made it very easy to tell that different
acoustic spaces were being patched together.
However, let me make one thing perfectly
clear: if your front end can't provide the
depth perspective, don't look to the cable for
help. In my experience, solid-state equipment
does poorly in this regard. So don't expect

the Siltech's personality is very much akin to

the depth perspective to improve with this

that of aworld-class tube amplifier: wonder-

cable—unless you've got afew Chernobyls in

ful mids, but aslightly soft and polite high
end, and slightly lacking in impact at the low

your chassis.
Timbrai accuracy and reproduction of

end. Clarity and resolution of detail are both
excellent, but tonal balance is abit midrangey

dynamic contrasts are both impressive. Clarity

and forward. This, combined with the soft
highs, heightens the impression of midrange

superb. For example, take track three of Blue
Skies (London 414 6(i6-2). On KiniTe Kanawa's

transparency which exceeds that of less expensive cables. However, the extreme highs

wonderful rendition of Rodgers' and Hammerstein's "It might as well be Spring," the

are not as spacious as those of the Monster
Cable MI000, and neither is the top-to-bottom integration as good. But Ikeep coming

soprano happens to be very closely miked;
breathing and the fact that at one point she

back to that startling midrange: it is very addictive indeed. This is acable that could very

even swallows. All of this detail is difficult to
pick up with some of the competition.
The 4-24 is more cohesive-sounding than

well lock in with acomplementary system; it
is very easy to fall in love with.

and resolution of low-level detail are also

with the Siltech it is very easy to discern her

the 2-20 and much better balanced. It is still
not as neutral as the Monster MI000, being

Siltech 4-24 ($34011m-pair)
The 4-24 represents the middle-of-the line
offering from Siltech. Ididn't bother asking
Brian Gammon of Assemblage how expensive the 4-56 (the Siltech flagship) was. Suffice it to say that the 4-24 is already asignifi-

just abit more polite in the treble. Otherwise,
Ifind nothing to criticize. Bravo, Siltech!

Magnan Interconnect Type II:
$180/3-foot pair, $195/4-foot
pair

cant financial blow to the audiophile with an
average income. Ican tell you, however, that

A superlative cable, handcrafted by David

the 4-24 is even better than the cheaper 2-20,

the result of several years of experimentation
to develop the best possible cost-no-object
cable Technical details for this cable are rather

and that, apart from the outrageously expensive van den Hul cables, this cable gets today's
nod as the best interconnect money can buy.
This cable's key ingredients are astounding
transparency and imaging excellence, better
than even the already excellent Monster. Not
only can you "see" deep into the soundstage
without any perceptible veiling, but Ialso got
the uncanny feeling with certain program

Magnan and available directly from him. It is

sketchy because the technology is patent
pending. What Ido know, however, is that it
is asizeable twin-axial design using an air
dielectric, with low capacitance (75pF/m). A
large, braided, outer shield surrounds both
legs and makes for avery striking physical
appearance. The shield is grounded only at

material of being able to peek around the
instruments—as if they were holographically

the source. David maintains that construction

projected onto the soundstage Ifqund myself
repeatedly moving my head to look behind

be difficult, if not impossible, and that making this cable by hand is the best approach,
though admittedly one involving both alow

the space occupied by the instruments. The
combination of focus, transparency, and
Stereophile

is such that factory mass-production would

production rate and ahigh cost.
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Sonically, the Type II is a delight, with

Tonally, the As-One does have some per-

remarkable clarity and focus up and down

sonality of its own. It is alittle more forward

the audio spectrum. Harmonic textures are
reproduced with great conviction and cohe-

in this class. Treble linearity is not as good as

and brighter-sounding than the other cable

siveness. Transient attack is well preserved,

that of the M1000 or Magnan 'Type II, the As-

without fuzz or smear. The treble is very ex-

One sounding alittle pinched on top by com-

tended and detailed, but not as spacious as

parison, but it does have all of the hallmarks

that of the M1000. The mark of an excellent

of aworld-class cable: transparency, focus,
and overall clarity are to avery high standard.

cable is the ability to resolve the sound of the
hall, to segregate early sound from hall reverb,

And when one considers the rather modest

and the Type Il does this extremely well. A

asking price, this cable clearly ranks as a

solo instrument in areverberant hall is ren-

remarkable achievement and a "best buy."
This cable is one hell ola bargain.

dered with eerie realism sufficient to elicit
Pavlovian goosebumps.
This is asuave-sounding cable. Midrange

van den Hul D-102 Mk.II:
$8511m-pr

textures are slightly rich and thick, as well as
slightly laid-back, compared with the M1000.

This represents van den Hul's budget offer-

It is better integrated top to bottom than the

ing, and uses some of the Silver's technology

Siltech, but its recessed tonal balance will

in a balanced construction geometry. The
two internal conductors are made of seven

make it rather system-dependent for best
results. Ido have one significant complaint
having to do with the RCA plugs used with
this cable: The center pins on my review
samples became loose, making it difficult to
secure the plug to the jack; the weight of the
cable dragged the plug out. At this price point
something like the WBT plugs are called for,
especially in view of the weight of these
cables. 5

strands of monocrystal OFC with a heavy
silver coating. The insulation is high-density
polyethylene. Avery high margin of RF shielding is provided in the form of an aluminumfoil wrap and silver-coated copper braiding.
Stuart Marcus at Sound Connections recommended that Ibreak these cables in for an extended period of time—which Idid using a
tuner. Unfortunately, the sound of the D-102
Mk.II just did not come close to that of its

The Merely Excellent ...

much more expensive brother—but then
nothing else does. It is slightly brighter than

Aural Symphonics As-One Interconnect: $70/1m-pair

the Silver, and not as well focused or revealing of soundstage information. It is very

At this price, you can't expect oxygen-free

good, to be sure, and clearly competitive

silver, but how about silver-coated oxygen-

with the Aural Symphonies 'As-One." The

free copper (OFC)? The conductor groups are
insulated with TFE lèfion, 6 which is apparently

As-One is slightly better focused than the

the highest grade of Teflon available. A silvercoated OFC braid shield is used, together
with an outer TFE 'Mon tape-wrapped jacket.

D-102, but lacks some of the latter's treble
smoothness and spaciousness. So there are
now two very fine budget choices to be had
for under $100/1m-pr.

On any absolute scale, this is an excellent
cable, competitive with price-no-object
cables. It excels in the areas of harmonic integrity and transient definition. Midrange

The Good
Some of these cables were reference quality
not too long ago, but such has been the march

purity, focus, and resolution of detail are all

of progress that, as aclass, they are now an

very good, and come within an eyelash of the

order of magnitude below the top. The most

best money can buy—say, about 90% of the

obvious sonic difference has to do with the

more expensive cables in the class above.

reduction in purity and clarity of the upper

5The RCA plugs have apparently been improved; in addition, WBT phono plugs are available for an additional cost
of 140.
6TFE Tbflon is aregistered trademark of Du Pont.
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octaves from, say, 2kHz on up. There's more
grundge, fuzz, and loss of transient definition. There are also significant losses in terms
of focus within the soundstage, midrange
Stereophile

transparency, and resolution of low-level
detail and hall-ambience information. I'll try
to be brief, but Ithink it is important for you
to understand the background against which
Imade my sonic judgments.

Straight Wire LSI Interconnect:
$80/pair
When David Salz of Straight Wire discovered
that Iwas using MIT-750 speaker cable for

to the MIT-750 speaker cables brought about
afurther increase in clarity and soundstage
dimensionality.

Hitachi LC -OFC
This sample sounded much better than a
sample Ihad tried about ayear ago. It's possible, therefore, that crystalline structural
damage is aproblem with LC cable; this would
account for the sample-to-sample variability

these evaluations, he was horrified. He wanted

that I've found. Regarding its sound, this

to know how Icould make valid judgments

cable misses out on alot of low-level detail,
and focus is mediocre. What it does wrong,

with such acolored cable (actually, Ithink he
said "one of the most colored cables on the
market"). His argument basically was that a
"colored" speaker cable might lead me to
prefer an interconnect with complementary

however, could be categorized as sins of
omission; it is always listenable.

The Bad ...

colorations, and that it is possible for such

The cables in this class may be as good in

cable interactions to produce "the sonic ef-

some areas as the cables in the class above,
but possess an irritating character that actively

fect of greater resolution and focus" compared with atheoretically perfect cable. Mr.
Salz suggested that Iuse very short speaker
cable runs, or, failing that, his Music Ribbon
instead of the Brisson cable.
Since when are resolution and focus colorations? Ithink that tonal balance problems are
possible from cable interactions, but Iprefer
to think that enhanced resolution and focus

annoys in the long run.

Vecteur Monocrystal
Interconnect
Idon't think that this French cable is now
being distributed in the US. In my opinion,
this is just as well. Although pownsing excel-

are hard-won gains possible only from system

lent focus and transparency, Vecteur can
basically be described as bright and zippy in

improvements. Idon't understand how my
"colored" speaker cable can be revealing

tones that no cable should.

with so many diverse interconnects and yet

the treble, taking liberties with string over-

become opaque at other times. But being a
flexible guy, Iagreed to re-audition the LSI

Esoteric Audio USA Air Litz
Technology 2 & 1: $75 /1m- pair

(using the latest production samples) with the

There's an incredible amount of centerfill

Straight Wire Music Ribbon in the system.
My objections to the sound quality of the

with this cable—I had to check my preamp

LSI have nothing to do with tonal balance

Weak on focus and definition, it does agood
job of veiling and grundging complex over-

aberrations. Rather, Ifind the treble lacking

setting to make sure it wasn't set to mono.

the last degree of focus, with more transient
and vocal sibilant splash than any of the

tone structures.

cables in the top class. The upper mids are
slightly congested, grainy, and veiled. Soundstaging is somewhat two-dimensional. Other-

one-year-old samples of Air Litz 2were no
longer representative of current production.
Igave asecond listen to this pair on my revised
system anyway (see Postscript) to verify my

wise, the LSI has good long-term listenability
and does not actively irritate Switching to the

However, Iwas then informed that my

original judgments. Icleaned the contact

Music Ribbon did slightly improve the tonal

areas of all RCA jacks and plugs with Signet

balance, but did not alleviate the above prob-

contact cleaner and restorer, but the mida
were still grainy and fuzzy, and instrument

lems. Keeping the Music Ribbon in the chain,
but changing from LSI to Monster M1000,
brought about astartling improvement: the
music became much more involving, with
more transparency and focus. Changing back
Stereophile

outlines were slightly phasey and blurred,
and bloated in size. This all tended to pull too
much information toward the center, creating
on occasion too much centerfill. It boiled
145

down to ashocking lack of focus. Ifound it
rather disturbing not being able to pinpoint
instruments in the soundstage that were
nevertheless tightly focused with any of the
top-class cables.

In light of these listening impressions, I'm
certainly not inclined to change my original
ranking of the Air Litz cable.

Summary

There then arrived from Esoteric Audio

If cost were no object, the van den Hul Silver

3-foot lengths of the latest Air Litz 2 cable
(75pF/3-feet-pr). These were slightly better

would be the hands-down winner. At more
realistic prices, there are still four exceptional

all around compared with the older Air Litz 2
samples. But the two serious problem areas

matically better than what has come before.

of inadequate imaging specificity and midrange clarity remain unfortunately unsolved.

and detail—but there are enough small dif-

Harmonic textures are not perfect either—
the treble being somewhat on the dryish
side—but this secondary issue is dwarfed by
what Ifeel to be the cardinal sins committed
by this cable.

cables awaiting you in the top class, all draSonically, they share incredible purity, focus,
ferences in tonal balance that an in-home
audition prior to purchase is indicated. Slightly
below those four, we have two affordable
cables which sacrifice little. You should work
with your local dealer to arrange for an audi-

Ialso auditioned 3-foot lengths of Air Litz

tion to determine which interconnect will

itchnology 1(60pF/3-feet-pr). Sonically, the
Air Litz 1is similar to the Air Litz 2in terms of
imaging characteristics and midrange opacity,
but No.1 is slightly more transparent through

blend best with the rest of your system. Because of the high-stakes nature of these cables,
any good dealer should be amenable to such
an arrangement.

the mids and reproduces treble transients a
little more cleanly.

Postscript

Because of the seriousness of my findings,
Idecided to spend more time with these

Iwas at the tail-end of this project and really
looking forward to doing something else

cables—just to make sure—in the context of

when three distinct circumstances forced me

my analog system. Each of the cables was
substituted for asection of Monster M1000

fan—er, was sent out for manufacturer's

between the Nestorovic Moving-Coil Net-

to continue the review. After my copy hit the

work and the Theta preamp phono inputs.

comment—the inevitable happened: more
cables arrived. There were also anumber of

With the Air Litz 2, losses in focus and midrange transparency and resolution were quite

Ihad failed to discern the particular merits of

phone calls from manufacturers who felt that

obvious. On laudate! (Proprius 7800), for ex-

their products, so Iagreed to review acouple

ample, massed voices were blended spatially

of my findings in light of this feedback. Finally,
the Jadis JA-30 monoblock tube amps arrived

to the point where Ifound it impossible to
pick out individual voices in the chorus,
something Icould easily do with the M1000.
In addition, soloists were bloated to unnatural
proportions within the soundstage. Cleo
Laines voice suffered asimilar fate on Live at
Carnegie Hall (RCA LPL-5015), losing definition and immediacy. The violin on Sheffield

(see the review in this issue). These proved to
be stunningly lucid and dimensional with my
Quad ESLs, resulting in significant gains in
the areas of transparency and imaging. It
seemed reasonable, therefore, for me to reaudition the top cables in the context of my
improved system.

Lab 18 (specifically, the Strauss Sonata) was

For this final round of listening, my system

smeared in space, which is bad enough, but

was configured as follows. The Jadis amps

it also lacked adequate textural sheen, sounding overly dry. Iconsistently found it difficult

were positioned directly behind the Quads,
and connected to the Quads with 6"lengths

to resolve hall reverb with the Air Litz in the
chain, again something that was asnap with
the M1000.
The Air Litz 1fared no better sonically, ex-

of Monster Cable's Powerline 3, the objective
being to minimize the possibility of additive
and subtractive colorations from this variable

cept that Idid find its reproduction of string

in the chain. The Moffat CD player and tube
line-stage preamp were positioned back-to-

overtones somewhat more satisfying.

back between the speakers in order to allow
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very short lengths of interconnect to be inserted at these points in the chain. The preamp
output was fed to the amps via 1.5m Monster
Cable M1000 interconnects, while the interconnects under test were substituted between
the Moffat CD player and preamp.
Ialso considered the idea of using other
CD players, such as the PS Audio and Kinergetics, with their outputs fed directly to the
power amps. This is especially easy to do in
the case of the Kinergetics player because of
its built-in volume control and 4V nominal
output, and it would have eliminated another
cable link from the chain. Irejected this approach, however, because although they hap-

pedance of 200 ohms will yield a-3dB frequency of 2.5MHz. With the Moffat player,
this same lm length will produce a-3dB frequency of 250kHz—still more than adequate
considering the bandwidth limitations of the
CD player and amplifier.
Furthermore, my listening tests with 1-2m
lengths of interconnects have not shown
cable capacitance to be asignificant factor
sonically. A point in fact is the Aural Symphonics cable, whose capacitance is even
higher than that of the LSI (365pF/m); it betters the LSI in the areas of clarity, transparency,
and harmonic integrity of overtone structure.
Ialso considered the sound of 9m of Siltech

pen to be very good CD players, they are not,

4-24 (210pF/m)—a total lumped capacitance

in my opinion, reference quality, in that they

about 1890pF—to be clearly superior to that

do not begin to compete with an expensive
MC-based analog front end. The Moffat CD
player/line stage, on the other hand, is the

of lm of any cable below the top class.
As aresult of the re-auditioning, my original
conclusions and recommendations stand firm.

first digital front end I've heard that can hold
its own against most analog competition.

Straight Wire and Bypass Tests

In case you're wondering why Ibothered
with aCD player at all, the answer is that Idid

Straight Wire's David Salz was kind enough to
send me several short sections of the cable he

not want to dilute the impact of the interconnect under test with even more cable links.

routinely uses in his bypass tests (the 6"

Keep in mind that in some cases Ionly had

to audition two of the

one pair for testing purposes, and in my
analog system there are three interconnect

nect they have used as a"standard" in bypass
testing, where the sound of the cable under

links. Also, having to locate my turntable so

test is compared with that of the short wire.'
My objective was to assess the quality of their

close to the speakers did not appeal at all.
The issue of component/cable compatibility
was raised by Straight Wire, who claim that
their LSI interconnect is not suitable for use
with "high source-impedance" devices such
as the Moffat CD player and preamp, and will
only work optimally with low-impedance

lengths of Powerline 3were theirs). Idecided

3»

pairs of intercon-

reference by comparing it with Siltech 4-24.
If the sound of the reference cable is flawed,
so would be their testing results.
The first sample Iauditioned was Straight
Wire microphone cable (22pF total capacitance). One would have thought that a 3"
section of decent cable would be practically

devices in the 100-600 ohm range. The source
impedance of the Moffat CD player is about
2000 ohms, but Ido not consider this ex-

case. Midrange transparency was only fair.

cessively high for driving short lengths of
cable. Yes, cables do act as low-pass filters at

vincing, instrumental outlines being slightly

high frequencies because of the shunting ef-

smeared in space. The upper mids, string

fect of the lumped cable capacitance, the

overtones for example, were slightly grainy

rolloff frequency being determined by the
magnitude of the source-device impedance

and dry-sounding. There was anoticeable
loss in resolution of low-level detail. The ex-

and the cable capacitance. My calculations

treme treble was cloudy and wilted in quality.
The depth perspective was compromised,

show that although the Moffat player would
not be suitable for driving 10m of a highcapacitance cable like the LSI, it would maintain asuitable bandwidth with lengths of the
order of lm. For example, LSI has acapacitance of 320pF/m: looking at asource imStereophile

transparent. That, however, was not to be the
Focus within the soundstage was not con-

and Ifound it difficult to place instruments
front to back. All in all, pretty disappointing
performance for areference.
7Straight Wire feel that the sonic signature of any cable will
be lowered in proportion to the length auditioned.
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The second cable Ilistened to was asection of Monster Interlink Special (20pF total
capacitance). This Ifound to be no better
than the other 3" section in terms of focus

wondering, however, Bruce Brisson of MIT
declined to provide us with samples.)
In order to spare my sanity, I'm going to
have to limit the number of interconnects I

and resolution. The upper mids were alittle

review (at least this year). I'd like, though, to

cleaner, but the treble was more aggressive.

issue an open challenge to all cable manufac-

These results were so surprising that Iconsidered pinning at least part of the blame on

turers: if you think you can better the van den
Hul Silver, send me asample.

the RCA cable plugs. Certainly the sound of
the plugs can be significant and is folded in-

Table 2: MANUFACTURERS

to the sound of any cable. But Idid not have

Monster Cable, 101 Townsend Street San

the time or the resources to investigate this
point further.

Siltech, Assemblage, PO Box 815, Branford,

Finally, Iinserted the Straight Wire LSI in-

Francisco, CA 94107. Tel: (415) 777-1355
CT 06405. Tel: (203) 488-8099

to the chain. Not surprisingly, Ifound that the

van den Hul, Sound Connections Interna-

sound of the LSI came very close to that of
the 3" "references," although Imarginally

tional Inc., 14932 N.Florida Ave., Tampa,
Florida 33612. Tel: (813) 961-3319.

preferred the 3" mic cable. Unfortunately for

Magnan, 1251 Dara St., Camarillo, CA 93010.

Straight Wire, that is no longer good enough.

Tel: (805) 484-9544
Aural Symphonies, 2016 Flintbury Court,

Post-postscript
A final Caveat: Of course, there are more interconnects on the way (is the bear Catho-

San Jose, CA 95148. Tel: (408) 270-6033
Straight Wire, 1909 Harrison Street, Hollywood, FL 33020. Tel: (305) 925-2470

lic?). The latest Distechs have just arrived;

Hitachi, 23860 Hawthorne Blvd., #101, Tor-

samples of the latest FMS Blue are soon to

rance, CA 90505. Tel: (213) 373-0710

reach New Mexico; maybe even the Randalls

Esoteric Audio RR3 Box 262, Winder, Georgia

will find their way here. (In case you've been

30680. Tel: (404) 867-6300

ELECTROCOMPANIET

If music really matters
AUDIOPHILE NEWS BULLETIN #3: It's here at last! Now you don't have
to take out a loan on your house to own the reference amplifier of choice.
Electrocompaniet's new AW150 Power Amplifier will deliver 100 amperes of
current and safely drive a 1/2 ohm load! It will easily handle the music lover's
"impossible-to-drive" full range ribbon or electrostatic loudspeaker. Those who
saw the AW150 for the first time at the Winter CES Show in Las Vegas
likened the massive power transformer to the Sputnik in size and heft. With its
outer case removed, dealers marveled at the elegance of vvorkmanship and
topology that went into the AW150. But then, quality and sonic realism without peer has been the musical signature of Electrocompaniet since 1974. Be as
impressed as your EC dealer was when he saw the AAA 150. Audition it today
and be prepared for a musical listening experience not to he forgotten — and
at aprice that will not shatter your domestic harmony.
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30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

• (215) 357-7858
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From Ortofon of Denmark, the X1MC and X3MC! A new generation of
moving coil cartridges designed to match perfectly any standard phono input,
without the need for an expensive step-up device.
These two products incorporate such advanced technology and provide
such clarity, depth and musical detail that to adequately describe them here
is impossible.
So instead, we want to describe the only feature of these two great phono
cartridges that you really care about, THEY SOUND BETTER! We're so confident that either of these new cartridges will make your records sound better
than the one you're listening to now, we guarantee* it!
Purchase either cartridge from aparticipating authorized Ortofon Dealer.
They're affordably priced. Compare the sound from your records. Even compare it to compact discs. If you're not 100% convinced that anew Ortofon XSeries High Output Moving Coil Cartridge sounds better than your old phono
cartridge, return it to your dealer for aprompt refund:
*Your participating authorized Ortofon Dealer has all the details on this
Better Sound Guarantee. Offer expires 3/31/87.
122 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803

1
1 R ANSPAR

ENC!'

In the 1960s aBerkeley physicist
named David Fletcher pioneered the concept
of transparency as applied to audio reproduction equipment.
Rejecting the popular trend of the era; musicality, Fletcher
embraced anew standard for the design of his own
equipment ... perfect neutrality. His effect on the hi-fi industry
has been most noted through the following achievements:
•1973 —Rebirth of moving coil cartridges with the
Supex SD-900 series.
•1974 —First low-mass tonearm, the Grace 707, providing
alevel of transparency never before achieved.
•1977 —Introduction of The Arm' which today is still
acknowledged as the last word in neutrality.
•1982 —The Talisman Cartridge line with focus-field
magnetic structuring.
•1985 —Evolution of the SME tonearm to the Series V
Totally aresonant, rigid, and slate of the art.
•1986 —Talisman Virtuoso series achieving astounding
rigidity and voicelessness.
We invite you to experience your favorite music ... free of
the character introduced by the reproduction equipment in
your signal chain.

Sumiko Inc. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705 415 843-4500

WHERE 10 BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 East Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
1927 11th Ave South
Dothan
Sight and Sound
2703 Ross Clark Circle SW
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W. Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE
Tempe
Books Etc
901 South Mill Ave
Tubac
Tortuga Books
190 Tubac Road
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ud.
2440 E. Broadway

CALIFORNIA
Arcata
Northtown Books
957 H Street
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2578 Shattuck
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave .4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill .139
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 East Croll Court
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
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Fairfield
CM Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc.
999F Edgewater Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 East Main Street
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
La Habra
C.F. Audio
415 W. Imperial Highway
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W. Lancaster Blvd.
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N. Highway 101
Long Beach
Audio Rhapsody
2257 Lakewood Blvd .205
Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 North Robertson
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino
Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Road
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
1000 Bristol St. North
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E. Colorado Blvd.
Redding
Clydes Home Entertainment
1768 Churn Creek Road
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3615 Presley Avenue
Rohnert Park
Sound Impression
10 Enterprise Dr
San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel Street
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares .305
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd

San Francisco
Bonanza Inn Book Shop
650 Market Street
Civic Center Books
380 Golden Gate Ave
Laser World
533 Second Street
Sounds Alive
731 Florida Street
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny Street
San Jose
Books Inc.
420 Town & Country Village
Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Drive
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St, Suite A
San Mateo
Audio Venture
306 Fifth Avenue
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc.
2199 S. El Camino Real
San Rafael
Rafael Book & News
1114 4th Street
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State Street
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, .400
Jonas Miller Sound
2336 Santa Monica Blvd.
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc.
733 Fourth Street
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia Street
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 West Castle Street
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
U.S. Tech
248 Detroit St
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
178 Main Street
Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc
79 East Putnam Ave

Manchester
Sound Advice
226 Spencer St
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St.
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
Nonvichtown
Sound Advice
42 Town Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Sound Plus Wood
4705 N. Federal Hwy
Vern's Electronics
3259 N. Federal Highway
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE .6
Gainesville
Tech Electronics
319 NW 13th Street
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 21st Ave
Indian Harbor Beach
Marc's Electronics
265 Eau Gallia Blvd East
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd .10
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy.
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Joe's News Inc.
1549 Sunset Dr.
Sound Components
1536 South Dixie Hwy.
Naples
House of High Fidelity
599 5th Ave South
Orlando
Book Mania
902 Lee Road .18
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N. Dale Maybry

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Road
Doraville
Audio Lab of Georgia
5269-2 Buford Hwy
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Drive
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
Stereo Station
738 Kaheka
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OW
YOU
WON'T
BE DISAPPOINTED
N WITH
THE
SECOND BEST
For years the Linn Sondek
LP12 has set the standards by which
all other turntables are judged.
Our engineers built the new
Linn Axis with the same precision
as the Sondek ... but they've made
it more affordable.
In fact, for alower price,
we've given the Axis advanced
features you won't find in any other
turntable at any price!
Exceptional precision is
provided by apair of low
distortion, class A amplifiers
driving each of the motor phases.
A "smart" controller senses
the motor load and provides
higher voltage during
startup and reduces

the voltage (and noise) once the
platter reaches speed.
Electronic switching turns the
Axis on or off and provides a
smooth transition from 33 to 45
rpm.
An ingenious self-aligning
suspension system isolates the arm
and platter from the motor, base,
and external disturbances.
Of course, the Linn Sondek
LP12 remains the reference, but we
know you won't be disappointed
with our second best.
We haven't cut corners on our
legendary engineering...
only on the price.
LINN

PRODUCTS

Linn Hi-Fi
is distributed by:
udiophile Systems
8709 Castle Park Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46256
Aldburn Electronics
127 Portland Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5R2N4
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IDAHO
Ketchum
Infinite Audio
231 Sun Valley Road
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor 's Audio Visual
1912 B Round Barn Road
Chicago
Audio Video Option
141 W. Jackson Blvd
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave.
Superior Audio Systems
716 North Wells Street
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W. Lincoln Hwy
Downers Grove
Rosine Audio Inc
4240 Elm Street
Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South Street
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St.
Rockford
Absolute Audio
1800 E. Riverside
Skokie
Soundstage Audio
4525 Oakton
Sprin9field
The King's Stereo
1275 W. Wabash, Ste S
Watseka
Hear Here Ltd.
109 N Fourth
INDIANA
Carmel
Sound Pro
2146 East 116th Street
Dyer
Miles Books
1200 Sheffield Ave
Fort Wayne
Higher Fidelity
4201 Coldwater Road
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
6328 N. College Ave
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th Street
Mishawaka
Alltronics
6502 Grape Road
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 East Kimberly Road
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N. Main
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E. Washington
Stereophile

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
614 E. Broadway
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Highway
Metairie
Audio Resource
4 Metairie Court
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St.
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscope
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Laurel
C.K. Audio
11605 Basswood Drive
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass. Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury
Encore Audio
225 Newbury Street
The Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar Street
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound 8. Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems Ltd
112 S. Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 North Woodward Ave.
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court Street
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Drive

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave. South
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
in Concert
165 Western Ave North
MISSOURI
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W. Commercial
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St, Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Audio Additives
12809 S. 29th Street
NEVADA
Las Ve9as
P Miller Audio
1505 West Oakey
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio Inc.
5S. Main St.
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St, Suite 310
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd.
Portsmouth
Soundsmith
43 Pleasant Street
Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Tates Brook Road
NEW JERSEY
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex Street
Morristown
Sight & Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave.
Tom's River
Rands Camera & Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
7Yenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Avenue
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N.E.
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Drive
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo

NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
Wolf Road Park
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main Street
Binghampton
JSG Audio
1437 Front Street
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main Street
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N. Church Street
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Highway
Mount Kisco
Fox & Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave.
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Leonard Radio
55 West 44th Street
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Avenue
and 2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 East 33rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Avenue
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Syracuse
Superior Sight & Sound
2780 Erie Blvd East
Wappinger Fails
Sound Odyssey Inc.
55 Route 9
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Highway
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 East Post Road
Lyric Hi Fi
146 East Post Road
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Avenue
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
I
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Revox B226:
Digital at the Vanishing Point
Connect anew Revox B226 CD player to avery high
quality home audio system Load it with a superbly
recorded disc Sit back. press "play" on the IR remote
control
and something peculiar happens.
The B226 virtually disappears.
What you hear is pure music. Nothing added, nothing taken away No harshness, no grittiness, no coloration. no shrinking, no softening, no etching. Nothing
except all the depth, dynamics, and subtle nuances of
alive musical performance.
This "vanishing act" does not come easily. For example. the B226 transport chassis is made from solid
die-cast aluminum alloy to provide long-term stability.
The entire mechanism is suspended on damped isolation mounts to minimize potential problems from
vibration or resonance
Also, the B226 incorporates the newest generation of Europeandeveloped LSI chips
for D-A conversion.
interpolation, error
correction, and digital filtering Resolution is full I6-bit, with
quadruple oversampiing and dual D-A
converters for precise
phase linearity New adaptive error correction selects

the best error correction strategy from 60 pos
ties) to greatly improve performance on dirty or damaged discs
In the crucial analog output stages. Revox uses strictly
professional grade components. B226 circuit boards
meet the same performance and reliability standards
as boards made for our Studer professional mastering
recorders Little wonder, since both come from the
same plant in the Black Forest of West Germany.
Essentially, then, the B226 delivers a purity and
transparency of sound that challenges "custom conversion" units. But without sacrificing convenience and
flexibility.
With Revox you still get full programmability of virtually every imaginable function, plus digital outputs
for audio or auxiliary data, fixed and adjustable audio
outputs with ample voltage for directly driving power
amps, and the convenience of infrared remote control
with multi-room capability.
For aconvincing demonstration, visit your nearest
authorized Revox dealer Slip your favorite CD into a
B226, sit back, and listen to digital audio at the vanishing point.

FUUDER REVOX
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
615-254-5651

Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 East Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Road
Hendersonville
Pro Sound Co.
1322 Ashville Highway
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Shelby
Sound Advice-Custom Stereo
1180 Scenic Drive
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Drive
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Road
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave.
Soteric Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd.
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Road
Dayton
Audio Etcetera
3864 Dayton Xenia Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 North Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St,
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E. Perkins Ave
S. Euclid
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
13861 Cedar Road
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr Street
OREGON
Beaverton
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E. Wayne Street
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W. Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 North 3rd
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave .272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-8 Ave Jesus T. Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer Street
Stut ut illil iii.'

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Wise Audio
1001 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
Suite B
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St.
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research .200
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real Street
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Road .320
Dallas
Audio Abode
5526 Dyer .1119
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
El Peso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway East 1D
Houston
Audio Prophiles
4532 Hwy 6North
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Highway
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr .106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Road
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Hi9hland Drive
Discriminator Music
1788 S. 1100 East
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S. Washington
Danville
Aeolian Products & Services
215 Main Street
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St.
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6519 College Park Sq.

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4142 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W. 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E. Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High Street
Video Den
148 High Street
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr.
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W. Grand Ave
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
1039 171h Ave SW.
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coqultlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr.
British Sound
2423 Granville St.
Music Works
4740 Main At.
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St. S.

Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St. N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St.
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St.
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Road
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great National Sound
402 Queen St. W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St. E.
Pages Bookstore
256 Queen St. W
Thorn Audio Video
770 Queen St. E.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St. N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
400 Dundas St. W.
QUEBEC
Longueuil
Paquin Audio
985 Rue Cure Poirier O.
Montreal
B.N. Sound Studio
6891 Rue St. Hubert
Cinqphonie
6479 Rue Beaubien E.
Kebecson
6555 Rue St. Denis
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch. Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
Thombury, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
649 Burwood Road
Hawthorn 3122
ENGLAND
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Room 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Road Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell Street

NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St.

ICELAND
125 Reyklavik
Stein' HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St.

ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound & Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

ONTARIO
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 ½ Upper James St.
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
London
Multi-Meg
116 Dundas Street
The Power Station
1073 Wellington Rd S.

NEW ZEALAND
Christchurch
Denco Engineering
PO. Box 2650

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
160 Bruyere Unit 7
Euphonies
687 Bank Street
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2

NORWAY
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ud
Box 9193 Vaterland
TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching South Road
WEST GERMANY
6Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str. 2b

AMERICA'S LARGEST
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Authorized New
ADS, Athena, Audible Illusions, Audio Quest, BEL, Biamp, B&K, Berning, B&W, Canon Video
Celestion, Chicago Stands, Dahlquist, DBX, Dual, Dynavector, Eagle, Eminent Technology,
Fostex,Grado, Hafler, Kinergetics, Klyne, Kyocera, Lazarus, Meitner, Monster Cable, Music Hose,
Mnst major credit cards accepted

704 Broadway, 3rd Floor (North of 4th St. near Tower Records)

-END INVENTORY
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ealers for
Musical Fidelity, NEC. Ortofon, Parasound. Proton, P.S. Audio. Quad. Ram Tubes. Revox, Rogers, Rowland
Research, Shure. Soundlab, Spectrum, Spendx. Spica. Stax, Straightwire, Superphon, Sumiko. Systemdek.
Talisman. Terk Antennas, Thresholds, Tip Toes, Van Den Hul. VPI. Well Tempered,
Mnçt

rrerfir rarriç arrefged

687-A B'way (btwn. 3rd & 4th St. opp. Tower Records) NYC 10012

The Magic of Music

Audio Research
(.1 U.S. dealer)
Adcom
Alphason
Apogee
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Eminent Technology
Koetsu
Krell
Martin Logan
Nitty Gritty
Oracle
PSE
Rote!
SMEV
SOTA
Spica
Superphon
Vanderste
4

Los Angeles

INDEX TO VOLUME IX
Volume IX of Stereophile was published in 1986, with Volume VIII covering 1985, VII, 1984, VI,
1983, V, 1982, IV, 1977-81, III, 1971-n, II, 1967-71 and I1962-67. All the issues listed are
available from our back issue department (if out of print, they can be supplied in Xerox form).
See the advertisement in this issue for details.
Articles & Otherwise
All -Ube Analog (JA)
6-58
Analog vs. Digital (Clawson & Zeilig)
4-50
Big Announcement, The (LAJGH)
3-10
Boxes
Cable Quickies (AE/BS)
6-45/141
Five Clones
2-105
CD Accessories (AHC)
3-51
CD at the Crossroads (GG)
6-25
CD at What Crossroads? (LA)
6-4
CES Reports
Summer 1986
ST
5-21
JGH
5-39
DO
5-57
BS
5-63
JA
5-73
LA
5-82
Winter 1986
ST
1-32
JGH
2-5
DO
2-33
TJN
2-45
Controversy
Double-blind á the Not-So-Blind, The ..
5-84, 7-21
Legitimate Audio Retailers Speak out
2-60,3-31
Judith Reilly & "Digitized" lbrntables
1-47,8-17
Responses to the Carver Challenge
1-60,2-127,
2- 129,3- 13,8-3
Dahlia DIY loudspeaker (DO)
1-98
Documentation Difficulties (Klein)
4-72
Double-Blind & the Not-So Blind, The (Leventhal,
Clark, Atkinson)
5-84
FMX —Less Hiss or an FM Miss? (DS)
8-79
Frankfurt High-End Show Report (Kessler)
7-31
Go On, heat your system (Kessler)
8-61
Hear the Light (Finial)(JGH, BS)
5-32
Highs & Lows of Double-Blind Tésting,
The (Leventhal)
2-22
Improving CD Players with Polypropylene
Capacitors (GG)
4-44
Into the Optic (Fox)
8-67
Index to Sterropbile Volume 8
6-74
Interviews
James Boyic (Performance Recordings) (JA)
6-58
Charlie Brennan (Linn) (JA,LA)
5-132
Rodney Herman (SOTA)(JA,LA)
5-132
Jacques Riendeau (Oracle) QA,LA)
5-132
Bob Stuart (Meridian) (1GH)
2-106
Ivor Tiefenbrun (Linn) OA,LA)
5-132
AI van den Hul (JA)
8-135
Meanwhile. Back in the UK (IA)
8-43
Miscellany
2-122
Music goes Round & Round, The (JA)
5-132
Myth & Reality of British Pressing, The (SWW). 4-133
Passive preamplifier (1GH)
2-13
Puzzler Solution & Winners
2-120
Recommended Components
7-77
Recommended lbners (DS)
3-87
Reliability Survey
3-36
Shop Talk: the Finial laser turntable (Mitchell) .. 8-83

Ste reophile

Sleaze Factor, The (Meyer)
2-54
Sony, R-DAT & the Read/Write CD (1GH)
6-31
lbronto CES Report (BS)
7-31
Tweaking (SWW)
3-32
View from Outside, The (Lipnick)
7-57
Visitation to, and from, Audio Research, A (IGH)
4-29
Ye Olde Compacke Diske (AHC)
1-66
Zen & the Art of Bill Sommerwerck (Rauchwerger)4-64
Zen & the Art of D/A Conversion (JA)
6-47
As We See It
As ISee It (JA)
Directional Questions (1GH)
Seeing Red (JGH)
Stereo & the Soundstage (JA)
The Question of Bass (1GH)
The Question of Bits (1GH)
Transparent, My Dear Watson (JGH)
Winter CES (3GH)

5-5
1-5
4-5
8-5
7-5

6-5
3-5
2-5

The Audio Cheapskate (Sam Tellig)
Breezes into las Vegas
Brouhaha
CD Organizers
Disposable CD Player. A(Sanyo CP700)
Has his Magnavox FD-1040 modified
Listens to the Sonographe SG-3 turntable &
Sony D-7S CD player
Meets the British Fidelity A-1, Audiolab
13000A amplifiers
Meets the Lazarus Cascade Basic preamp
On MC cartridges (Ortofon X3-MC,
Denon DL-160)
On Gruv-Glide
On lbmtables (Dual CS5000, Thorcns TD-318),
acartridge (Goldring G1020)
and amplifiers (British Fidelity PI70/
Preamp ii)
Scouts for Bargains at SCES
Takes on cartridges again
(Shure Ultra 500, Signet MR5.0 lc, Shinon
Red Boron, Audioquest 404M)

1-32
3-31
3-31
3-28
7-65
7-65
1-43
2-28
8-37
8-41
4-18
4-20
4-23
5-21
1-37

Building aLibrary (Christopher Breunlg)
Beethoven Symphony 3(Eroica)
Berg Violin Concerto
Rachmaninov Piano Concerto 3

B-147
6-131
7-157

Pure Gold (Alvin Gold)
Apogee Duetta loudspeaker
3-58
Arrant Two loudspeaker
7-55
Boston A-40 loudspeaker
7-55
British Fidelity A-100 integrated amplifier
6-55
CD vs. R-DAT
6-53
Heybrook HBI loudspeaker
7-55
Hi -Fi News Show, The
8-89
KEF R107 loudspeaker
4-81
KEF Cara loudspeaker
7-53
Linn LK1 preamp/LIC2 power amp
2-64
Magneplanar improvements
2-66
Martin-Logan CLS loudspeaker
6-54
Philips CD-650 CD player
5-97/8-89
Roksan Xerxes turntable
3-61
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
VOLUME I(1962-1965), VOLUME II (1966-1972)

out of print

VOLUME 111,1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10
VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10
Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9
VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10
VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
Issue 3
VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 3, 5, 7, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6
VOLUME VIII, 1985
Issues 1through 8

5.00

VOLUME IX, 1986
Issues 1through 8

5.00

5.00
7.50'
5.00
7.50'
5.00
5.00
7.50*
5.00
7.50*

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED
*Photocopies

$275.00

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:
Original copies at $5.00 each:
Photocopies at $750 each:
EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!

$275.00
TOTAL

Name
Address
City
0 Check
No.

State
D MC

Zip
Li VISA

EXP DATE

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPHILE, P.O. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87504

Snell Type C loudspeaker
State of UK Hi -Fi, The
Toshiba SS-33 Mk.I1 loudspeaker
Equipment Reports

6-54
4-77
7-53

Accessories
ASC Ibbe Traps (JGH)
3-66
Center-A-Disc UGH)
8-125
DB Systems Attenuators UGH)
8-125
Heathkit AD-1308 Spectrum Analyzer (BS)
3-84
Mod Squad CD Damper (AE)
5-130
Monster Cable/Sounder Stereo Imager UGH)
8-124
SOFA Electronic Flywheel (SWW)
2-85
SOTA Vacuum Supermat (SWW)
2-85
Sumiko Fluxbuster (BS)
4-102
Tiptoes (AHC)
1-96
Amplifiers (power)
Audio Research D-250-II Servo UGH)
5-100
Boulder 500 (DO)
5-105
Conrad Johnson MV-50(AHC)
2-89
Counterpoint SA-12 (AHC)
4-97
Counterpoint SA-4 (AHC)
4-99
Curcio (BS)
8-115
Electrocompankt Ampliwire 100 (AHC)
I-105
Luzman M-05 (W)
8-110
Nestorovic Alpha- I(SWW)
8-108
NYAL Futterman OTL- 1(AHC)
6-100
Rowland Research 7/11 (DO/JGH)
1-88/1-90
Threshold SA- IOGH)
I-85/3-108
Amplifiers (preamps)
Adcom GFP-555 (AHC)
7-135
Audio Research SP- II UGH)
4-121
Convergent Audio hchnology SL-1 (AHC)
7-129
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire la (AHC)
1-105
Lazarus (DO)
2-90
Luzman C-05 (LG)
8-112
Mark Levinson ML-7A UGH)
5-108
Motif MC-7 (AHC)
1-82
NYAL Moscode Superlt (GG/AHC)

6-103/8-131

PS Audio 4.5 (AHC)
Audio Interconnects (AHC)
Cartridges
Dynavector Karat 23RS MR (BS)
High-Phonic MR-RS UGH)
Monster Cable Alpha 2BHB/1 UGH)
Ortofon MC-20 Super (AHC)
Signet MK40 ML UGH)
Signet TKIO ML-II (BS)
Sumiko Virtuosi DTI (SWW)
vdH MCIO (AHC)
vdH MC One (CB)
Win Labs Jewel MC (DO)
CD Players
Adcom (lCD-300 (AHC)
ADS Atelier CD3 CD player UGH)
880 CDX CD player UGH)
CAL hmpest (JA)
NEC CD-705E (DO)
PS Audio CD-1 UGH)
Shure D-5000 UGH)
Sony D-7S (BS)
Sony CD-P55 UGH)
Sony CD-P650 II UGH)
Loudspeakers
Acoustat One (AHC)
Acoustat "C" Transformer Update (BS)
Altec Lansing 301 UGH)
Apogee Ductta Mk.II (AHC)
Apogee Caliper (JA)
AR 19 (DO)
AR Subwoofer (DO)
Dahlia Kit UGH)
Fanfare Prelude (17N)
Fried G/3 (DO)
Greg Acoustics Little Entertainer (DO)
Infinity IRS-Ill (AHC)
Infinity RS-1B (AHC/JGH)

7-135
1-95
4-90
8-105
4-84
6-113
4-85
4-89
4-87
6-115
8-103
2-87
1-80
8-97
8-100
6-120
2-93
6-117
5-118
5-120
6-124
8-94
4-94
5-147
7-126
7-112
7-121
6-96
6-96
1-103
8-117
7-104
3-81
2-95
2-95/3-108

SIMPLY WONDERFUL
.
Cascade Basic Preamplifier — $599
NEW FOR 1986 H-1 Hybrid Amplifier — $1599 Ablissful marriage of tube and
solid state technology. Drives difficult speaker loads with effortless
competence. Can be easily switched from fully differential mono-mode to
stereo-mode and run as either Class Aor Class AB in either mode.
MC-1 Tube Moving Coil Step-Up — $599 Surprisingly quiet
degrade the sound.

and it doesn't

Call or write for your local dealer and product information.
dealer inquiries invited.
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Lazarus Electronics
15046 Friar St. Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818)242-1215

VMPS •Scan-Speak •Dynaudio •The Dahlia
Just Speakers. Nelson-Reed •Jordan
Focal •SEAS •Euphonic Audio •Falcon

A&_S SPEAKERS
Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems are
misled by well meaning—but misinformed—salesmen, magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is
superficial or incomplete. As aresult, many expensive "mistakes"
are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high quality audio dealership in the
United States.
Founded by pianist-acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, and
recording engineers throughout the U.S.,
Europe, and South America, rely on Gala
Sound for audio systems tailored to their
specific needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
adefinitive audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write)
Jim Gala at (716)461-3000.
MARK LEVINSON •THRESHOLD •McINTOSH •KEF •B&W •ACOUSTAT •MERIDIAN
CONRAD•JOHNSON •REVOX •BRYSTON •BELLES RESEARCH •NAKAMICHI

GALA SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 461-3000
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KEF R107 (DO)
7-108
Kindel P-200 (JGH)
3-77
Magneplanar MGIIIA (AHC)
4-91
Martin-Logan CLS OA)
7-116
Martin-Logan Monolith UGH)
3-108
Musk & Sound 925 UGH)
3-75
Nestorovic Labs Type 5AS (DO)
5-115
Norberg BCS- 16 (DO)
5-114
Rauna l'yr II UGH)
2-99
Sans Model 44 (DO)
3-80
Snell Type A/III UGH)
3-107
Sound Lab A-3 UGH)
6-88
Spica TC-50/Servo Woofer System
(JGH/LA/ANC)
5-111/7-149
Synthesis LM-20 (ANC)
2-101
Synthesis LM- 250 (ANC)
2-103
Vandersteen 2C (AHC)
6-92
VMPS Super lbwer Ila/R (AHC)
3-71
Watkins WE IA loudspeaker UGH)
7-147
Loudspeaker cable (AHC)
1-51
MC Step-ups
Dynavector PE-2 (BS)
1-110
PDG Cartridge Stabilizer (AE/BS)
I-108/3-103
Recording Equipment
Aiwa AD-F770 cassette deck (GG)
7-142
Signal Processors
Aphex AVM-8000 surround-sound decoder (BS)
2-71
Aphex Type C Aural Exciter (BS)
8-127
Fosgate 3601 surround-sound decoder
(BS/JGH)
2-70/4-115
Shure HTS 5000 surround-sound decoder (BS) ...2-68
Sony DAS -703E5 D/A converter UGH)
8-94
lbnearms
Mapleknoll Athena (GG)
2-78
SME Series V (SWW/AHC)
6-105
Surat° FT-3 (AHC)
4-103
Well-lempered Arm OGH/BS)
3-107/5-145
Tuners & Aerials
Arcam Alpha (DS)
8-119
Akai AT-S7BN (DS)
Bogen TP-100 (DS)
GC Electronics Antenna (DS)
Harrnan/Kardon TU -905 (DS)
taxman T/02 (DS)
McIntosh MR 80 (DS)
Mission Cyrus (DS)
Onkyo T-4087 (DS)
Parsec 7403 -Il Antenna (DS)

8-131
3-97
8-123
5-122
3-90
3-92
5-124
3-88
3-82

Sansui TU-D99AMX (DS)
Yamaha T-85 (DS)
lbratables
Harman/Kardon T45 (SWW)

3-95
8-120
2-82

Harrnan/lCardon T65C (S/7W)
2-82
Mapleknoll Athena (GG)
2-78
Oracle Delphi II (ANC)
4-112
sou Star Sapphire (AHC)
4-107
VPI HW -19 11 (AHC/BS)
4-109/5-145
Video Equipment
NAD MR20 TV Monitor (BS)
5-129
Sony SL-HF900 Beta HI-FI VCR (BS)
5-126
Itknika TVC-22 MTS tuner (DS)
8-122
Book Reviews
Complete Penguin Stereo Record Guide, The ....4-134
Complete Penguin Stereo CD, Cassette, &
LP Guide, The
8-153
Stereophonic Techniques
8-153
Classical Record Reviews
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 3,4, CBS
4-137
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5, CBS CD
8-159
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique, Chcsky . 7-163
DEBUSSY: Quartet in g, Telarc CD
8-157
LISZT: Sonata in B Minor, Delos CD
4-136
MOZART Symphonies 35/38, Eurodisc CD
4-137
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 3, Perpetua CD .. 8-160
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 3, Itlarc CD
8-160
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5, CBS CD
8-159
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 2, Chesky . 7-163
RACHMANINOV: Paganini Rhapsody,
Perpetua CD
8-160
RAVEL: Quartet in F, Telarc CD
8-157
RESPIGHI: Church Windows, Poema Autunnakt,
Reference Recordings CD
6-137
SCHUBERT: Symphony 8, CBS CD
8-159
STRAUSS: Lin Heldenlebet Denon CD
5-144
STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite, Sheffield Lab
5-143
TCHAIKOVSKY Piano Concerto 1, lèlarc CD ._8-160
Nonclassical Record Reviews
Phil Collins, Face Value, Atlantic
4-133
Peter Gabriel, Security, Geffen
4-133
Jerry Goodman, On tbe Future ofAviation,
Private Music
4-135
Patrick O'Hearn, Ancient Dreams, Private Music 4-135
Most Exciting Private Label Debut, The (TG) . .
4-135
Myth & Reality of British Pressing, The (SWW) ..4-133
Pink Floyd, The Final Cut
4-134
Ryuchl Sakamoto etc., Piano One, Private Music 4-135
Sanford Ponder, Etosba, Private Music
4-135
Sade, Diamond Life, Epic
4-134
Michael Stearns, Chronos, Sonic
Atmospheres CD
6-136
John Tropea, NY Cats Direct, DMP CD
6-136
Jim Walker & Mike Garson, Reflections,
Reference Recordings CD
8-157
Yaz, Upstairs at Eric's, Sire
4-134

Power Amplifiers
and Pre-Amplifiers
Excellent music reproduction.
Designed for reliability.
Yet affordably priced.

COMPONENTS, LTD

Orchard Park
New York 14127
U.S.A.
1-800-543-5252
(N.Y. 716-652-7650)

THE PURIST
SOUND
EXPERIENCE
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Considers Concertos
Reviews the Blues
Discusses the Discs
Highlights the Hardware
Evaluates Evita
Deliberates on Debussy
and straightens out
Stravinsky
HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW will
bring the works to your door — the
latest record and compact disc reviews,
the latest equipment news and music
reviews. You cannot afford to miss
out on this great British experience.
Post the coupon today to receive
your regular copy every month and
keep in touch with the Hi Fi world.

I

t A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

3

Please send me HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW magazine for 12 issues. Ienclose a
Sterling Draft payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for
Airmail £40.70p

02:321011
11S4

Or Debit my Credit Card Account:
(PLEASE TICK BOXI

3
CREDIT CARD NO:

3
3

11

Signature

Name
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
Address

_

Please commence my subscription from the next available issue.

a

Iunderstand that Iam committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine and should I
wish
to cancel my subscription, no refund will be made

To: Mark Fisher, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, England.
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UPSCALE AUDIO

is unlike any other high-end salon
in Southern California. Better
service. Better surroundings.
Better stock. Better reference
system. Because we're adivision
of the only Southern California
audio retailer who doesn't sell on
commission. And who doesn't
need to high pressure their
customers.

MICHAEL HARVEY

brings years of audiophile
expertise to Upscale Audio. He
does not work on commission. He
is not aproprietor who has to
concern himself with paying the
utilities and rent. He does not
have to sell anything but the best.
His only committment is to cater
to your audio needs, your budget
and your musical tastes.

MECHANICAL

to electronic transduction by: Well
Tempered Labs, Oracle, Premier,
Koetsu, Talisman, Alchemist,
Alpha and Virtuoso, Ortofon and
Dunlop-Systemdek, Electronic to
mechanical transduction by:
Acoustat (including Model 6's in
stock), Infinity Reference and
Beveridge. All hard-wired.
No switchers.

ELECTRONIC

to electronic sensualization by:
Audio Research (we're one of the
largest dealers in the U.S.), Sumo,
New York Audio Labs, Luxman Brid
and Acoustat. Visit Upscale Audio
and discover why, in less than a
year we've become a leading force
in Southern California high end
audio (as well as the largest
Acoustat dealer in the world).

UPSCAIEAUDIO
AT ROCE RS OUN D• LABS

8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California, 91304.
Call Michael Harvey, (818) 882-3802, (213) 873-3051 or (818) 882-4600.
Appointments recommended.
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Perfect Scoring
Accuphase •Acoustat •Athena
Audio •Audio Research
Boston Acoustics •Bryston
B&W •Cabasse
Carnegie •Carver
Celestion •ConradJohnson •CWD
Duntech •Entec
Goldmund •Grado
Infinity, including IRS
Jadis •JVC •Kloss
Kyocera •Magnepan
Mark Levinson •Meridian
MIT •M&K •Monster/Alpha
Motif •NAD •Nakamichi •New York
Audio Labs •Parasound •Proton
Pyramid •Quad •Rega •Revox •Rogers
Shure/Ultra •SME •Sony •Sota •Spectral •Stax
Sumiko •Systemdek •Talisman •Tandberg •VPI •And other
fine lines plus alarge recommended repertory of CDs in our
Lexington Avenue store •We specialize in 220 volt equipment
for export •Hear the remarkable Duntech Sovereign now on
display in our Green Room on Lexington Avenue

Lyric

Hi Fi63Video

2005 Broadway
New York. NY 10023
212-769-4600

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10028
212-535-5710

146 East Post Road
White Plains. NY 10601
914-949-7500

BUILDING A LIBRARY

the

JULIUS KATCHEN
legacy

Christopher Breunig ,

A

ndre Previn used to say that the record critics who gave him most amusement
were those who never recommended anything unless it had been deleted for

at least 20 years: "Beethoven's Fifth—not since the 1929 Ruritania 78s
by the Gruyere Philharmonic under Frederic Chiesemann ..." This month I
risk such categorization as Iwant to write about the pianist Julius Katchen.

(I was prompted by discovering an extraordinary cache of old Decca
London recordings, even including some monos, which were pressed in
the UK, exported to the US, then brought all the way back again as cutouts. The dealer 2can hardly get rid of them at prices from $2.75 to
$3.50!) By rights, Katchen should now be 61, and at the height of his
powers as an interpreter, but in fact he died from cancer, aged just 42.
He recorded exclusively for Decca (unless you accept the 1957
RCA stereo Petrouchka, conducted by Monteux), making his first
LPs in his mid-20s. His first concert appearance was with Ormandy
and the Philadelphia Orchestra, performing Mozart's D-minor Concerto (which he was to record twice), at the age of 11.
Katchen was educated privately, in New
Jersey, learning music theory and practice
under his grandparents' supervision—his
family had originally come from Russia.
He recalled hearing Caruso's records as a
child, and this was aformative influence:
later he would try to phrase as Caruso
might have sung. Rachmaninov's playing was also influential. He was impressed by Wilhelm Furtwangler and
claimed he learned about rhythm,
Brcunig is Music Editor of the UK's MR
News 6,Record Review
2 The Music Discount Center, 29
Rathbone PI., London WI, UK. lt1:
011 441 637 0129

photo: Decca Records
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Meridian 207 Professional
Compact Disc Player
taking orders-$1595
Cello Etude Passive
Preamplifier—$l000
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Dual

Energy/ESM • Goldmund • Grado • Hafler • Jadis

Major Credit Cards Accepted
We Ship Anywhere ...

Linn Sondek • Madrigal • Magneplanar • Mart Levinson
Meridian
Nitty Gritty

• Monster/Alpha
• Quad

Rowland Research

• NAD

• Rega

• Sota

• Nakamichi

• Revox

• Spectral

• Rogers
• Spendor

To be on our mailing list
send us your name and
address or $5.00 for a
Mark Levinson Catalog.

Spica •Stax •Sumiko •Thiel •Van den Hul •Wharfdale

646 North Robertson Blvd Los Angeles CA90069 213-858-8112

as opposed to metronomic pulse-beating,
from recordings where "one had the exalted

terpretations; rather, Iam thinking (in matters
of detail) of the light, air, and delicacy of

feeling of participating in the inexorable unfolding of something as inevitable as Fate

Katchen's delivery of the strange Tempo di
Menuetto with which Beethoven rounds off

itself." Pianists he admired included Schnabel
(philosophical insights), Gieseking (matchless
clarity of fingerwork), Edwin Fischer (balance

diminuendo—piu piano, Beethoven writes

between creative imagination and scholastic
orthodoxy), and Lipatti.
Having played with the Detroit, New York,
and Chicago Orchestras, Katchen began studying philosophy at Haverford College; aFrench
government grant took him to Paris in 1946,
which he subsequently made his home base.

the Herculean Diabelli Variations. After the
astaccato forte: it's atelescoping of the entire
60 minutes of music into asingle eighth-note
chord. In his later stereo version Katchen
judges the brusqueness to anicety, whereas
Brendel, in his highly regarded 1976 live
recording, concludes acalculated account of
the minuet with astonishing tepidity.
Katchen's 1960 remake of Dohnanyi's

Backhaus was the senior Decca pianist;

Variations on a Nursery Song, with Boult

Katchen was promoted alongside the fastid-

and the LPO, quite eclipses the 1986 Decca

ious (and reluctant) Clifford Curzon, Friedrich Guida, and the young Peter Katin. Kempff,

& Solti). The first solo entry has Katchen

with Hungarian soloist and conductor (Schiff

definite policy of quickly remaking success-

gleefully capitulating to the way Dohnanyi
puts "the great concert pianist" firmly in
place Katchen also delights as the strings give

ful mono releases; consequently the short—

adistorted reference to Brahms' B-flat Con-

by the standards of an Ashkenazyl—disco-

certo finale.
On a larger scale, the 1958 recording of

too, was then aDecca recording artist. With
the advent of stereo, the company had a

graphy includes rerecordings of the Rachmaninov Concerto 2and Paganini Rhapsody,
Beethoven's Diabelli Variations, and Op.111,

Liszt's A-flat Concerto with the LPO—one of
Katchen's proudest achievements, he said—

Bartok and Prokofiev Concerti 3, 3 Rhapsody

shows asense of humor in the warm response

in Blue (first done with Mantovani's Orches-

to the glittering scale passages and declama-

tra), and Brahms Handel and Paganini Var-

tory writing. Idon't mean that he "sends up"

iations.
Of course, the big Brahms set containing
nearly all the works for solo piano is generally

the music in any way, but you feel he understood that Liszt was setting down ashowpiece for virtuosity, and that this score is not

regarded as crowning Julius Katchen's recording career. Iam not so certain, however, and

opment to hold the listener's attention. It is

too serious but sufficiently narrative in devel-

I'm inclined to regard him as an even finer

not dour like the great RichtertKondrashin

Beethoven pianist. The Brahms Piano Trios,
recorded at the Makings with Josef Suk and

Second, but with its genuinely poetic horn

Janos Starker, have yet to be bettered, as have

and cello solos it also suggests akind of commitment by the orchestra that today's tighter

the companion Violin Sonatas with Suk, and

session scheduling was soon to destroy,

Imust single out the third Intermezzo, the C-

seemingly. The conductor, Ataulfo Argenta,

major, from Brahms' Op.119 as the perfect

was also to die in his early 40s.
For all the restraining influences of Munchinger and the Stuttgart Orchestra, Katchen's

example of Katchen's art at its most charming,
deft, and witty—note the way the players slip
off stage at the end, dancing back to take their
bow on the two forte chords.

Mozart (K.503) emerged as overpowering in
scale Nor, if memory serves, was he the most

music-making. It wasn't of the nervy, faintly

sympathetic of Schumann pianists—I am
thinking of the Concerto, with Kertesz, and

hysterical kind that you find in Brendel's in-

the old mono Carnival. What apity he never

Humor was asignificant element in Katchen's

recorded the Liszt Sonata, but only coached
3The 1966 Bartok Concert 3, coupled with Ravel's Concerto in G, has lust been released on a Norwegian label,
Recut Records, distributed in the USA by Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel,
(317) 849-7103.
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his star pupil, Pascal Roge, in it.
Whereas Backhaus had been partnered in
the Beethoven Concertos by Schmidt-Isserstedt, Katchen was teamed with Pierino Gamba,
169

...simply the most profound expression of musical
experience possible through Compact Disc technology...

"•6
98338886

1.
Euphonic Technology 16-bit CD Players are now available...
or we will upgrade your Magnavox or Mission player to
state-of-the-art performance.
will turn your [Magnavox] 1040 into asuper player...the difference is night and day.
The highs are extended, smooth and cleaner. The bass is extended and much better
defined... Imaging is dramatically improved.., The machine sounds more dynamic ...
Idon't think you can go wrong with Euphonic Technology. Ilove the results..."
Stereophile, Vol. 9No. 7, October 1986

EUPHONIC

207 Mountain Road, Wilton, CT 06897

technology

203 834-2468
Avelable Creel or through selected dealers

Building on Success:

"I've heard separates that cost twice as much
and sound only half as good."
—Audio Cheapskate
Stereophile, Vol. 9, No. 4

A-1, 2x20 watt amplifier, pure Class A, $350

BRITISH FIDELITY *
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
US dminlautors for Brae, Fldelay. Mordaunt-Short, Spendor. and Loopc
•Mus,cal Falelay In U K
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formerly an infant-prodigy conductor. (His
first LP of Rossini Overtures was made at age
170 Gambas accompaniments are acceptable,
but hardly in the SzeII class. (Another strange

One of the dangers of taking record criticism as fact is that most reviews reflect the inadequacies of contemporary equipment: this

Decca pairing was Solti and the LSO in Katch-

was particularly so with early stereo material,
when stereo pickups were insufficiently

en's remake of Rachmaninov 2.) Katchen's
enormous technical facility led him to some

developed to do justice to the software. However, it must be admitted that in England,

fast tempi, as in the long cadenza in the Bee-

Katchen was lumped together with Janis, En-

thoven G-major concerto. Here, one can
argue that he is reminding us of the Beetho-

tremont, Fleischer, and Graffman, all thought

ven of Rage Over aLost Penny, irascible and

virtuosi, with brilliant techniques but asteely

gruff. Slow movements, notably in 3, 4, and

insensitivity.
Iwould like to suggest that Katchen might

2, are sensitively done, and in vivacity Katchen
showed he could match Serkin in the B-flat

to typify adreadful new breed of mechanical

shots" of adisappointing broadcast Fourth,

be regarded as the Karajan of the pianoforte,
if that is not seen as equally damning. It seems
to me that his aesthetic sense never allowed

with Kempe and the BBC SO; perhaps by

tonal ugliness, yet he commanded a wide

finale. Ihave one of those memory "snap-

then the superficially suggested was caused

dynamic range. His Karajan -like fast speeds

by the pianist's illness. Producer Ray Minshull
says Katchen was in much pain when he re-

demanded of the listener some thought (just

corded Ravel's Left-hand Concerto; this re-

as Gilds' very slow speeds in Beethoven
sonatas require akind of mental translation

minds one that Katchen made virtually the
only recording of Britten's Diversions (1940)

process). He had the virtuosity for astunning

for the left hand, with the composer con-

Diabelli set as well. It would be atragedy if

ducting the LSO. Decca never renewed that
1955 mono in their Britten series.

Katchen's catalog dwindled to the numbers of
William Kapell recordings available today.S

Islamey, but the mind for a consummate

_=VACUUM TUBE LOGIC
100 Watt Compact
Monoblocks—A Beautiful
British Steal at $2,400 a
Pair. Please write for acopy
of our AMAZING FASTFOURIER PRINTOUT,
Press Reviews and
Brochures.
VTL OF GREAT BRITAIN
ZIA FARUOI
Unit K
814 Norwood Road
Southall UB2 4DL
England
tel: (01) 574-4814

Stereophile

VTL OF AMERICA INC.
LUKE MANLEY
240 Massachusetts Ave
Provdence, RI
USA 02905
tel: (401) 272-2172

VTL OF AUSTRALIA
MIKE KONTOR
13 Hawthorn, Grove
Hawthorn, Victoria
3122 Melbourne
tel: (3)818-2411
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SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom
•Alphason •Apogee
•Audible Illusions •Audio Research
•Bang & Olufsen •B&K •B&W
•Counterpoint •Dahlquist
•Eminent Technology •Grado
•Hailer •Janis •Koetsu •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monster/Alpha
•NAD •Nakamichi •NEC
•Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure/Ultra •Signet •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdex
•Thorens •Ultra •VPI •Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox •Shure •Yamaha
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York
City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed
of "Sales People," but of long time
"Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as
much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212 -595 -7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516 -527 -7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516 -423 -7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs

-Arthur T. (Rex') Scales
on doing business with

AudloVIsion.

.
. . :•
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'When Ineeded apristine-fidelity music system to soothe my midlife crisis Ididn't have time to find out everything Ineeded to
make an informed decision. Frankly, Ihad bigger problems to
solve, what with the change in the weather and all. That's
when Ifound AudloVlslon of New England.. In no time at all, they
had me fixed up with amusic system of impeccable fidelity. All the
while helping me understand my purchase. So visit Audio Vision
today. And see why they've kept me happy for 65 million years!'

AUDIO

Adcom +Apogee +AR +Audloquest +Belles +BeeW
Carnegie +C-J +CWD +ET +FMS +lnllnity RS Ib +Jadis
JSE +Krell +Kyocera +Magnum +Meitner +Melos
Meridian + MIT +Mod Squad +Motif +NEC +Pro Ac
SME V +Spendor +Superphon +Souther +Spica
Sumiko + Ventas +Vil +Finial Technology +Tempest.

1060 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, MA 02174 617 648-HUF1
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We've Got
DLJFJI)
That S Fe EA KS For Itself
Spectral e Conrad Johnson • SOTA • Boston • Magnepan •
• Monster • Velodyne • Pierre Lurne • Kloss • SME • Adcom
Xylophile •B&W •Nakamichii •Grado •LAST •Nitty Gritty •Duntech
QUAD • Madrigal Carnegie is Stax • Infinity • Kyocera • Thorens
Thiel • M&K • NAD • Onkyo Grand Integra • Entec • PS Audio

Serving The Audio Community With
Fine EQUIPMENT And SERVICE Since 1968.

ELIE1111R0111111£5
7511 Pacific • Omaha, Nebraska 68114 e (402) 397-4434

SL-1 VALVE PREAMPLIFIER
-compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the
fastest growing high-end electronics manufacturer.
-call or write for the name of your local dealer.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta. N.Y. 14586 • 716-359-2700
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lEmnewe--w-tiisc
The Ultimate in LP Perfection
Eccentricity Error "A" generates equal
Overhang Error

Record Hole
Correct Center

Eccentricity Error "A" generates equal
Stylus Distance Error

STIRLING

Correct Center
Record Hole

Because of manufacturing tolerances,
record holes are almost never perfectly in
the center of the record. Eccentricity
causes pitch variation, overhang error,
stylus angle variation, and effective tracking
force variation. The results are wow,
unstable imaging, frequency roll-off, loss of
space and depth, loss of harmonics and
ambience, reduction of timbre, transients
and dynamics, lack of realistic decay, and
loss of clarity, focus and inner detail. Eccentricity also generates rumble, modulation
noise, surface noise, and record and stylus
wear.
True high fidelity music can be captured
from your LPs by accurate centering.
"The Center-A-Disc allows you to do
this quickly and easily, with much
greater precision than is otherwise
possible. The Center-A-Disc is an indispensable addition to every audiophile's collection of sound enhancing
equipment, and abargain at the price."
(J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile, Dec. 86)
We encourage you to try Center-A-Disc
on your favorite records. Once you experience the tremendous improvements,
you will be convinced that record centering
is indispensable to true high fidelity music
reproduction.
Surely, Center-A-Disc is the missing link
in LP sound reproduction.
To order Center -A-Disc (with a30 day satisfaction
guarantee) send check/money order, or Visa/MC
information for only 565.00 plus $300 S&H to
HVH Designs, 7647 Densmore Ave., Van Nuys, CA
91406. Phone (818) 785-2030.
Includes Record Centering Instrument, Record
Centering Clamp (weighs less than 23 oz ), and
complete accessories
For more information contact HVH Designs,
California Dealer inquiries welcome

For more information contact:

may audio marketing ltd
P0

Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: (514) 651-5707
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
NAD 2600 amplifier

Type C-i's design process. Not having heard

Editor:

JGH's system, we would have to conclude

Ican't tell you how disappointed we were
when the 2600 didn't quite measure up to a
pair of Threshold SA-ls. But Isuppose that

that his experience of brightness with the A-

when someone spends ten times the price he
should definitely get something for the extra
expenditure. So goes the natural order of the
Universe.
Actually we are delighted with Stereopbile's

Ills is either the result of room placement and
acoustics, associated equipment, or listener
preference (see his "Down With Flat!" in
Vol.8 No.4). Therefore, while we believe that
the Type A-III is in every respect the better
speaker, we heartily agree with TJN's conclu-

pears to excel over two very worthy com-

sion that the C-is are "hard to beat for real
musical enjoyment."
Kevin Voecks
Snell, Haverhill, MA

petitors indicates that our goals have been
mostly achieved. Yes, we expect sparks to fly

van den Hul Silver

sonic findings, and the fact that the 2600 ap-

as the Great Amplifier Challenge continues,
but this is what makes our industry so interesting and so much fun.
Thank you Gordon for afair evaluation.
And to our good friends at Threshold—"Just
wait until next time!"

Editor:
On behalf of Dr. AJ van den Hul and Sound
Connections International, Inc., we thank
Dick Olsher for his insightful review of the
van den Hul "Silver" interconnect. As Mr.

Peter Tribesman

Olsher stated, "materials, construction quality,

NAD, Norwood, MA

and extended bandwidth would appear to
outweigh such factors as geometry." This

VTL 30/30 amplifier

principle is aguiding force in Dr. van den

Editor:
Thank you very much for DO's interesting

Hul's designs. Although the Silver is an expensive product, those who have heard it will

review. We are delighted that DO feels our

agree with Mr. Olsher that it is abargain.

30/30 stereo amplifier bares comparison with

On the subject of balanced vs. unbalanced
cable, when you set out to design aproduct,
there are many considerations, among which

the Jadis 30 monoblocics at three and ahalf
times the price! Iwould point out though
that stereo amplifiers never perform as well as
monoblocks and Ibelieve apples should be
compared with apples.

David Manley
VTL, Providence, RI

Snell Type Cii loudspeaker

is cost. At agiven price point, some designs
cannot be executed. In the vdH interconnect
line, there are five interconnects (three unbalanced, two balanced), ranging from $40/
lm-pair up to the Silver, each offering the
greatest possible performance at its price.

Editor:
Thank you for the review of our Type C-i

The fact that we offer the Silver at 81000/1m-

loudspeaker. While we agree with TJN that

is the knowledge gained from this product,

the C-i represents an advance over our now-

which Dr. van den Hul is applying throughout his cable products. We are currently starting to distribute his latest product to come

discontinued Type A-II, we feel compelled to
comment on his "unsubstantiated conjecture
that the C-i may have the better high-end,"
compared with our Type A-Ill. We assure
readers of Stereopbile that it does not. The
design goal of the Type C-i was to make a
speaker that came as close as possible to the
Type A-Ill's performance, while consuming

pair is in itself unimportant. What is important

from this knowledge, the vdH "Gold" interconnect. This balanced cable offers 90% of
the Silver's performance, but retails for only
$300/1m-pair.
In conjunction with our interconnects are

significantly less floor space and cash. The A-

also two new speaker cables which utilize the
technology of the silver interconnect. The #

Ills were used, along with live unamplified,
music and speech, as areference during the

(6-gauge at $40/ft.) employ the same atten-

Stereophile

SCS-2 (2-gauge at $100/ft.) and the #SCS-6
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A LJANSBASS SYSILV
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE \M-EN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JOH\ VA)VSKS AUDIO SYSTEVS, I\C

2889 Roebing Aisea. Bronx, Nevv ltrk 10461 (212) 8927419

Tweak Your System... see what it can do.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.—the world's
largest, most sophisticated audio cable speciatty manufacturer .
dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable systems design.
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Quality With a combination of state of the art
design and utilization of the most superior inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates
high definition cable systems that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest-quality materials include oxygen-free high conductivity copper windings. state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires,
teflon* "virgin litz" wires. tenon dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics, superior copper connectors
with teflon dielectrics, special 5% silver solder, and much more.
Cables That Approach The Quality Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric Audio USA's new era of
cable design, we offer exceptional cables that are sonically
transparent and uncolored, yet
maintain excellent imaging,
phase coherency and dimensional character cables that
enable you to experience
every subtle nuance your system is capable of
Make A Sound Decision.
nc
Replace your inter-connect
RR3 Box 262
and speaker cables with a
Winder, Georgia 30680
new set of high definition
Phone (404) 867-6300
Esoteric Cables Tweak your
Telex: 80-4294
system—and achieve sonic
superiority'. Call or write today 'renon - o »ege e ,Oderna,k ci 00çwc
for the dealer necrest you.
, 0

Dealer and sales representative inquines welcome
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tion to detail and sonic integrity inherent in
the Silver.

Stuart Marcus
Sound Connections, Tampa, FL

Straight Wire
Editor:
We wish to commend Dick Olsher for his efforts. His review of interconnect cables is
challenging and controversial, without "pulling any punches." Secondly, we must apologize for the seemingly harsh tone of our comments on MIT Music Hose. They must be
taken in the context of our knowledge (from

CHESKY Records
Classic performances,
classic analogue sound.
New release:

CR3 Sibelius: Symphony No. 2/The Royal Philhormonic, Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor

Other releases:

CRI

CR2 Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2/Earl
Wild Pianist, The Royal Philharmonic, Jascha
Horenstein, Conductor
Recorded by Kenneth G. Wilkinson.
Produced by Charles Gerhardt.

user feedback and test results) that the LSI's
benefits are usually not apparent when used
in conjunction with Music Hose. This is due
to abasic difference in design philosophy.

Berlioz: Symphonie Fontastique/The Royal
Philharmonic, Massimo Freccio, Conductor

Eoch 'won sreproduced horn the original master tope and
pressed on 150 gram Teldec virgin vinyl. Absolutely no
equalization, compression or any other signol-ohering device
is used in the process.

We believe the only way to accurately define the additive and subtractive effects of
cables is to compare them with adirect con-

Also available in realtlme
cassettes, specify dolby Bor C.
Available in fine audio and
record stores or by direct moil order.

nection. Our testing procedure involves connecting a variety of well-known reference

Records ore $12.98 each, cassettes are $10.98 eoch. Add
$2.00 postage and handling, payable by check or money
order In New York State, odd 81
4 % tax).
/

components (eg, PS CD-IA and Stax SRM
headphone amp) with phono plugs soldered
back to back (no cable!), where adirect con-

Send to

nection cannot be made, we substitute the

Chesky Records, P.O. Box 1268,
Radio City Station, New York, NY 10101

shortest length possible of various good cables

Dealer Inquiries invited.

(je, 2-3" of Monster, Distech, MIT, etc.—they
sound quite similar at this length). Any sonic
difference between the "test" cable and the
direct connection is considered distortion.
We aren't interested in producing cables that

(

The Best FM reception
begins at $19.95

modify the signal to optimize aparticular set
of components; our goal is for cables to conduct music without alteration.
Mr. Olsher's review questions whether
resolution and focus could be enhanced by
cable colorations. We believe he answers this
question very well in his descriptions of the
outstanding cables: "midrangey forwardness ,
that heightens the impression of midrange
transparency," "startling midrange that is very
addictive indeed" (what about the original

'Signal Sleuth' tunable FM signal amp.

midrange?), "rich and thick with recessed
tonal balance" (why not the original tonal
balance?). We believe that these cable colorations can be of great benefit in certain systems. Besides compensating for the harmonic
and spatial anomalies in some systems, colored
cables can mask annoying HF distortions.
The technical section of the review was
unusually thorough but left afew points unclear. Mr. Olsher first states that geometry and

*SU'
omni.
For the very best in FM

reception accessories,
call or write;
mAG
,Mn
a olob"The

FM Specialists'

1971 Abbott Rd., Lackawanna NY 14218
Toll-free 1-800-448-8490
NY res please call 1-716-822-5346

inductance are more important than materials
Stereophile
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LINE DRIVE
Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music
LINE DRIVE—a system control center designed specifically for your line level
components: CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.
LINE DRIVE— the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with
how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.
Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod
Squad, Dept. S, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia,
CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For acomplete catalog
send 52 (refundable with order). Ask about our
2-week money-back guarantee.

HAVE YOU HEARD?

The Mod Squad has expanded services at
Please come and visit our
unconventional audio salon,
located between Los Angeles
and San Diego. The Mod
Squad's tremendous growth
plus new personnel now make
it possible-for Music by the Sea
to meet all your music needs.
• Acoustic Science
• Athena Audio

• Grado Labs

• Nitty Gritty

• Spica

• Harman/Kardon

• Audioquest

• Koetsu

• Oracle
• Perfectionist Eng.

• Systemdek

• Counterpoint

• Mirage

• Randall Research

• Eminent Technology

• MIT Cables

• Rauna

• Superphon
• Vandersteen
• VPI

542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
Tuesday-Saturday 11 am to 6 pm • Auditions by Appointment
Call for your new Music by the Sea newsletter

I
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but later states "that materials, construction,

impedance has risen approximately 30%

and extended bandwidth would appear to
outweigh such factors as geometry." We be-

above its low frequency level. At the frequency

lieve that design priorities should be based on
the resultant audible effects. To put these

(100% increase) the sound becomes rolledoff. We will gladly provide impedance meas-

parameters into perspective, one must make

urement data on various well known intercon-

proper tests. The cable manufacturers utilizing special metallurgy should be glad to provide test cables which differ only in their

nects and speaker cables to those interested.
Our "statement" on the issue of cable/interconnect compatibility, as reflected in the

crystalline structure. Another useful test would
be to compare two cables of the same geom-

majority of high-end components have low

etry and materials with differing spacing between the conductors. We have made these

region where acable's impedance has doubled

review, needs further clarification. The vast
output impedance to minimize the adverse

comparisons in several systems and noted the

effects that both capacitance and inductance
can have on the signal and output circuit.

cables that differed in conductor spacing

Some components with high impedance out-

were easily differentiated while those that dif-

puts produce significantly higher distortion

fered in metallurgy were not.

as the load capacitance is increased. If the

The reason for the above-noted observation is explained in the review. Changing the

cables used to connect such a component
have relatively linear impedance, the distortion is revealed. If LSI sounds "grainy or

spacing between positive and negative conductors of acable varies its inductance and
impedance, which controls its amplitude and

splashy" on ahigh source impedance compo-

phase response. There is aclear correlation
between the measured impedance deviations

doesn't like the load or requires some filtering

nent, we know that the component either

of the test cables and their sonic descriptions.

of its output, regardless of the load. The
review comments on the approximated (3')

The phase distortion caused by rising cable

bypass test suggests the latter to be true in

The new Classé Audio
DR-3-VHC
is aVery High Current
version of the DR-3.
Offering increased power with
twice the RMS current, it is
ideal for driving the most
difficult loads, including
bridged operation into one ohm.

New address:

Stereophile

Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Rd.
Lachine, Quebec H8T 1A1
Tel.: (514) 636-6384

1

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

VAN DERSTEEN AUDIO
Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling amusically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for abrochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

Announcement

DICK SEQUERRA,
After a hiatus of 14 years has decided to design and manufacture a
new FM, FM - SCA, AM, AM-Stereo, TV Stereo-Video, Remote
Control Broadcast Receiving System which will be called .

THE SEQUERRA MODEL II
For information and descriptive brochure call

718-225-4159
r

write to:

R. Sequerra Assoc. ltd.
15-26 215th Street
Bayside, NY 11360

Stereophile

this case. It would follow that very short
lengths of the outstanding cables would also
sound grainy and ill-defined in the review's
test system.
In conclusion, we wish to accept Mr. Olsher's
cable challenge with our new top-of-the-line
interconnect cable—"The Music Conductor"
(available this spring). We believe that one
meter of "The Music Conductor" will sound
more like 2"of the MC Silver than any other
,
:able.

Finally, let the high-end cable buyer

beware—the emperor's new cables may not
wear well in your system.
David Sala
Straight Wire, Hollywood, FL

SELECT
SOUND:

Biologic Roslyn Village
Long Island, New York
(516) 484-9399

Offering the Finest Audio Values..
•Well Tempered Table SArm
•Carnegle, Grado &Vel
•AudeOuest CD Players
•K.ndel PLS-A Loudspeakers
•Eagle 2A &2000 preamp
•Superphon Rev II &DM220
•GSI Tube Electronlcs

•Revolver &Bullet
•Rotel H.F.
•KIndel Purtst Senes
•Rauna
•OED. ASC 8. Target
•FMS & LIveWlre
•Chesky, Opus L. more

With the Finest Service & Setting
SELECT SOUND — Where you'll find the purchase of a
music system to be an enjoyable and very rewarding
experience. Free delivery &set-up in the tri-State area.
1348 Old Northern Blvd. Roslyn Village, NY.
An Easy Delve So Long lewd's Nodal Shoe.

DISCRIMHI
E
NATING
EAR
The Discriminating Ear, aforum founded and operated by audiophiles for the enjoyment of recorded music, is dedicated to
the concepts of objective listening and affordable excellence. Only by providing audiophiles with arelaxed listening environment featuring single-speaker demonstration, and by encouraging detailed and
direct comparisons of equipment, can objective conclusions be reached that satisfy
individual tastes and requirements.
To this end, we are proud to introduce,
as the sole dealers in the NYC area:
MAPLENOLL OLYMPIAN turntables. They
offer performance previously reserved for
far more costly table/arm combinations.
MAPLENOLL TURNTABLES: integrated phono units featuring air-bearing platter
and air-bearing linear arm, adjustable vacuum. four-point suspension, laminated
lead record platter, and distinctive styling
in oak or walnut. These tables excel in imaging, low level detail, dynamics, tracking,
and freedom from acoustic feedback.
For an appointment please call

ORCHESTRAL
SOUND
FROM AGREAT
DUET.
i
he new Atiel MLP ,
206 2way loudspeaies
deliver smooth response and open, dimen
sional sound big enough to till aconcert hall.
Their drivers, manufactured to the strictest
tolerances in our own factories. Incorporate
many notable technological advances.
Hexagonal voice coil wire, magnets with no
stray magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings endow them with exceptional
rise-time and coherence. The oversize (3")
voice coil in the woofer, and the ferrolluld
tweeter, enable these loudspeakers to handle
the wide dynamic range of your digital
recordings with plenty of room to spare.
Morel has designed and built outstanding
speakers and driver units in Israel for more
than eight years. With its new factory in
England, Morel doubles its production
capability tor even faster, more responsive
service.
Please call or write for further details
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
tel (617)277-6663 telex 650-2499475
Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road, Ransomes Indus. Estate
Ipswich P3 9RT, England
tel (0473) 719212 telex 987601 Morel G
Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B. PO. Box 140, Ness Ziona
70 451 Israel

morel

718-204-2557
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ttlele( leseotan...

A good listener needs to hear
more than the subtle
differences between high
quality components.
As asalesperson, agood
listener needs to hear the
subtle differences between
customers who are searching
for the right component to
complement their system.

SPNTEr
IIND

If you need to be heard,
call.. .

60 Speedwell Avenue

NEIL McPHEE -JIM LUCAS

Morristown, NJ

2(11/26 7 -6700

STRAIGHT WIRE CABLE COMPONENTS...
SOUND CLOSEST TO A DIRECT CONNECTION!
Other cables m
correct certain audio system anomalies through
selective filt
,nfortunately, these corrections are achieved at the
expense'flic integrity and musical expression.
STRA I
ing si

WIRE cables
alterations.

Ithe most musical information by minimiz-

LSI IN
NECT -Linear Seri
once i
veils of tonal colo
plague
rcables. THE premi
$80/met r
\
FUXCONNECT •The
price interconneOr
music with lifelike realism
ONLY 525/meter pair.

podhat
eat

MUSIC RIBBON -Hi-Tech flat design provides
the lowest phase shift and highest mechanical stability among speaker cables. From
$1 -53/loot.

nce/
onducts
definition at

TEFLON •12 •
ra
uy speaker
cable with su
us, dimensionality
and RFI shielding a only 52.50 per foot.

NEW.... THE KL-3
AUDIOPHILE GRADE COMPONENT PERFO
COMPONENT ISOLA TER EMI-RFI FILTER SUR

MANCE ENHANCER
E & SPIKE SUPPRESSOR

REDUCES AUDIO BACKGROUND DISTO
ONeD CURTAINING
CLEARS VIDEO PICTURE FLASHES, JIT
& HAZE

SIRNGHT WIRE

P.O. BOX 78 •HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 •(305)

925 2470
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word, $45 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC and VISA accepted; send card number and expire
date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502. Ads must be received for Vol. 10 No. 3by March 6, 1987; for Vol. 10 No. 4by April 16, 1987

FOR SALE
SALE—SOUND ADVICE. Third annual, backbreaking prices: Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield Lab, Nautilus.
We proudly welcome these additional labels: Reference Recordings and Wilson Audio. UHQRs, outof-prints, collections, original masters. Lightning fast,
dependable service. Visa/Mastercard. Call Sound
Advice, tbe final word in audiophile recordings,
(816)361-2713.
SIDFItEALKAP. The SiderealKap WU designed from
its inception to be the finest sounding capacitor
available for audio today. Find out what the music
lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Call (619)7227707 or write to Sidereal Akusti 1969 Outrigger
Way, Oceanside, CA 92054. Free literature and information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
FREE HIGH END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/IC/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S,
Peterborough, NH 03458.
KLYNE SK-1 MC PRE-PREAMP, mint, $185. Nakamichl BX-I cassette deck, 2-head, black, perfect,
$165. (619)223-2941 California.
NITTY-GRITTY record cleaning machine, like new,
$150. (502)896-0382 after 7pm.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amper, lèlefunken,
Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, same
day shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, Pa Bar 7323-Dept.
SI; Van Nuys, CA 91406. In California, 800422-4277. Outside California, 800-422-4250.
PHOENIX SYSTEMS phono preamp, $75. Allison
Four loudspeakers, 1200. (415)981-7957.
IOWA AUDIOPHILES: HAWKEYE AUDIO is now an
authorized conrad-johnson and Sonographe dealer.
We also carry Acoustat, Adcom, Aiwa, Fried, Grado,
Parasound, Spectrum, Spica, Stax, Superphon, Surniko, Apature, Kimber )(able, and Week. Audition
these incredible products soon. Open seven days a
week. Hawkeye Audia 311 E. Washington, Iowa
City, IA 52240. (319)337-4878.
APOGEE, ASC, CLASSE, conrad-johnson, Koetsu,
Krell, Meitner, Rauna, Siltech, Sonographe, Straight
Wire, Syrinx, and more. Inquiries welcome. Auditions by appointment. Prompt follow-up on any
messages received. Competitive pricing. Serving
Michigan residents and areas without product representation. Performance Systems (313)342-2475.

Stereophile

NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES: Sit-mop/rile sound
at reasonable prices. Acoustat, Adcom, Aiwa, Apature, B&W, Chicago, Fried, Grado, Hafler, JBL, Kimber, Parasound, Sonographe, Spectrum, Spica, Sumiko, more. FIBS Stereo Systems, 237 First St., Pittsfield, Mass. 01201(413)443-3434.
STEREO SYSTEM DESIGN BY JAMES BOYK. Expert and independent consultant (Stereophile feature interview, Sept. 86) will design asystem for
your tastes, your needs, your room, and your budget. Sound Decision
Consulting 2135 Holmby
Avenue, los Angeles, CA 90025-5915. (213)4758261.
FREE UPS SHIPPING: Apogee, PS Audio, Nalcamichi, Magnat, Meitner, Grado, Signature, AR ETL-1 &
ES-1 turntables, Halles, Sony, Superphon, Onkyo, and
more. Expert Consultation, ask for Cliff or Ward.
Threshold Audio, 409 South 22nd St., NewarkHeath, Ohio 43056. (614)522-3520.
AUDIO COMPONENTS BY: Adcom, Beming, Clear
Audio, Counterpoint, Decca, Distech, Dynavector,
Electron Kinetics, Entec, Grado, JSE, Kindel, Koetsu,
Magnum Dynalab, Micro Seiki, MIT, Moore Franklin, Premier, Regs, Shinon, Souther, Spica, Straight
Wire, Stax, Superphon, VPI, Well-lkmpered
Xstatic Systems. Greenfield Equipment, 7805 Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305. (312)771-4660.
MC/Visa, auditions by appointment, shipping and
export facilities.
APOGEE CALIPER SPEAKERS, B&K ST 140 amp,
Belles XLM preamp. PA (215)567-4626, evening.
KLYNE SK -5 PREAMP, $1995; SK -1 pre-preamp.
$140; Counterpoint SA1 preamp, $600; SA2 prepreamp, $425; NYAL 600 amp, $900; Audio
Research D-79B amp, $1395; B&W 801F2 speakers,
$1295; Linn Sondek LP-12 turntable, $450; Breuer
arm, $390; Miyabi Ivory cartridge, $498. (509)9461529 evenings, West Coast.
AUDIO RHAPSODY—Put "Rhapsody" into your
life and music with the dynamic Kindel Speakers, a
mating of competent experience and intelligence.
Natural, musical. By appointment: (213)498-0867
in Long Beach, serving LA and Orange counties.
SALES—MONSTER CABLE. If you are energetic,
hard working and love audio, we need you! Small,
fast growing audio accessories company is looking
for bright sales minded individuals for management
positions. Insert your ideas in sales, marketing strategies. Must be familiar with audio industry and
have sales experience. Call Julie at (415)777-1355
between 2-4 pm Pacific Standard Time.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
8ISSUES PER YEAR
$24 U.S.
L $46 Europe, South America. USSR, North Africa airmail
$26 Canada airmail : $54 all other countries air mail
A
frt

‘

i

U.S. RESIDENTS To subscribe by credit card call TOLL FREE
'1-800-435-0715 (except Illinois residents call 1-800-892-0753) or
send check, money order, or credit card number/expiration date to .
STEREOPHILE, P.O Box 364, Mount Morris. IL 61054.
I,
OUTSIDE U.S. To subscribe by credit card call (505) 982-2366 or send
check, money order. or credit card number/expiration date to
STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
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NAME

:ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
VISA OR MASTERCARD #
EXPIRATION DATE
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MARK LEVINSON ML-10A preamp, $1500; ML-11
amp, $1000. Both mint, 6months old. ML-9 amp,
$1600, mint, 3years old. Original owner, boxes and
manuals, Levinson interconnects with Camac connectors. Call Jack (303)538-3976 CO.
SYSTEMDEK Il X turntable with revised MMT tonearm (HS-12 headshell), black ash finish, factory drilled
annboard, brand new, $350. Harman/Kardon Citation
II tube amplifier with new matched 6550s, perfect
condition, $300. Call Tom (718)331-9559.
"JEMSTONE" SERVING MICHIGAN AND THE MIDWEST. Meitner, simply fabulous, hear the PA-6,
STR-50 and sTR-loo at Michigan's premier Meitner
dealer. New: ESB loudspeakers, hear European excellence! Also starring Fried (new black Betas), Oracle, Quicksilver, Robertson, Assemblage, other fine
lines. Appointments only. Newsletter. JEMS7D/VE,
Box 240, DeWitt, Michigan 48820-0240 (517)6699544. Nice people.
INFINITY RS1Bs with Straight Wire harness, $3695;
NYAL NCP-II $1395; Perreaux 5150B, $2195; vdH
MC-10, 150 hrs, $195; SME V tonearm cable, new,
$95. (512)695-9763
TANDBERG 3006A AMPLIFIER, 150W/ch, MOSFET
design, mint condition. New $1195, now $495.
Call (504)443-1238.
SPICA TC50 OAK, $350; Magnavox FD2040 CD
player, $150. Both less than one year old, mint,
original cartons, warranty, etc. Money order only:
Michael Whyne 3541 N. OverbiU, asicagg IL 60634.
(312)878-5500.

Audio
Exposure

SONY CDP-55 COMPACT DISC PLAYER with remote.
Like new, one month old with original carton, papers.
warranty, $225. (201)561-3013, New Jersey.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS/CASSETTES/CDs. Mobile
Fidelity, Reference, Sheffield, American Gramophone,
RealTime, Delos, Windham Hill, DMP, Nautilus,
Sweet Thunder, Crystal Clear, many others. Low
prices, quantity discounts, many out-of-prints. Free
price list! Music For Your Ears, Box 24104217,
Charlotte, NC 28224-1042.
ADCOM 555 AMPLIFIER, mint condition, $375.
Audio Research SP-12, recently rttubed, $450. (813)
962-7306, Ron.
DYNACO STEREO 70, PAS-3x, FM-3, all unmodified and good, all or part. (713)461-4509.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
OUT-OF-PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY and other brands
at wholesale cost; also direct to disc, Japanese pressings. Chad, 213 South 2nd, Apt. 3, Salina, KS 67401.
(913)825-8609.
SONY CD PLAYER (CDP-C10), plays 10 discs, like
new. PA (215)567-4626.
MITSUBISHI DA -F30 TUNER, manual and box, absolutely mint, $175. Dual CS621 turntable with Micro-Acoustics 382 cartridge, very low hours, both
mint, $100. Geary, (319)396-0341, after 630pm CST

ECHOMUFFS*
GREATER IMPROVEMENT
THAN GOING FROM A $600
TO A $6,000 AMPLIFIER

A

Where Hearing Is Believing
Counterpoint -Belles -LiveWire
VPI -Belles -AudioQuest -FMS
Vandersteen -Audible Illusions
Eminent Technology -Nestorovic
Spica -McLaren -Luxman -B&W

by appointment

714-240-0742

Echo-Muff sound absorbers behind
your speakers eliminate rear wall
reflections and make a startling improvement in tonal quality, imaging and
resolution. They also allow near wall
placement. Simply the greatest improvement per dollar you can make in
your system. Under $300 per pair.
For further information, please write
or call.
WATKINS ENGINEERING
1019 E. CENTER STREET

629 Camino de los Mares #305

San Clemente, CA 92672

Stereophile

KINGSPORT, TN 37660
•patented

PHONE (615) 246-3701

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
ADS
Bryston
Counterpoint
CWD
DBX
DCM
Eagle
Eminent Technology

Grado Signature
Magnepart
Martin -Logan
Meitner Audio
Meridian
Mission
MIT
Monster Alpha
NAD

Nakarnictu
Nelson -Reed
Oracle
SME
Signet
Sonographe
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stax
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Ttuel
Thorens
Threshold
VPI
Vandersteen

Velodyne
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Nova Beam
Pioneer
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave ,New Haven, CT 06510
Mon.,Tue

MC/V1SK AMEX, TAKE 5Charge

Introducing

SoeaVeoe,

The ultimate audio visual experience
Arcici
Audio Quest
Celestion

Grand Integra
by Onkyo
Infinity

by Marc's
NEC
Palinter

Spectrum
Sumiko

Conrad-Johnson

Jadis

Quad
Revox

Convergent Audio
Technology

KEF

Rogers

Van den Hull

Klyne
Lazarus

Snell
Sony ES

Ventas
VP I

Monster

Souther

Yamaha

Eminent Technology
Grado

lblisman
Thorens

and much more

'e§Det e

ISC>

265 E Eau Galhe Causeway
Melbourne, Florida 32937
305-777-1100
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QUAD ESL-63, S/N 17389 and -90, rosewood, 5
months old, $1950. (516)223-0143.
THE ORIGINAL G.A.S. SLEEPING BEAUTY moving-coils, super-elliptical, list $240, special $79.
Thalia II preamp, list $299, special $149. SAE hioutput moving-coils, Shibata-tip 1000LT, list $260,
special $99. Ellipdcal 1000E, list $240, special $79.
Visa/MC/Money Order: (213)726-9999, S.A.E. Inc,
1502 Gage Road, Montebello, CA 90640.
AUDIONICS BT-2 PREAMPLIFIER, $100. (915)
698- 7955.
DAHLQUIST DQ-10s, $650 pr. plus shipping; PS
Audio 4H preamp, $396; DBX 224 noise reduction,
$125; AR ES-1 turntable w/AR arm, absolutely mint,
$300; Quidcsilver mono amps, $875 pc (316)251-1982.
EAGLE 2A Amp, $800. Precision Fidelity C-8B preamp, $300. Both mint. Ezra, (803)327-4849.
REVOLUTIONARY NEW WELL-TEMPERED table
and arm, VPI, Eminent itchnology, Grado Signature, Rowland Research, PS Audio, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Respons, Kindel, JSE, Spica, MIT,
Kimber. Great Lakes Audio, 502 N. Harrison, E.
Lansing MI 48823. (517).332- 8577. MC/ Visa, auditions by appointment.
NEW PALTZ AUDIO: contad-johnson, Adcom, Rotel, Mission, Energy, Revolver, Dual. New Paltz Audio, 57 Main Street, New Paltz, NY 12561. (914)
255-6004.

DISC CLEANING
Pe

HEAR THE NEW DAHLQUIST DQ-20,
pered Arm and lltble, van den Hul MC-10, Mod
Squad products, contad-johnson, 16 bit x 4 CD
players, Spendor, and more. Champagne Audio, 723
S. Neil, Champaign, IL 61820. Saturdays 10 to 5.
VECTOR ELECTRONICS CONTINUES to supply top
quality audio products at competitive prices. Cramolin, Goldbug cartridges, Indian ECC83/12AX7,
lumber ICable, Michell turntables, Namiki AC direction finder, Sheffield Lab, Sonex, iblefunken (original) ECC82/12AU7, Zeta tonearm. Visa/MC/AmEx.
Please call for price quote: (503)233-2603, Vector
Electronics, Portland, Oregon.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS. Direct to disc and halfspeed masters by Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet
Thunder, Sheffield, M&K, and more. Free catalog.
Bill, 1331 Cessna, New Brighton, MN 55112. (612)
639-0119.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES: Audio Research SP-10
preamp, $1895; Revox B225 CD player, new, factory sealed carton, $650; Meridian MCD Pro, near
new, w/Wayne filter, $895; Revox A-77 tape, $250;
Linn Sondek LP-12 turntable w/Ultracraft arm,
$455; Marantz Model 20 tuner w /scope, $279;
more new, used, demo to choose. Esoteric Audio,
(602)946-8128.
PAIR FRIED G3s. Brand new, perfect condition,
$1300. Call (205)871-1135 after 5pm CST weekdays, anytime Sat-Sun.

"...the first CD player
to crack the Class 1
sound barrier"
"International Audio Review"

feCTED

Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
manufactures unique cleaning systems
that are 100°0 effective in eliminating
dust, grease and static electricity from
records and compact discs Records
and cd's that have been cleaned by a
Nitty Gritty sound more like live music
They have extended high frequency response
improved imaging. more
acoustical space, and less noise Everyone can hear the obvious improvement
that a Nitty Gritty cleaning makes

NITTY GRITTY -

J Peter Moncrieff

KINERGETICS KCD-20
Gold Series
Compact Disc Player

Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS. INC.

4650 Arrow Hwy . OF4, Montclair, CA 91763
(714) 625-5525

Stereophile

ASR
6029
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KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

Reseda Blvd •Tarzana

CA 91356 •(818) 345 2851

TRACKING FORCE.
At Audio Studio we're scrupulous in our pursuit of the
best values in high-end
hi-fi. Audiophiles ourselves,
we carefully analyze components before adding
them to our select inventory. Which means that we
can help you choose with
confidence from among the
best there is. And back that
choice with solid service.
ADCOM. AKG. AR.
ARISTON. ASC.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS.
AUDIQUEST. BEYERDYNAMIC. B&K.
BEVERIDGE. CHAPMAN. DB SYSTEMS.
DUAL. ELECTRON
KINETICS. GRACE.
HAFLER. HARMONKARDON. KEE KLYNE.
MERLIN. MODSQUAD.
MONSTER CABLE.
MOREL. NAD. NITTY
GRITTY. OFtTOFON.
PRECISION FIDELITY.
PROTON. QUAD.
REVOX. SME. SONY ES.
SPECTRUM. STAX.
STRAIGHT WIRE.
SUMIKO PRODUCTS.
SUPEX. SYSTEMDEK.
TALISMAN. THORENS.
VELODYNE. VPI.
Track us down. Call or
come in.
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
303 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001

AUDIO STUDIO
188
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MERRILL MODS. Linn: acrylic lead outer platter
with clamping ring, $135. Acrylic arm board, $48.
Acrylic subchassis with integrated arm board, $185.
AR: acrylic lead outer platter with clamping ring,
$135. Acrylic subchassis, $95; replacement motor,
$65; spindle, $25. spring kit, $8. Coming soon!
Screw-down acrylic stainless steel center clamp.
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis,
TN 38104. (901)272-1275.
NAICAMICHI TX-1000 computer center turntable.
New, sealed in box, $2995. Original retail price
17000. (805)497-3697.
ASC lbbe 'flaps, 16 in. x 3ft., 1pr, $450. Also Superphon Revelation dual mono preamp, $335. Bob,
(518)872-1677.
DESIGNED FOR MUSIC: the Merrill turntable, MFA
Systems, PSE, Siefert Research, Kindel, Princeton
Acoustics, Peterson Emerald, lumber 'Cable, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Stilt, Eminent ltchnology,
Well-lkmpered, Garrott Brothers, Grado, Audioquest, Sumiko. lb be heard at Aeolian Products 6,
Services, Danville, VA 24541. (804)792-6946.
MUSIC STUDY CASSETTE RECORDER. Two-speeds
for slowing down difficult passages, cue/review for
repeated rewinding ease, varipitch for tuning the
tape to your guitar, harmonica, etc. Mention this ad
for discount. Workshop Records, (512)452-8348.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-90B AMP, $899. Audio
Research SP-6B preamp, superb on both phono and
compact disc, $769. NAD 5120 turntable, $129.
Michael, (315)469-8211.

BRISSON INTERCONNECTS, customized Athena
PolyPhasors, MI-330 in any configuration, including tonearm sets, W13T locking RCA, and Camac
terminations for Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson
hookup wire for audio constructors, MIT wiring
harness for Infinity RS-1, custom threaded Tiptoes
for any component, ASC lbbe 'naps, Wonder Caps
Ac solder, Resistas, connectors, etc., 11 catalog.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)
669-7181.
YOU CAN STILL RECEIVE ALL SIX 1987 newsletters for 110 ($14 overseas). Learn about modifications, new ideas, and opinions from audiophiles
from around the country. Join The Meal' Club, PO.
Box 831, Southport, CT 06490-9998.
DUNTECH PCL-35, 1450. (313)855-1724.
BACK ISSUES THE SENSIBLE SOUND #16-3I plus
3more, 130. (608)882-5052, 5-7 pin CST
INFINITY IRS SPEAKERS, latest Series III, six
months old, little used, flawless condition. (203)
281-5909.
TURNTABLE ENCLOSURE MODIFICATION to clear
high tonearms. Specify location/height desired,
send your enclosure and $50 plus $10 shipping/handling. Includes antistatic cleaner/instructions. Wilkie Talbert, 442 Alcatraz Ave, Oakland,
CA 94609. (415)653-3750.
SIGNET MRS.OML MM cartridge, sells for $350,
asking 1125. New in box, Signet's current line, only
been out 6months. (215)322-2736, Philadelphia.

AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES
1)
2)
3)
4)

As-One Interconnect Cable
Audio cables influence the signature
of a sound system. Our research and
development team combined a select
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction.
and non-fatiguing sound. We believe
sound quality sells itself, and invite
you to experience the As-One
Interconnect Cable.
..7,4usa! .zS:ytrzpLnicl
2016 Flintbury Court

Stereophile

408-270-6033

.San Jose. Calif 95148

Audioquest New "Superciamp"
Audioquest Profile Auto Arm«?
Audioquest Sorbothene Mat
Audioquest Sorbothene Foot
Set of Four
5) Audioquest Sorbothene Sheet
6) Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
7) Sumiko Fluxbuster FB-1
8). Sumiko Tweek
9). Tip Toes /Counter Feet
10) Mod-Squad CO Damper
11). Interconnects& Speaker Cables
For AR ES-1 Turntables
12). Predrilled Aluminum Armbcards
for MMT, LVX, AR arms
13). Hum-shielding for AR Platters
Shipping one item
Shipping 2-4 items

S 70
S 40
S 35
S 9
S 35
S 14
S 30
$119
S 14
CALL
5 23.50
CALL

S 30
S 39
S 3
S 4

oudio

.Odv1
ScX,1110.

225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 451-3868
VISA/MC/AMEX
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The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy

AUDIO NEXUS

Try our prescription for fast relief
from headaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VAN DEN NUL MC-ONE & MC-10
moving coil cartridges
Alphason • Argent • Audioguest • BEL
B & K • CJ Walker • Counterpoint
Dayton Wright • Eminent Technology • Fried
Grace • JSE • Kimber Kable • Klyne • Melos
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty • Premier • PS Audio • Rauna
Robertson • Rotel • Rowland Research
SME • Sota • Spectrum • Stan
Systemdek • Talisman/Alchemist • Ibbe Traps
Van Den Hui • Vendetta Research

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-464-8238

SYSTEMDEK
The Systemdek Ilx Turntable
has earned areputation
for excellent sound, along
with value for money, ease
of set up, and operation.
We are pleased to introduce
our new Systemdek Tonearm,
which combines with the Ilx
to give acartridge every
opportunity to do its best.
To find out why critics and
consumers everywhere endorse
this uncomplicated elegant
design, please contact your
nearest dealer or:
SYSTEMDEK SALES U.S.A.
16 Edgewood Road
Robbinsville, New Jersey 08691
(609) 259-6423

Berkeley Heights, NJ

RN NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

SOTA's Reflex
Clamp is Here!

Ready to Hear LP Perfection?

EXCELLENCE REALIZED
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

SOTA's new record clamp combines simplicity
of use, elegance, and unequalled performance. True Reflex action. Rigid, massive, yet
decoupled during play. The ideal match for
the SOTA Supermat.
Capture part of the SOTA achievement.
Experience how perfect an LP can sound!
Warning: Both may be addictive!

SOTA

ndustnes

P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707
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AUDIO DIMENSIONS AUDIOPHILE SPECIALS:
Demo components, Bang & Olufsen 3000 system,
call! Linn LK-1 preamp and LK-2 power amp,
$1195; Counterpoint SA-6, $299; Linn Sondek
LP-12, call; Linn ICans, $379; Phase Linear 3000
preamp, $139; Kloss Novabram (10'), $1995. Used
components: Acoustat Monitor 4s w/servo amps,
$1200; Linn Saras w/stands, $650; Synthesis
LM-250s, $750; Colony AB-1 air bearing turntable
and arm w/new Fidelity Research FR-44 cartridge,
8650; Linn DMS Isobariks w/stands, $1990; Bang &
Olufsen 5000 receiver w/remote, $879; Rep Planar
2 w /Signet TK-7, $325; AR ES-1, $250; Counterpoint SA-2, $699; Counterpoint SA-5, $1299;
Counterpoint SA-20, $1490; Other demo and used
items available. Audio Dimensions, 6401 NW Expressway, Oklahoma City, 73103. (405)722-9332.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES: Audio Research D-250
Mk.II Servo, wiestra tubes, $3995; Goldmund
Studio turntable, w/T3B arm, $2795; w/arm and
ICoetsu Signature Rosewood cartridge, $3495; Oracle
Delphi turntable, w/Linn Ittok LV-II arm, Mod
Squad improved, $795; more new, used, demo to
choose. Esoteric Audio, (602)946-8128.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable,
portable, oak units, holds LPs, CDs and tapes. Free
mall order brochure (say you saw it in Stereopbile).
Per Madsen Design, Pa Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133. (415)928-4509.
13&0 RIBBON MICROPHONE BUR, $550; includes
baffle, mounting bar and custom "Blumlein" bracket.
Call: (604)384-6090.

oio

KIMBER
KABLE -

e

ACCLAIMED
BY STEREOPHILE
AND OTHERS ASA
LEADING CABLE
PRODUCT LINE. SEE
OUR NEW FLAT
CABLE WITH 100%
TEFLON INSULATION
SUITABLE FOR UNDER

e
e
e

THE CARPET INSTALLATION.
MUSICAL • ACCURATE • FLAT
DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE • STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4 VS-$120/ft. 4 TC-$4/ft.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE"

Stereophile

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WASHINGTON DC audiophiles: Convergent Audio lbchnology, Counterpoint, Nova, Electrocompaniet, Superphon, Music
Reference, Dimensional Optics, Micro Seild, Alphason, Koetsu, Highphonic, Garrott, van den Hul,
Audioquest, Kimber ICable, Randall Research, Beveridge, Merlin, Nonspeakers, YBA, Audiolab. Please
call or write for free newsletter. C.K. Audio, 11605
Basswood Drive laurel MD 20708. (301)498-5709.
AUDIO RESEARCH D250 Mk.II Servo amplifier, 4
months old, warranty, ($6900), $4250. The Source"
turntable with Eminent itchnology II tonearm, 4
months old, warranty, ($2850), $1875. (312)460-1856
PAUL HEATH AUDIO: Audible Illusion, B&K, Convergent lèchnology, Eagle, Grado, Kinergetics, Lazarus, Martin-Logan, Melos, Merlin, Magnum DynaOnkyo Integra, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Regs,
Sonog,raphe, Spica, Ram Lab, Music Reference, Vacuum Tube Logic, Line Drive, Vandersteen, VPI,
Well-lbmpered. Sacrifice: Acoustat 2+2, Perkin
Monitors, MCM 7s, Robertson 4010, Mission 7000
CD, Quad ESL, Sumo amps and prramps. 217 Alexander, Rochester; NY (716)262-4310.
TWO THRESHOLD SA/2 class-A mono amplifiers,
$3100 or B/0. (813)962-8555.
APOGEE DUETTAS, grey, 6/12 crossover, mint,
$1600 plus shipping. (208)322-8779, evenings.
SOUNDLAB A2X ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS.
Walnut with white linen cloth, like new with full
5-year factory warranty. Retail for $2950/pt, will
sell for $1580/pr. f.o.b. PhoenLt. (602)254-4441.
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WORKS

Gasworks brings experience and attention to detail to the modification of
classic audio components.
Retain the original sonic
signature of your equipment while removing its
rough edges.
Modification now available for Adcom GFA-555.

Write for free brochure.

5563 Kendall Street
Boise, Idaho 83706
(208) 323-0861

Aud ¡p ¡iii,,,
Cdnnection
TURNTABLES:

Basis. Heybrooly, Merrill
Well Tempered

TONEARMS:

Eminent Tech
Tempered

CARTRIDGES:

Decca. Garrott P-77 Grado
ydH MC-10

ELECTRONICS:

(solid state) British Fidelity
Belles. Jordan. The MOD Squad
Magnum Dynalab
[tube) Audible Illusions. Klima

DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

Stay. Well

Melos MFA.Ouicksilyer. VTL
CO PLAYERS

California Audio Lab Melos
Audio. Harman Kardon

SPEAKERS:

Eminent Tech .Focus. Heybrook
Princeton Acoustics Rauna.
Spendor, Vandersteen

ACCESSORIES:

AudioGluest. Chicago Sp Stand
Liyewire. Kimber Kahle. MIT.
Peterson. Sims Vib Soney.
Tiptoes. Torufluid. ASC Tube
Traps Tweek VP)

the above listing is selective
201-239-1799
Fl 15 Blnoreheld Ave

Vero,' NJ 07044

Also for sale

occasional close -outs, used equipment
Hours: Mon. Tues. Fri 12-7. murs 12-9. Sat 11.6
Closed Sun .Wed
Please, call for an appointment ,

PRESTON T
RAIL AUDIO
INTRODITES
MARK LEVINSON
WE ALSO REPRESENT THESE
FINE PRODUCT LINES:
KRELL • SOTA • VPI •KOETSU • SYRINX
APOCEE • CONRADJOHNSON • MEITNER
SI LTEC H• CANTON • MD • CAM ER
DENON • ',LIMAN • HAFLER • AR

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17390

mom RD. SI 1TE 320
77,n2 12141 24s-9104

11‘1.1.‘S. TR4S

ProAc

ProAc Loudspeakers are used in the Royal Opera House London
England for live performance sound reinforcement and at the Teldec
Recording Co in West Germany for monitoring purposes ProAc
Loudspeakers can be found in many sound studios and in the homes of
literally thousands of music lovers worldwide
ProAc Super Tablet te — our new version of the original Tablette, well
known for its precise image and power handling A superb quality
mini-monitor
ProAc Studio One — our new compact monitor with a high-tech
ti tanium tweeter and precision seven inch woofer Incredible bass punch
and super sound stage

For more information call or write
Ptak Loudspeakers 2888 Bluff Suite 210
Boulder Colo 80301 303-449-1440 Dealer inquiries invited.

/V

of Santa Fe Presents:

• Transmission line response to below 32 Hz. (Ti)

is Big speaker performance (F 3=50 Hz) from .5 cu. ft. (B1)

1

B1

192

Ti

• Latest technology superfast Neoflex woofers
• 3lb. concave dome fiberglass tweeters
• Warmly musical sound with superb detail and coherence
• Exceptional vocal reproduction and imaging
• Highest quality components throughout
• High-end performance at mid -fi prices
• 30-day no-risk home trial offer
• For further details, call or write: TNT-LINES,

137 Mesa Verde, Santa Fe, NM 87501; (505) 988-2585

Stereophile

AUDIO RESOURCE is an authorized McIntosh dealer
and service agent utilizing five technicians, each a
specialist in his own field, including two local professors who are PhDs in electrical engineering. We
have access to consulting with all McIntosh Laboratory engineers and alaboratory facility with over
$100,000 of sophisticated diagnostic and analyzing
equipment. We offer refurbishing or modification
on almost all tube electronics, from "vintage" McIntosh, Maranta, Citation, Fisher, etc., to modifications that will suppress the maintenance appetite of
even the hungriest ARC or CJs. We can quiet anoisy
solid-state amp or preamp or provide optimized FM
alignment. Performed by Dr. Terry Reimer, this procedure will yield results far surpassing performance
limits regarding sensitivity, selectivity, and THD set
forth by their manufacturers. All work is guaranteed. Audio Resource #1, Metairie Cl., Metairie LA
70001. Catalog: (504)833-6942. Visa/MC.

\DESIGN

MUSIC
CUSTOM

HOME

STERE0

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO OVVN THE BEST
The most exciting and revolutionary
components in the world. Featuring:
Audio Research •Vandersteen
Oracle •Apogee •Krell •Rowland
Counterpoint •PS •Spica
Audible Illusions •Athena
Koetsu •New York Audio Lab
and many others

WANTED

(415) 332-2142

BEATLES ABBEY ROAD compact disc, EMI eCP
35-3016. (303)366-5928.
NEC MODEL T-6E am/fm stereo tunes (617)865-1923.
SPENDOR SP-1. Cal/John, (805)522-7156, evenings
QUICKSILVER mono-amps, Audio Research D-70,
Krell ICSA-50, VPI turntable, SOTA turntable Michael,
(315)469-8211.
DYNACO MARK VI, vacuum tube amps or parts.
Complete or incomplete kits. Will pay top dollar. Call
Jeff Goldman (215)628-2000 during working hours

pRcwauen

_

107 Caledona Street
Sausalito, California 94965

1••••

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

C.F. ?4UDIO

The cedes of recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world

Three amassers for reduction of transient and steady-state
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 323A: 52.650
Write tor literature to.
P.O. Box 335. Dawn, NY USA 13214-0335
Tel.: (315) 472-5644

1

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
HELPFUL SERVICE
WE CAN SHIP TOO
VISA, MC. COD

FREE LITERATURE
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

Carries

4Ms without

.111r

plus

It 50
Sh.ppéngi

ii•nehng
jewel boxes
PA residents add 6% tel
• Light • Durable • Soft Velour Lining •

Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315
in PA 215-860-9015

MC VISA

P.O. Box 1463 Southampton, PA 18966

Stereophile
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P.O. BOX 2305, 90632-2305
415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.
LA HABRA, CA 90431
(213) 691-0967
(714) 971-5670

AUT110111ZIED
DEALER FOR

ALPHASON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
BENNETT SOUND CORP
COUNTERPOINT
DISTECH
FRIED
GRADO SIGNATURE
HIGHPHONIC
HITACHI LC-OFC
MICRO SEIKI
MUSIC REFERENCE
NITTY GRITTY
ORSONIC
QUAD
RAM TUBE WORKS
SAEC
SHINON
SOUTHER
SUPERPHON
TWEEK
MILITARY TUBES

MUSIC REFERENCE (Modjeski) RM-9 power amplifier is now
availbale Four EL34's per ch producing 100 watts per ch
Highest quality hand wound output transformers vacuum
potted in silicon rubber. 3-years minimum tube life using RAM
tubes Very fast open, airy and sweet with excellent bass A
must heart Outstanding value. $215000

L.,”b•MIMMEIMI.NMOIMMMIMI
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Adverts ,ng puohsneci nStereophlle sa,cepteC. ,y)1vprem.,,. Ina;
se ,,,es as otlereci are
accurately descnbed, and are avadable to customers at the advertsed once Aclvensmg tnat does not conform to these
standards or that s deceptive or msleadmg s never Knovitngly accepted it any Stereophile reader encounters
noncomphance will these standards please wnte Nelson & Associates. 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers. NY 10705.
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Once again, AR reshapes the future of high fidelity.
The company that invented
most of what defines amodern
loudspeaker now re-defines audio
components. The critics are
calling AR's new electronics "a
watershed in consumer hi-fi!'"
Ken Kessler proclaimed, "I no
longer have to apologize to nontweaky friends who want agood
looking, affordable, all-singingall- dancing system andsound
quality to boot:'"
Alvin Gold says the amplifier
offers "good build and abeefy
circuit" that produces "voluptuous, but also well controlled
'Ken Kessler quoted Iron, HFN,S PR. 1/87
''Ahern Gold quoted from New tit-F1 Sound. 2,81

bass." The tuner "combines the
convenience of presets with the
attributes of the better analogue
tuners:'** The CD player is "outstandingly good" and "a positive
sonic bargain.""
No one serious about stereo
would buy equipment without
listening. Now it's no longer necessary to buy without looking.
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The ONKYO Grand Integra
P-308 and M-508
For the serious audiophile searching for musicality, transparency and
control flexibility at an affordable cost, Onkyo presents the
Grand Integra P-308 pre-amplifier and M-508 power amplifier.
The M-508 delivers the promise of power and musicality, using the
same design concepts first offered in our remarkable M-510 amplifier.
Incorporating Onkyo's Real Phase technology, the dual mono
200 watt per channel M-508 impressively drives even
the most complex speaker systems.
The P-308 disproves the axiom that pre-amplifiers can offer either
control flexibility or superb sound quality, but not both. The P-308
offers unmatched system control flexibility, together with technological
refinements such as shielded power supplies, special signal path
routing, and passive tone equalization,with full bypass capability.
Audition the separates that are in aclass by themselves at your Onkyo
Grand Integra Dealer today, or write to Onkyo for detailed
information about these remarkable new components.
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